
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8436

SEATfLE CRESCENT CONTAINER SERVICE INC

v

THE PORT OF SEATfLE

NOTICE

April 25 1986

Notice is given that no appeal has been taken to the March 19 1986

dismissal of the complaint in this proceeding and the time within which

the Commission could determine to review has expired No such determina

tion has been made and accordingly the dismissal has become administra

tively final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8436

SEATILE CRESCENT CONTAINER SERVICE INC

v

THE PORT OF SEATILE

COMPLAINT DISMISSED

Finalized April 25 1986

By complaint filed October 9 1984 as amended Seattle Crescent Con

tainer Service Inc Complainant alleged that The Port of Seattle Respond
ent was engaged in certain practices seeking to exculpate the Respondent
from its own negligence in violation of section 17 of the Shipping Act

1916 46 U S C app 816 and section 10 d I of the Shipping Act

1984 46 U S C app 1709 d I The Complainant asked that the practices
be declared unjust and unreasonable and that a cease and desist order

be issued Costs and attorneys fees were requested
The matter proceeded to hearing in Seattle Washington but was recessed

on October 10 1985 to allow the parties to seek a fresh approach to

a settlement

By letter dated March 6 1986 Complainant advises that the Complainant
and Respondent have reached a settlement with respect to practices for

the future and that it has withdrawn its complaint A copy of the written
agreement to govern future conduct is attached to the Notice of Withdrawal

Neither the Respondent nor Hearing Counsel an Intervenor in the pro

ceeding opposes the withdrawal

Accordingly the complaint is dismissed without prejudice

S SEYMOUR GLANZIlR
Administrative Law Judge

I Inasmuch as the agreement was filed March 13 1986 with the Commission s Bureau of Agreements and
Trade Monitoring under the provisions of section 5 of lhe Shipping Act 1984 46 U S C app 1704 it will



INDEPENDENT

ACTION

SUMMARY

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

46 CFR PART 572

DOCKET NO 85 7

ACTION NOTICE AND MEETING PROVISIONS IN

CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS

April 25 1986

Final Rule

This revises the Commission s regulations goveming the
filing of agreements submitted to the Commission pursu
ant to the Shipping Act of 1984 The Final Rule requires
conference agreements to I establish a maximum no

tice period of not more than 10 days for member lines
taking independent action 2 provide for a single notice
to the conference of a member line s independent action
and 3 state that a member line taking independent
action is not required to attend a meeting or to comply
with other procedures for the purpose of explaining
justifying or compromising a proposed independent ac

tion The Final Rule also makes technical changes based
on the comments received

EFFECTIVE
DATE May 30 1986

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

IPROCEEDING

This proceeding was initiated by a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking pro
posed Rule published in the Federal Register 50 FR 10810 March 18
1985 to revise Part 572 Agreements by Ocean Common Carriers and
Other Persons Subject to the Shipping Act of 1984 46 CPR Part 572
as it relates to conference independent action IA authority The Proposed
Rule would require conference agreements to establish a maximum notice
period of not more than 10 days for member lines taking independent
action to provide for a single notice of independent action to the conference
and to state that a proponent of independent action is not required to
attend a meeting or to comply with other procedures for the purpose
of explaining justifying or compromising a proposed independent action

A total of 14 comments were received in response to the Commission s

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking The Proposed Rule was supported in com

ments filed by I the Department of Justice DOJ 2 the Chemical
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Manufacturers Association CMA 3 PPG Industries Inc pPG and

4 Brown Forman DistiJIers Corporation Brown Forman
Comments seeking clarification modification or withdrawal of the Pro

posed Rule were filed by I the Transpacific Westbound Rate Agreement
TWRA 2 the Philippines North America Conference pNAC 3 the

Inter American Freight Conference IAPC 4 the U S Flag Far East Dis
cussion Agreement Agreement No 1050 5 the North Europe U S Pa
cific Freight Conference the Pacific Australia New Zealand Conference and
the Pacific Coast European Conference NEUSPAC et a 6 the 8900
Lines and the U S Atlantic Gulf PortsItaly France Spain Freight
Conference 8900 Lines et a 7 the Atlantic and Gulf West Coast of
South America Conference the United States Atlantic and Gulf Colombia
Conference the United States Atlantic and GulfEcuador Conference the
United States Atlantic and GulfVenezuela Freight Association the United

Stales Atlantic and Gulf Southeastern Caribbean Conference and the United
States Atlantic and GulflHispaniola Steamship Freight Association Latin
American Conferences 8 the Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan
Korea the JapanKorea Atlantic Gulf Freight Conference the Trans Pa
cific Freight Conference Hong Kong the New York Freight Bureau and
the Japan Puerto Rico Virgin Islands Freight Conference Trans Pacific
Conferences 9 the United States European Carrier Associations USECA

consisting of the North Europe U S Gulf Freight Association the Gulf

European Freight Association the North Europe U S Atlantic Conference
the U S Atlantic North Europe Conference the Pan Atlantic Carrier Trade

Agreement and the Trans Atlantic American Flag Liner Operators Agree
ment and 10 Sea Land Service Inc Sea Land

II COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A The Right of Independent Action

Section 5 b 8 46 U S C app 1704b 8 of the Shipping Act of 1984
the Act or the 1984 Act 46 U S C app 1701 1720 states that each

conference agreement must

provide that any member of the conference may take independent
action on any rate or service item required to be filed in a
tariff under section 8 a of this Act upon not more than 10 cal
endar days notice to the conference and that the conference will
include the new rate or service item in its tariff for use by
that member effective no later than 10 calendar days after receipt
of the notice and by any other member that notifies the conference
that it elects to adopt the independent rate or service item on

or after its effective date in lieu of the existing conference tariff
provision for that rate or service item

Before addressing the specific issues raised with regard to particular
provisions of the Proposed Rule it is necessary to address a number of

general issues raised by the comments regarding the interpretation of section
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5b 8 of the Act One such issue concerns the proper role of independent
action within the statutory scheme of the 1984 Act A number of the

conferences argue that collective ratemaking is the normal method for

pricing ocean transportation services It is asserted that in a well functioning
conference differences over pricing will usually be resolved internally
Independent action is said to be a safety valve a last resort an

exception to the norm that will rarely be used These comments generally
conclude that the Proposed Rule would distort the statutory scheme by
elevating independent action above collective action

This position however ascribes too peripheral a role to the independent
action provision of the Act Independent action is not merely a safety
valve to be used on rare occasions whenever pricing decisions cannot

be resolved internally and a member is allowed to act independently rather

than be forced to leave the conference It is a central provision designed
to balance those provisions of the Act which facilitate collective action

The independent action provision was a key feature of the compromise
that led to the passage of the t984 Act Moreover the independent action

provision was one of the shipper sponsored provisions The 1984 Act rep
resents a legislative effort to balance the interests of carriers and shippers
In order to fulfill that Congressional purpose it is necessary to ensure

that the right of independent action is fully preserved and that no restric

tions other than those permitted by the statute are placed on its exercise

Rather than distorting the statutory scheme the Proposed Rule would

appear to be in harmony with the purpose of the 1984 Act The independent
action provision of the 1984 Act is the counterbalance to the enhanced

economic power of conferences Congress could not have spoken more

clearly on this issue than it did in the Conference Report

A critical factor enabling the Conferees to agree on a more nar

rowly drawn general standard is the inclusion in this bill of numer

ous other provisions which address the nation s interest in competi
tion in the ocean common carrier industry Even more impor
tantly the bill includes other specific and major procompetitive
reforms that will affect the operation of ocean carriers and con

ferencesnotably a strong requirement of independent action with

a limited notice period

H R Rep No 98jOO 98th Cong 2d Sess 33 34 1984

As the Conference Report makes clear Congress intended independent
action to be a procompetitive balance to the more narrowly drawn general
standard Moreover it is clear that Congress was aware that it would

affect the operation of ocean carriers and conferences including

pricing Furthermore there is nothing in the legislative history which indi

cates that independent action is merely a safety valve rarely to be used

or only as a last resort Although Congress continued to allow for collective

ratemaking by conferences it provided for a strong effective right of

IA in the clearest of terms Preserving an unburdened right of IA is in
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j
1

keeping with the Congressional purpose Restricting burdening or making
it more difficult to exercise independent action defeats the purpose of

the Act and the legislative compromise that led to the Act s passage

A number of conferences suggest further that the Proposed Rule is con

trary to the Congressional purpose of continuing the conference system
in order to address structural and competitive problems such as rate insta

bility and overcapacity While it is true that Congress did continue the

conference system for such a purpose this does not mean that independent
action should be circumscribed or limited Congress gave not only con

ferences but other types of carrier agreements the opportunity to deal with

problems of overcapacity by providing for a relaxed general standard expe
dited processing and clear antitrust immunity Restricting lA however

is not a solution to the problem of overcapacity which is the fundamental

cause of rate instability
One conference comment argues that the Act s silence with regard to

any other restrictions on independent action does not mean that aU other

conditions are per se unlawful Another comment argues that section 5b 8

does not prohibit other provisions in agreements which might result in

reducing the frequency of independent action This same comment criticizes

the Proposed Rule as an administrative rulemaking which impermissibly
adds to the statutory requirements of section 5 b 8

These comments misconstrue the nature of the right of independent action

Independent action means that a member Unemay act independently and

not coUectively with regard to any rate or service item required to be

filed in a tariff In order to take such action the member Une may only
be required to provide notice of up to JOdays to the conference To

argue that the Act s aUeged silence permits other substantive requirements
or conditions which would effectively add to the Umited notice requirement
either as a precondition to or as a consequence of independent action

is contrary to the express language of the Act Any condition procedure
or other mandatory requirement that in effect adds to the 10 day maximum

notice requirement or places a mandatory burden on IA is on its face

per se violative of section 5 b 8

The Proposed Rule does not add to the statutory requirements of section

5b 8 Its intent is merely to codify by rulemaking Commission policy
concerning some of the conference imposed conditions on the exercise of

independent action which appear on their face to violate section 5b 8

These conference imposed requirements specified in the Proposed Rule have

been encountered in a number of agreement fiUngs and have prompted
negotiation with the parties to obtain their removal or modification Contin

ued case by case adjudication of such provisions as suggested by one com

ment is inappropriate unnecessary and an inefficient use of Commission
resources The Proposed Rule provides clear guideUnes for conferences
and avoids filings which otherwise would be rejected or require modifica
tion
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Finally it should be noted that the Department of Justice believes that
the Proposed Rule does not go far enough and that additional regulations
are needed DOJ urges the Commission to broaden the scope of this pro

ceeding to include consideration of regulations requiring all conference

agreements to expressly prohibit I any form of collusion in connection

with any carrier s right of independent action 2 the erection of any
artificial procedural barriers to any carrier s exercise of its right of inde

pendent action and 3 all forms of conference or collective retaliation

against carriers who exercise their right of independent action DOJ ac

knowledges that consideration of its proposals would require continuation
of this proceeding Whatever the merits of these proposals they are beyond
the scope of this rulemaking DOJs proposals will however be given
consideration in a future rulemaking proceeding on this subject
B Specific Provisions of the Proposed Rule

1 Section 572502 0 4 it Right of Independent Action

Section 572 502 a 4 i of the Proposed Rule incorporates the requirement
of section 5 b 8 of the Act that each conference agreement must provide
for the right of independent action The language of this paragraph is

substantially the same as that of the existing rule which appears at 46

CPR 572502 a 4

One comment contends that the language of this paragraph which states

and shall otherwise be in conformance with section 5 b 8 of the Act
is superfluous and should be deleted because the regulation already incor

porates all of the requirement8 of 8ection 5b 8 of the Act

Section 572 502 a 4 i paraphrases but does not restate verbatim the

language of section 5 b 8 of the Act The language cited by the comment

therefore assures that the rule is not interpreted as a delimitation of the

statutory right of independent action Moreover it does not add any require
ment which does not already exist in the Act itself Therefore this language
shall be retained in the Final Rule

The same comment proposes further that language be added to this

paragraph which would provide expressly for notice to a section of a

conference in lieu of notice to the conference itself where ratemaking
is conducted on a sectional basis If ratemaking authority resides exclusively
within the particular sections of a conference and the business of agreeing
on rates and publishing tariffs is done on a sectional basis it would not

appear to be inconsistent with the Act to allow for notice to the section

since it rather than the overall conference is the ratemaking body To

that extent the comment has merit and shall be accommodated by adding
a paragraph to the Final Rule which allows for notice to a ratemaking
section in lieu of notice to the overall conference As discussed more

fully below only a single notice to the section may be required
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2 Section 572502 a 4 iiNotice Period

Section 572 502 a ii of the Proposed Rule establishes a maximum notice

period of 10 days which may either be required or permitted by the con

ference agreement The Proposed Rule prohibits IA provisions which provide
for a minimum notice period and leave open the possibility of voluntary
notice in excess of 10 days The effect of the Proposed Rule is thus

to preclude an IA proponent from voluntarily providing more than 10

days notice to the conference
The Department of Justice fully supports this requirement of the Proposed

Rule DOJ contends that this rule regarding the notice period warrants

adoption because it gives full effect to the literal meaning of section 5 b 8

of the Act and because it would prevent conference members from becoming
participants in implicit understandings in which carriers would voluntarily
give more advance notice of independent action than was intended under

section 5b 8
CMA also supports this provision CMA contends that the language

and intent of the Act are to prohibit a conference from requiring a con

ference member to give more than 10 calendar days notice Moreover

according to CMA the restriction on voluntary notice would still allow

an IA proponent to informally discuss a proposed independent action prior
to giving formal notice or to withdraw a proposed independent action

prior to effectiveness and resubmit it at any time

The conference carrier comments unanimously oppose the Proposed Rule s

prohibition of voluntary notice of independent action in excess of 10 days
The comments advance various arguments to support the position that an

IA proponent should be permitted to voluntarily provide notice of more

than 10 days
First some comments argue that the plain meaning of the language

of the Act places a limit only upon the conference agreement and not

on the action of an individual member The only purpose of section 5b 8

of the Act allegedly is to prohibit a conference from imposing a greater
notice period upon a member line Some comments argue further that

the language of the Act which states that the inclusion of the IA item

in the tariff for use by the member shall be effective no later than

10 calendar days after receipt of the notice does not impose any restriction

on the member line This language it is argued merely requires the con

ference to file the notice within I0 days of receipt Some comments argue
that filing and effectiveness of the tariff must be distinguished from the

effective date of the IA rate as specified in the tariff The language of

the Act is said merely to require filing of the tariff within Io days This

filing requirement allegedly cannot be converted into a limitation on a

member s right to give voluntary notice of more than 10 days Thus

it is contended that an IA proponent can specify an effective date of

more than 10 days and that this does not conflict with the requirement
that the conference file the tariff within 10 days Finally some comments

2S FM C
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argue that the Proposed Rule would conflict with the minimum 3D day
notice requirement of section 8 d if the independent action rate is a new

or increased rate The comments conclude that the Commission may not

prevent or compel a conference to prevent a member line from independ
ently and unilaterally giving more than 10 days notice cancelling IA

whether effective or pending or extending the effective date of a pending
IA

Second some conference comments contend that the legislative history
makes clear that Congress intended only to place a limit on the maximum

number of days notice which a conference could require a member line

to give They argue that the legislative history speaks only in terms of

the maximum notice that may be required and does not prohibit additional

voluntary notice It is also argued that if Congress had intended to impose
such a requirement it would have established minimum and maximum

time periods
Third conference comments argue that the policy of the Act favors

allowing carriers the freedom to structure their own affairs In keeping
with this policy member lines should be allowed to provide longer notice

Fourth conference comments argue that the prohibition on voluntary
notice of more than 10 days is unworkable and unneeded Several con

ferences point out that the Proposed Rule could be circumvented in various

ways A member considering independent action could I announce an

intended IA in advance of formal notice and discuss withdraw or com

promise it 2 docket a rate proposal and give formal notice of IA only
after the proposal is rejected by the conference or 3 give notice of

IA and then withdraw it prior to effectiveness and re notice the IA Another

comment argues that a conference could completely disregard a notice

given II days prior to the effective date under the Proposed Rule

Fifth some conference comments argue that there are positive benefits

to be obtained from a rule which would allow voluntary notice of more

than 10 days It is argued that such voluntary notice would enhance commu

nication among members which would in tum support collective ratemaking
and thereby promote rate stability It is also stated that such voluntary
notice would enable conference members to meet outside competitors rates

well in advance and allow time to take a possible second IA to meet

outside competition

Section 8 d 46 V S C app 1707 d provides
No new or initial rate or change in an existing rate that results in an increased cost to the shipper

may become effective earlier than 30 days after filing with the Commission The Commission for

good cause may allow such anew or initial rale or change to become effective in Jess than 30

days A change in an existing rate that results in a decreased cost 10 the shipper may become effec

tive upon publication and filing withthe Commission

The comments in effect argue that if the Proposed Rule requires effectiveness of an IA rate within 10

days of filing there would be apotential conflict wilh the 30 day notice requirement of section 8 d in the

case of new orincreased rates
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Sixth three conference comments contend that contract law permits a

party that is required to give a specific notice to voluntarily give more

notice than that required by the contract

Seventh one comment argues that the legal construction generally given
to statutory provisions and agency rules requiring a notice period of a

certain number of days supports voluntary additional notice This comment

argues that none of these statutes or rules prohibits the person bearing
the notice burden from giving additional notice

Eighth two comments argue that the Proposed Rule is inconsistent with

the Commission s previous interpretation of notice requirements made in

the Final Rule issued in Docket No 8426 Rules Governing Agreements
By Ocean Common Carriers And Other Persons Subject To The Shipping
Act of 1984 49 FR 45320 November 15 1984 27 F M C 430 There

the comments contend the Commission recognized the right to give more

than 10 days notice by deleting an absolute 10 day limit from its interim

rule

A 10 day maximum notice requirement is consistent with section 5b 8

of the Act and shall be retained in the Final Rule Section 5 b 8 of

the Act establishes the mechanism by which independent decisions regarding
tariffed price or service items may be made within the structure of the

conference system Section 5 b 8 sets forth statutory requirements regard
ing notice waiting period conference filing obligations and effectiveness

of lA items These requirements affect both the collective action of the

conference and the individual action of a conference member taking lA

The language of section 5 b 8 is clear Each conference agreement
must 8 provide that any member of the conference may take independent
action upon not more than 10 calendar days notice to the con

ference This language requires each conference agreement to contain

such a provision which establishes a maximum waiting period following
notice of not more than 10 calendar days The conference is then required
to include the new rate or service item in its tariff for use by
that member effective no later than 10 calendar days after receipt of the

notice emphasis added This language not only obligates the conference

to file the lA item in the conference tariff after receiving notice but

further specifies when the lA item shall become effective This limit applies
both to the conference and the individual member taking lA Neither the

conference nor the lA ptoponent may set an effective date beyond 10
calendar days The language of section 5 b 8 when read in its entirety
establishes a clear certain and predictable mechanism governing inde

pendent action which includes a 10 calendar day limit on lA notice Once

formal notice of independent action has been given the Act establishes

a definite scheme for filing of the lA item in the conference tariff and

effectiveness of the lA item
The legislative history to the extent that it addresses the question of

notice waiting period and effective date is not inconsistent with and in
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some instances supports the interpretation of section 5b 8 taken in the
Final Rule The Conference Report for example stated that

The conferees agree that the notice period to be given to the
conference before a member may take independent action cannot
be more than ten calendar days The House recedes from a provi
sion that would have limited the notice period to 2 working
days for independent action the Senate recedes from a provision
that would have limited independent action to certain trades and

only when a loyalty contract is in effect

H R Rep No 98600 98th Cong 2d Sess 29 1984 Similarly the

House Committee on the Judiciary stated that the bill requires all
conferences to permit independent action upon a maximum of ten days
notice to the conference H R Rep No 98 53 Part 2 98th Cong 1st

Sess 30 1983
Moreover as the legislative history acknowledges the proper length of

the waiting period was a matter of dispute
The proper length of the waiting period has been a matter of
some dispute The chemical manufacturers advocate no waiting
period or a maximum of 48 hours Sea Land Industries argues
that conferences need at least ten days other carrier representatives
believe a still longer period is necessary to allow conference
members to meet before the rate takes effect As approved by
the Committee the conference may shorten but cannot lengthen
the ten day notice period While some carriers preferred a longer
period the Committee believes some concessions are warranted
in the interest of a flexibility sic pricing mechanism that could

significantly aid this nation s export performance
H R Rep 98 53 Part 2 98th Cong 1st Sess 27 1983 The lO day
waiting period thus represents a compromise between shipper interests which

had advocated no waiting period or 48 hour notice and some carrier interests

which had advocated a longer waiting period Moreover a lO day ceiling
was imposed so that there would be more pricing flexibility for the benefit

of U S shippers and exporters A shorter waiting period before a rate

or service item becomes effective also contributes to the stated intention

to give U S shippers greater flexibility in meeting price competition
from foreign shippers and to enable them to respond more quickly to

market opportunities H R Rep No 98 53 Part I 98th Cong 1st Sess

31 1983

Although not directly addressing the question of voluntary notice the

extensive discussion in the legislative history of the appropriate period
of notice would appear to have little value if a member line could volun

tarily give more than 10 days notice Similarly the compromise between

carrier and shipper interests would appear to be disturbed if carrier members

could voluntarily provide more notice As noted above the Conference

Report states that the Act provides for a strong requirement of
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independent action with a limited notice period emphasis added H R

Rep No 98600 98th Cong 2d Sess 33 34 1984 The Final Rule

implements the intended purpose of section 5 b 8 by assuring that shippers
will have the benefit of IA rates that become effective within 10 days
after notice The Final Rule also reduces the potential danger that by
allowing voluntary notice in excess of 10 days conference members might
become participants in implicit understandings in which carriers would al
ways voluntarily give more thllIl 10 days advance notice of independent
action

The various objections raised by the conference comments do not warrant
a change in this provision of the Proposed Rule The alleged loopholes
in the Proposed Rule which would allow effectively for longer periods
of notice do not in any way undermine the purpose or value of a maximum
to day requirement The Proposed Rule was not intended to preclude ad
vance discussions of possible independent actions or other rate actions
or considerations that might be undertaken prior to formal notice In fact
the availability of these procedures indicates that conference flexibility in

considering IA proposals is not unduly impaired Moreover the Proposed
Rule does not prevent an individual carrier that has given notice of IA
from withdrawing the IA prior to its effectiveness In this regard the
alleged positive benefits of allowing voluntary notice of more than 10
days i e better communications conference stability etc still would be
largely available under various pre formal notice procedures The Rule does
ensure however that once formal notice is given and unless withdrawn
by the IA proponent the filing of the tariff and effectiveness of the IA
rate will occur in a predictable and certain manner

Nor does the alleged inconsistency of the Proposed Rule with section
8 d of the Act constitute a barrier to the issuance of a Final Rule precluding
voluntary notice in excess of 10 days The Final Rule has been harmonized
with section 8 d by expressly recognizing that new or increased rates
are subject to the requirements of section 580 1O a 2 46 C F R

58010 a 2 of the Commission s tariff rules Presumably such instances
would be rare because the vast majority of independent actions are rate
decreases In this regard it should be noted that at one point H R 1878
expressly provided that independent action would apply only to an action

that results in a decreased cost to a shipper The accom

panying Committee Report noted that Independent action must be limited
to decreases in rates H R Rep No 98 53 Part 2 98th Cong 1st
Sess 30 1983 Although this language did not remain in the legislation
which became law it would appear to be consistent with the Act to allow
IA on any tariffed rate or service item including rate increases but to
make lA s which increase rates subject to tariff filing requirements The
approach also seems appropriate inasmuch as both section 5b 8 and sec
tion 8 d are provisions of the Act which are intended to benefit shippers
The Final Rule reconciles the requirements of both provisions
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Neither the principles of contract law nor the construction given to notice

periods in other statutes or agency rules are controlling in this instance

Section 5 b 8 sets statutory limits on the waiting period before tariff

filing and on rate effectiveness which apply both to the conference and

the individual member

Finally the Proposed Rule is not inconsistent with the Commission s

previous interpretation of notice requirements made in Docket No 84

26 Rules Governing Agreements by Ocean Common Carriers and Other

Persons Subject To The Shipping Act of 1984 49 FR 45320 November

15 1984 27 F M C 430 as alleged in some comments In that proceeding
the Commission ultimately deleted the model independent action provision
which had been in effect in the interim rule issued under the 1984 Act

See 46 C PR 572 801 e The Commission retained unchanged
572 502 a 4 which specified the content of the independent action article

of conference agreements In addressing the comments to 572 502 a 4

the Commission stated

Section 572502 a 4 requires that conference agreements specify
its sic independent action procedures Comment 34 proposes
that this section be revised to permit I independent action proce
dures which allow for the exercise of such action on less than

10 calendar days notice and 2 a conference member to inde

pendently elect to provide more than 10 calendar days notice

of its intention to exercise independent action

Section 572 502 a 4 tracks the language of section 5 b 8 of

the Act which in relevant part provides that conference agreement
independent action provisions may not impose a notice period
of more than 10 calendar days for the exercise

of independent action The revisions suggested by Comment 34

are unnecessary because their intended purpose is presently being
served by section 572 502 a 4 Therefore no change to this sec

tion has been made

49 FR 45335
One comment relies upon this discussion as support for the contention

that the Commission has previously interpreted section 5b 8 of the Act

to allow for voluntary notice of more than 10 days This reliance is mis

placed Certainly nothing in the present rule itself 572 502 a 4 in any

way interprets section 5 b 8 as allowing for voluntary notice of more

than 10 days Moreover the accompanying discussion referred to above

was intended merely to indicate that further changes in 572 502 a 4

were unnecessary inasmuch as conferences would be permitted to draft

their own independent action provisions in accordance with section 5 b 8

of the Act The discussion did not expressly authorize voluntary notice

of more than 10 days To the extent that that discussion may have left

any ambiguity on this issue it is clarified by the Final Rule issued in

this proceeding
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As indicated in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking section

572 502 a 4 ii is intended to address provisions in conference agree

ments which are stated in terms of a minimum period of notice to the

conference An example of such a provision would be one which states

that a conference member may take independent action upon not less
than 10 calendar days notice to the conference Such a provision requires
a minimum period of notice but leaves open the possibility that a member
line taking independent action may voluntarily provide notice which exceeds

the required minimum including notice in excess of 1 0 days Such con

ference provisions which only establish a minimum notice period are prohib
ited by the Final Rule The Final Rule permits a conference to provide
for a fixed period of notice not in excess of 10 calendar days or a

range of notice provided that the maximum permissible notice does not

exceed 10 calendar days

3 Section 572 502 a 4 iiiSingle Notice

Section 572502 a 4 iii of the Proposed Rule states that an IA proponent
may only be required to give a single notice to a conference official

or designated representative The proposed Rule would codify by rule

the Commission s established policy with regard to multiple notice provi
sions Although not expressly stated this section does not preclude an

IA proponent from voluntarily giving notice to the other parties to the

agreement
DOl contends that this section of the Proposed Rule warrants adoption

because it prohibits a procedural obstacle to independent action that is

inconsistent with the statutory language which requires notice to the con

ference CMA supports this section and states that the statute allows

only for single notice

Relying on the statutory definition of the term conference 46 V S C

app 1702 7 four conference comments argue that the individual members

of the conference are the conference and that a requirement of notice
to each member therefore is permissible

Two comments contend that the Act does not prohibit a conference

from requiring direct notice to each conference member provided that

the conference does not refuse to publish an independent action in a tariff

or otherwise withhold the right of independent action if the member fails

to notify other members as well as the conference secretariat Another
comment adds that a multiple notice requirement is permissible provided
that the notice to all members does not extend the notice period

Other comments contend that I multiple notice imposes little if any
burden on the IA proponent 2 there is no evidence that multiple notice

would deter IA 3 many rate agreements operate without a secretariat

and depend on the initiating party to communicate with all other participants
and 4 notice to all other members serves a legitimate commercial purpose

by assuring that other members have a reasonable period of time to decide
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whether to exercise follow up IA Finally two comments submitted by
carrier interests take the position that the Act does prohibit a conference

from requiring a member to give more than one notice but does not

preclude a member from voluntarily doing so

Section 5 b 8 of the Act requires an IA proponent to provide notice

to the conference The Act s definition of conference 46 V S C

app 1702 7 states

conference means an association of ocean common carriers

permitted pursuant to an approved or effective agreement to en

gage in concerted activity and to utilize a common tariff but
the term does not include a joint service consortium pooling
sailing or transshipment arrangement

This definition does not support the argument advanced in several comments

that the conference is merely the sum of its members and therefore notice

to each member may be required Rather the definition makes clear that

the conference is itself a distinct entity namely an association of ocean

common carriers It is the single entity ie association to whom

notice must be given Section 5 b 8 provides that the conference will

include the new rate or service item in its tariff Normally this is accom

plished by the conference office or secretariat The filing of the IA tariff

item is not the responsibility of the other member lines If there is no

central conference office then one member could be designated to file

the tariff
Other comments contend that a conference may require multiple notice

as long as this requirement does not prevent or delay the publication
of the IA item in the conference tariff Such an interpretation in addition

to again ignoring that the Act speaks in terms of notice to the conference

also as a practical matter lays a heavy collateral burden on the taking
of IA since failure to provide multiple notice still would constitute a breach

of the agreement in the view of these comments Finally it should be

noted that the Proposed Rule does not preclude voluntary notice to other

conference members Thus the alleged benefits of multiple notice still

might be available through voluntary notice to the other members

Section 572 502 a 4 iii also requires each conference agreement to indi

cate which conference official or single designated representative is to

receive the IA notice One comment suggests that this requirement be

modified to allow the conference to designate an office rather than a

particular person Another comment recommends that if this requirement
is retained it be modified to take into account conferences which conduct

ratemaking by sections and to allow notice to the section

These suggested changes may be accommodated without imposing any
additional burden on the IA proponent and may facilitate the giving of

IA notice It is therefore appropriate to amend this section to allow a

conference to designate a conference official single designated representa
tive or conference office as the recipient of the IA notice As discussed
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above a new paragraph allowing for notice to the ratemaking section in

lieu of notice to the overall conference would address the concerns of

such conferences where ratemaking is by section

Finally it should be noted that section 572 404 of the Commission s

rules 46 CPR 572 404 allows for a waiver of aily of the requirements
of section 572 502 upon a showing of good cause A waiver of the single
notice requirement might be available for example to a conference with

no formal admhlistrative structure for receiving notice or to a conference
made up of onlY a few lines

4 Section 572 502 a 4 ivMandatory Meetings Etc

Section 572 502 a 4 iv of the Proposed Rule prohibits a conference

from requiring attendance at conference meeting submission of information

other than that necessary to accomplisb tariff filing or compliance with

any other procedures for the purpose of explaining justifying or compro

mising the proposed independent action This section would codify current

Commission policy in this area

DOJ supports this section of the Proposed Rule and argues that such

meeting informational or procedural requirements should be prohibited
because they encourage intimidatiOn harassment and coercion of carriers

who attempt to take IA CMA argues that such mandatory requirements
should be prohibited because the Act provides for independent action not

action thatmust be discussed and considered collectively
Two conference comments argue that the Act does not prohibit a require

ment of mandatory meetings TWRA for example states It is permissible
to require meetings and even to treat failure to comply as a

breach so long as the IA is published as noticed within 10 days 1WRA

and PNAC argue that the conference also may require additional information
or data so long as failure to comply cannot be used as a basis for refusing
to publish a tariff Another comment argulls that the conference may require
a statement of the reasons motivating or underlying the independent action

FinallY one comment argues that conferences should be permitted to require
a post IA exercise explanation of theIA

Several other conferences express no objection to this paragraph provided
that it is clarified that voluntary meetings voluntary submission of additional

information or data and voluntary procedures to explain or justify inde
pendent action are not precluded

The argument that mandatory requirements beyond notice to the con

ference may be imposed upon an IA proponent provided that the conference
fulfills its filing obligation is without merit Simply because a requirement
is not made a pre condition to filing IA does not alter the fact that it

places an obligation on the IA proponent once the proponent takes IA

Mandatory requirements which are absolute preconditions to the taking
of IA are of course more offensive But whenever the taking of IA

means that the proponent must meet some other requirement sometimes
even at risk of violating the conference agreement if not done that provision

i
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has gone beyond the permissible limits of section 5b 8 of the Act inas
much as it may burden the use of independent action

The Act merely requires an IA proponent to give notice Once notice

is given the conference must carry out the ministerial task of tariff filing
An IA proponent has no other obligations under the Act Any mandatory
requirement beyond notice is impermissible As some of the comments

candidly acknowledge failure to meet these conference imposed mandatory

requirements would be a breach of the agreement Such a breach would

presumably subject the IA proponent to penalties under the terms of the

agreement a circumstance which would clearly burden the taking of inde

pendent action Therefore any mandatory requirements whether meetings
information or procedures appear to be prohibited under the Act This

prohibition is clarified by the Proposed Rule Even post IA mandatory

explanations although arguably less burdensome are impermissible
The Proposed Rule does not preclude voluntary attendance at meetings

submission of information or observance of procedures Such provisions
do not in themselves burden the taking of independent action There

does not appear to be any reason at this time to prohibit IA proponents
who wish to voluntarily accommodate the conference or its members from

doing so

5 Section 572502 a 4 v Following fA

Section 572502 a 4 v of the Proposed Rule incorporates the require
ment under the Act that the conference file the IA item in the conference

tariff for use by the member It also provides for following IA by other

members who wish to adopt an IA item as their own

Several comments seek clarifications of this provision One suggests that

the language of this provision be modified to account for conferences

in which ratemaking is done by sections A similar change has been consid

ered in connection with earlier paragraphs of the Proposed Rule and shall

be accommodated here through the paragraph which allows for notice to

the section in such conferences

Several comments suggest that the Final Rule expressly state that an

IA proposal may be ameriiled postponed or cancelled during the notice

period and prior to its effectiveness The Proposed Rule did not preclude
such action by an IA proponent Nor does the Final Rule

Finally one comment states that the Final Rule should protect follow

up independent action by providing that a following IA continues to remain

in effect after the original IA is withdrawn prior to its effective date

unless the conference is instructed otherwise Whatever the merit of this

comment such a provision was not put forth in the Proposed Rule and

would appear to be beyond the scope of this rule making proceeding
In addition this issue is currently being addressed in Commission Docket

No 863 Modifications to the Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan

Agreement et al
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6 Section 572 502 a 4 viCompliance

Section 572 502 a 4 vi of the Proposed Rule provides for immediate

compliance with a Final Rule by all new conferences and allows 90 days
after effectiveness for compliance by other conferences

One conference states that it needs 180 days to accomplish the changes
which might be required by the Proposed Rule and requests that the rule
allow that period of time for compliance

It would appear that 90 days is not an unreasonable period of time

in which to achieve compliance with the final Rule Indeed only one

conference expressed any difficulty with this provision Therefore a change
in this section is not deemed necessary

7 Section 572502 a 4 viiRejection

Section 572 502 a 4 vii provides that any agreement which does not

comply with the requirements of this section shall be rejected pursuant
to section 572 601

One comment argues that this provision is inconsistent with paragraph
vi and should be deleted A number of other comments argue that this

paragraph exceeds the Commission s rejection authority These comments

argue that the Commission can only reject an agreement because it fails
to meet the express requirements of section 5 b of the Act

Section 5b states that each conference agreement must inter alia pro
vide a member line the right of independent action on not more than
10 days notice The Proposed Rule would jlfohibit only those provisions
which on their face fail to comply with one of the requirements a con

ference agreement filed pursuant to section 5 must meet if it is to be
made effective under section 6 and granted antitrust immunity under section
7 of the Act Accordingly this appears to be a proper use of the Commis
sion s rejection authority and shall be retained in the Final Rule

8 Section 572 502 a 4 viiiRatemakinq Section

Section 572 502 a 4 viii provides that if ratemaking is done by sections
within a conference any notice required by the Final Rule may be to
the section involved This is a new paragraph which accommodates a con

cern expressed in a conference comment as discussed above

III CONCLUSION

This Final Rule is intended to give full effect to section 5b 8 of
the Act in accordance with the Act s guiding policies The changes made
in the Proposed Rule accommodate as fully as is consistent with the require
ments of the Act certain concerns expressed in the comments The key
substantive provisions of the Proposed Rule however have been retained
in the Final Rule

The Federal Maritime Commission has detennined that this rule is not
a major rule as defined in Executive Order 12291 46 FR 12193 Feb

I
I
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ruary 27 1981 because it will not result in I an annual effect on

the economy of 100 million or more 2 a major increase in costs or

prices for consumers individual industries Federal State or local govern
ment agencies or geographic regions or 3 significant adverse effect on

competition employment investment productivity innovations or on the

ability of United States based enterprises to compete with foreign based

enterprises in domestic or export markets

The Chairman of the Commission certifies pursuant to section 605 b

of the Regulatory Flexibility Act 5 U S c 601 et seq that this Rule

will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of

small entities including small businesses small organizational units and

small governmental jurisdictions
The collection of information requirements contained in this Final Rule

have been approved by the Office of Management and Budget under provi
sions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 P L 95 511 and have

been assigned OMB Control Number 30720045

List of Subjects in 46 CFR Part 572 Administrative practice and proce
dure Antitrust Contracts Maritime carriers Rates and fares Reporting
and record keeping requirements

Therefore pursuant to 5 U S c 553 and auctions 5 6 and 17 of the

Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S C app 1704 1705 1716 Part 572 of

Title 46 Code of Federal Regulations is amended as follows

1 The authority citation for Part 572 continues to read as follows

Authority 5 U S c 553 46 U S C app 1701 1707 1709 1710 1712

17141717

2 Paragraph a 4 of 572502 is revised to read 572502 Organization
of conference and interconference agreements

a

4 Article 13lndependent action

i Each conference agreement shall specify the independent action proce
dures of the conference which shall provide that any conference member

may take independent action on any rate or service item required to be

filed in a tariff under section 8 a of the Act upon not more than 10

calendar days notice to the conference and shall otherwise be in conform

ance with section 5 b 8 of the Act

il Each conference agreement that provides for a period of notice for

independent action shall establish a fixed or maximum period of notice

to the conference A conference agreement shall not require or permit
a conference member to give more than 10 calendar days notice to the

conference except that in the case of a new or increased rate the notice

period shall conform to the requirements of 580 IO a 2

ili Each conference agreement shall indicate the conference official

single designated representative or conference office to which notice of

independent action is to be provided A conference agreement shall not
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require notice of independent action to be given by the proposing member

to the other parties to the agreement
iv A conference agreement shall not require a member who proposes

independent action to attend a conference meeting to submit any further

information other than that necessary to accomplish the filing of the inde

pendent tariff item or to comply with any other procedure for the purpose
of explaining justifying or compromising the proposed independent action

v A conference agreement shall specify that any new rate or service

item proposed by a member under independent action shall be included

by the conference in its tariff for use by that member effective no later
than 10 calendar days after receipt of the notice and by any other member

that notifies the conference that it elects to adopt the independent rate

or service item on or after its effective date

vi All new conference agreements filed on or after the effective date

of this section shall comply with the requirements of this section All

other conference agreements shall be modified to comply with the require
ments of this section no later than 90 days from the effective date of
this section

vii Any new conference agreement or any modification to an existing
conference agreement which does not comply with the requirements of
this section shall be rejected pursuant to 572 601 of this part

viii If ratemaking is by sections within a conference then any notice

to the conference required by 572 502 a 4 may be made to the particular
ratemaking section

By the Commission

8 JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary

28 F M C
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DOCKET NO 85 11

ARMADA GREAT LAKES EAST AFRICA SERVICE LTD GREAT

LAKES TRANSCARIBBEAN LINE

NOTICE

April 25 1986

Notice is given that no exceptions were filed to the March 21 1986
initial decision in this proceeding and the time within which the Commission
could detennine to review that decision has expired No such determination
has been made and accordingly that decision has become administratively
final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary
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Settlement of a proceeding to detennine whether Respondents violated section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 and section 10 of the Shipping Act 1984 by implementing an

agreement prior to its lawful effective date and if so to detennine whether penalties

should be assessed approved Each Respondent ordered to pay 840 000 pursuant to

terms of settlement agreement as amended

Hopewell H Darneille Ill for Respondents Armada Great LakeslEast Africa Service

Ltd and Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line

Aaron W Reese Director Bureau of Hearing Counsel and William D Weiswasser

as Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION 1 OF SEYMOUR GLANZER ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE

Finalized April 25 1986

This proceeding was instituted by Order of Investigation and Hearing
Order served April 16 1985 pursuant to section 22 of the Shipping

Act 1916 46 D S C app 821 and section 11 of the Shipping Act

1984 46 D S C app 1710 to determine whether the named Respondents
Armada Great LakesEast Africa Service Ltd Armada East Africa

and Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line GLTL violated section IS of

the Shipping Act 1916 46 D S C app 814 and section 10 of the Shipping
Act 1984 46 D S C app 1709 by implementing Agreement No 207

010640 prior to its effective lawful date and whether in the event

those Respondents are found to have violated those sections either or

both should be assessed a penalty and if so the appropriate level of

such penalty The order named Hearing Counsel as a party
The matter is before me by way of the Respondents Motion for Approval

of Proposed Civil Penalty Settlement Agreements The title is a misnomer

because it is not Hearing Counsel s policy or practice to enter into settlement

agreements as the culmination of agreeably concluded settlement discussions

Instead Hearing Counsel makes known its position by advising in reply
to what is more aptly described as a motion for approval of an offer

of settlement that they do not oppose the offer Here Hearing Counsel

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com

mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 227

356 28 F M C
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does not oppose these offers They also urge that the offers satisfy the

statutory and regulatory criteria for settlement
It will be useful briefly to note the several apposite substantive and

procedural statutes and regulations in order to place the proposed settlement
within the framework of the regulatory scheme

THE REGULATORY SCHEME AND THE RELEVANT STATUTES
A Substantive Provisions

The first issue to be determined in this proceeding is whether the Re
spondents violated the Shipping Acts of 1916 and 1984 by implementing
Agreement No 207D10640 prior to its lawful effective date The term

lawful effective date needs amplification in order to pinpoint the dif
ferences in the requirements of the two cited Acts

Under the provisions of section 15 of the 1916 Act parties to a joint
service agreement are required to submit such agreement for approval by
the Commission Section 15 expressly provides that before approval
it shall be unlawful to carry out in whole or in part directly or indirectly
any such agreement Thus under the 1916 Act the lawful effective
date of the subject agreement would be the time fixed by the Commission
in its approval Naturally if not submitted an agreement cannot be ap
proved

Section 1O a 2 of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 1709 a 2 prohibits
any person from operating under an agreement required to be filed under
section 5 of this Act that does not become effective under section 6
Section 5 46 U S c app 1704 requires that any agreement described
in section 4 a of the 1984 Act 46 U S C app 1703 a be filed with
the Commission A joint service agreement lies within the purview of
section 4 a Pursuant to section 6 of the 1984 Act 46 U S C app 1705

agreements filed with the Commission unless rejected become effective
within a statutorily fixed time set forth in section 6 c 46 U S C app
1705 c but not less than 14 days after notice of the filing of the agreement
is published in the Federal Register as provided in section 6 e 46 U S C

app 1705 e However the clock which is used to calculate the effective
date of an agreement does not begin to tick if that agreement is not

filed Thus an agreement which is filed may have a lawful effective date

not less than 14 days after its publication in the Federal Register section
6 e r on the 45th day after filing or on the 30th day after noticed
in the Federal Register whichever is later section 6 c Of course an

agreement required to be filed but which is not filed cannot have a

lawful effective date
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B Penalty Provisions

The penalty for implementing an agreement subject to approval under
section 15 of the 1916 Act is not more than 1 000 for each day such
violation continues Section 15 last paragraph

Among other things section 13 of the Shipping Act 1984 46 V S C

app 1712 sets forth the penalties for violation of the 1984 Act Vnder
section 13 a 46 V S C app 1712 a the amount of penalty for a violation
of section 10 a 2 may not exceed 5 000 per violation unless the
violation is willfully and knowingly committed in which case the amount
of civil penalty may not exceed 25 000 for each violation Section 13 a

also provides that Each day of a continuing violation constitutes a separate
offense

C Procedural Provisions

The second issue to be determined is whether any penalty should be
assessed and the appropriate level of a penalty This requirement implicitly
invokes I the provisions of section 32 of the Shipping Act 1916 46
V S C 831 2 provisions of section 13 of the 1984 Act other than
those mentioned in IB supra and 3 provisions of the Commission
Regulations implementing these statutory provisions The simple point made
is that all of these provisions explicitly empower the Commission to settle
civil penalties within the context of a formal assessment proceeding as

follows

I As pertinent section 32 of the 1916 Act provides
e Notwithstanding any other provision of law the Commission

shall have authority to assess or compromise all civil penalties
provided in this Act Provided however That in order to assess
such penalties a formal proceeding under section 22 of this Act
shall be commenced within five years from the date when the
violation occurred

2 As pertinent section l3 c of the Shipping Act 1984 46 V S C
17I2 c provides

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES the Commission may
after notice and an opportunity for hearing assess each civil pen
alty provided for in this Act In determining the amount of the
penalty the Commission shall take into account the nature cir
cumstances extent and gravity of the violation committed and
with respect to the violator the degree of culpability history
of prior offenses ability to pay and such other matters as justice
may require The Commission may compromise modify or remit
with or without conditions any civil penalty

28 FM C
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3 As pertinent the Commission s Regulations governing compromise
assessment settlement and collection of penalties 46 CPR Part 505 at

5053 provide
a Procedure for assessment of penalty The Commission may

assess a civil penalty only after notice and opportunity for a

hearing under section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 or sections
II and 13 of the Shipping Act of 1984 The proceeding including
settlement negotiations shall be governed by the Commission s

Rules of Practice and Procedure in Part 502 of this Chapter 2

All settlements must be approved by the Presiding Officer The
full text of any settlement must be included in the final order
of the Commission

b Criteria for determining amount of penalty In determining
the amount of any penalties assessed the Commission shall take
into account the nature circumstances extent and gravity of the
violation committed and the policies for deterrence and future
compliance with the Commission s rules and regulations and the
applicable statutes The Commission shall also consider the re

spondent s degree of culpability history of prior offenses ability
to pay and such other matters as justice requires

lliE REVISED OFFERS OF SETTLEMENT

The original offers of settlement were submitted on December 18 1985

Following an informal conference the Respondents filed revised offers
on March 10 1986 Copies of the original and revised offers are attached
as Appendix A and Appendix B respectively

Under the revised proposals each Respondent individually proffers to

pay the amount of 40 000 in full settlement of all penalty claims for

any violations alleged in the Order Although the Respondents do not

deny having implemented Agreement No 207010640 before it became
effective on October 20 1984 or that such prior implementation constituted
violations of the Shipping Acts their proposals specifically provide that
the settlements are not to be construed as admissions of any violations

alleged in the Order In the event the alleged violations terminated on

October 20 1984 and Respondents represent that they will comply with

regulations in the future

As revised the offers propose that the payment be made in accordance
with the following program

A Each Respondent shall establish an interest bearing escrow account

in favor of the Commission and deposit the initial installment of monies
due under the settlement in such account prior to submitting the revised

2Sections 502 91 and 502 94 of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 91 and
502 94 authorize the submission and consideration of offers of settlement

28 F M C
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offer Accordingly each Respondent deposited 10 000 into a segregated
interest bearing money market escrow account in its counsel s name for
the benefit of the CommissionRespondent at NS T Bank N A Wash
ington D C on February 11 1986

B Within 15 days after final approval of the settlement all monies
in said escrow accounts including any additional deposits of installments
as provided in C below and all accrued interest shall be paid to the
Commission If the settlement is disapproved al1 such monies shall be
returned to the Respondents

C The remaining 30 000 shall be payable in accordance with the
terms of a promissory note attached to and made a part of the settlement
in the following installments

1 Five Thousand 5 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid
on or before June 3 1986

2 Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid
on or before September 16 1986 and

3 Fifteen Thousand 15 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid
on or before December 30 1986

In the event the Commission has not taken final action with respect to

approval of the settlement by the date any installment is due such install
ment including interest shall be paid into the escrow account

III

FINDINGS

I

i

For the purpose of settlement the administrative record before me consists
of the Motion the proposed settlements and their attached promissory notes
as revised Respondents Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Suppon
of Proposed Settlements Memorandum and Hearing Counsels Reply to

Respondents Motion for Approval of Proposed Civil Penalty Settlemellt
Agreements Reply For the same purpose the evidentiary record consists
of all parties Joint Factual StipUlation and Stipulated EXhibits and the
Affidavits of Detrich Moehle von Hoffmannswaldau and Jens Erik Valentin
For editorial reasons or because of perceived ilTelevancy or immateriality
some of the joint stipulations of fact have not been adopted

By way of introduction to my fmdings 1 believe it will be helpful
to expand on what was noted earlier about the Order and the Respondents
position with respect to the allegations of violations as well as some of
the procedures which led up to the Motion

Although one of the purposes of this proceeding is to determine whether
violations were committed the Order makes it clear that the issue of
violation is not really in dispute and that the major issue to be decided
is the amount of penalty

28 FM C
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The Order put it this way

At no point has either Respondent denied implementing the
agreement or that such implementation constitutes a violation Be
cause a satisfactory compromise of the subject claims could not
be reached the Commission has decided to institute this pro
ceeding to determine and assess the appropriate penalty for the
violation referred to above

At a prehearing conference on May 29 1985 Respondents reiterated
that they did not deny implementing an agreement required to be filed
under the Shipping Acts without appropriate sanction Again they did not
contest that such implementation violated section 15 of the 1916 Act and
section 10 of the 1984 Act They denied that any violation was intentional

Thereafter the parties undertook extensive voluntary discovery efforts
as to the nature and scope of Respondents activities and various mitigating
circumstances After the completion of such discovery the parties entered
into settlement discussions Respondents have fully cooperated with Hearing
Counsel throughout the course of this case in developing an evidentiary
record nd have voluntarily made available all materials relating to the

subjer of this proceeding including complete vessel manifests representa
tive bills of lading and detailed financial statements

I find
1 GLTL formerly known as GK Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line

GmbH is a corporation organized and established under the laws of the
Federal Republic of Germany Since 1965 GLTL has operated a common

carrier service only between U SCanadian Great Lakes ports and ports
in the Caribbean Sea and on the West Coast of South America pursuant
to tariffs filed with the Commission

2 Armada East Africa is a corporation created under the laws of the
Republic of Liberia on March 26 1981 for the sole purpose of entering
into a joint venture with Respondent GLTL to provide common carrier
service between U S and Canadian ports on the Great Lakes and ports
in South and East Africa Armada East Africa neither owns nor operates
vessels in any trade and is a one half owner only of the ArmadalGLTL
line joint service

3 On April 24 1981 Armada East Africa and GLTL entered into
an agreement establishing a joint venture under the name of ArmadalGLTL

East Africa Service ArmadalGLTL line to operate a common carrier
service between ports on the U S and Canadian Great Lakes and ports
in South and East Africa Armada East Africa and GLTL agreed to share

equally in the expenditures earnings responsibilities and liabilities of the

joint venture

4 By Addendum No I executed February 5 1982 Armada East Africa
and GLTL agreed inter alia to extend the joint venture agreement through
March 31 1983
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5 Armada East Africa and GLTL further agreed in Addendum No
2 executed December 16 1982 to expand the scope of the agreement
to include service from U Atlantic and Gulf ports and to extend the
term of the agreement as amended to March 31 1984

6 Neither the joint venture agreement nor either of the addenda thereto
was filed with the Commission fOf approval under section IS of the Ship
ping Act 1916 prior to January 11 1983

7 Notwithstanding the foregoing Armada and GLTL commenced to

implement the agreement as of late April 1981 and ArmadalGLTL jne
commenced service with its first saijng on May 21 1981 from the port
of Green Bay with stops at Milwaukee Chicago and Montreal en route
to ports in South and East Africa

8 ArmadalGLTL line is a vessel operating common carrier which owns

no vesseis of its own Since its inception in 1981 it has operated as

a common carrier pursuant to tariffs on file with the Commission between

ports in the U S and Canadian Great Lakes and ports in East and South
Africa under the trade name of ArmadalGLTL East Africa Service In
December 1982 the service was expanded to inciude U S Atlantic and
Gulf Coast ports and an appropriate tariff was filed with the Commission
Service from U S Gulf ports was suspended in June 1984 due to lack
of profitability The service continued to operate on a regular basis from
the Great Lakes and U S Atlantic ports

9 Since there is no westbound cargo available to the service from

ports in East and South Africa the service has operated eastbound only
from the United States and is performed by vessels that are voyage or

trip chartered on the free market and returned off hire to the owner

or chartered at the completion of the eastbound voyage
10 All cargo of the service has been carried under bllls of lading

issued in the trade name of ArmadalGLTL East Africa Service pursuant
to the tariffs on file with the Commission No cargo has been carried

by the service under a blll of lading issued by any other carrier or agent
of any such carrier
IIIn December 1982 the Commission s staff received information alleg

ing that Armada East Africa and GLTL were operating a joint service
in violation of section IS of the ShippingAct 1916

12 After an informal investigation of these allegations the Commission s

staff contacted ArmadalGLTL and advised them to file the agreement
13 The very next dayJanuary 11 1983 Respondents filed for approval

of the agreement under section 15 A protest ensued
14 On September 9 1983 the Commission served an Order of Investiga

tion directing initiation of an expedited proceeding FMC Docket No 83
39 to determine whether the agreement which became known as Agreement
No 10464 was subject to the Commission s jurisdiction and the filing
requirements of section IS

28 F M C
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15 Pursuant to the Commission s Order an expedited evidentiary pro
ceeding was conducted On November 23 1983 Administrative Law Judge
Norman D Kline issued his Initial Decision Judge Kline concluded inter
alia that Armada East Africa was a common carrier under the Shipping
Act 1916 and that Agreement No 10464 was between two common car

riers and subject to the Commission s jurisdiction
t6 By letter dated December 19 1983 Respondents advised that they

did not intend to file exceptions to Judge Kline s Initial Decision and

requested the Commission to authorize appropriate staff members to meet

with Respcndents and protestants to discuss any objections to the form
of the agreement and the steps necessary to place the agreement in approv
able form

17 By letter dated February 3 1984 the Commission s Bureau of Agree
ments and Trade Monitoring responded to Respcndents request to confer
with the Commission staff and protestants concerning the form of Agreement
No 10464 as originally filed This letter which was in the nature of
an informal staff advisory opinion and was not binding on the Commission
discussed the general principles governing the approvability of joint service

agreements and identified specific shortcomings in the terms of Agreement
No 10464 The staff advised Respondents to consider submitting an appro
priate agreement together with sufficient factual justification The staff
further advised Respondents that inasmuch as the Commission has deter
mined the Agreement to be subject to its jurisdiction under Section 15
in Docket No 83 39 any operations thereunder are illegal and
at their own peri The staff requested that Respondents advise of

their intentions no later than April 2 1984 The staff s letter concluded
as follows

In view of the foregoing the Proponents should consider submit

ting an agreement fashioned as they see fit together with suffi
cient factual justification for Commission approval pursuant to

section 15 Shipping Act 1916 in accordance with the rules set
forth in 46 CFR 522 as amended The Proponents are also advised
that inasmuch as the Commission has determined the Agreement
to be subject to its jurisdiction under section 15 in Docket No
83 39 ArmadaGLTL East Africa Service Agreement No 10464

any operations thereunder are unlawful and at their own peri
The foregoing is an informal staff advisory opinion which is

not binding on the Commission or its ultimate disposition of
this matter

It is requested that the Proponents advise of their intentions
no later than April 2 1984

18 By letter dated February 15 1984 Respondents advised the Comntis

sion that t he parties to the Agreement will comply promptly with the
Commission s Section 15 policies and regulations
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19 Annada East Africa and GLTL thereafter entered into a new restated

agreement which was specifically designed to satisfy the concems raised

by the staff This revised agreement was filed for the Commission s approval
under section 15 by letter dated April 2 1984

20 By letter dated April 6 1984 the Bureau of Agreements and Trade

Monitoring notified Respondents that their revised agreement had been re

ceived and was being processed as a refiling of Agreement No 10464

with the same agreement number Notice of this filing was published in

the Federal Register on April 19 1984 49 Fed Reg 15621

21 One set of comments on the refiled agreement was submitted on

behalf of the member lines of the United States South and East Africa

Conference which had protested the original agreement Respondents did

not reply to these comments

22 By letter dated June 18 1984 the Commission s Secretary s office

notified Respondents that the Commission had detennined on June 13

1984 that Agreement No 10464 as refiled was not approvable under

the Shipping Act 1916 due to substantial protests insufficient justification
and remaining technical problems Pursuant to the Commission s policy
concerning agreements filed under the Shipping Act 1916 which could

not be processed to completion prior to the June 18 1984 effective date

of the Shipping Act of 1984 Agreement No 10464 was returned to the

parties without prejudice to refiling under the Shipping Act of 1984

23 On June 20 1984 Respondents telephoned the Bureau of Agreements
and Trade Monitoring and discussed the remaining technical problems
Respondents thereafter prepared a new proposed Joint Service Agreement
in light of the staff s comments and the new Shipping Act of 1984 This

draft was forwarded to the FMC staff for informal review by letter dated

July 18 1984

24 The staff s subsequent comments were incorporated into anew re

stated agreement which was executed by GLTL on Auaust 30 1984 and

by Armada East Africa on September 4 1984 This new agreement was

filed with the Commission pursuant to the Shipping Act of 1984 along
with the required completed Infonnation Fonn by letter dated September
5 1984

25 By letter dated September 11 1984 the staff advised that the new

agreement had been received and assigned Agreement No 207D10640

Notice of the filing of this Agreement was published in the Federal Register
on September 14 1984 49 Fed Reg 36163 No comments or protests
were received by the Commission in response to this notice

26 By letter dated September 27 1984 the staff requested additionai

information and clarification regarding certain aspects of the agreement
and service The staff requested a prompt response in view of the extremely
limited time frame established under the Shipping Act of 1984 and con

cluded by advising the parties that to operate under this agreement prior
to it becoming effective is unlawful and to do so is at their own peril

28 P M C
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27 Respondents responded to the staffs request for additional information
and clarification by letter dated October 9 1984

28 By letter dated October 18 1984 the Secretary s office notified

Respondents that the Commission had reviewed Agreement No 207D10640
and had determined to take no action to prevent or delay the Agreement
from going into effect on the 45th day after filing October 20 1984

29 Agreement No 207D10640 became effective on October 20 1984
30 By letters dated September 26 1984 the Bureau of Hearing Counsel

notified respondents of a civil penalty claim against each of them for

apparent ongoing violation of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 46
U S C @814 and of section 10 of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c

@ 1709 by implementing an agreement which has not been approved or

has not gone into effect under applicable law These letters stated that

Respondents appeared to have been implementing a joint service agreement
since April 1981 and that such implementation had continued subsequent
to the decision in Docket No 83 39 becoming final notwithstanding the
Commission staff s February 3 1984 warning that implementation of

the parties agreement was unlawful and at their peril
31 Respondents timely responded to these notices but were unable to

negotiate a settlement of the civil penalty claims As seen the Commission
therefore initiated the present proceeding

32 As discussed in No 7 supra Respondents commenced implementa
tion of their joint service agreement in April 1981 Thereafter Respondents
continued to implement their agreement as it was amended from time

to time continuously to October 19 1984

33 At no time have Respondents attempted to conceal their operations
in any way To the contrary Respondents openly and widely advertised

their joint service and filed the appropriate tariffs pertaining thereto with

the Commission

34 The ArmadalGLTL line made a total of 44 voyages in U S foreign
commerce from the inception of service in 1981 through October 19 1984

35 At the time the joint venture agreement was entered into and the

ArmadalGLTL line commenced service in the spring of 1981 there was

no direct all water liner service between the Great Lakes and South and

East Africa

36 The ArmadalGLTL line made the following number of sailings from

the Great Lakes to ports in South and East Africa during the period from

the commencement of service in April 1981 through October 19 1984

in 1981 four sailings in 1982 four sailings in 1983 five sailings and

in 1984 nine sailings There was one other sailing in 1984 before the

St Lawrence Seaway was opened It originated at Halifax N S and called

at the Port of New York

37 In the latter part of 1982 Norton Lilly Co Inc approached
ArmadalGLTL Norton Lilly previously had acted as agent for Cape Line

which in the past had operated a service from U S Atlantic and Gulf
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ports to South and East Africa prior to going into bankruptcy Norton

Lilly suggested that there was a need for additional direct all water service
to South and East Africa from U S Atlantic and Gulf coast ports and

proposed that ArmadalGLTL line expand its operation to include such

service

38 Armada East Africa and GLTL subsequently agreed to amend their

joint service agreement to include service from U S Atlantic and Gulf

coast ports to South and East Africa This was accomplished by means

of Addendum No 2 to the joint service agreement executed December

16 1982 ArmadalGLTL line filed an appropriate tariff with the Commis

sion and began to advertise service from U S Atlantic and Gulf ports
ArmadalGLTL line commenced the new service on February 28 1983

39 This service was operated with one sailing approximately every three

weeks ArmadalGLTL line made a total of 13 voyages in this service

in 1983 and an additional eight voyages in 1984 prior to suspending
service from U S Gulf ports in June 1984

40 Unlike the Great Lakes trade the U S Atlantic and Gulf South and

East Africa trade was highly competitive with a number of competing
carriers Although able to attract cargoes ArmadalGLTL line was unable

to achieve consistent profitability ArmadalGLTL line therefore suspended
operations from U S Gulf ports in June 1984 and restructured its service

to offer a combined service from the Great Lakes Baltimore and New

York

41 This restructured operation allowed ArmadliGL TL line to increase

the frequency of its Great Lakes sailings ArmadalGLTL line made six

sailings under the restructured service during the period from June through
October 19 1984

42 Financial statements show that in 1984 and including revenues on

cargoes carried from non U S ports the ArmadalGLTL line made a net

profit of 197 548 ArmadalGLTL line had a positive net worth as of

the end of 1984 ArmadalGLTL line sustained losses during the first six

months of 1985 however and had a negative net worth as of June 3D

1985

43 The financial statement further shows that Armada East Africa had

a positive net worth as of December 31 1984 Allowing for allocation

of Armada East Africa s 50 percent snare of the joint service losses thjs
net worth figure was reduced although still positive as of June 3D 1985

44 GLTL had a negative net worth as of the end of its fiscal year
on March 31 1985 and sustained operating losses for the six months

through September 3D 1985 not including GLTL s 50 percent share of

any profits losses from the ArmadalOLTL line

45 As the only carrier providing direct a11 water liner service between

the Oreat Lakes and South and East Africa during the period from 1981

to the present ArmadalGLTL line has provided a needed service to the
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shipping public Support for its service is evidenced by letters to the Com

mission from members of the Great Lakes shipping community
46 Armada GLTIline s cargoes have consisted of government relief

cargoes primarily P L 480 Title II cargoes private charitable organization
relief cargoes and a wide variety of commercial cargoes as evidenced

by vessel manifests and bills of lading
47 During the period from January I to October 19 1984 government

relief cargoes constituted 810 percent of Armada GLTIline s total tonnage
and 78 5 percent of total revenue from U S Great Lakes ports The cargoes
carried from U S Atlantic and U S Gulf coast ports were entirely commer

cial
48 In a letter to the St Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation

dated December 20 1984 the U S Department of Agriculture USDA

noted problems incurred in Great Lakes P L 480 Title II cargo Iiftings
in 1984 and specifically cited Armada Lines and GLTIas s teamship
lines participating in a timely manner

49 In 1985 to date the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway have

suffered their worst year in more than 20 years Cargoes out of the Great

Lakes through the St Lawrence Seaway were down about 25 percent from

1984 level prior to the recent closure of the Weiland Canal

50 This situation has been exacerbated by recent closings of the St

Lawrence Seaway and resulting cargo diversions including the closure

of the Seaway for 24 days from October 14th until November 7 1985

as the result of the collapse of a wall in the Weiland Canal As a result

of the Weiland Canal accident the St Lawrence Seaway Development
Corp recently reported that shipments through the Seaway are about

38 percent down from last year
51 USDA has recently diverted nearly 50 000 tons of P L 480 Title

II cargoes away from the Great Lakes to other coastal ranges in order

to utilize U S flag service available there to achieve U S flag cargo pref
erence compliance Moreover USDA is proposing to change the Agency
for International Development s current cargo preference policy against
coastal range diversions

52 A lawsuit challenging USDA s actions has been filed

53 There have been no complaints to the Commission other than those

set forth herein regarding the joint operation or conduct of the Armada

GLTIline service

54 There have been no shipper complaints or prior FMC enforcement

proceedings as to individual operations of GLTI or Armada East Africa

IV

DISCUSSION

Hearing Counsel do not oppose the offers of settlement and acknowledge
that the offers satisfy the statutory and regulatory criteria for settlements
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Ibelieve that Respondents proposals are reasonable and meet well settled

criteria for approval of offers of settlement in adjudicative penalty assess

ment proceedings and that approval is warranted Generally it appears
that the amounts proffered fit well within a zone of reasonableness and

that the settlement is neither a coercive attempt to exact exorbitant punish
ment nor a profligate cession of public rightsAtlas Roofing Co Inc

v Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission 442 U S 430

450 1977 to the alleged wrongdoer Far Eastern Shipping Company
Possible Violation of Section 16 Second Paragraph 18 b3 and 18 c

Shipping Act 1916 FESCO 24 EM C 991 1013 1982 Initial Decision

administratively final May 7 1982 Moreover it appears that the amounts

of the penalties are substantial and are likely to have a deterrent effect

upon the Respondent and others under regulation

A The Criteria for Settlement

As seen section 13 c of the 1984 Act and section 505 3 of the Commis

sion s regulations which implements both section 13 of the 1984 Act

and section 32 of the 1916 Act explicitly set forth criteria for assessment

of penalties and while they do not directly address the criteria for settlement

of penalties I believe the latter are subsumed by the former This is

manifest from the history of the settlement process at the Commission

Section 32 e of the 1916 Act was enacted in 19773 The rules and

regulations implementing section 32 e were promulgated and published
by the Commission in a predecessor version of 46 CPR 505 in 1979

Under those rules the criteria for compromise settlement or assessment

might include but need not be limited to those which are set forth in

4 CPR Parts 10I I05 The criteria in 4 CPR Parts 10 I I05 were govern
ment wide standards established by the Comptroller General of the United

States and the Attorney General of the United States under authority of

section 3 of the Claims Collection Act of 1966 31 U S C 952 Those

standards particularly the standards enumerated in 4 CPR 103 were a

part of the Commission s program for settlement and collection of civil

penalties even before the authority to assess penalties was given the Com

mission pursuant to section 32 e More to the point it was held that
those standards provided criteria for both settlements and assessments

They continue to provide valuable assistance to the Commission as an

aid in determining the amount of penalty in assessment proceedings and
in determining whether to approve proposed settlements in assessment pro
ceedings Eastern Forwarding International 1nc lndependent Ocean

Freight Forwarder ApplicationPossible Violations Section 44 Shipping
Act 1916 23 F M C 206 213 1980 Initial Decision administratively
final September 8 1980 Behring International 1nc lndependent Ocean

3P L 9 2S section 10 June 19 1979
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Freight Fonvarder License No 910 23 F M C 973 1981 Initial Decision

adopted June 30 t981 The following summary of those standards was

set out in FESCO supra 24 EM C at 1014

settlement may be based upon a determination that the

agency s enforcement policy in terms of deterrence and securing
compliance both present and future will be adequately served

by acceptance of the sum to be agreed upon that the amount

accepted in compromise may reflect an appropriate discount
for the administrative and litigative costs of collection having
regard for the time it will take to effect collection the value
of settling claims on the basis of pragmatic litigative probabilities
Le the ability to prove a case for the full amount claimed either
because of legal issues involved or a bona fide dispute as to

facts and that penalties may be settled for one or fot more

than one of the reasons authorized in this part Footnotes omit
ted

I deem it unnecessary to go through a clause by clause comparison
of the section 13 c and section 5053 assessment criteria with those settle
ment criteria cited in FESCO supra to show that for present purposes
those criteria are substantially the same It is enough to note that an

analysis under all those standards whether there be an assessment or settle
ment of penalties is required in the interest of justice and consideration
of such other matters as justice may require is exactly what section

13 c and section 505 3 are about 4

B Applying the Criteria to the Settlement

Hearing Counsel do not dispute that the enforcement policy of the Com
mission will be adequately served by acceptance of the sums agreed upon
thus signifying their acknowledgement that the offers are reasonable in

the light of the magnitude of the offenses and the matters in mitigation
It is important to recognize that the violations charged in the Order

are not casual or technical infractions but offenses which have the potential
to do serious damage to the regulatory scheme It is safe to say that

the two Respondents are now well aware that the implementation of agree
ments required to be filed under the Shipping Acts of 1916 and 1984

prior to the time they may be put into effect lawfully is a violation

that goes to the very heart of regulation s They appreciate too that

it is no excuse for failure to file to contend that the violation was

merely a technical one or that respondents motives were good
and that it is not necessary under s ection IS to impart an evil motive

4 In a recent initial decision Administrative Law Judge Norman D Kline enunciated conclusions similar

10 those expressed in the text above concerning assessment criteria under the old and new Shipping Acts

Docket No 85 13 Marcella Shipping Company Ltd slip opinion at pp 21 22 10 served February 18

1986
S Memorandum p 10
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Prudential Lines v Farrell Lines 26 F M C 496 511 11 6 1984 Initial

Decision administratively final June 7 1984 See also discussion and

cases cited on mens rea in Jorge Reynoso Import and Export Co Possible

Violations of Section 44 0 Shipping Act 1916 27 F M C 596 607

608 Initial Decision administratively final February 21 1985

Nevertheless Respondents hasten to add that the prior implementation
of their agreement was not done out of any wrongful intent or disregard
for regulation They submit that the evidentiary record warrants the conclu

sion that during some of the period when the implementation took place
they had formed the belief albeit erroneously that the operation could

continue so long as they were actively cooperating with the staff in working
towards approval of the agreement Hearing Counsel does not dispute the

accuracy of this summation Ifmd there is sufficient uncontradicted evidence

to conclude that the Respondents did not deliberately undertake to violate

the Shipping Acts 6

The Respondents never concealed their activities from the public or the

staff They published tariffs for the joint service and maintained those

tariffs on file with the Commission Prior to Judge Kline s Initial Decision

in Docket No 83 39 on November 23 1983 Respondents may have mis

understood the regulatory requirements for filing of agreements But once

those requirements were brought to their attention Respondents did make

the necessary filing for approval and thereafter cooperated with the staff

while retaining the mistaken understanding that the implementation of the

agreement could continue as long as they engaged in such cooperative
endeavors

There is no evidence of noncompliance with any of the laws or regula
tions over which the Commission has jurisdiction on the part of either

Respondent other than the implementation of the joint service agreement
prior to October 20 1984 Moreover in addition to cooperating with the
staff prior to the institution of this proceeding afterwards Respondents
cooperated with Hearing Counsel in voluntarily providing documentation
and records needed by Hearing Counsel for the preparation of this case

Undoubtedly the latter cooperation while monetarily expensive to Respond
ents did result in lowering the overall costs of litigation and particularly
the costs of Hearing Counsel In this respect it should be noted that

by offering to settle for specified amounts Respondents have elected not

to avail themselves of their rights to a plenary trial on the substantive

merits and matters in mitigation
Among those documents furnished to Hearing Counsel were financial

statements showing the jndividual Respondent s profits and losses and net
worth as of June 30 lj85 and September 30 1985 Those financial state

6The conclusion reached in this paragraph of tho text should not be equated with a detennination that

the violations were not willfully and knowingly commlued Hearing Counsel has not contended thai these
were knowing and willful violations and I deem it unnecessary inthose circumstances to address theconduct
of the Respondents under the precise statutory standard of knowledge and willfulness
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ments which show declining revenues and reduced net worth tend to
confirm the reasonableness of the amounts offered in settlement and provide
justification for the method of payment over a stated period of time during
calendar year 1985 7 The more realistic revised schedule and its built in
safeguards of good faith deposits and escrowed payments enhance the
probability that the penalty claims not only will be collected but that
they will be collected at the least expense to the government

V

CONCLUSION

It is evident that the settlement is equitable to both the Respondents
and the Commission It allocates the perceived need for punishment with
the public s need for vindication of its rights in a reasonable manner

The statutory and regulatory standards for settlement of penalty claims
have been met I believe that the terms and conditions of the settlement
reflect a proper balancing of the interests of the government and Respond
ents given the risks and uncertainties of trial and collection of potential
penalties at the conclusion of a fully litigated proceeding

VI

ORDER

It is ordered that the settlement agreements be approved It is further
ordered that the terms and conditions of the settlements are incorporated
in this paragraph as if more fully set forth herein It is further ordered
that Exhibit SX 37 be filed by the Secretary of the Commission in a

Confidential Section of Docket No 85 11 and that said Exhibit be withheld
from the general public

1Relevant financial statements were submitted as supplements to the Stipulated Exhibits They will be
marked Exhibit SX 37 Because the infonnation contained therein is current and sensitive Exhibit SX 37
will be treated confidentially
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APPENDIX A

1 part I
BEFORE THE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

In the Matter of
ARMADA GREAT LAKES EAST AFRICA
SERVICE LTD AND GREAT
LAKESTRANSCARlBBEAN LINEORDER OF
INVESTIGATION AND HEARING

I

DOCKET NO 85 11

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT OF CIVIL PENALTY

Respondent Armada Great LakeslEast Africa Service Ltd Armada
East Africa by its undersigned duly authorized corporate officer respect
fully submits this proposed Settlement Agreement to the presiding Adminis
trative Law Judge for approval pursuant to Section 505 3 of the Commis
sion s General Order 30 46 C F R 505 3 and for incorporation into
the Pinal Order in this proceeding if so approved

WHEREAS by Order of Investigation and Hearing served April 12
1985 Order the Commission instituted the present proceeding to deter
mine whether Armada East Africa had violated Section 15 of the Shipping
Act 1916 46 V S C App 814 and Section 10 of the Shipping Act
of 1984 46 V S C App 1709 and whereas the Order includes the issue
of whether a civil penalty should be assessed for any such violations
and if so the amount of such penalty and

WHEREAS the Order alleges that Armada East Africa may have violated
Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 and Section 10 of the Shipping
Act of 1984 by implementing jOint service Agreement No 207010640

prior to its becoming effective on October 20 1984 and
WHEREAS the parties in order to avoid the delays and expense which

would be occasioned by further litigation of the issues specified in the
Order are desirous of settling expeditiously the issue of the appropriate
amount to be paid by Armada East Africa in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement and

WHEREAS Section 32 a of the Shipping Act 1916 46 V S C App
83 I e and Section 13 c of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 VS C App
1712 c authorize the Commission to assess or compromise civil penalty
claims under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Shipping Act of 1984 respec
tively and

WHEREAS Agreement No 207010640 became effective on October
20 1984 and Armada East Africa has terminated the actions which formed
the basis of the violation set forth in the Commission s Order and has
indicated its willingness and intention to avoid similar actions by Armada
East Africa or its officers employees and agents in the future
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NOW TIIEREFORE in consideration of the premises set forth herein
and in compromise of all civil penalty claims arising from the conduct
set forth in the Order and factual record submitted in this proceeding
the parties hereto agree as follows

I Armada East Africa agrees to pay a monetary amount of 40 000
of which 10 000 shall be payable within thirty 30 days following approval
by the Commission of this proposed Settlement and 30 000 shall be
payable according to terms of the Promissory Note attached hereto as

Appendix I in the following installments

Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid on
or before six 6 months following the due date of the initial

10 000 payment
Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid on
or before twelve 12 months following the due date of the initial

10 000 payment and

Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid on
or before eighteen 18 months following the due date of the
initial I0 000 payment

2 Upon approval of this Agreement by the Commission this Agreement
shall forever bar the commencement or institution of any assessment pro
ceeding civil action or other claim for recovery of civil penalties from
Armada East Africa arising from or in any way related to the subject
matter of this proceeding or the facts set forth and described in the Commis
sion s Order and in the record in this proceeding

3 This Agreement is entered into voluntarily by both parties and no

promises or representations have been made by either party other than
the agreements and consideration herein expressed

4 It is expressly understood and agreed that this Agreement is not

to be construed as an admission by Armada East Africa to the violations
alleged in the Order
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Agreement
through their duly authorized representatives

ARMADA GREAT LAKESEAST

AFRICA SERVICE LTD
Of Counsel By

S Jen Erik Valentin
S Hopewell H Darneille III Corporate Secretary

Bowman Conner Touhey
Petrillo

A Professional Corporation
2828 Pennsylvania Avenue

Washington D C 20007
202 965 7600

14227 Fern Drive

Houston Texas 77079

713 8701133

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

By

28 F MC
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APPENDIX A

part 2

BEFORE TIlE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

In Ihe Matter of
ARMADA GREAT LAKES EAST AFRICA
SERVICE LTD AND GREAT LAKES
TRANSCARIBBEAN LINEORDER
OF INVESTIGATION AND HEARING

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT OF CIVIL PENALTY

Respondent Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line GmbH GLTL by its

attorney respectfully submits Ihis proposed Settlement Agreement to Ihe

presiding Administtative Law Judge for approval pursuant to Section 505 3
ofIhe Commission s General Order 30 46 C F R @505 3 and for incorpora
tion into Ihe Final Order in Ihis proceeding if so approved

WHEREAS by Order of Investigation and Hearing served April 12
1985 Order Ihe Commission instituted Ihe present proceeding to deter
mine wheIher GLTL had violated Section 15 of Ihe Shipping Act 1916
46 U S c App 814 and Section 10 of Ihe Shipping Act of 1984 46
U S C App 1709 and whereas Ihe Order includes Ihe issue of wheIher
a civil penalty should be assessed for any such violations and if so

Ihe amount of such penalty and

WHEREAS Ihe Order alleges Ihat GLTL may have violated Section
15 of Ihe Shipping Act 1916 and Section 10 of Ihe Shipping Act of
1984 by implementing joint service Agreement No 207010640 prior to

its beconting effective on October 20 1984 and

WHEREAS Ihe parties in order to avoid Ihe delays and expense which

would be occasioned by furIher litigation of Ihe issues specified in Ihe
Order are desirous of settling expeditiously Ihe issue of Ihe appropriate
amount to be paid by GLTL in accordance wiIh Ihe terms and conditions
of Ihis Agreement and

WHEREAS Section 32 a of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S c App
831 e and Section 13 c of Ihe Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c App
1712 c auIhorize Ihe Commission to assess or compromise civil penalty
claims under Ihe Shipping Act 1916 and Ihe Shipping Act of 1984 respec
tively and

WHEREAS Agreement No 207010640 became effective on October
20 1984 and GLTL has terminated Ihe actions which formed Ihe basis
of Ihe violation set forIh in Ihe Commission s Order and has indicated

its willingness and intention to avoid similar actions by GLTL or its officers

employees and agents in Ihe future
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j NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises set forth herein
and in compromise of aH civil penalty claims arising from the conduct
set forth in the Order and factual record submitted in this proceeding
the parties hereto agree as foHows

1 GLTL agrees to pay a monetary amount of 40 000 of which 10 000
shall be payable within thirty 30 days following approval by the Commis
sion of this proposed Settlement and 30 000 shaH be payable according
to terms of the Promissory Note attached hereto as Appendix I in the

foHowing installments

Ten Thousand 10 000 DoHars plus interest shall be paid on

or before six 6 months foHowing the due date of the initial
10 000 payment

Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid on

or before twelve 12 months foHowing the due date of the initial
10 000 payment and

Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shaH be paid on

or before eighteen 18 months following the due date of the
initial 10 000 payment

2 Upon approval of this Agreement by the Commission this Agreement
shall forever bar the commencement or institution of any assessment pro
ceeding civil action or other claim for recovery of civil penalties from
GLTL arising from or in any way related to the subject matter of this
proceeding or the facts set forth and described in the Commission s Order
and in the record in this proceeding

3 This Agreement is entered into voluntarily by both parties and no

promises or representations have been made by either party other than
the agreements and consideration herein expressed

4 It is expressly understood and agreed that this Agreement is not
to be construed as an admission by GLTL to the violations alleged in
the Order
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5 The undersigned counsel for GLTL represents that he is properly
authorized and empowered to execute this Agreement on behalf of GLTL
and to fully bind GLTL to all the terms herein

GREAT LAKES TRANSCARIBBEAN LINE GmbH

By
S Hopewell H Darneille III

Bowman Conner Touhey Petrillo
A Professional Corporation
2828 Pennsylvania Avenue N W

Wasbington D C 20007

202 965 7600

Attorney for Respondent Great
Lakes Transcaribbean Line GmbH

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

By
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APPENDIX B

BEFORE THE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

ARMADA GREAT LAKES EAST AFRICA

SERVICE

LTD AND GREAT LAKES
TRANSCARIBBEAN LINE

DOCKET NO 85 11

JOINT SUBMISSION PURSUANT TO JUDGE S DIRECTION
AMENDING THE SETTLEMENT OFFERS OF DECEMBER 18 1985

AND HEARING COUNSEL S REPLY THERETO

Respondents Armada Great LakeslEast Africa Service Ltd Armada
East Africa and Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line GmbH GLTL

by their attorneys and the Bureau of Hearing Counsel amend respectively
Respondents Proposed Settlements filed December 18 1985 and the Bu
reau s Reply thereto of the same date This submission is filed jointly
in accordance with the presiding Administrative Law Judge s orders to
counsel during an infonnal conference held on January 29 1986

In accordance with the Administrative Law Judge s directions Respond
ents hereby amend their above described settlement offers as follows leav

ing them otherwise as originally filed
1 Each Respondent has deposited an initial good faith sum of S 10 000

into segregated interest bearing money market escrow accounts in the name

respectively of Bowman Conner Touhey Petrillo A Professional Cor

poration FBO The Federal Maritime CommissionArmada Great Lakes
East Africa Service Ltd and Bowman Connor Touhey Petrillo a

Professional Corporation FBO The Federal Maritime Commission Great
Lakes Transcaribbean Line GMBH at NS T Bank N A Washington
D C as of February 11 1986 Upon the approval and acceptance of these

Proposed Settlements by the Federal Maritime Commission and within
fifteen 15 days after service of a Final Order in this proceeding incor

porating approval of the Proposed Settlements the sum in such segregated
accounts including all accrued interest shall be paid to the Federal Maritime
Commission In the event the Settlement offers are not accepted and ap
proved by the Federal Maritime Commission sucb sums with all accrued
interest shall be returned to the respective Respondents

2 The remaining 30000 per Respondent shall be payable in accordance
with the tenns of the Promissory Notes attached hereto as Appendices
Iand II in the following installments

a Five Thousand 5 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid
on or before June 3 1986 by each Respondent
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b Ten Thousand 10 000 Dollars plus interest shall be paid
on or before September 16 1986 by each Respondent and

c Fifteen Thousand 15 000 Dollars plus iuterest shall be paid
on or before December 3D 1986 by each Respoudeut

3 In the eveut the Commission has uot taken final actiou to approve
these Settlement offers by the date any installment is due such installment

including interest shall be paid into the segregated escrow accounts de

scribed in Paragraph 1 above and shall be handled in accordance with

the terms thereof

4 The appended Promissory Notes provide that interest on subsequent
installments will run from the service date of the Administrative Law

Judge s Initial Decision approving the Proposed Settlements and will be

at a rate equal to the average weekly six month U S Treasury Bill rates

during the applicable period
The installment payments have been structured with consideration to the

seasonality of Great Lakes Shipping and are scheduled to fall on Tuesdays
so as to eaSe the transmittal of funds
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I Hearing Counsel do not oppose approval of Respondents Settlement

offers as originally filed and herein amended

RESPEClFULLY SUBMlTIED

S HOPEWELL H DARNEILLE III

BOWMAN CONNER TOUHEY PETRILLO

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

2828 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE N W

WASHINOTON D C 20007
202 965 7600

Attorneys for Respondents
ARMADA GREAT LAKES EAST AFRICA

SERVICE LTD AND GREAT LAKES
TRANSCARIBBEAN LINE GMBH

S AARON W REESE

Director Bureau of Hearing Counsel

WILLIAM D WEISWASSER

Hearing Counsel

BUREAU OF HEARINO COUNSEL
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

1100 L STREET N W
WASHINOTON D C 20573

202 523 5783
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46 CFR PART 552

DOCKET NO 868

FINANCIAL REPORTS OF TUG AND BARGE OPERATORS IN THE

DOMESTIC OFFSHORE TRADES

May 1 1986

ACTION

SUMMARY

Final rule

The Federal Maritime Commission amends its rules gov

erning financial reports required of vessel operating com

mon carriers in the domestic offshore waterborne com

merce of the United States Tug and barge operators
have been completing the reporting form Form FMC

377 based on the accounts prescribed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission ICC for Carriers by Inland and

Coastal Waterways Since the ICC no longer requires
reports from such carriers it is necessary to define the

terms used in the report form

EFFECTIVE
DATE June 9 1986

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

The Federal Maritime Commission is required to evaluate the reasonable

ness of rates filed by vessel operating common carriers in the domestic

offshore trades To provide for the orderly acquisition of data essential

to this evaluation the Commission promulgated what is now 46 CFR Part

552 Tug and barge operators report the required financial and operating
data on Form FMC 377 Sta ments of Financial and Operating Data

It had been the policy of the Commission to base these statements on

the accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission ICC
for Carriers by Inland and Coastal Waterways The ICC no longer requires
reports from such carriers Consequently Form FMC 377 will now contain

a glossary
A proposed rule was published in the Federal Register on February

26 1986 51 FR 6760 with comments due on March 28 1986 No com

ments were received Therefore the Commission intends to adopt the rule

as final

The Commission has determined that this proposed rule is not a major
rule as defined in Executive Order 12291 February 27 1981 because

it will not result in

I An annual effect on the economy of 100 million or more
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2 A major increase in costs or prices for consumers individual indus

tries Federal State or local government agencies or geographic regions
or

3 Significant adverse effect on competition employment investment

productivity innovations or on the ability of United States based enterprises
to compete in domestic or export markets

The Chairman of the Federal Maritime Commission certifies pursuant
to section 605b of the Regulatory Flexibility Act 5 U S C 605 b that

this rule will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial

number of small entities incluling small businesses small organizational
units or small governmental organizations The primary economic impact
of this rule would be on ocean common carriers which generally are not

small entities A secondary impact may fall on shippers some of whom

may be small entities but that impact is not considered to be significant
The collection of information requirements contained in original Part

552 were approved by the Office of Management and Budget OMB

under the provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 Pub L

96511 and have been assigned control number 3072Q008 The amend

ments in this rulemaking are technical in 11llture and will not result in

any substantive modification of the financial reporting requirements con

tained in the Commission s request for extension of clearance

List of Subjects in 46 CPR Part 552 Cargo vessels Freight Maritime

carriers Rates and fares Report and recordkeeping requirements Uniform

system of accounts

Therefore for the reasons set forth above Part 552 of Title 46 Code

of Federal Regulations is amended as follows

1 The Authority Citation to Part 552 continues to read

Authority 5 U S C 553 46 U S C app 817 a 820 841a 843 844

845 845a and 847

2 Paragraph 0 of 552 5 is revised to read as follows

552 5 Definitions

0 Voyage Expense means

I For carriers required to file Form FMC 378 the total of Vessel

Operating Vessel Port Call and Cargo Handling Expenses less Other Ship
ping Operations Revenue

2 For carriers required to file Form FMC 377 the total of Transpor
tation Terminal and Traffic Expenses

3 Section 552 6 is amended by removing paragraph b 7 revlSlng

paragraphs a 2 b 6 b 8 b 9 iil b lO c 2 c 3 c 9

revising heading of paragraph b 4 and renumbering paragraphs b 8

b 9 b 1O as follows

28 F M C
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552 6 Forms

a General
I

2 Statements containing the required exhibits and schedules are de
scribed in paragraphs b c d e and f of this section and are

available upon request from the Commission The required General Informa
tion schedules and exhibits are contained in Forms FMC 377 and FMC
378 For carriers required to file Form FMC 378 the statemems are based
on the Uniform Financial Reporting Requirements prescribed by the Mari
time Administration U S Department of Transportation For carriers re

quired to file Form FMC 377 the statements are based on definitions
contained therein The schedules contained in these statements are distin

guished from those contained in the Form FMC 378 statements by the
suffix A e g Schedule A IV A

b Rate Base Exhibits A and A A

1 3
4 Investment in Other Property and Equipment Accumulated Deprecia

tion Other Property and Equipment Schedules A IV and A lV A

5
6 Workinq Capital Schedule A V A

Working capital for tug and barge operators shall be determined as

the average monthly expense Average monthly expense shall be equal
to one twelfth of the expense of the carrier during the relevant 12 month

period computed by adding Voyage Expense Administrative and General

Expense Interest Expense and Inactive Vessel Expense each as allocated
to the Trade and dividing the total by 12

7 Removed paragraphs b 8 b IO are renumbered b 7 b 9

respectively and amended as follows
7 Property and Equipment of Related Companies

Property and equipment of related companies used by the filing carrier

in the Trade shall be reported in accordance with paragraphs b I b 2

and b 4 of this section The cost of such assets shall be that which
is recorded on the books of the related company Where such assets are

included in the rate base the profits or losses from intercompany trans

actions related to such assets are to be eliminated in accordance with

paragraph c 11 of this section
8 Capitalization of Interest During Construction Schedules A VI and

A VI A

i ii
iii A detailed description of the interest calculations shall be submitted

for each capital asset included in the rate base of the carrier in the first

year of its inclusion Such description shall be set forth on Schedule A

VI or A VI A Capitalization of Interest During Construction Capital
ized interest shall be included in the rate base when the asset is included
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in the rate base in accordance with paragraph b of this section and

in the same allocable amounts as the asset A schedule shall be provided
each time a rate base statement is submitted setting forth the year in

which an interest calculation statement was submitted for each asset which

included capitalized construction interest in the rate base

iv The effects of the interest during construction provisions shall be

applicable to all work completed after December 31 1977

9 Capitalization ofLeases Schedules A VII and A VI A

Leased assets which are capitalized on the carrier s books and which

meet the AICPA guidelines for capitalization may also be included in

rate base Schedule A VII or A VII A Capitalization of Leases shall

be submitted setting forth pertinent information relating to the lease and

the details of the capitalization schedule AlIocations to the Trade shall

follow the requirements of paragraphs b 1 and b 4 of this section

c Income Account Exhibits Band B A
1

2 Voyage Expense Schedule B I This schedule shall be submitted

by vessel operators for any period in which any cargo was carried in

the Service Allocations to the Trade shall be on the following basis

i ii
Iii Other Shipping Operations Revenue shall be deducted from Gross

Voyage Expense Other Shipping Operations Revenue should be assigned
directly to the extent possible or otherwise allocated on the basis of

cargo cube loaded and discharged at each port Any direct assignments
shall be fully set forth and explained

3 Voyage Expense Schedule B IA This schedule shall be submitted

by lUg and barge operators
i For all voyages in the Service transportation expense shall be allocated

to the Trade in the cargo cube mile or cargo cube relationship as appro

priate Should any elements of transportation expense be directly allocable

to specific cargo such direct allocations snall be made and explained
ii Terminal and traffic expenses shall be assigned directly to the extent

possible by ports at which incurred to the Trade and Other Cargo or

otherwise allocated on the basis of cargo cube loaded and discharged at
each port

iii Where multiple barge units are towed by a single lUg voyage

expense shall be allocated on the basis of the cargo cube relationship
4H8
9 Other Revenue or Expense Schedules B VIIand B VI A

28 FM C
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i Any other elements of revenne or expense wholly or partially applica
ble to the Trade shall be fully explained by a schedule showing details

of allocation
ii Operating differential subsidy refunds under section 605 a of the

Merchant Marine Act 1936 shall not be allocated to the Trade

By the Commission
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DOCKET NO 85 2

APPLICATION OF THE LOYALTY CONTRACT PROVISIONS OF
THE SHIPPING ACT OF 984 TO A PROPOSED TARIFF RULE ON

REFUNDS

ORDER DENYING PETITION

1

May 16 1986

The Trans Pacific Freight Conference of JapanKorea and the Japan
Korea Atlantic Gulf Freight Conference Petitioners or Conferences have

jointly filed a Petition for Declaratory Order requesting that the Commission
declare that a proposed rule for tariff refunds is not a loyalty contract
within the meaning of section 314 1 and section 1O b 9 2 of the Shipping
Act of 984 the Act or 984 Act In essence the proposed rule would
state that the Conferences would provide a prompt refund of no greater
than 0 percent to any shipper which shipped all or a fixed percentage
of its cargo with the Conferences during a period not to exceed four
consecutive months Shippers would not be required to ship any cargo
on conference vessels for subsequent periods in order to qualify for a

refund However if a shipper intended to use the rule it would be required
to give the Conferences advance notice and obtain a registration number

Notice of filing of the Petition was published in the Federal Register
50 Fed Reg 6347 April 25 1985 and comments in response were

submitted by I the 8900 Lines and the U S Atlantic Gulf Ports
Italy France Spain Freight Conference Mediterranean Conferences 2
KKL Kangaroo Line Pty Ltd Karlander and 3 the Department of
Justice DOJ

1
THE PETITION

The Conferences contend that section 3 14 of the 1984 Act addresses
only arrangements by which carriers and shippers are mutually bound by
enforceable contractual obligations with the shipper obtaining a lower rate

by agreeing to commit its cargo to a carrier or conference They contend
however that their tariff rule imposes no enforceable contractual obligations

I Seedon 3 14 46 U S C llJp g 170214 df loyalty onroc
a contract with an ocean common carrier or conference other tlum a service contract or contract
based upon timevolume rates by which a shipper obtains lower ratc by committing all ora fixed
portion of its cargo to that carrier orconference

Section lO b 9 46 V S C aw U709 bX9 pvldea
No common carrier eIther alone or in conjunction with any other person directly or Indirectly may

use a loyalty contract except in confonnlty with the antitrust laws

386 28 F M C
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on a shipper because a shipper could elect at any time to use non con

ference carriers without incurring a penalty Petitioners further believe that

their interpretation of section 314 is supported by Congress treatment

of loyalty arrangements under the Shipping Act 1916 46 V S C app
801 842 1916 Act They maintain that the language used in section

14b of the 1916 Act evidenced a Congressional intent to regulate only
those loyalty arrangements by which shippers were bound by means of
an enforceable contract They further note that the 1984 Act refers only
to loyalty contracts and contend that it does not therefore encompass
non contractual non binding tariff rules The Conferences also argue that
the legislative history of the 1984 Act reveals a Congressional intent merely
to deal with dual rate contracts which had been in existence since 1961
and not prohibit tariff provisions such as theirs which allegedly do not

compel shipper loyalty
Petitioners suggest that the non contractual nature of their tariff rule

makes it very similar to time volume rates which are permitted by section

8b of the 1984 Act They contend that both are contained in tariffs

provide incentives to utilize carriers require notification prior to use and
do not penalize failure to comply with the conditions of the tariff They
also contend that their rule is similar to their Volume Incentive Program
which the Commission has indicated may be implemented on a tariff basis

See 46 CPR 580 12 a Lastly the Conferences note that their proposed
rule is similar to a fidelity commission system which a Commission
administrative law judge previously found not to be a contract5

REPLIES TO THE PETITION

The Mediterranean Conferences support the Petition and therefore urge
that the Commission declare that the proposed rule for refunds is not

a loyalty contract They do request however that the Commission clarify
that the amount of the refund to be paid to participating shippers and

the duration of the program are matters which are within the discretion

of any conference choosing to offer such a program
Karlander opposes the Petition It argues first that the Petition does

not comply with the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure Specifi
cally Karlander maintains that the Petition fails to include a complete
statement of the facts and grounds prompting the petition as required
by Rule 68 46 CPR 502 68 Karlander contends that the Conferences

3Section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 46 V S C 813a repealed 1984 permitted under certain speci
fied conditions the use of contracts granting lower rates 10 any shipper who agrees to give all or any fiXed

portion of his patfonage to acarrier or conference

4Section 8 b 46 U S c app 1707 b states

Time Volume RatesRates shown in tariff filed under subsection a may vary with the volume

of cargo offered over a specified period of time

sJapan Atlamic Gulf Freight Conference Fidelity Commission System Docket No 908 I S R R 451

1961 The Conferences note however that this decision never became final because the tariff amendment

was withdrawn by thesubject conference and thecase dismissed at its request
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Petition merely indicates general guidelines for a proposed tariff rule and
does not provide specific tariff language

Karlander also notes that issuance of a declaratory order is a matter
of agency discretion and that many agencies have declined requests to
issue declaratory orders Karlander further contends that even if the Commis
sion determines that the proposed tariff rule is not a loyalty contract

uncertainty would continue as to the lawfulness of the rule under other
provisions of the 1984 Act For example Karlander questions whether
the proposed refund system would involve a deferred rebate as prohibited
by section IOb 8 of the Act 46 U S C app 1709b 8

Karlander argues that Petitioners request for a declaratory order is noth
ing more than an attempt to obtain Commission sanction for an anticompeti
tive tying device not otherwise authorized by the 1984 Act Karlander
maintains therefore that even if the requested declaratory order were issued
it would not remove the legal uncertainty surrounding the proposal
Karlander further submits that the 1984 Act contemplates only two volume

arrangements by which a shipper can be tied to a carrier service contracts
and time volume rates It concludes that the proposed tariff rule is neither

DOJ contends that the term loyalty contract as used in the 1984
Act encompasses any contractual arrangement which has the effect of
tying a shipper to a particular carrier or conference whether it be a unilat
eral or a bilateral contract It notes that the traditional loyalty contract
offered under the 1916 Act was a bilateral contract i e at the time it
was entered into prior to any shipments thereunder enforceable contractual
obligations were imposed on the shipper as well as on the carrier DOJ
argues however that the proposed tariff rule represents a unilateral contract
in which a conference promises to provide a refund to a shipper in exchange
for performance of certain specified conditions by the shipper in this
case shipping all or a fixed portion of its cargo on conference vessels
for a specified time period DOl contends that performance by the shipper
is both acceptance of the conference s offer as stated in its tariff offering
and the giving of consideration for the conference s promises to pay the
refund DOJ concludes by stating that the effect of the proposed tariff
rule is the same as the effect of traditional loyalty contractsto tie a

shipper s patronage exclusively to a particular conference Although the
form of the proposed loyalty arrangement is unique DOJ contends that
it is nonetheless encompassed by the definition of loyalty contract in section
3 14 of the Act

DISCUSSION

As an initial matter we address Karlander s suggestion that the Petition
may not comply fully with the Commission s requirements concerrting peti
tions for declaratory orders as set forth in Rule 68 of the Commission s

Rules of Practice and Procedure Specifically Karlander claims that the
Petition does not inClude a complete statement of the facts and grounds
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prompting the petition Karlander s concern arises from the fact that the

parameters of the proposed tariff rule are set out by the inclusion of

general descriptive guidelines rather than stating an actual tariff rule

Karlander s concerns do not have merit Petitioners are seeking an ad
vance ruling from the Commission prior to initiating any activity It is

not unusual that at this point they have only a general description of
their intentions and not a specific tariff rule This description adequately
informs the Commission of the nature of the proposed rule and provides
sufficient detail upon which to consider the merits of the Petition

Turning to the issue of whether the rule is or is not a loyalty contract

we agree with Petitioners that the tariff refund scheme which they are

proposing is not the type of loyalty arrangement contemplated by section

14b of the 1916 Act However the basic question remains whether the

proposed rule is a loyalty contract under the 1984 Act As defined by
section 314 of the 1984 Act a loyalty contract is a contract with

an ocean common carrier or conference by which a shipper obtains

lower rates by committing all or a fixed portion of its cargo to that

carrier or conference 46 U S C app 1702 14 It appear clear that

under the proposed tariff rule a shipper obtains a lower rate after refund

by committing all or a fixed portion of its cargo to the Conferences

The only remaining issue therefore is whether a contract arises between

a shipper and a carrier under the proposed arrangement It would appear
that one does and as a result we cannot state defirtitively that the proposed
arrangement is not a loyalty contract under the 1984 Act

A contract has been defined as a n agreement between two or

more persons which creates an obligation to do or not to do a particular
thing Black s Law Dictionary 291 292 5th ed 1979 The essential

elements of a contract are generally considered to be I Competent parties
2 proper subject matters 3 legal consideration 4 mutuality of agree

ment and 5 mutuality of obligation 17 CJ S Contracts 1 2

As a matter of classification the law recognizes two kinds of contracts

bilateral contracts and unilateral contracts A bilateral contract is one in

which there are reciprocal promises mutual obligations are present and

the promise which one party makes is sufficient consideration for the prom
ise which the other makes 17 C J S Contracts 8 The typical dual

rate contract formerly recognized under the 1916 Act is a classic example
of a bilateral contract in which mutually enforceable contractual obligations
were imposed on both the carrier or conference and the shipper at the

time the agreement was executed

A unilateral contract on the other hand arises from a promise by one

party or an offer by that party to do a certain thing in the event the

other party performs a certain act the performance by the other party
constitutes an acceptance of the offer and the contract then becomes exe

cuted and enforceable 17 cJ S Contracts 8
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The Conferences proposed tariff rule would appear to give rise to a

unilateral contract The Conferences promise to provide a refund in exchange
for performance of specified conditions by the shipper i e shipping aU
or a fixed portion of its cargo on conference vessels for a specified period
of time Performance by the shipper of the conditions would appear to
constitute acceptance of the Conferences offer and the giving of legal
consideration for the Conferences promise to pay the refund If the shipper
meets the conditions the offering conference is contractually bound to
issue it a refund If the shipper does not fuUy perform over the period
specified no contract arises and no rebate is earned

The Conferences contention that there must be mutuality of obligation
between the carrier and the Shipper at the time the shipper begins to

ship in order to create a contractual relationship suggests an incorrect
assessment of the law Because a unilateral contract is not founded on

mutual promises but is one where there is a promise on one side and
executed consideration performance on the other the doctrine of mutuality
of obligation is inapplicable to such contracts 17 C J S Contracts 100l
What is essential is that the contract contain valid consideration Here
the shipper s performance of the offering conference s conditions would
appear to constitute valid consideration for the conference s promise to

pay the refund
The mere fact that a shipper who does not meet the conditions of

the conference s offering does not incur a penalty except that of paying
the normal tariff rate does not compel a different result AlthOugh dual
rate contracts typically contained a penalty provision that provision was
not what brought them within the ambit of section l4b There was no

requirement that dual rate contracts under section l4b of the 1916 Act
contain a penalty provision and there Is of course no such requirement
in section 3 14 of the 1984 Act It is not therefore a critical element
in determining whether the instant arrangement faUs within the definition
of loyalty contract uiIder the 1984 Act6

Moreover the legislative history of the 1984 Act suggests that the defini
tion of loyalty contract was intended to be read expansively encom
passing arrangements having little anticompetitive effect as well as those
that would clearly violate the antitrust laws The provisions in the 1984
Act relating to loyalty contracts came about as the result of a compromise
between the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee and the
House Judiciary Committee This compromise was a radical departure from
the regulatory scheme established by section l4b of the 1916 Act which
had been carried forward in H R 1878 as reported out by the House

6 The Jack of a penalty prov16lon the reJatJvtly short period of time dUring whWh the shJpper mustobJJgate
a fixed portion of Its cargo to the conference and the size of the refund are all factors whJch may be relevant
in determining whether use of the loyalty contract would conform to the anlitrusl laws as required by section
10b 9 of the 1984 Act However they do not uslst in determining whether an arranaement is a loyalty
contract inthe rust instance
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Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee Section 14b of the 1916 Act

specified mandatory provisions to be included in dual rate contracts Con

tracts which were in compliance with the requirements of section 14b

enjoyed antitrust immunity As reported out by the House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee H R 1878 would have continued the requirements
of section 14b but expanded antitrust immunity to cover all loyalty con

tracts The compromise did away with the specific requirements pertaining
to loyalty contracts that existed under the 1916 Act and simply required
that the use of loyalty contracts conform to the antitrust laws Given this

approach it seems likely that Congress expected that carriers and con

ferences might develop non traditional loyalty contracts which might or

might not offend the antitrust laws
The Conferences point out that the subject arrangement is similar to

the Fidelity Commission System FCS which was the subject of Japan
Atlantic and Gulf Freight Conference Fidelity Commission System I S RR
451 1961 JAGFCS They rely on this decision in an attempt to dem
onstrate that the subject arrangement is not a loyalty contract The FCS
was a proposal designed to fill the void created when the Supreme Court
struck down the conference s dual rate system in Federal Maritime Board
v Isbrandtsen 356 U S 481 1958 Isbrandtsen An investigation and

hearing was instituted by the Commission to determine whether the proposed
FCS would violate the 1916 Act Although the 1961 amendments to the
1916 Act rendered the case moot by legalizing dual rate contracts before
the Commission could issue a final decision an initial decision had already
issued in the case by an administrative law judge He concluded that
because the FCS did not depend upon the actions of the shipper in any
successive period it did not result in a deferred rebate Nor was its anti

competitive effect found to be as great as the dual rates struck down
in Isbrandtsen It must be remembered however that the issue in that
case was whether the FCS was lawful under section 14 Third of the

Shipping Act 19167 There was no issue as to whether the FCS was

a dual rate contract because prior to 1961 there was no reference to

dual rate contracts in the 1916 Act Thus the initial decision findings in
JAGFCS are of little value in determining whether the subject arrangement
is a loyalty contract

The Conferences have also suggested that their proposed tariff rule is

very similar to time volume rates which are permitted by section 8 b
of the 1984 Acts Both are contained in tariffs and both provide a refund
or lower rate to a shipper who meets its requirements However the Con

7 Section 14 Third Connerly 46 U S C 813 stated that no common carrier by water shall

Retaliate against any shipper by refusing or threatening to refuse space accommodations whensuch
are available or resort to other discriminating or unfair methods because such shipper has patron
ized any other carrier or has filed a complaint charging unfair treatment or for any other reason

8Seclion 8 b 46 U S c app 1707b states

Time Volume Rates Rates shown in tariffs filed under subsection a may vary with the volume
of cargo offered over a specified period of time
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ferences argument appears to overlook critical distinction between the defi
nitions of loyalty contract and time volume rates appearing in the

Shipping Act of 1984

By definition a loyalty contract contemplates a shipper tendering all
or a fixed portion of its cargo to a carrier On the other hand a time
volume rate depends on the volume of cargo tendered over a specified
period of time The proposed refund like a loyalty contract is dependent
upon a shipper tendering all or a specified portion of its total traffic
to the conference its application does not depend on the volume of cargo
tendered For example under the Conferences proposed rule two shippers
could tender exactly the same number of containers to the offering con

ference and only one would be eligible for a refund If the cargo tendered
amounted to all or the fixed percentage of the shipper s total traffic specified
in the tariff a refund would be in order The same volume if it did
not amount to all or a specified fixed percentage of the shipper s total
traffic would not qualify for refund Because the application of the proposed
refund is conditioned on the relationship of the amount of cargo tendered
to the shipper s total traffic and not just the amount of cargo tendered
it is not a time volume rate as section 8b of the 1984 Act would appear
to contemplate that term 9 See also In the Matter of the Carriage of
Military Cargo 10 EM C 69 77 78 1966

For reasons stated above the Commission is unable to declare that Peti
tioners proposed tariff rule is not a loyalty contract as that term is
defined by section 3 14 of the Shipping Act of 1984

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Petition for Declaratory Order
submitted by the Trans Pacific Freight Conference of JapanKorea and the

JapanKorea Atlantic Gulf Freight Conference is denied

By the Commission

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS
Secretary

9Even accepting Petitioners suggestion that time volume rates give rise 10 a type of loyalty arrangement
this does not necessarily advance their position Contract s blUled on lime volume rates have been ex

pressly excluded from the dermition of loyalty contract in section 314 wbCTCas the arrangement proposed
by Petitioners has not
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DOCKET NO 862

ATLANTIC CARGO SERVICES AB

v

GULF EUROPEAN FREIGHT ASSOCIATION

NOTICE

June 3 1986

Notice is given that no appeal has been taken to the April 21 1986
dismissal of the complaint in this proceeding and the time within which
the Commission could determine to review has expired No such determina
tion has been made and accordingly the dismissal has become administra
tively final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary
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ATLANTIC CARGO SERVICES AB

v

GULF EUROPEAN FREIGHT ASSOCIATION

I
i

COMPLAINT DISMISSED

Finalized June 3 1986

Complainant has moved for an order dismissing its complaint without

prejudice Complainant states that it has resolved its dispute with respondent
to its satisfaction and does not wish to prosecute its complaint at this

time Respondent does not object to the motion

In view of the above situation the motion is granted As requested
costs are to be borne by the party incurring them

It is ordered that the complaint be dismissed without prejudice

S NORMAN D KLINE
Administrative Law Judge

j
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DOCKET NO 85 14

CARl CARGO INTERNATIONAL INC JORGE VILLENA AND SEA

TRADE SHIPPING

NOTICE

June 5 1986

Notice is given that no exceptions were filed to the April 24 1986
initial decision in this proceeding and the time within which the Commission
could determine to review that decision has expired No such determination
has been made and accordingly that decision has become administratively
final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary
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DOCKET NO 85 14

CARl CARGO INTERNATIONAL INC JORGE VILLENA AND SEA

TRADE SHIPPING

Respondent Jorge Villena found to have operated as a non vessel operating common carrier

between November 1983 and December 1985 sometimes in his personal capacity and

other times in connection with respondent corporations Carl Cargo International Inc

and Sea Trade Shipping At various times during this period respondents failed to

charge rates specified in their tariffs operated without a tariff and underpaid vessel

operating carriers by means of cargo misdescriptions These practices violated sections

18b 3 and 18b 1 and 16 Initial Paragraph of the Shipping Act 1916 and corresponding

provisions of the Shipping Act of 1984 sections 1Ob1 8 a 1 and lO a I respec

tively

Respondents pattern of conduct by which they ignored their tariffs and misdescribed cargo
tendered to vessel operating carriers was deliberate and without regard to the requirements
of law and continued even after Mr Villena had been warned about the impropriety
of such practices Respondents defenses namely that they had to meet competition
had intended to file their negotiated rates but had problems with their tariff publisher
are weak and unsubstantiated and in any event relevant only to the question of penalties

To deter future violations of law and to encourage respondents to reform and comply with

law without jeopardizing what may be relatively small businesses respondents are assessed

aggregate penalties of 100 000 with provision for possible remission of a portion of

this amount if respondents pay at least 30 000 over a six months period and show
evidence of reform and inability to continue to pay Respondents are also ordered to

cease and desist from continuing previous unlawful practices

Jorge Villeoo for respondents

Aaron W Reese and Alan J Jacobson for Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION t OF NORMAN D KLINE ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Finalized June 5 1986

The Commission began this proceeding on May 5 1985 to determine

originally whether respondents Carl Cargo Intemational Inc Carl Cargo
a non vessel operating common carrier NVO and Mr Jorge Villena

apparently Carl Cargo s only officer and employee had been operating
without having a tarlff on file with the Commission and without charging
rates which may have been filed in such a tariff If so such conduct

would violate sections 18 b I and 18b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916

and corresponding provisions of the Shipping Act of 1984 sections 8 a I

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in lhe absence of review lhereof by lhe Com

mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227
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and IO b 1 During the course of prehearing discovery the Commission s

Hearing Counsel uncovered evidence showing that respondents may have

been consolidating cargo and tendering it to vessel operating carriers under

incorrect descriptions in order to obtain transportation at lower rates that

would apply under those carriers tariffs If so such conduct would violate

section 16 Initial Paragraph of the 1916 Act and the corresponding provi
sion of the 1984 Act section lO a I Still later Hearing Counsel obtained

evidence which appeared to show that respondent Jorge Villena may have

been operating a company known as Sea Trade Shipping without regard
to a tariff which that company had filed with the Commission effective

September 5 1985 If so Sea Trade and Mr Villena would have violated

section 1b I of the 1984 Act and if Mr Villena and Sea Trade had

been misdescribing cargo to underlying vessel operating carriers such con

duct would have violated section lO a 1 of the 1984 Act

In order to reach the full range of all possible activities of the type
mentioned above which may have been conducted by Cari Cargo Mr

Villena and Sea Trade Shipping at various times between 1983 and 1985

the Commission amended its original Order of Investigation first on August
7 1985 and later on January 22 1986 As amended the Order now

requires an investigation into the questions whether Cari Cargo Mr Villena

and Sea Trade Shipping operated without a tariff charged rates other than

the rates on file with the Commission if tariffs had been filed and tendered

cargo to underlying vessel operating carriers under incorrect descriptions
in order to obtain transportation at lower rates than would properly apply
under those carriers tariffs

The evidentiary record was developed gradually over a period of time

primarily by means of prehearing inspection and discovery of respondents
records and a deposition of respondent Villena Because respondents either

did not wish or were unable to obtain legal counsel every effort was

made during the record developing phase of the proceeding to keep Mr

Villena advised of the Commission s procedures and of respondents rights
to respond to the evidence proffered by Hearing Counsel in whatever way

necessary to protect respondents interests In order to keep respondents
continually advised of their rights and of the significance of the procedures
being followed by Hearing Counsel three telephonic prehearing conferences

were held on September II November 4 1985 and January 28 1986

In addition to these conferences I instructed Hearing Counsel to furnish

respondents with written evidence which Hearing Counsel had obtained

and would be tendering together with statements explaining the significance
of the evidence Whenever appropriate respondents were given the oppor

tunity of furnishing rebuttal evidence or comments and were advised that

they could request an oral hearing if they deemed such a hearing necessary
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to protect their interests However at no time did respondents furnish

any rebuttal evidence or written comments or make any requests for an

oral hearing Accordingly Hearlng Counsel tendered their entire case which

consisted of evidence in written form which evidence was admitted without

objection of respondents the record was closed and a schedule for briefing
was established Hearing Counsel submitted their opening brief on March

21 1986 Respondents submitted no answering brief

FINDINGS OF FACT

The evidentiary record consists of the written direct testimony of the

Commission s Miami District Investigator Mr Albert Posnick with related

worksheets the deposition of Mr Jorge Villena Cari Cargo s President

and Sea Trade s general manager with related documents a Carl Cargo
tariff bills of lading dock receipts export declarations manifests an

affidavit of Roland E Ramlow a Commission Transportation Industry Ana

lyst a Sea Trade tariff and 34 Sea Trade bills of lading together with

related shipping documents See Evidentiary Record Closed February 28
1986 at 2

Although the types of violations committed by the three respondents
ie violating their tariffs operating without a tariff or underpaying under

lying vessel operating carriers are simple and easy to grasp by their nature

the surrounding facts are rather complicated and difficult to follow There

are several reasons First Mr Villena operated under three different cor

porate names at various times between March 1983 and December 1985

the period of time within which shipments were studied Second the Ship
ping Act of 1984 supplanted the Shipping Act 1916 effective June 18

1984 so that although the types of violations were the same the relevant

provisions of law were renumbered Third for a period of time between

November 10 1983 and April 17 1984 Mr Villena operated without
a corporation having been formed although he had filed a tariff and issued
bills of lading in a corporate name Carl Cargo International Inc During
this period of time the facts showed that he either operated in his own

name without a tariff or alternatively he operated a tarlff in the name

of an unformed corporation and violated that tariff

2See my rulings and instructions May 13 August 22 September 12 November S 1985 January 24 Janu

ary 30 1986 February 28 1986 letter dated December 9 1985 AI the CommissIon has noted a fairhearing
is one in wlUch the partiClshould have opportunity to meet inthe appropriate fashlon all facts that influence

the disposition oflhe case lmpo9lt1on ojSurcharge by theFor Easl Co1ference 9 F M C 129 140 1965
see also Agreement No 9955 1 18 F M C 426 46446S 1975 no violation of duo process if respondents
had opportunity to learn of allegations prior to hearing and to meet evidence presented against them L G

Balfour v P T C 442 F 2d 1 19 7th Cir 1971 party must have reasonable opportunity to know claims

against it and meet them as the case unfolda i Modlftcallon oj Agreement S70Q4 10 F M C 261 1967
opportunity must be afforded to all parties to submit evidence and arsument to constitute full hearings

2 Davis Administrative Law 2d Ed 1979 sec 139 at 9 600 party may submit written evIdence without
trial type hearings Cellular Mobile Systems of Pennsylvania v F C C 782 F 2d 182 197 199 D C Cir

1985 full bearinS can consist of wriUen evidence without cross examination
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The following findings of fact are intended to describe the violations

of law while providing the factual background in the most understandable

fashion possible considering the complications discussed What the reader

should bear in mind however notwithstanding the various complications
is that essentially Mr Jorge Villena operated sometimes personally but

most of the time under a corporation in a consistent fashion Specifically
either personally or under a corporation he operated an NVO business

without a tariff violated that tariff even when it was filed and underpaid
vessel operating carriers to whom he tendered cargo by filling out bills

of lading with false descriptions of the cargo
1 Mr Jorge Villena was born in Peru He moved to this country and

began working around 979 or 980 Some time thereafter he became

a co owner of an NVO known as Cari Cargo Consolidators Inc This

corporation formed on September 13 1982 was dissolved on November

10 1983 It had filed a tariff with the Commission effective October

23 1982
2 Mr Villena continued in the NVO business operating out of Miami

Florida after the dissolution of Cari Cargo Consolidators nc in November

1983 For a time he operated without having formed a new corporation
However on April 17 1984 a corporation known as Carl Cargo nter

national Inc Cari Cargo came into existence under Florida law Mr

Villena was the president of this company This company was in active

business as an NVO during the major part of 1984 but appears to be

inactive presently According to its tariff and bills of lading issued it

operated from Miami to ports all over the world

3 In December 1984 a corporation known as Sea Trade Shipping was

formed Mr Villena is one employee of this corporation The other is

a stenographic receptionist Sea Trade Shipping according to its tariff and

bills of lading issued operates as an NVO to ports and points in Latin

America and the Caribbean

4 From November 11 1983 through Apri 16 1984 Le after dissolution

of Carl Cargo Consolidators nc and before formation of Carl Cargo Inter

national Inc Mr Villena handled 86 shipments and issued bills of lading
for them During this period of time a tarlff was on file with the Commis

sion in the name of Carl Cargo International Inc although that corporation
had not yet come into existence This tariff was the same one that had

been filed in the name of Carl Cargo Consolidators Inc Effective March

16 1983 the name on the title page of that tariff had been changed
from Cari Cargo Consolidators Inc to Carl Cargo International Inc

5 Ana ysis of the 86 bills of lading shows that Mr Villena rated and

charged the shipments at rates and charges which differed significantly
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from the rates and charges specified in the Cari Cargo tariff on file at

the time 3

6 The Commission s District Investigator Mr Albert posnick spoke
with Mr Villena on April 4 1984 Mr Villena admitted to Mr Posnick

that he had not been using the Cari Cargo tariff to assess charges on

Cari Cargo bills of lading He explained that when asked by a shipper
for a rate he first checked the rates of ocean carriers and tried to determine

what his competitors charged He then set his own rates for the shipment
This admission was corroborated by relevant shipping documents Although
Mr Villena said that he would revise and use the Cari Cargo tariff he

told Mr Posnick on July 10 1984 that he had not changed his method

of operation
7 On June 25 1985 Mr Villena was deposed He explained his method

of operation as an NVO and again admitted that he had disregarded tariffs

in determining his rates to shippers Furthermore while operating as Cari

Cargo Mr Villena paid freight forwarder compensation at three percent
although the tariff had specified five percent The matter of this discrepancy
was brought to Mr Villena s attention in March of 1984 by Mr Posnick

but Mr Villena did not thereafter change the tariff rate nor the amount

of compensation he paid In fact through the series of meetings with

Mr Posnick beginning in March 1984 Mr Villena continually acknowl

edged that he had not been changing his tariff to reflect the rates he

had been charging when advised that he had not been following his tariff

8 During the period from November 11 1983 through April 16 1984

when Mr Villena was operating without a corporation having been formed

he filled out bills of lading issued by underlying vessel operating common

carriers inserting false descriptions of the goods tendered to those carriers

He did this on six bills of lading during this period Mr Villena brought
sets of shipping documents to his deposition which show how he

misdescribed goods on underlying carriers bills of lading In a typical
instance Mr Villena filled out a vessel operating carrier s bill of lading
by inserting the words groceries and foodstuffs in the space provided
for cargo descriptions The vessel operating carrier thereupon rated the goods
using that description according to the carrier s tariff In truth however

the goods tendered to that carrier were used personal effects and household

goods and Mr Villena s own bill of lading issued to his shipper customer

3An analysis perfonned for the period March 1983 through February 1984 by Commission District Investi

gator Albert Posnick shows that on 90 bills of lading there were substantial differences between the rates

and charges shown on the bills of lading and the Carl Cargo tariff From March 16 1983 to November 10

1983 the previous corporation Carl Carso Consolidators Inc was still in existence although the name on

ils tariff had been changed to Cari Cargo International Inc a corporatJon not yet legally fanned From No
vember 10 1983 through February 1984 therefore Mr VilIena was not operating under an exlstina corpora
tion

4There were actually seven bills of lading misdescribed by Mr VilJena in the record in 1983 and 1984

However the first of them Ex 2 sub ex 5 1 is dated September 22 1983 at a time when Cari Cargo
Consolidators Inc was still in existence The remaining six all fell within the November 11 1983 through
April 16 1984 time period
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in the name of Cari Cargo shows the correct description When asked

why he described the cargo to the underlying carrier incorrectly Mr Villena

replied that he was taking advantage of the rate He admitted that

he misdescribed the foods in order to obtain a lower rate from the vessel

operating carrier Mr Villena followed this pattern at least 12 times seven

while he was operating without having formed the corporation five times

after the corporation Cari Cargo International Inc had been formed On

eight of these instances of misdescription the aggregate amount of freight
by which Mr Villena and Cari Cargo underpaid the vessel operating carriers

was 60 910 86 according to an analysis performed by Mr Roland E

Ramlow of the Commission s Bureau of Tariffs

9 As to the above 12 misdescribed bills of lading Mr Villena customarily
issued several of his own bills of lading in the name of Cari Cargo before

and after Cari Cargo was incorporated for his shipper customers per each

misdescribed bill of lading of the underlying carrier Mr Villena acknowl

edged that these Cari Cargo bills of lading were consistently not rated

in accordance with the Cari Cargo tariff

10 After Cari Cargo International Inc became incorporated on April
17 1984 Cari Cargo through Mr Villena issued 22 bills of lading the

last one of record issued in August 1984 The shippers involved were

not charged rates specified in the Cari Cargo tariff As mentioned Cari

Cargo through Mr Villena also misdescribed cargo on five underlying
carriers bills of lading during this time period

I J As noted earlier Sea Trade Shipping was incorporated in December

1984 and Mr Villena is one of only two employees of the corporation
Sea Trade filed its tariff with the Commission effective September 5

1985 However from February through August 1985 Sea Trade handled

20 shipments and issued bills of lading for each Eleven of these bills

of lading had been issued prior to June 25 1985 However at his deposition
taken on June 25 1985 Mr Villena swore that as of that date he had

issued only one Sea Trade bill of lading
12 Sea Trade issued 14 bills of lading for shipments handled after

September 5 1985 the effective date of its filed tariff The first was

dated September 9 1985 the last December 20 1985 A comparison
between the rates and charges on these 14 bills of lading and the rates

specified in the Sea Trade tariff shows that Sea Trade through Mr Villena

charged other than the rates and charges shown in the tariff on each

of the shipments For example the first bill of lading dated September
9 1985 shows cargo of plastic toilet seats moving to Brazil rated

at 260 00 W M There is no such rate in the tariff for this commodity
as described moving to Brazil Nor indeed is there a rate of S260 00

W M for any item in the entire tariff Furthermore the bill of lading
shows a bunker surcharge of 2750 and a 10 00 bill of lading charge
but the tariff states that no bunker surcharge applies and specifies a bill

of lading charge of only 750
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13 The above pattern continued through all the 14 bills of lading issued

by Sea Trade For example the next bill of lading in the series dated

September 13 1985 shows cargo of personal effects moving from Miami

to Chile The cargo is rated at 297 00 W M and shows a bill of lading
charge of 10 00 However the tariff shows a rate of 255 00 W M for

personal effects moving from Miami to Chile and as noted a bill of

lading charge of only 7 50
14 The pattern of ignoring tariff rates has characterized Mr ViIlena s

career whether operating as himself Cari Cargo International or Sea Trade

Shipping from November 11 1983 through December 1985 Indeed the

same pattern can be found as far back as March 1983 when a previous
corporation Cari Cargo Consolidatol s had been in existence

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The issues presented in this investigation as to possible violations of

law are whether the three named respondents Cari Cargo International

Inc Carl Cargo Mr Jorge ViIlena and Sea Trade Shipping committed

three types of violations More specifically did these three respondents
operate as a common carrier without filing their tariffs with the Commission

a violation of section 18b 1 of the 1916 Act and section8 a I of

the 1984 Act did they charge rates other than those specified in tariffs

that they may have filed with the Commission a violation of section

18 b 3 of the 1916 Act and section 10b 1 of the 1984 Act and

finally did they knowingly and willfully obtain or attempt to obtain ocean

transportation for property at less than the rates or charges that would

be applicable by means of false billing false classification or any other

unjust or unfair device or means a violation of section 16 Initial Paragraph
of the 1916 Act and section 10 a1 of the 1984 Act The provisions
of the 1984 Act are virtually identical to those of the 1916 Act with

regard to these types of violations The three relevant provisions of the

1984 Act which became effective on June 18 1984 S are as follows

Section 8 a I 46 U SC app sec 1707 a I provides in relevant

part

E ach common carrier shall file with the Commission
and keep open to public inspection tariffs showing all its rates

charges classifications rules and practices between all points or

ports on its own route and on any through transportation route

that has been established

Section 10b 1 46 U S C app sec 1709 b I provides in relevant

part

The Shipping Act of 1984 was enacted as P L 98237 98 Stat 67 and became effective on June 18
1984 See AppllcQtion of Shipping Act of 1984 to Formal Proceedings Pending Before FeckrQi Marltlme
Commission on June 18 1984 22 SRR 976 1984 Marcella Shtpplng Co Ltd 28 F M C 259 261 n 2

ID F MC notice of finality March 26 1986 section 21 P L 98237 46 U S C app Ice 1701
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No common carrier may I charge demand collect or
receive greater less or different compensation for the transpor
tation of property or for any service in connection therewith than
the rates and charges that are shown in its tariffs

Section lO a I 46 D S C app sec 1709 a I provides in relevant

part

No person may I knowingly and willfully directly or indirectly
by means of false billing false classification false weighing false

report of weight false measurement or by any other unjust or
unfair device or means obtain or attempt to obtain ocean transpor
tation for property at less than the rates or charges that would
otherwise be applicable

Hearing Counsel summarize their contentions as follows Opening Brief
at 2 3

Hearing Counsel s evidence undisputed by Mr Villena consists
of incontrovertible documentary evidence showing that Mr Villena
consistently operated as a non vessel operating common carrier
NVO without a tariff on file at the Commission that when

he did file a tariff both as Cari Cargo and Sea Trade he ignored
it and as a shipper to underlying carriers he deliberately
misdescribed cargo to receive lower freight rates Further as to
his activities prior to June 25 1985 Mr Villena corroborates
the documentary evidence by admitting and acknowledging the
activities Hearing Counsel contend violate the Shipping Acts

Not only does the undisputed evidence show that respondent Villena
at times acting in the name of Cari Cargo and Sea Trade Shipping did
commit the above violations of law contend Hearing Counsel but Mr
Villena acted with complete disregard for the requirements of the Shipping
Acts and later after the requirements were brought to his attention delib
erately and repeatedly acted in violation of the Shipping Acts Opening
Brief at 2 Moreover as to his activities as Sea Trade Shipping notwith

standing Mr Villena s sworn statement on June 25 1985 that he
had only issued one Sea Trade bill of lading as of that date he had

actually issued several Opening Brief at 3

I agree with Hearing Counsel Although at times it is not always clear
whether Mr Villena was acting in his own capacity rather than in the

capacity of one of the two corporations of which he was an employee
or officer what is clear and convincing is that from a period dating at

least from March 1983 through December 1985 Mr Villena was actively
engaged in the business of an NVO and either filed no tariff or if he
did ignored the tariff Furthermore Mr Villena customarily misdescribed
commodities on underlying vessel operating common carriers bills of lading
for the purpose of obtaining transportation at less than the lawful charges
provided in those carriers tariffs The record clearly reveals a consistent
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pattern of operations by which Mr Villena would quote rates to his shipper
customers attempting to keep those rates at a level which would be competi
tive with other NVOs and then reduce his own freight costs as a shipper
vis a vis the vessel operating cll1Tiers by misdescribing the commodities
tendered to those carriers in effect cheating those carriers Furthermore
even after Mr Villena had been visited by a Commission investigator
and had been warned about the impropriety of such conduct he continued
operating in the same fashion Furthermore when testifying under oath
at his deposition held on June 25 1985 Mr Villena s statements as to
the number of bills of lading he had issued in the name of Sea Trade

Shipping were incorrect mentioning only One instead of the eleven that
he had in fact issued before that date

Summary of Violations

From November 11 1983 through April 16 1984 when there was

no NVO corporation in existence with which Mr VilIena was affiliated
Mr Villena handled 86 shipments and issued bills of lading for them
in the name of Cari Cargo International Inc At that time he had on

file with the Commission a tariff in the name of Cari Cargo International
Inc although that corporation had not yet been legally formed Mr
ViIlena assessed his shipper customers rates and charges other than those
specified in the tariff then on file These were violations of section 18b 3
ofthe 1916 Act then in affect 6

During this same period of time Mr ViIlena filled out bills of lading
of underlying vessel operating carriers on six occasions by inserting false

descriptions of the cargo he was tendering to these underlying cll1Tiers
This was done for the adntitted purpose of obtaining lower rates than
the rates that would have been applicable under the correct descriptions
These were violations of section 16 Initial Paragraph of the Shipping Act
1916 then in effect

61t could be argued alternatively as Hearing Counsel1lQte Op 8r at 1 that Mr VilIena violaled sec

tion 18 b 1 by operating without a tlUiff on these 86 occasions from Novcl1lber II 1983 through April
16 1984 becauselhe tariff on flIe Will In the name of Carl Cargo International Inc and not Jorge
VjlJena I fmd rafhtr tha Mr YllJena vjoJated section 18b 3 by 9harSing rates olher lhan those specified
in thai tariff This seems to confonn better to the facts First a tariffwas on file although not in the name
of Jorge ViIlena Second the bills of lacUna issued were issueCl iti the name of CarlCara o International
me althouab thai corporation had not yet been born Therefore lnJeaJlty Mr VJllena who was Jncuzrina
personal liability in these operatiom was in effect daitiS business iti the name of Cari Carao Third Mr
VilIena knew thai there was a tariff on flIe which he knew he was supposed to amend to conform to the
rates he negotiated Fourth all his attorney advised him prior to Aprll 17 1984 whenCari Cargo was incor
porated Mr VlIIena was iticunina personal responsibility allhouah Ping the name of the corporation Ex
1 Attachment B As Flodda and BenmJ Jaw haJd persom promo or operating for unformed corporatiolsincur personal liability See Baker v Bate9 Slreet Shirt Co 6 F 2d 854 857 ht Cir 1925 Ratner v Cen
tra NatlonalBank 414 So 2d 210 Fla ApI D3 1982 18 Andlir 2d Corporations sees 6 120 131
251 1985 18A Am Jur 2d Corporations sec 263 1985 Annotation 41 A LR2d 477 I concJude there
fore that Mr Vlllena was operating personally as an NVO usloa the Cari Cargo name at that time It is
what a person actually does not what he calls himself that determines his status See P099ible Violatlom
ofgeclion J8 tl of the Shipping Act 9 6 19 F M C 43 52 1975
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From April 17 1984 when Cari Cargo International Inc was formed
under Florida law through August 1984 Cari Cargo through Mr ViIlena
handled 22 shipments and issued bills of lading for each of them The
rates and charges shown on the bills of lading and charged the shippers
were not those specified in Cari Cargo s tariff in effect at the time Such

practices violated section 18b 3 of the 1916 Act prior to June 18 1984
and section lO b 1 of the 1984 Act on and after that date

During this same time period Cari Cargo through Mr ViIlena filled
out five bills of lading of underlying vessel operating carriers inserting
false descriptions of cargo for the purpose of obtaining transportation of
the goods at rates lower than those that would be appiicable under correct

cargo descriptions These practices constituted violations of section 16 Initial

Paragraph of the 1916 Act prior to June 18 1984 and of section lO a 1
of the 1984 Act after that date

From February 28 through August 30 1985 Sea Trade Shipping through
Mr ViIlena handled 20 shipments for which it issued bills of lading
although Sea Trade had not filed an effective tariff with the Commission
until September 5 1985 These practices were in violation of section 8 a I

of the 1984 Act

From September 9 1985 through December 20 1985 Sea Trade Ship
ping through Mr ViIlena handled 14 Shipments for which it issued bills
of lading The rates and charges shown on these bills of lading which

were assessed the shippers were not the same as the rates and charges
specified in the Sea Trade tariff These practices were in violation of
section lO b 1 of the Act7

For easy reference the following table shows the above violations

Table of Violations

Jorge Villena using the name

Carl Cargo International

Inc

Violated tariff vs sec

18 b 3 1916 Act

Nov II 1983April 16

1984 86 times

7The record also discloses other violations of law and questionable practices Between March and Novem
ber 10 1983 42 bills of lading were misrated At that time Cari Cargo Consolidators Inc was still in exist
ence but the tariff on file and possibly the bills of lading showed the name Cari Cargo International Inc
It may be that this earlier corporation not named as a respondent was operating without a tariff or that
Mr ViIlena was operating personally in the name of the as yet unformed corporation Carl Cargo Inter
national Inc The record also shows some discrepancies between Sea Trade Shipping bills of lading and un

derlying vessel operating carriers bills of lading indicating possible misdescriptions of measurements or

weights of cargo by Sea Trade through Mr VilIena between September 5 1985 and December 1985 but
the record is not fully developed on this point Finally the record shows that Mr Villena had been paying
freight forwarder compensation at five percent rather than the three percent specified in the Cari Cargo tariff

at least between March 1983 and February 1984 Such practices would violate the Commission s regulation
then in effect 46 CFR 51O33 b 1983 However the Commission did not specify this matter as an issue
to be determined in this proceeding
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Respondent

Same

Cari Cargo International Inc

Same

Sea Trade Shipping

Same
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Table of ViolationsContinued

Type

Underpaid vesseioperating
oarriers by mlsdoriptions
vs sec 16 initial Para

1916 Act
Violated tariff vs section

18b 3 1916 Act and
section lOb1 1984 Act

Underpaid v 1 operatini
carriers by misdescriptions
vs sec 16 Initial Para

1916 Act and sec 100 1
1984 Act

Operaled without tariff vs

sec 8 0 1 1984 Act
Violated tariff vs sec

10 b 1 1984 Aot

When Occurred

Nov 11 1983 Apri1 16
1984 6 times

April 17 1984Aug 1984
22 times

April 17 1984Aug 1984 5
times

Feb 28 1985 Aug 30 1995
184 days 20 shipments

Sept 9 1985Ooe 20 1985
14 tim

The Nature and Seriousness of the Violations

As discussed above respondents Villena Cari Cargo and Sea Trade Ship
ping have at various times between November 1983 andbecember 1985
violated various laws by operating without a tariff by charging rates other
than those specified in their tariffs and by knowingly and willfully
misdescribing cargo tendered by them to underlying vessel operating car

riers The pattern of conduct described above appears to be the method

by which Mr ViIlena sometimes personally and sometimes as employee
or officer of Cari Cargo and Sea Trade Shipping chose to do business

The Commission s Order of Investigation and Hearing as amended re

quires not only a determination of the question of violations of law but
also whether respondents should be ordered to cease and desist from the
above practices and whether penalties should be assessed To determine
those questions it is helpful to consider preliminarily the nature of the
offenses committed and their seriousness Furthermore perhaps respondents
who appear not to have considered that the laws they violated were suffi

ciently important to deter their unlawful conduct can benefit from the

following discus8ion if it will help them realize the purpose and importance
of these laws

Perhaps nothing is more important to effective pro ction of the shipping
public and industry than the requirement that carriers file their tariffs and
adhere to them strictly Such were the requirements of sections 18 b I
and 18b 3 of the 1916 Act as well as the requirements which Congress
carried over into sections 8 a I and 10b 1 of the 1984 Act The enforce
ment of these laws goes to the very heart of the Commission s responsibil
ities and the Commission and courts have long recognized the extreme

importance of these laws In Ghiselli Bros v Micronesia Interocean Line
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Inc 13 FM C 179 1968 for example the Commission stated at 181
182

28 F M C

The purpose of requiring the submission of tariff schedules under
section 18b of the Shipping Act 1916 and regulations promul
gated pursuant thereto is to secure uniformity and equality of
treatment in rates and services to all shippers Requiring the public
establishment of tariff schedules prevents unjust discrimination and
undue preferences As the court explained in a case interpreting
a similar tariff lawCarriers being engaged in a public employ
ment must serve all members of the public on equal terms This
was the doctrine of the common law It has been explicitly stated
and strengthened by the successive acts to regulate commerce

The requirement of the act that all rates should be published
is perhaps the chief feature of the scheme provided for the effective
outlawing of all discriminations If this portion of the act is not

strictly enforced the entire basis of effective regulation will be
lost Secret rates will inevitably become discriminating rates Em

phasis added

See also Puget Sound Tug Barge Co v Alaska Freight Lines 7
F M C 550 559 1963 Intercoastal Investigation I U S S B B 400 421

1935 Filing of Freight Rates in U S Foreign Commerce 6 EM B 396
399 400 1961

So important is the requirement that common carriers must file their
tariffs and strictly adhere to them that the courts have long held that
tariffs have the force and effect of law and that departure from them
is not permitted even if hardship results in some cases or the carrier
intended no harm Again the reason for such a rule is that prevention
of discrimination is the paramount consideration See discussion and cases

cited in Farr Co v Seatrain 20 EM C 411 414 417 n 8 1978

see also Mueller v Peralta Shipping Corp 8 F M C 361 364365 1965
Matson Navigation Co v Capitol Co 15 SRR 403 408409 N D Ca

1978 Therefore sections 18 b I and 18 b 3 and corresponding provi
sions of the 1984 Act are violated even if the carrier acted without fault

See discussion in Marcella Shipping Company Ltd 28 EM C 259 266

268 1984 Arguments as to good intentions lack of knowledge etc

however may be considered when determining the question of penalties
Marcella 28 EM C at 267 268 8

8Of course the severity of tariff fiIing law has been lessened somewhat by the enactment of the special
docket law which authorizes the Commission to relieve carriers and shippers of the adverse effects of errors

in tariffs See United States v Columbia 55 Company 17 EM C 8 1920 1973 Farr Co v Seatrain
cited above 20 F M C al 414415 Instead of negotiating rates with their shipper customers and deliberately
failing to file them in their tariffs as these respondents did they could like law abiding carriers have at

least made a good faith attempt to file the negotiated rates in their tariffs and if some error occurred they
could have applied for relief under the special docket law However the record shows that these respond
ents never filed the negotiated rates nor made a really serious effon to do so notwithstanding Mr Villena s

Continued
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The importance of section 16 Initial Paragraph of the 1916 Act and

the corresponding provision of the 1984 Act section lO a I must also

be emphasized Those laws prohibit shippers or other persons from fur

nishing false information to carriers or otherwise deceiving them know

ingly and willfully for the purpose of obtaining or attempting to obtain

ocean transportation for property at less than the rates legally applicable
These provisions of law were considered to be very important when

they first were enacted as an amendment to the 1916 Act in 1936 The

legislative history shows that the amendment was unanimously supported
by every witness appearing before the congressional committee and was

intended to protect both carriers and honest shippers from the deceptive
practices of dishonest shippers See United States v peninsular and Occi

dental Steamship Co 208 F Supp 957 958 959 S D N Y 1962

Hohenberg Brothers Company v F M C 316 F 2d 381 384385 D C

Cir 1963 H R Rep 2598 74thCong 2d Sess at 2 5 The present
case presents an example of the type of shipper which the amendment

to section 16 was intended to thwart i e the shipper who misdescribes

cargo and fills out false bills of lading not only cheating the vessel

operating carrier but also honest shippers who may be competing with

these respondents but who pay the legal rates for the goods they ship

The Question of Penalties

The Commission s Order of Investigation and Hearing as amended on

January 22 1986 requires a determination as to whether if the three

respondents violated the aforesaid provisions of law civil penalties should

be llsessed and if so against whom and in what amount Order cited

at 4
The current law regarding factors to be considered when fixing penalties

is section 13 c of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S C app sec 1712 c

That statute provides

In determining the amount of the penalty the Commission shall
take into account the nature circumstances extent and gravity
of the violation committed and with respect to the violator the

degree of culpability history of prior offenses ability to pay
and such other matters as justice may require

The Commission s current regulation implementing the above law is 46

CPR 505 3 b 1985 This regulation follows the statutory language quoted
above but adds a factor for deterrence and future compliance with the

Commission s rules and regulations and the applicable statutes

The previous regulation in effect under the 1916 Act and at the time
of some of the violations of this case was 46 CPR 505 1 1983 originally

j

letter of March 10 1984 purporting to show a good faith effort 10 comply with law Ex I Attachment

C

28 F M C
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promulgated in 1979 Under that regulation the Commission was entitled
to consider such factors as inability to pay litigative possibilities cost

of collecting claims deterrence and aid to enforcement and to compel
compliance The Commission could also consider whether the violation

was accidental or technical which may be dealt with less severely
in contrast to willful and substantial violations See discussion in Mar

cella cited above 28 EM C at 271 272 There is essentially no difference

between the previous criteria for determining penalties and those presently
in effect Id However in fixing the exact amount of penalties the Commis

sion which is vested with considerable discretion in such matters is required
to exercise great care to ensure that the penalty is tailored to the particular
facts of the case considers any factors in mitigation as well as in aggrava
tion and does not impose unduly harsh or extreme sanctions while at

the same time deters violations and achieves the objectives of the law

Marcella 271 272 278 280 Obviously tlhe prescription of fair penalty
amounts is not an exact science and tlhere is a relatively broad range
within which a reasonable penalty might lie Midland Pacific Shipping
Co Inc lndependent Ocean Freight Forwarder License 25 EMC 715

719 1983

Hearing Counsel on brief have considered the evidence and have pro

vided specific recommendations as to the amount of penalties to be assessed

Opening Brief at 18 24 After summarizing the particular violations com

mitted by each respondent Hearing Counsel estimate that the maximum

amounts of penalties that could be assessed under a literal reading of

applicable provisions of law are either 965 000 or 605 000 for respondent
Jorge Villena 230 000 for respondent Cari Cargo International Inc and

990 000 for respondent Sea Trade Shipping Opening Brief at 19 20 9

Hearing Counsel contend that respondent Villena acting sometimes as

Cari Cargo and other times as Sea Trade Shipping rated shipments with

complete disregard for the lawful rate in the tariff Opening Brief

at 15 Furthermore they argue Mr Villena spelled out quite clearly
that he misdescribed cargo to underlying carriers with the express purpose
of obtaining a less than proper freight rate Opening Brief at 17 More

over state Hearing Counsel the record shows a pattern of deliberate

and wanton conduct in violation of the Shipping Acts and this conduct

continued even after the initiation of this proceeding Opening Brief

at 22 Mr Villena though given every opportunity offered no evidence

9Hearing Counsel thus estimate total maximum penalties fOf the three respondents to be either 2300 000

or 1 825 000 depending upon whether Mr Villena s operations prior 10 formation of Cari Cargo Inter

national Inc were violations of section 18 b 1 operating without a tariff or section 18 b 3 of the 1916

Act violating his tariff These estimates aCe not precise They include a seventh violation of section 16 of

the 1916 Act which occurred before November II 1983 and aminor arithmetic error as to Carl Cargo 22

violations times 5000 equals 110 000 not 105 000 However they may even be substantially understated

in connection with penalties under the 1984 Act Hearing Counsel calculate penalties under that Act at the

regular rate of 5 000 However if willfully and knowingly committed violations of the 1984 Act carry

maximum penalties of 25 000 for each violation Section 13 a 46 U S c app sec 1712 a
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either in defense of his actions or in mitigation The record developed
by Hearing Counsel shows a pattern by Mr Villena of complete disregard
for the requirements of law Opening Brief at 21 Not only did Mr

Villena know that he was disregarding the tariffs but he even continued

to handle Sea Trade shipments after his deposition in June 1985 when

there was no effective Sea Trade tariff on file with the Commission and

later after an effective tariff was filed he ignored the tariff Opening
Brief at 21

As Hearing Counsel point out violations of the tariff filing and tariff

adherence laws sections 18 b I and 18b 3 of the 1916 Act sections
8 a I and IOb I of the 1984 Act maybe committed without regard
to intent In other words a carrier can violate those laws merely by oper

ating without a tariff and by not adhering to its tariff regardless of its

knowledge or reasons because these laws are absolute liability statutes

Opening Brief at 11 citing Marcella cited above 28 F M C 266268

Evidence of intent to violate by the carrier may however be relevant

on the question of penalties Marcella cited above at 267 268 272
As to the question of violations of law prohibiting shippers from

misdescribing and thereby cheating carriers evidence of knowledge and

willfullness is relevant not only to the question of penalties but to the

very violations themselves That is because both section 16 Initial Paragraph
of the 1916 Act and the corresponding provision of the 1984 Act section

lO a I state that no person may knowingly and willfully use false

billing false classification etc The Commission has held that knowingly
and willfully as used in these statutes can mean deliberately and purpose

fully or intentionally or can mean conduct which shows a continuing pattern
of indifference to the requirements of law See discussion and cases cited
in Marcella cited above at 273 274 see also Opening Brief at 1617
The Commission summarized the standard test in Misclassification of Tissue

Paper as Newsprint Paper 4 F M B 483 486 1954 as follows

The phrase knowingly and willfully means purposely or obsti

nately or is designed to describe a carrier who intentionally dis

regards the statute or is plainly indifferent to its requirements
We agree that a persistent failure to inform or even to attempt
to inform himself by means of normal business resources might
mean that a shipper or forwarder was acting knowingly and will

fully in violation of the Act

In Equality Plastics Inc and Leading Forwarders Inc 17 F M C 217
226 1973 the Commission stated that conduct which is plainly indif
ferent to requirements of law is equivalent to wanton disregard from
which an inference can be drawn that the conduct was in fact purposeful
and likened this interpretation to the standard of gross negligence However
it is clear on this record that respondents conduct was more than plainly
indifferent It was rather deliberate and purposeful Mr Villena admitting
that he misdescribed goods which he tendered to underlying vessel operating

28 P M C
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carriers with the specific intention of taking advantage of lower rates

There is no doubt whatsoever that his conduct was knowing and

willful 10

Having summarized the evidence of record showing knowing and willful

violations of law and estimating the amounts of maximum penalties that
could be assessed under law Hearing Counsel compare this case with

analogous cases before recommending specific penalties Hearing Counsel
refer to three cases Marcella Shipping Company Ltd cited above Certified
Corp and Seaway Distribution Corp 24 F M C 542 1982 and Ariel

Maritime Group 23 SRR 237 JD remanded 23 SRR 610 1985 In

Marcella the respondent a vessel operating carrier had operated without
a tariff and had violated its tariff on a number of occasions over several
months Respondent was penalized in the amount of 150 000 but provision
was made for a total or partial remission of an amount over 20 000

upon a showing of remedial action and inability to pay by the carrier
In Certified Corp respondent an NVO shipper which had misrated goods
tendered to vessel operating carriers in relatively small amounts on four

occasions was penalized 10 000 one half the statutory maximum In Ariel
Maritime Group the presiding judge assessed four companies a total of

260 000 for numerous violations of section 16 Irtitial Paragraph and section

18 b 3 of the 1916 Act The bulk of the penalty was assessed against
one company in the amount of 150 000 for violating section 16 and

50 000 for violating section 18
In the three cited cases care was taken to ensure that the amount of

the penalties would deter recurrence of violations of law but aggravating
and mitigating factors were considered In Marcella the problem of the

carrier s ability to pay was given much attention when fashioning the

penalties because of concern that too severe a penalty might destroy the
business of a relatively small carrier in a third world trade

As Hearing Counsel have noted the above cited cases are too few

to establish an easy reference for determining an appropriate penalty level

H C Op Br at 22 Moreover agencies are not required to assess urtiform

penalties in every analogous case although too drastic a departure from

a pattern may constitute arbitrary and unfair action See Butz v Glover

Livestock Commission Co 411 U S 182 186188 1973 departure from

uniformity in sanctions by an agency is not in itself ground for reversal

see also cases and discussion in 4 Davis Administrative Law Treatise

2d Ed 1983 sec 20 11 at 4043 unevenness in assessing penalties
is permissible but not excessive variance

IOThe modem doctrine interpreting the phrase knowingly and willfully in administrative statutes siems

from the Supreme Court s decision in U S v Illinois Central Railroad Co 303 U S 239 242 243 1938
The Court there interpreted the phrase to mean intentional disregard orplain indifference 10 statutory require
ments This standard was repealed virtually verbatim by theCommission inMisc1assijication of Tissue Paper
cited above 4 F M B al 486 The Court held thai the conduct had to be with knowledge and voluntary and

not something done accidentally For a similar holding under the Interstate Commerce Act see U S v

Joralemon Brothers Inc 174 FSupp 262 263 ED N Y 1959
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Having completed their contentions and analysis of analogous cases Hear

ing Counsel conclude by recommending that respondent Jorge Villena be

assessed 50 000 respondent Cati Cargo 25 000 and respondent Sea

Trade Shipping 25 000 Hearing Counsel note furthermore that although
respondents did not offer any evidence that they could not pay such sums

Hearing Counsel would support the procedure set forth in Marcella if

ability to pay became an issue namely requiring initial payments and

possibly remitting the balance in whole or in part on a proper showing
of inability to pay and of diligence
I find that Hearing Counsel s recommendations are appropriate in their

amounts and as to allocations among the three respondents The bulk of

the violations appear to have been committed by Mr Villena personally
in terms of numbers of shipments shown on the record and even when

his conduct could properly be attributed to that of the two corporations
he appears to be the sole initiator of the violative practices His only
defenses appear to be that he thought he had to compete in a difficult

environment that he had filed a tariff and had intended to make some

effort to file his negotiated rates in the tatiff but had problems with the

tariff publisher See Ex I Attachment C These of course are rather

weak defenses and the evidentiary support is thin although respondents
were given every opportunity to furnish evidence on their behalf and were

even offered the assistance of a Commission investigator to help them

furnish evidence regarding their financial situation See rulings of Novem

ber 5 1985 at 23 Moreover the record shows that even after Mr

Villena was warned about the seriousness of his conduct he continued

to operate in the same way and he was not truthful in his testimony
as to the extent of his operations with Sea Trade

As was the case with Marcella cited above when a respondent carrier

does not mount an effective defense claims financial difficulties and ap

pears not to be a sizeable operation it is difficult to determine a fair

and suitable penalty In this case as with Marcella it is necessary to

send a clear message to respondents because of their persistence in operating
in an unlawful manner even after warnings However it is also necessary
to be careful not to destroy a business by imposing a totally unrealistic
financial burden on it Fortunately a procedure has been established in

Marcella which enables the Commission pursuant to its specific statutory
authority to send the message of deterrence while guarding against inad

vertent destruction of a small financially limited business if it appears
in fact that the Commission is dealing with such a business

In the instant case penalties aggregating 100000 allocated as described
above among the three respondents are far less than the statutory maxima

are considerably under those assessed in Arie Maritime Group 260 000

and somewhat under the amount assessed in M4rcella 150 000 However

Marcella was a vessel operating carrier whereas respondents are NVOs

whose assets are usually more limited The amount of 100 000 should

28 F M C
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send the appropriate message of deterrence to the three respondents and

emphasize the seriousness of the violations However to guard against
inadvertent destruction of what may not be major businesses payments
can be made in installments of 5 000 each month for 20 months allocated

in the same proportion among the three respondents i e 2 500 from

respondent VilIena 1 250 from each of the two corporate respondents
After six months payments i e when 30 000 in penalties have been

paid respondents may as could Marcella petition the Commission for

remission of the balance in whole or in part on a showing based upon
reliable financial evidence that they cannot continue to pay and that they
have taken steps to ensure that viOlations will not recur See Marcella

cited above 28 FM C 278 279 11

The Question as to a Cease and Desist Order

The remaining issue framed by the Commission s Order of Investigation
and Hearing as amended is whether a cease and desist order should

issue against these respondents if they have been found to have violated

the laws specified
Hearing Counsel argue that a cease and desist order is appropriate when

there is a likelihood that offenses will continue absent the order and when

the record discloses persistent offenses They also argue that the order
should be tailored to the type of offenses that might be involved H C

Opening Brief at 24 They further contend that the record reveals both

a persistent course of viOlative conduct as well as a likelihood that offenses

will continue absent an order They cite Mr VilIena s failure to conform

his operations with law after warnings from Commission investigators and

continued unlawful operations even during the pendency of this proceeding
H C Opening Brief at 25

Hearing Counsels contentions and concerns are amply supported in the

record Under applicable principles of law a cease and desist order is

eminently appropriate when as in this case respondents display a pattern
of disregard for law so that the danger is obvious that they may resume

unlawful activities unless orders are issued specifying that they cease and

desist from certain conduct See Marcella cited above

In this case there is an obvious need to issue such an order to impose
realistic penalties and to make sure that Mr VilIena understands how

he is supposed to conduct the business of an NVO with respect to tariff

filing and adherence to both his own companies tariffs and those of under

lying vessel operating carriers As discussed above there is no reason why
an NVO cannot do business and seek to charge competitive rates while

IIIn Marcella the carrier was allowed to pay 20 000 over the first four months before asking for remis

sion of the balance in whole or in part However in this case there are three respondents nOI one and the

respondents did more Ihan operate without a tariff and violate their tariffs They also cheated vessel operating
carriers
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complying with tariff flllng law As seen from the numerous special docket

applications and as discussed above numerous carriers negotiate rates with

their shipper customers constantly with the Intention of filing those rates

in their tariffs and if they make a tariff flUng error relief is available

As the Commission has stated in U S v Columbia S S Company cited

above 17 F M C at 19

The Act does not prohibit agreements between shippers and car

riers provided that prior to shipment a rate is filed in accordance
with the agreement which rate is available to all shippers

Accordingly respondents Cari Cargo Villena and Sea Trade Shipping
are ordered to cease and desist from violating sections 8 a I and lO b 1
of the 1984 Act 46 U S C app secs 1707 a1 1709 b 1 relating
to the requirement of tariff filing and tariff compliance respectively and

respondents are further ordered to cease and desist from violating section

10 a I of the 1984 Act 46 U S C app sec 1709 a I relating to the

prohibition against misdescribing goods or otherwise obtaining or attempting
to obtain transportation of property at less than the applicable legal rates

In this case the record shows that Mr Villena and his two companies
did not bother to comply with law although feeble efforts in that direction

were made from time to time by occasionally filing tariffs However even

when tariffs were filed and even after he had been warned against con

tinuing his practices he carried on business as usual by ignoring the tariffs

and cheating underlying vessel operating carriers Furthermore although he

willingly testified about his activities at a deposition proceeding and fur

nished documents Mr Villena did nothing further in this proceeding neither
responding to procedural rulings nor flllng anything in respolldents own

defense His conduct perfectly exemplifies the Commission s description
of a carrier who knowingly and wiIlfuIly violates law i e who acts

purposely and obstinately or who intentionaIly disregards the statute

or is plainly indifferent to its requirements Misclassification of Tissue

Paper as Newsprint Paper cited above 4 F M B at 486

The above penalties and the cease and desist order arecarefuIly designed
to ensure that Mr ViUena finaIly understands the seriousness of his conduct

and understands that he must change his method of operation and they
provide an incentive for him to reform Thus as noted above if he pays
penalties amounting to at least 30 000 over six months and shows that

he has reformed and cannot afford further penalties he may petition the

Commission for appropriate relief If he does not do these things and

persists in his unlawful activities the fuIl weight of the 100 000 penalty
wiIl fall and if he violates the cease and desist order he is subject to

further orders of a U S District Court judge in enforcement proceedings
It is hoped that the present measures and this decision will serve as a

sufficient incentive for reform and that Mr ViIlena and the two corporate

1

I

j
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respondents will if they wish to continue in business at last begin to

conduct their businesses in a lawful manner

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1379

APPLICATION OF NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA FOR THE BENEFIT OF
GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL CORPORATION

ORDER OF PARTIAL ADOPTION

i
I

June 9 1986

The Commission determined to review the Initial Decision of Administra
tive Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer issued in this pro
ceeding

On May 13 1985 Nippon Yusen Kaisha NYK a member of the
Transpacific Westbound Rate Agreement TWRA or Conference notified
the Conference of its intent to take independent action to establish reduced
rates of 1 060 per 20 foot container and 1 240 per 40 foot container
on Flame Retardants The rates were published in TWRA s tariff on

May 21 1985
On June 7 1985 LSY Line LSY also a Conference member exercised

independent action and further reduced those rates to 990 per 20 foot
container and 1 125 per 4O foot container The rates were published in
TWRA s tariff on June 17 1985 Subsequently at NYK s request on June
18 1985 TWRA added NYK to the list of carriers which offered the
lower LSY rates However due to clerical error TWRA failed to cancel
NYK s original independent action so that NYK s 1 060 and 1 240 rates
were still in effect when the shipments at issue moved The error was

later corrected in the tariff published by TWRA on September 17 1985
While the Initial Decision properly grants the application for refund

it erroneously establishes the effective date of the required corrective tariff
as June 7 1985 the date LSY and not NYK declared independent action
In Application of Yamashita Shinnihon Line for the Benefit of Nissho Iwai
American Corporation Yamashita Spec No 678 F M C February 25
1980 19 S R R 1407 recently followed in Application of Australia New
Zeaiand Container Line for the Benefit of Meadowsfreiqht New Zealand

LtdSpec No 1349 28 F M C 183 the Commission established the effec
tive date of the conforming tariff as either I the date the tariff omitting
the intended rate becomes effective or 2 the date the intended rate would
have become effective absent the mistake Accordingly the effective date
of the NYK conforming tariff should be June 18 1985 the date the
mistake upon which the application is based occurred The notice required
by the Initial Decision to be published by TWRA shall be amended accord

ingly

416 28 FM C
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Secretary

APPLICATION OF NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA FOR THE BENEFIT 417
OF GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL CORPORATION

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Transpacific Westbound Rate

Agreement promptly publish in the pertinent tariff the following notice
in lieu of the one ordered by the Presiding Officer

Notice is given as required by the decision of the Federal Maritime
Commission in Special Docket No 1379 that effective June 18
1985 and continuing through September 16 1985 inclusive the

rate on Flame Retardants additives or agents carried by Nippon
Yusen Kaisha from Gulf Ports and Points to Japan is 990 00

per 20 foot container and 1 125 00 per 4O foot container for

purposes of waiver or refund of freight charges subject to all
other applicable rates regulations terms and conditions of said
rate and this tariff

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in this

proceeding is otherwise adopted by the Commission and

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1379

APPLICATION OF NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA FOR THE BENEFIT OF

GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL CORPORATION

Application to waive freight charges of 3 225 00 granted

INITIAL DECISION OF JOSEPH N INOOLIA ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE

Partally Adopted June 9 1986

This application 2 is for permission to waive 3 225 00 of freight charges
arising out of eleven shipments of Flame retardants additives or agents
from New Orleans Louisiana to Japan Five shipments were to Tokyo
five to Kobe ad one to Nagoya

The tariff involved in this proceeding is Transpacific Westbound Rate

Agreement TWRA Westbound Local and Intermodal Tariff FMC No

2 from U S Ports and Points In Rule I A to Northeast Asia Base Ports

in Japan Korea Taiwan Hong Kong and P R C In Rule I B On May
13 1985 NYK chose to take independen action under the tariff by estab

lishing a reduced rate on Flame Retardants Item 380192 for New Orleans

cargo only going to Japan of 1 060 00 per 20 foot container and 1 240 00

per 40 foot container3 On June 7 1985 Y S Line a fellow conference
member declared independent action for a further reduction of the rate

to 990 00 per 20 foot container and 1 125 00 per 40 foot container

but made the rate applicable from all U S Gulf Ports As a result NYK
was asked to meet this rate by the shipper and agreed to do so It issued

a filing instruction to that effect which was relayed to TWRA and on

June 18 1985 NYK was added to the list of carriers offering the lower
rate However due to clerical inadvertence the original NYK action estab

lishing the 1 060 00 and 1 240 00 rates was not withdrawn so that they
were in effect on the dates of shipment As a result the applicant now

seeks to waive the freight charges representing the difference between the
rate on file and the negotiated rates They are as follows

I Jbjs decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absenceof review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227

2The appllcadon was fded by Nippon Yusen Kaisha NYK on October 23 1985 weJl within the 180

day statutory period set forth in section 8 c Shipping Act 1984 It was joined inby 1WRA
3Application Exhibits C D Exhibit C which is the tariff page shows an effective dale of May 21 1985

although the application on page 4 states that it Is May 23 1985 Whichever date is correct the resulting
decision would be 1he same

Application exhibIt E
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Shipment BL Ref Amount Paid Amount Due
No erence

1 331 03300 2 250 00 2 480 00
2 331 03301 1 980 00 2 300 00
3 3313321 2 970 00 3 450 00

4 3313322 990 00 1 150 00

5 3313323 990 00 1 150 00
6 3313351 2970 00 3450 00
7 3313407 2 970 00 3450 00

8 331 03419 990 00 1 150 00
9 331 03427 1 125 00 1 240 00

10 331 03429 990 00 1 150 00

II 331 03464 2 970 00 3450 00

21 195 00 24 420 00

Amount to be waived 3 225 00

The applicant ultimately withdrew the initial independent action of May
13 1985 and substituted the negotiated rate agreed to on June 7 1985

effective September 17 1985 5

Section 8 e of the Shipping Act 1984 permits the Commission to

waive collection of freight charges where it appears there was an error

in a tariff of a clerical nature or an error due to inadvertence in failing
to file a new tariff Here the applicants failed to withdraw an independent
action which prevented a new negotiated rate from going into effect The

mistake is the kind of clerical inadvertence Congress sought to obviate

in enacting section 8 e

The application filed by NYK conforms to the requirements of Rule

92 a Special Docket Applications Rules of Practice and Procedure 46

CFR 502 92 a and therefore after consideration of the application the

exhibits attached to it and the entire record it is held that

1 There was an error of a clerical or admirtistrative nature which resuIted

in the failure to have timely filed a tariff containing a rate of 99000

per 20 foot container and 1 125 00 per 40 foot container for Flame Retard

ant moving from New Orleans Louisiana to Japan which rate would

have been in effect had the error not been made
2 The waiver will not result in discrimination among shippers 6 and

there is no evidence that any carrier or parties would suffer discrimination

should the application be granted
3 Prior to applying for the waiver the applicant filed a new tariff

which sets forth the rate upon which the waiver should be based

4 The application was filed within 180 days from the date of the

shipments
Wherefore in view of the above it is

S Application Exhibit C 14th Rev Pg 802 Exhibit F

6The applicant states there were no other shipments of the same commodity during the period involved

re

28 F M C
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Ordered that permission is granted NYK to waive a portion of the
freight charges in the amount of 3 225 00 fof the benefit of the shipper
Great Lakes Chemical Corp which waiver will have no effect on the
land portion of the intennodal movement and it is

Further Ordered that NYK and TWRA promptly publish in the pertinent
tariff the following notice

Notice is give as required by the decision of the Federal Maritime
Commission in Special Docket 1379 that effective June 7 1985
and continuing through September 16 1985 inclusive the rate
on Flame Retardants additives or agents from Gulf Ports and
Points to Japan is 990 00 per 20 foot container and 1 125 00
per 40 foot container for purposes of waiver or refund of freight
charges subject to all other applicable rates regulations tenns
and conditions of said rate and this tariff

S JOSEPH N INOOLIA
Administrative Law Judge

J
I

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1381

APPLICATION OF LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC FOR THE

BENEFIT OF EMBASSY OF TUNISIA OFFICE OF DEFENSE
ATTACHE

ORDER OF PARTIAL ADOPTION

June 9 986

The Commission determined on its own motion to review the Initial
Decision of Administrative Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer
served in this proceeding on March 17 1986

BACKGROUND

Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc Lykes a member of the Gulf Mediterra
nean Ports Conference GMPC or Conference applied pursuant to section
8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 the Act 46 V S c app 1707 e

for permission to waive collection from the Embassy of Tunisia of a

portion of the freight charges applicable on two shipments of Class C

Explosives carried from New Orleans Louisiana to Bizerte Tunisia
On April 9 1985 Lykes offered the Embassy of Tunisia a rate of 385

per 40 cubic feet or 2240 pounds for Class C Explosives scheduled to
be shipped on May 9 1985 On May 3 1985 Lykes asked GMPC to
obtain from its members approval of the negotiated rate but due to inadvert
ence the Conference staff failed to act timely on Lykes request As a

result the rate was approved on May 10 1985 and filed on May 14

1985 The shipments sailed on May 9 1985 The application for a waiver
was filed with the Commission on November 5 1985

I Section 8 e authorizes the Commission to pennit refund or waiver relief if

1 there is an error in a tariffof a clerical or administrative nature or an error due to inadvertence
in failing to file anew tariff and the refund will not result in discrimination among shippers ports
orcarriers
2 the common carrier or conference has prior 10 filing an application filed anew tariffwith

the Commission that sets forth the rate on which the refund orwaiver would be based
3 the common carrier or conference agrees that if permission is granted by the Commission an

appropriate notice will be published in the tariff that give s notice of the rate on which the
refund or waiver would be based and additional refunds orwaivers as appropriate shall be made
with respect to other shipments in the manner prescribed by the Commission in its order approving
the application and
4 the application for refund or waiver is filed with the Commission within 180 days from the

dale of shipment
The Commission by regulation has defined date of shipment 10 mean

thedate of sailing of the vessel from the port at which cargo was loaded
46 CF R 502 92 a 3 iii
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DISCUSSION

The Presiding Officer properly found that the application met al1 the

requirements of section 8 e of the 1984 Act and correctly granted Lykes
permission to waive col1ection of a portion of the freight charges assessed

at the tariff in effect at the time of shipment The only matter at issue

is the tariff notice required by section 8 a 3 of the Act to be published
in the carrier s tariff

Section 8 e 2 requires the filing of a new tariff conforming tariff

showing the rate on which refund or waiver adjustments are to be made

The notice required by section 8 a 3 in addition to setting forth the

rate upon which the refund or waiver to the shipper for whose benefit

the application was filed also provides the basis for additional refunds

or waivers to other shippers of the same commodity not covered by the

application Because the conforming tariff rate is to apply to shipments
which sailed earlier the effective date of the conforming tariff reflected

in section 8 e 3 must accordingly be established at a date prior to the

date of filing with the Commission

In Application of Yamashita Shinnihon Line for the Benefit of Nissho

Iwai American Corporation Yamashita Spec No 678 F M C February
25 1980 19 S RR 1407 recently fol1owed in Application of Australia

New Zealand Container Line for the Benefit of Meadowsfreiqht New Zealand

Ltd Spec No 1349 28 EM C 183 the Commission established the effec

tive date of the conforming tariff as either I the date the tariff omitting
the intended rate becomes effective or 2 the date the intended rate

absent the mistake would have become effective When published in the

carrier s tariff the rate becomes the basis for the refunds and waivers

contemplated in section 8 e 3 on shipments which sailed during the period
set forth in the notice required by that section

In a separate Order served this date in Application of Sea Land Corpora
tion on Behalfof Sea Land Service Inc as Agent for Pana York Shipping
CorporationlFrito Lay Pana York Spec No 1412 F M C initial decision

served March 5 1986 28 F M C 427 1986 the Commission has held

that the 180 day statute of limitation in section 8 e 4 applies to the

refund and waiver adjustments contemplated in section 8 e 3 as wel1

as to the grant of refunds or waivers on the basis of the application
The Commission s decision qualifies the Yamashita standard accordingly
Therefore the effective date of the conforming tariff required by section

8 e 2 and reflected in the tariff notice mandated by section 8 e 3 is

the date the error upon which the application is based was made but

in no event can exceed 180 days prior to the date the application is

filed
The tariff notice required by the Presiding Officer in this proceeding

makes the effective date of the conforming tariff April 9 1985 the date

Lykes offered the rate to the Embassy of Tunisia However April 9 is

210 days before November 5 1985 the date of filing of the application

2S F M C
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Consequently based on our ruling in Pana Yark the earliest date the rate

sought to be applied may become effective in this instance is May 9

1985 the date the shipments at issue sailed from New Orleans The tariff
notice must be amended accordingly The tariff notice must also be amended

to limit it to carryings by Lykes so as not to bind the entire Conference

membership
THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That in lieu of the tariff notice man

dated by the Initial Decision issued in this proceeding the Gulf Mediterra

nean Ports Conference promptly publish in its tariff the following notice

Notice is given as required by the decision of the Federal Maritime
Commission in Special Docket No 1381 that effective May 9
1985 and continuing through May 13 1985 inclusive the rate

on Class C Explosives carried by Lykes Bros Steamship Co
Inc from U S Gulf of Mexico ports of loading from and including
Brownsville Texas to but not including Key West Florida to
the Tunisian Armed Forces Project in Bizerte Tunisia is 385 00
W M for purposes of waiver or refund of freight charges subject
to all other applicable rules regulations terms and conditions
of said rate and this tariff

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in this

proceeding is otherwise adopted by the Commission
FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1381

APPLICATION OF LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC FOR THE

BENEFIT OF EMBASSY OF TUNISIA OFFICE OF DEFENSE

ATTACHE

Application to waive freight charges of 594 95 granted

INITIAL DECISION 1 OF JOSEPH N INGOLIA ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE

Partially Adopted June 9 1986

This application 2 is for permission to waive 59495 of freight charges
arising out of two shipments of Class C Explosives from New Orleans
Louisiana to Bizerte Tunisia aboard a vessel owned by Lykes Bros

Steamship Co Inc Lykes
The tariff involved in this proceeding is the Gulf Mediterranean Ports

Conference GMPC Gulf Mediterranean Tariff No 3 FMC 18 from
U S Gulf of Mexico ports of loading from and including BrownsviIle
Texas to but not including Key West Florida to all Ports except Israeli

ports served from Huelva East to Gibraltar and on the Mediterranean
Sea from Gibraltar to Port Said including Adriatic Black Sea and Gulf
of Toronto ports and from North African ports in Morocco including
Atlantic West Coast Moroccan ports to Port Said all inclusive Prior
to April 9 1985 and for sometime thereafter the rate on Class C Explosives
was 458 00 W M 3 On April 9 1985 Lykes offered the Embassy of
Tunisia through the freight forwarder representing it a rate of 385 00

per 40 cubic feet or 2 240 pounds for an upcoming shipment from New
Orleans to Bizerte which was to sail on May 9 1985 On May 3 1985

Lykes asked the Conference to conduct a poll of members to secure approval
of the negotiated rate The Conference staff failed to timely process the

request due to inadvertent error so that the rate was not approved until

May 10 1985 and was not made effective until May 14 1985
The shipments involved here began on May 9 1985 The applicant

now seeks pennission to waive the difference between the freight charges
resulting from the rate then on file 458 00 W M and the negotiated

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 227

1The application which was filed by Lykes and joined in by the OMPC was filed on November 5 1985
within the 180 day statutory period set forth insection See Shipping Act 1984

3ApplIcation Exhibit C l
4Application ExhJblt D
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rate of 385 00 such difference being 576 70 for the first shipment S

and 18 25 for the second shipment6 The lower freight rates have already
been paid

Section 8 e of the Shipping Act 1984 permits the Commission to

waive collection of freight charges where it appears there was an error

in a tariff of a clerical nature or an error due to inadvertence in failing
to file a new tariff Here the record indicates that the Conference staff

through inadvertence simply failed to process Lykes request for a new

tariff in timely fashion It is the kind of error Congress sought to obviate

in enacting section 8 e

The application filed by Lykes conforms to the requirements of Rule

92 a Special Docket Applications Rules of Practice and Procedure 46
CPR 502 92 a and therefore after consideration of the application the

exhibits attached to it and the entire record it is held that

1 There was an error of a clerical or administrative nature which resulted

in the failure to have timely filed a tariff containing a rate of 385 00

W M on Class C Explosives moving from New Orleans Louisiana to

Bizerte Tunisia which rate would have been in effect had the error not

been made
2 The waiver will not result in discrimination among shippers 7 and

there is no evidence that any carrier or ports would suffer discrimination

should the application be granted
3 Prior to applying for the waiver the applicant filed a new tariff

which sets forth the rate upon which the waiver should be based

4 The application was filed within 180 days from the date of the

shipment
Wherefore in view of the above it is

Ordered that permission is granted Lykes to waive a portion of freight

charges in the total amount of 594 95 for the benefit of the Embassy
of Tunisia and it is

Further Ordered that GMPC promptly publish in the pertinent tariff

the following notice

Notice is given as required by the decision of the Federal Maritime

Commission in Special Docket No 1381 that effective April
9 1985 and continuing through May 13 1985 inclusive the

rate on Class C Explosives from U S Gulf of Mexico ports of

loading from and including Brownsville Texas to but not includ

ing Key West Florida to the Tunisian Armed Forces Project
in Bizerte Tunisia is 385 00 W M for purposes of waiver or

S Application Exhibit A I
6Application Exhibit A 3
7The applicant states that there were no other shipments of the same commodity during the period involved

here
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refund of freight charges subject to all other applicable rules

regulations terms and conditions of said rate and this tariff

8 JOHN N INGOLIA

Administrative Law Judge

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1412

APPLICATION OF SEA LAND CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF
SEA LAND SERVICE INC FOR THE BENEFIT OF FORWARDING

SERVICES INC AS AGENT FOR PANA YORK SHIPPING
CORPORATION FRITO LAY

ORDER OF PARTIAL ADOPTION

June 9 1986

The Commission determined to review the Initial Decision of Administra
tive Law Judge Norman D Kline presiding Officer issued in this pro
ceeding

BACKGROUND

Following negotIatIOns with the shipper Sea Land Service Inc on July
18 1985 published in its tariff a rate for potato chips applicable to Panama
City Panama The rate included all additional charges

On July 25 1985 Sea Land directed that effective August 24 1985
the tariff be amended to delete the exemption from the additional charges
Due to error the revised tariff was published with an effective date of

July 26 1985 2 As a result the two shipments of potato chips which
sailed on August 17 1985 from Elizabeth New Jersey to Panama City
became subject to higher charges than intended

Subsequently by tariff published on August 22 1985 Sea Land reinstated
the exemption from the additional tariff charges and on February 13 1985
applied pursuant to section 8 e of the Act 46 U S C app 1707 e

for permission to waive collection of charges payable under the July 26
1985 tariff3

I Sea Land Service Inc Tariff No 466 FMC No 323 3rd rev page 82 A effective July 18 1985
2 Idem rev page 82 A effective July 26 1985 The increase became effective on less than 30 day notice

as required by section Sed of the Shipping Act of 1984 the Act 46 U S c app 1707 d
3 Section See authorizes the Commission to pennil refund or waiver relief if
I there is an error in a tariff of aclerical or administrative nature oran error due to inadvertence
in failing to file a new tariff and the refund will not result in discrimination among shippers ports
orcarriers
2 the common carrier or conference has prior to filing an application filed anew tariff with

the Commission that sets forth the rateon which the refund orwaiver would be based
3 the common carrier or conference agrees that if pennission is granted by the Commission an

appropriate notice will be published in the tariff that give s notice of the rate on which the
refund or waiver would be based and additional refunds or waivers as appropriate shall be made
with respect to other shipments in the manner prescribed by the Commission in its order approving
the application and

Continued
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DISCUSSION

The Presiding Officer properly found that the application for waiver
had been timely filed that the tariff published on July 26 1985 contained
an error of the type contemplated in section 8 e of the Act and that
the grant of the application would not result in discrimination among ship
pers ports or carriers The only matter at issue here is the tariff notice
required by section 8 a 3 of the Act to be published in the carrier s

tariff
Section 8 e 2 requires the filing of a new tariff conforming tariff

showing the rate on which the refund or waiver will be based The notice
required by section 8 a 3 in addition to setting forth the rate upon which
the refund or waiver to the shipper for whose benefit the application was

filed application shipper will be based also provides the basis for addi
tional refunds or waivers to other shippers of the same commodity not
covered by the application In order to enable the carrier to make such
additional refunds or waivers the effective date of the new or con

forming tariff required by section 8 e 2 of the Act is made to relate
back to a date prior to the date of filing with the Comntission

In Application of Yamashita Shinnihon Line for the Beniifit of Nissho
Iwai American Corporation Yamashita Spec No 678 FM C February
25 1980 19 S RR 1407 recently followed in Application of Australia
New Zealand Container Line for the Benefit ofMeadowsfreiqht New Zealand
Lrd Spec No 1349 F M C Januaty 16 1986 28 F M C 183 the
Commission established the effective date of the conforming tariff required
by section 8 e 2 and reflected in the tariff notice prescribed by section
8 e 3 as either I the date the tariff omitting the intended rate becomes
effective or 2 the date the intended rate absent the mistake would have
become effective When published in the carrier s tariff the rate becomes
the basis for the refunds and waivers contemplated in section 8 e 3 on

shipments which sailed during the time period set forth in the notice
In this instance applying Yamashita the effective date of the conforming

tariff would be July 26 1985 the date the mistake in filing occurred
However because July 26 is 202 days from the date the application was
filed this raises the question not directly addressed in Yamashita of wheth
er the 180 day statute of lintitation embodied in section 8 e 4 of the
Act applies to refund and waiver adjustments on shipments of other shippers
authorized by section 8 e 3 of the Act

Certain discussion in the Commission s decision in Application of U S
Atlantic GulfJamaica Freiqht Association and Sea Land Service Inc

4 the application for refund or waiver is filed with the Commision within 180 days from the
date ofshipment

The Commission by regulation baa defined date of shipment to mean

the date of sailing of the vessel from the port at which cargo was loaded
46 CP R S02 92 a 3 iii
419 S R R at 1408

28 F M C
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for the Benefit of United Brands Chiquita United Brands Spec No 1102
EM C order denying petition for reconsideration October 12 1984 27
EM C 135 although not necessary to the decision there is relevant here
In holding that it lacked jurisdiction to grant relief to the application shipper
on certain shipments occurring earlier than 180 days from the date of
filing of the application the Commission in United Brands rejected the
argument that shippers other than the application shipper might benefit from
an extension of the deadline The Commission explained that relief to
other shippers

is actually dependent upon a favorable resolution of the
legal issue i e that the Commission has the power to grant
such an extension However the Commission has concluded that
we have no such power

Although noting that the Commission s decision in United Brands seems

to hold that relief cannot be granted to any shipment occurring before
the 180 day period and that a confonning tariff notice cannot be backdated
to the dates enunciated in Yamashita if such rates fall earlier than
the 180 day period the Presiding Officer nevertheless concludes that the
detrimental effect the short notice rate increase might have had on other

shippers of the same commodity warrants the extension of the effective
date of the confonning tariff beyond the l80 day limit to the day the
mistake in filing occurred 6 We disagree

In light of the right given the shipper to file its own application a

right subject to the 180 day limitation it appears that the anti discrimination

provision in section 8 e I was only intended to ensure that other shippers
of the same commodity whose shipments moved within 180 days from
the date the application was filed would receive the same treatment as

the application shipperTo interpret the statute otherwise could result in
either extending to some shippers a relief which would have to be dertied
to the application shipper or would allow the application shipper to get
indirectly a refundwaiver it could not obtain directly

5 27 F M C 136
6 This conclusion is somewhat surprising in view of the Presiding Officer s decisions in Application of

Gulf European Freight Association as Successor to Gulf United Kingdom Conference and SeaLand Cor
poration on behalf of SeaLand Service Inc for the Benefit of Griffin Brand of McAllen Inc Spec No
1378 F M C initial decision served November 29 1985 23 S RR 624 and Application of Sea Land Cor
poration on Behalf of Sea Ltmd Service Inc for the Benefit of Carelli Primo Ltd Spec No 1383 F M C
initial decision served December 13 1985 23 S R R 626 adopted by separate orders issued this date There
the Presiding Officer acknowledged the jurisdictional limitation imposed by section 8 e 4 to the grant of
additional refunds or waivers provided insection 8e 3 of the Act

1 While the legislative history of the 1984 Act gives no particular guidance on this issue the legislative
history of section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C app 817 b 3 the predecessor to section
S e indicates that Congress intended to confme relief and ensure nondiscriminatory treatment to shippers
who shipped within the 180 day period of limitation As explained by then Chairman Harllee and an industry
spokesman the 180 day period was intended to make mandatory refunds applicable to all shippers for
similar shipments made from the dale of shipment until the date of application and would also elimi
nate orminimize stale claims See Hearing Before Senate Subcommittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
90th Cong St Sess on S 1905 November 20 1967 at 7 15
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I

Consideration also must be given to the rule that wh n a statute which

creates a right unknown at common law contains a limitation of time

the expiration of that time extinguishes both the right and the remedy s

Applied to section 8 e of the Act this means that after the expiration
of the l80 day period the Commission no longer has the authority to

allow refunds or waivers whether they be granted on the application or

based on the tsriff notice issuedthereunder 9

We therefore conclude that the 180 day limitation of section 8 e 4

of the Act applies to any refund and waiver be it granted on the application
or under section 8 e 3 O Consequently application of the Yamashita stand

ard to the determination of the effective date of the conforming tariff

must be limited accordingly
The tariff notice required hy the Presiding Officer in this proceeding

makes the effective date of the conforming tsriff July 26 1985 However

July 26 1985 is 202 days before February 13 1986 the date of filing
of the application Consequently the earliest date the rate sought to be

applied may become effective in this instance is August 17 1985 which

is 180 days prior to the application filing date and the date the shipment
at Issue sailed from Elizabeth New Jersey The tsriff notice must be

amended accordingly

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That In lieu of the tsriff notice man

dated by the InItial Decision Issued In this proceeding the GulfMediterra

nean Ports Conference promptly publish In Its tariff the following notice

Notice is hereby given as required by the decision o the Federal

Maritime Commission In Special Docket No 1411 that effective

August 17 1985 and continuing through August 21 1985 the

rate on Potato Chips Per 40 container is 2 05000 Inclusive
of all additional charges and applies to Panarna City RP This
Notice Is effective for purposes of refuM or waiver of freight
charges on any shipments of the commodity described which may
have been shipped during the specified period of time

I
I

1
us v STud van 329 F 2d 673 675676 31d CIr 1976 Ku mlch v Bruno m F 2d 349 m 7th

Cir 1977 M S Chambliss v Coca Cola Bottling Corp 274 F Supp 401 B D Te 1967 U v So Pac

Co
210 F Supp 7fIJ N D Pa 1962 Tho Commission denied claims for reparation brou bt under seellon

22 of the ShJppina Act 1916 46 U S C app fi821 on the same sro11nd u s Borax 4 Chem Corp v

Pac Cowl Europlon Co1l11 P M C 451 471 19681 Aleutian Homes Inc v CQQ31Wlse Line 5 F M B

602 612 1939
9 Section 8 e 3 specifically addreiscs refundt or waivers 10 bcmade to unidentified shippers of other

shipments Were an application flied for their benefit It would be subject to the ISO day limit
10 Unlike the specific 180 day provision In sectlon 8 e 4 the non discrimination provision In section

8 e 1 is expressed in generic terms A principle of statUtory conslNCtlon Is that a specific provIsion of law

takes precedence over a general provisIon See 2A Sutherland Statutory Construction 146 05 4th Ed 1984

28 F M C
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in this

proceeding is otherwise adopted by the Commission and

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1412

APPLICATION OF SEA LAND CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF

SEA LAND SERVICE INC FOR THE BENEFIT OF FORWARDING
SERVICES INC AS AGENT FOR PANA YORK SHIPPING

CORPORATlON FRITO LAY

1

Application for permission to waive the sum of 1 746 69 granted

Applicant had intended to maintain a rate on potato chips inclusive of additional tariff charges
until August 24 1985 but its tariff publishing department mistakenly changed the rate
on same day notice July 26 increasing the rate by adding the additional tariff charges
The short notice rate increase subjected a shipment to increased costs

The conforming remedial tariff notice is allowed to be backdated to an effective date when
the error first appeared in the tariff although such date is more than 180 days before
the application was filed This type of notice was permitted in a previous Commission
decision which because it offset the effects of a short notice rate increase was not

overruled by the Commission in a later decision interpreting the ISOday period of
limitation

John J Brennan forapplicant Sea Land Corporation

l

INITIAL DECISION 1 OF NORMAN D KLINE ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE

Partially Adopted June 9 1986

By application filed February 13 1986 Sea Land Corporation on behalf
of Sea Land Service Inc seeks permission to waive 1 746 69 in freight
in connection with a shipment of potato chips which Sea Land carried
from Elizabeth New Jersey to Panama City Panama on a ship sailing
from Elizabeth on August 17 1985 The requested waiver would ultimately
benefit the shipper Frito Lay through its agent Pana York Shipping Cor

poration
Sea Land s supporting evidence is thorough and complete It shows that

Sea Land had intended to maintain a rate of 2 050 per 4O foot container
inclusive of all additional tariff charges for shipments of potato chips
to Panama through August 23 1986 This rate had been filed effective

July 18 1985 after negotiations had been held with a shipper However
on July 25 Sea Land s Americas Pricing Department instructed Sea Land s

Tariff Publications Department in New Jersey to change the rate by deleting
the provision that the rate included additional charges which provision

I This decision will become the decialon of the Commiasion in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practive and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227

432 28 FM C
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was contained in Note 3 in the tariff The change was supposed to become
effective on August 24 1985 i e on 30 days notice However the Tariff

Publications Department mistakenly advanced the effective date from August
24 to July 26 1985 This mistake not only caused a short notice rate
increase but subjected the shipment of potato chips sailing on August
17 to unintended increases in costs totaling 1 746 69 Because the Shipper
paid freight under the unincreased rate Sea Land now seeks permission
to waive this additional amount

The evidence shows that an error occurred in Sea Land s tariff on July
26 1985 when Sea Land s tariff personnel mistakenly advanced a rate

change which was supposed to become effective August 24 Such error

is remediable under section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 D S C

app sec 1707 e and the Commission s regulation 46 CFR 502 92 a

The evidence also shows as required by that law that the application
and the new corrective tariff were filed timely and there is no evidence
that discrimination among shippers carriers or ports would result if the

application is granted

The Conforming Tariff Notice

When special docket applications are granted it is customary to order

applicants to file an appropriate notice in the tariff showing the rate

on which the requested refunds or waivers are based See section 8 e 3

of the 1984 Act 46 D S C app sec 1707 e 3 That provision of law
indicates that this tariff notice will inform the public and help ensure

that other affected shipments will be treated the same way as may be

appropriate However the law at present appears to be unsettled with regard
to the fixing of the effective date of the conforming rate in the tariff
notice

In Application of Yamashita Shinnihon for Nissho Iwai 19 SRR 1407

1980 the Commission held that the critical time period which is to

be used when determining the effects of the grant of an application on

similarly situated shippers commences on the day the tariff omitting the
intended rate becomes effective or on the day the intended lower rate

would have become effective absent the mistake and terminates on the

day before the effective date of the conforming tariff 19 SRR at 1408
The day the tariff omitting the intended rate became effective in Yamashita
Shinnihon was January I 1979 The date of sailing of the shipment involved

2There were five additional tariff charges that Sea land had intended to include in the base rate but be
cause of the error would be assessed against the shipment These are bunker surcharge Panama handling
delivery charge container charge and documentation charge Except for the documentation charge 12 00

they would all be assessed against 56 875 measurement Ions the dimension of the shipment The five charges
total 1 746 69 See Exhibit No 5 page I

3The application was filed on February 13 1986 which is 180 days after date of shipment sailing which
was August 17 1985 The new corrective tariff was filed to be effective on August 22 1985 The application
states that no other shipments were involved and that applicant has no information or evidence as to whether
a grant of the application would result in discrimination among ports or carriers
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in that case was April 17 1979 which was 173 days before the filing
of the application October 5 1979 See JD 22 F M C 675 1980

The Commission held that it was wrong to backdate the relief only to

the date on the bill of lading April 12 1979 and instructed the carrier

applicant to determine whether there were any other shipments of the

subject commodity going back to January I 1979 to ensure that such

refund will not result in discrimination 19 SRR at 1408

The decision in Yamashita Shinnihon suggests that it would be proper
to backdate a conforming tariff notice to the date the error first appeared
in a tariff even if that date occurred as long as 277 days before the

application was filed January I falls 277 days before October 5 However

in SD 1102 Application of us Atlantic Gulf Jamaica Freight Associa

tion and Sea Land for Chiquita 26 F M C 605 1984 the Commission

denied an application which had sought relief for shipments of the same

beneficiary shipper which shipments had occurred more than 180 days
before the filing of the application The Commission held that the 180

day requirement was jurisdictional and limited relief to five shipments
out of a total of 38 because the remaining 33 shipments fell outside

the l80 day period See 26 F M C at 606 607 The Commission distin

guished previous decisions which had apparently permitted relief to such

early shipments which had been shipped by shippers other than the bene

ficiary for whom the applications were originally filed Such relation

back was done in those cases according to the Commission for the

purpose of preventing discrimination among shippers See 26 EM C

at 606

Although it may not have been clear from the first Commission decision
in SD 1102 as to whether the Commission could grant relief to early
shipments of other shippers as opposed to early time barred shipments
of the same shipper beneficiary in its decision on reconsideration 27
F M C at 135 the Commission appeared to have slammed the door on

all shipments occurring earlier than the 180 day period regardless of who

shipped them Thus on reconsideration the Commission addressed the pos
sibility that relief could be granted for other shippers having time barred

shipments by stating as to such other shippers that the Commission
has concluded that we have no such power 27 EM C at 136 Further
more as to the previous decisions suggesting such power the Commission

stated that t o the extent those decisions conflict in part with the result
in this case they are overruled Id

It appears therefore that although the decision in Yamashita Shinnihon

would authorize relief and a corresponding conforming tariff notice

backdated to the date an error first appeared in a tariff or the date the
intended rate would have appeared in the tariff but for the error the

later decision in SD 1102 seemS to hold that relief cannot be granted
to any shipment occurring before the 180 day period and that a conforming

28 F M C
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tariff notice cannot be backdated to the dates enunciated in Yamashita
Shinnihon if such dates fall earlier than the 180 day period

The present case raises the problem of how to deal with the apparent
discrepancy between Yamashita Shinnihon and SD 1102 In the present
case the application was filed on February 13 1986 The date of shipment
sailing was August 17 1985 which is 180 days before the filing date

Therefore the shipment qualifies for relief However if I were to apply
the Yamashita Shinnihon decision I would backdate the effective date of

the tariff notice to July 26 1985 the day the tariff omitting the intended

rate became effective But this date is 202 days before the filing of the

application and if the tariff notice contains such an effective date theoreti

cally it could apply to shipments occurting before the 180 day time period
However other facts in this case permit a solution to the above problem

One of the decisions in which the Comntission had allowed the intended

rate to relate back more than 180 days prior to the filing of the application
was pwc for the Benefit of Minnesota Mining Manufacturing Co 21

SRR 793 1982 However as the Commission explained in SD 1102

26 EM C at 606 in Minnesota Mining the carrier applicant had not

only committed a tariff filing error but had increased the rate without

giving the 3D days notice required by law The tariff notice was therefore

allowed to extend back to offset the effects of the short notice rate increase

although technically the application was granted only for shipments falling
within the 180 day period Id

The present case presents exactly the same situation as in Minnesota

Mining As Sea Land concedes on July 26 1985 its Tariff Publishing
Department increased the rate on potato chips on same day notice 5 There

fore if the conforming tariff notice is related back to July 26 1985

in accordance with the Yamashita Shinnihon decision it will also offset

the effects of the short notice rate increase as was done in Minnesota

Mining Therefore even if technically relief could not be granted for

time barred shipments occurring between July 26 and August 17 1985

under the special docket law relief could be granted and the tariff notice

could be related back to July 26 in accordance with Minnesota Mining
which because it is based on a short notice rate increase as well as a

tariff filing error is not inconsistent with the decision in SD 1102

For the foregoing reasons the tariff notice which Sea Land will be or

dered to file will relate back to July 26 1985

4Section 8 d of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S C app sec 1707 d provides that No change
in an existing rate that results in an increased cost to the shipper may become effective earlier than 30 days
after filing with the Commission The Commission has held under corresponding provisions of the 1916

Act that if such a rate change has been filed the new rate will not be effective for the fIrst 30 days See

Petition of pwcand OOCL Seapac Service for Declaratory Order 25 F M C 723 724725 1983 Ei Du

Pont v Sea lAnd Service Inc 22 F M C 525 535 o 9 1980
5See Affidavit of Lorraine Majewski Supervisor of Tariff Typisls fourth paragraph
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Instructions to Applicant

The application is granted provided that Sea Land complies with the

following instructions

1 Sea Land shall publish the following notice in an appropriate place
in its tariff

Notice is hereby given as required by the decision of the Federal

Maritime Commission in Special Docket No 1412 that effective

July 26 1985 and continuing through August 21 1985 the rate

on Potato Chips Per 40 container is 2 050 00 inclusive of

all additional charges and applies to Panama City R P This

Notice is effective for purposes of refund or waiver of freight
charges on any shipments of the commodity described which may
have been shipped during the specified period of time

2 Sea Land shall waive the sum of 1 746 69 for the ultimate benefit

of the shipper Frito Lay shall file the above tariff notice shall adjust
freight forwarder compensation if necessary and shall notify the Commis

sion of the action taken within the time period prescribed by the Commis

sion in its notice terminating this proceeding

S NORMAN D KLINE
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DOCKET NO 864

FOUR WINDS INTERNATIONAL INC APPLICATION FOR A

LICENSE AS AN OCEAN FREIGHT FORWARDER

NOTICE

June 16 1986

Notice is given that the time within which the Commission could deter
mine to review the May 9 1986 dismissal in this proceeding has expired
No such determination has been made and accordingly the dismissal has
become administratively final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 864

FOUR WINDS INTERNATIONAL INC APPLICATION FOR A

LICENSE AS AN OCEAN FREIGHT FORWARDER

MOTION TO DISMISS GRANTED

Finalized June 16 1986

This case arose as a result of an application for a license to act as

an ocean freight forwarder by Four Winds international Inc FWI and

the Commission s Order of Investigation and Hearing served on January
31 1986 The Order states that

The Commission is unable on the existing record to conclude
that FWI has the requisite character to perform forwarding services

p 3

and that

a formal investigation and hearing is instituted to determine
whether Four Winds International Inc possesses the necessary
character to be licensed as an ocean freight forwarder

By Motion dated April 22 1986 FWI indicates it has withdrawn its

application for an ocean freight forwarder license and asks that this pro

ceeding be dismissed Hearing Counsel supports the Motion
Wherefore it is

Ordered that since the question presented by the Commission s Order

of investigation and Hearing served January 31 1986 is now moot this

proceeding is hereby dismissed

8 JOSEPH N INGOLIA
Administrative Law Judge
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8610

VOLGA FORWARDERS SERVICE INC AFPLICATION FOR AN

OCEAN FREIGHf FORWARDER LICENSE

NOTICE

June 16 1986

Notice is given that the time within which the Commission could deter
mine to review the May 6 1986 discontinuance of the investigation in
this proceeding has expired No such determination has been made and

accordingly the discontinuance has become administratively final

S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8 IO

VOLGA FORWARDERS SERVICE INC AFPLICATION FOR AN

OCEAN PREIGHT FORWARDER LICENSE

APPLICATION DISMISSED

Finalized June 16 1986

By letter dated April 29 1986 counsel for Volga Forwarders Service
Inc the applicant for an ocean freight forwarder license gave formal
notice that the application was withdrawn

Accordingly the application is ordered dismissed without prejudice

S SEYMOUR GLANZER
Administrative Law Judge

I
I
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

INFORMAL DOCKET NOS 1526 1 THROUGH 1531 1

A A INTERNATIONAL

v

KAWASAKI KISEN KAISHA LTD

ORDER REMANDING PROCEEDING

June 17 1986

These informal complaints filed on October 24 1984 under sections

lO b 1 3 of the Shipping Act of 1984 1984 Act 46 U S C app

@@1709 b 1 3 allege overcharges on shipments which moved while the

Shipping Act 1916 1916 Act 46 U S c app @@801 842 was still appli
cable to transportation in the foreign commerce of the United States

A A International A A claims 55 000 plus attorneys fees
from Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd K Line for alleged freight overcharges
arising from 30 shipments 2 transported by K Line from Japan and Hong
Kong to several United States West and East Coast ports K Line bills

of lading indicate that these shipments occurred between May 9 and Decem

ber I 1983 On March 7 1986 Donald F Norris Settlement Officer

issued an Initial Decision ID in which he concluded that the two year
limitation in section 22 of the 1916 Act 46 U S C @821 1983 amended

by 46 U S C app @821 1984 rather than the three year limitation in

section ll g of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app @171O g was applicable
to the claims The Commission determined to review the Settlement Offi

cers decision

DISCUSSION

Upon review we have decided to reverse the Settlement Officer s conclu

sion that the two year statute of limitations found in the 1916 Act bars

recovery on any claim based on a cause of action which occurred more

than two years prior to October 24 1984 the date upon which the claims

were filed We therefore will remand the proceeding for a decision on

the merits In taking this action we acknowledge that the issue of whether
the three year statute of limitations contained in the 1984 Act can be

applied to conduct which occurred while the 1916 Act was still in effect

is a complex one The Settlement Officer s conclusion that a statute of

I The Shipping Act of 1984 was enacted on March 20 1984 and became effective June 18 1984

2The shipments were Armaton electronic toys compUler keyboards power supply devices toner for

copiers and campUler parts
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I

limitations which bars the right as well as the remedy can not be applied
retrospectively finds support in a number of cases On the other hand
there exists another line of cases which have under similar circumstances

applied an increased statute of limitations retrospectively upon a finding
that it would not deny the parties due process or otherwise result in manifest

injustice Although the Commission contrary to the Settlement Officer
believes that the latter precedent represents the better view we commend

the Settlement Officer on his thoughtful analysis of this difficult issue

Before directly addressing the issue presented here it is useful to focus

on the nature and purpose of statutes of limitation The Supreme Court s

observations in Chase Securities Corp v Donaldson 325 U S 304 314
1945 are particularly instructive

Statutes of limitation find their justification in necessity and con

venience rather than in logic They represent expedients rather
than principles They are practical and pragmatic devices to spare
the courts from litigation of stale claims and the citizen from

being put to his defense after memories have faded witnesses
have died or disappeared and evidence has been lost Order of
Railroad Telegraphers v Railway Express Agency 321 U S 342
349 The are by definition arbitrary and their operation does
not diSCriminate between the just and the unjust claim or the
voidable and unavoidable delay They have come into the law
not through the judicial process but through legislation Footnote
omitted They represent a public policy about the privilege to

litigate Their shelter has never been regarded as what now is
called a fundanlental right or what used to be called a nat
ural tight of the individual He may of course have the protec
tion of the policy while it exists but the history of pleas of
limitation shows them to be good only by legislative grace and
to be subject to a relatively large degree of legislative control

In the absence of a statutory directive or legislative history to the con

trary 3 a newly enacted statute may be applied retrospectively to conduct

occurring prior to enactment unless it would deny due process to the

parties 4 or would result in manifest injustice Whether retrospective
application of a statute would result in manifest injustices depends on

three factors I the nature and identity of the parties 2 the nature
of the plrlies rights and 3 the impact of the change in the law on

those rights Bradley v Richmond School Board 416 U S 696 1974
In detennining whether retrospective application of a lengthened statute

of limitations would deny due process or would result in manifest injus

j
i

3The leglBlalive history of the 1984 Act contains no expression of congressional intent to apply the two
year limitadon in the 1916 Act inCcrelan commClle after the effective date of the 1984 Act

4 The Fourteenth Amendment does not make an act of state legislation void merely because it has some

retrospective operation What il does forbid is taking of Ufe liberty or propeny without due process of law
Some roles of law probably could not be changed retroactively without hardship and oppreuioR and this
whether wise or unwise in their origin Chase Securities Corp v Donaldson 32 U S 304 31 1945

28 F M C
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tice courts have drawn a distinction between statutes of limitation that

simply bar a remedy and those that bar the right as well as the remedy
For example in Campbell v Holt 115 U S 620 1885 the Supreme
Court found that the repeal of a statute of limitations applying to personal
debts arising from a contract did not deny due process to a debtor even

though it revived a remedy previously barred by the former statute of

limitations The Court reasoned that although the running of the former

statute of limitations created a valid defense to a suit under a contract

it did nothing to destroy or change the nature and character of the debtor s

contractual obligations In other words the running of the statute of limita

tions did not give the debtor the right to avoid his obligation to pay
under the contract Thus the removal of the statute of limitations defense

which the Court characterized as a purely arbitrary creation of the law

did not result in a denial of due process
In William Danzer Co v Gulf RR 268 U S 633 1925 the Court

addressed the issue of whether an amendment to the Interstate Commerce

Act increasing the statute of limitations from two to three years could

revive a cause of action for overcharges which had been extinguished
by the running of the two year period at the time of the amendment

Unlike the situation in Holt o n the expiration of the two year period
it was as if liability had never existed Danzer 268 U S at 636 The

Court stated that the three year period could not be applied retrospectively
because it would deprive the carrier of its property without due process

of law

Shortly after Danzer the Interstate Commerce Commission applied the

new longer statute of limitations to claims which were not barred by
the previous statute of limitations J G Curtis Leather Company v Pennsyl
vania Railroad Company 123 LC e I 3 1927 Sturges Company v

Alabama Vicksburg Railway Co 107 Lee 136 140 1926 In Curtis

and Sturges the former statute of limitations had not extinguished the

cause of action at the time the period of limitation was lengthened Thus

the defendant carrier had no vested right to immunity and retrospective
application of the longer statute of limitations did not deny the carrier

due process
The Settlement Officer s decision under review here relies in large meas

ure on the distinction between substantive and procedural statutes

of limitation Because the statutes of limitation in both section 22 of the

1916 Act and section lI g of the 1984 Act have been viewed by the

Commission as limiting the right as well as the remedy the Settlement

Officer reasoned that these sections must be viewed as substantive rather

than procedural Following a line of cases holding that a statutory modi

fication pertaining to matters of substance can not be given retrospective
effect he concluded that the three year statute of limitations contained

in the 1984 Act could not be applied to the subject claims
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However the distinction between substantive or procedural statutes

of limitation is only helpful to the extent it resolves the ultimate question
whether the parties have vested rights which would be prejudiced by the

retrospective application of a lengthened statute of limitations To look

only to the form of the statute of limitations without examining the rights
of the parties and how those rights would be prejudiced by retrospective
application of the lengthened statute of limitations elevates form over sub

stance

We believe that a better analysis of the issue may be found in cases

such as Friel v Cessna Aircraft Company 751 F 2d 1037 9th Cir 1985

That case was brought under the Death on the High Seas Act 46 V S C

761 after the decedent was killed in an airplane accident which occurred

on July 23 1980 At the time of the incident the Death on the High
Seas Act contained a two year statute of limitations 46 V S C 763

The two year statute of limitations was subsequently repealed on October

6 1980 and replaced with a three year statute of limitations The decedents

personal representative brought the action on October 18 1982 more than

two years after the accident The defendant argued that the action was

barred by the two year statute of limitations in effect at the time of the

crash The court disagreed stating

I t is clear that the considerations militating against retro

spective application of a statute are not present in this case The

legislative change in no way alters the effect given to conduct
before the change No conduct on the part of either party would
have differed if the statute had been in effect at the time of
the fatal incident

The two year time bar was not yet complete and the action was

viable when the limitation period was lengthened to three years
Moreover defendants had acquired no vested right to immunity
from suit for their alleged wrong under 763 when the limitation

period was lengthened

Despite the substantive form of the limitations in both section 22
of the 1916 and section l1 g of the 1984 Act retrospective application
of the three year limitation will have no effect on the rights of the parties
Prior to the enactment of the 1984 Act a claim for overcharges such
as the one here was governed by section 18 b 3 of the 1916 Act Although
the 1984 Act repealed section 18b 3 the language of section 18b 3

was brought forward with no substantive change in sections 10 b IH3
of the 1984 Act Overcharges were unlawful under the 1916 Act and
remain unlawful under the 1984 Act

When the 1984 Act became effective and the limitation period was

lengthened Respondent K Line had acquired no vested right to immunity
for its alleged wrong under section 18b 3 The 1984 Act did not create

28 F M C
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a cause of action that previously did not exist it simply continued a

cause of action which existed under the 1916 Act Thus the application
of the 1984 Act to the subject shipments cannot be said to deuy the

parties due process or otherwise result in manifest injustice Accordingly
we believe that the three year period of limitation contained in section

11 g of the 1984 Act should govern the subject claims

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in

this proceeding is reversed to the extent it concludes that the two year

period of limitation contained in section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916

bars any of the subject claims and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That this proceeding is remanded to the

Settlement Officer for a decision on the merits

28 F M C



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 85 24

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY INC PROPOSED OVERALL

RATE INCREASE OF 2 5 PERCENT BETWEEN UNITED STATES

PACIFIC COAST PORTS AND HAWAII PORTS

ORDER PARTIALLY ADOPTING INITIAL DECISION

I June 26 J 986

This proceeding is before the Federal Maritime Commission Commission
or FMC on Exceptions to the Initial Decision 1D served April 30
1986 Upon review the Commission finds and concludes that 1 Matson

Navigation Company Incs Matson proposed rate increase is unjust and
unreasonable and ordered cancelled and 2 Matson s current rates are

unjust and unreasonable to the extent they produce a rate of return in excess

of 1150 percent A 15 percent overall reduction in rates is ordered

PROCEEDING

The Commission initiated this proceeding by Order of Investigation and

Suspension served December 30 1985 December Order to determine
whether a 2 5 percent overall rate increase filed by Matson effective January
I 1986 is just and reasonable within the meaning of section 3 of the
Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 ISA 46 U S C app 845 and whether
Matson s currently effective rates are just and reasonable within the meaning
of section 18 a of the Shipping Act 1916 1916 Act 46 U S C app

817
The December Order suspended the proposed rate increase until June

30 1986 the 180 day limit on proceedings under the ISA and specified
that the following issues be determined in this proceeding

1 Has Matson properly projected its revenues expenses and rate
base for 1986

2 Has Matson properly allocated its revenues expenses and rate
base between its Commission and non Commission regulated serv
ices for 1986

3 Are the business and financial risks faced by Matson greater
or less than those faced by an average U S corporation If so

should Matson s rate of return be adjusted and

I Supplement No 1 to Tariff FMC F No 14 Supplement No 1 and 1st Revised Pase 138 to Tariff FMC
F No IS Supplement No 1 and 2nd Revised Page 56 to Tariff FMCF No 16 and Supplement No 1
to TariffFMC F No 17
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4 Are the current trends in rates of return and interest rates such

that Matson s rate of return should be adjusted

The proceeding was assigned for public hearing before an Administrative

Law Judge Matson was named Respondent The State of Hawaii Depart
ment of Commerce and Consumer Affairs Hawaii which had protested
Matson s proposed rate increase and the Commission s Bureau of Hearing
Counsel Hearing Counsel were also made parties to the proceeding The

Saibot Corporation db a Tobias Christmas Trees Tobias intervened in

the proceeding Hearings were held March 1014 1986 at the Commission s

offices in Washington D C The record of this proceeding consists of

extensive written and oral testimony legal briefs and proposed findings
submitted by all parties

Presiding Administrative Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer

issued an JD which held that the proposed rate increase was unjust and

unreasonable but that Matson s current rates were just and reasonable Ex

ceptions to the JD were filed by Hearing Counsel Hawaii and Tobias

Replies to Exceptions were filed by Matson

THE INITIAL DECISION

After analyzing the record evidence submitted by the parties the Presiding
Officer found and concluded as follows 2

Matson s cargo and overall revenue forecasts for 1986 are reasonable

Matson s forecasts have been historically accurate and the other parties
have not shown any reasonable basis to find them unreliable in this case

However Matson has over estimated both its expenses and rate base for

1986 by 1 forecasting an average fuel cost of 22 per barrel when

the correct average per barrel forecast for 1986 should be 15 per barrel

and 2 including in its rate base the Matsonia which was removed from

service in 1981 was not approved for reconstruction until 1985 and will

not reenter the Hawaii service in 1986

Matson computed its working capital in accordance with Commission

regulations when it excluded inter island barge voyages from the required
calculations Also it properly calculated the amortization allowance on the

leased vessel Lurline Matson has an effective ongoing cost reduction pro

gram and is run in a prudent and relatively efficient manner

Matson has properly allocated revenues expenses and rate base between

FMC regulated and non FMC regulated services It followed the cargo cube

basis of allocation required by Commission regulations While this has

resulted in a shift of high rated cargo to non regulated service which

in turn has resulted in a higher proportion of expense allocated to FMC

regulated cargo the other parties to the proceeding have not shown this

2The Presiding Officer also advised that the methodology issues specified by the Commission had to be

decided on a sparse evidentiary record due to the time restraints imposed by the December Order He sug

gested that the Commission may wish to remand the proceedings on these methodology issues as they apply
to lhe reasonableness of Matson s present rates
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1

result to be so aberrational as to warrant a departure from the cargo
cube allocation method

Matson is less and not more risky than the average U S corporation
Matson s variability of earnings statistical test of risk and an erosion

of its market share due to increased competition indicate higher than average
risk However Matson still dominates the Hawaii trade is the rate leader

among its competitors and has steadily increased its total trade revenues

Its recent earnings performance indicates that at least in the near future

it is probably less and certainly no more risky than the average U S

corporation However because the evidence dOeS not establish to what

degree Matson is less risky no downward adjustment to its rate of retum
is warranted

Both prevailing rates of return and interest rates have shown a downward

current trend Rates of return peaked in 1980 and have trended downward

since that time Interest rates are at their lOWest level in eight years
However there is insufficient evidence of record to quantify a downward

adjustment and therefore none will be required
The appropriate benchmark rate of retum for 1986 is 1156 percent This

is calculated by an examination of the mean rates of return on average
total capital by Value Line Investment Survey for the l5 year period ending
in 1984 This is one of the benchmark analyses proffered by Matson in

accordance with the applicable Commission regulations Part 552 Title

46 Code of Federal Regulations 00 11 Hearing Counsel agrees with

this methodology but would find an 11 5 percent benchmark using Bureau

of Census Quarterly Financial Reports for the 5 year period ending in

1984 after an appropriate adjustment for embedded debt Hawaii urges
a departure from 0 0 II but has failed to make a sufficient showing
that 00 II produces aberrational results to warrant such a departure

After making appropriate adjustments for the elimination of the Matsonia

from its rate base and employing an average fuel cost of 15 per barrel
Matson s projected rate of retum for 1986 is 1219 percent without a rate

increase This is calculated by dividing the sum of projected total net

income without a rate increase plus interest expense 28 074 000 by the

rate base 230 276 000

The difference between the unadjusted benchmark of 11 56 percent and
Matson s adjusted projected rate of retum without the rate increase of 12 19

percent is within the zone of reasonableness Accordingly in light of
the above fmdings Matson s proposed rate increase would be unjust and

unreasonable but Matson s current rates are not unjust or unreasonable

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

Hawaii

Hawaii agrees with the findings of the Presiding Officer in all major
aspects and does not take specific exception to the ID Hawaii is in

28 FM C
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accord with the determination that Matson s proposed rate increase is unjust
and unreasonable

Hawaii further believes however that Matson s current rates are also

unjust and unreasonable Accordingly Hawaii supports the recommendation

of the JD that the Commission remand the case to the Presiding Officer

However it argues that given the present record the remand should take

the form of a show cause proceeding placing the burden on Matson to

prove its present rates just and reasonable Specifically Hawaii would have

Matson show I why inter island barge movements should not be included

in the computation of working capital 2 why the capitalization of leased

vessels that are refurbished by Matson should not be amortized beyond
the lease term to the actual useful life of the asset 3 why the Commission

should not depart from the requirements of G O II in allocating revenues

expenses and rate base between FMC regulated and Interstate Commerce

Commission ICC regulated service and 4 why downward adjustments
to the benchmark rate of return should not be made in light of the Presiding
Officer s findings of Matson s less than average risk and a declining cost

of money

Tobias

Tobias also agrees that the JD was correct in finding Matson s proposed
rate increase unjust and unreasonable However it excepts to the failure

of the Presiding Officer to make a downward adjustment to the benchmark

rate of return on the basis of downward trends in average rate of return

and the cost of money as well as Matson s relative risk Alternatively
Tobias argues that the proceeding should be reopened on this issue

Additionally Tobias excepts to the findings that there is insufficient

evidence of abuse of G O II methodologies by Matson to warrant departure
from the established criteria in that regulation Specifically Tobias argues
that Matson abused G O 11 requirements by I improperly allocating
revenues expenses and rate base between FMC regulated and non FMC

regulated cargo 2 including the Matsonia in the rate base and 3 filing
data allegedly inconsistent with the historical 1985 data filed in Docket

No 85 3 Matson Navigation Company Inc Proposed Overall Rate In

crease of 25 Percent Between United States Pacific Coast Ports and Hawaii

Ports 23 S RR 155 171 JD 1985 These alleged abuses are argued
to be a manipulation of evidence that produces unfair and unreasonable

results

Finally Tobias excepts to the finding that there exists a zone of reason

ableness within which Matson s current rate of return falls Tobias argues

that there is no basis in the record to construct a zone of reasonableness

beyond 1156 percent and accordingly submits that it was error to find

Matson s present rates just and reasonable
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Hearing Counsel

Hearing Counsel agrees with the Presiding Officer that Matson is not

entitled to any upward adjustment to the benchmark rate of return based

upon the record of this case Hearing Counsel also supports the Presiding
Officer s calculation of Matson s projected 1986 rate of return without a

rate increase at 12 19 percent Because Matson s rate of return exceeds

both Hearing Counsel s proposed 115 percent benchmark and the Presiding
Officer s finding of an 1156 percent benchmark Hearing Counsel concurs

in the I Ds conclusion that no rate increase is justified
However Hearing Counsel contends that the Presiding Officer erred in

adopting Matson s proposed 1156 percent benchmark rate of return for 1986
because it is allegedly based upon a methodology previously considered

and rejected by the Commission Hearing Counsel submit that the proper
benchmark is 1150 percent calculated in accordance with Commission

precedent on point Hearing Counsel also takes exception to the Presiding
Officer s conclusion that the difference between the 1156 percent unadjusted
benchmark and Matson s projected 1986 rate of return of 1219 percent
is within a zone of reasonablenessAccordingly Hearing Counsel chal

lenges the I Ds finding that Matson s current rates are just and reasonable

Hearing Counsel urges the Commission to adopt the 1150 percent bench

mark rate of return and to order Matson to roll back its current rates to

achieve that level of profit
Matson

Matson argues that because Hawaii did not file formal exceptions to

the findings of the ID it has waived any right to request modifications

to the Presiding Officer s conclusions Matson further contends that in

any event a remand to establish new G O methodologies cannot be

ordered in this case because I the Commission must conclude this pro
ceeding within the 180 day limit set by the ISA and 2 the underlying
determinations concerning the proposed rate increase are dispositive of and

therefore res judicata as to the reasonableness of Matson s current rates

The only options allegedly available to Hawaii at this point are to initiate

a separate complaint proceeding or to petition for a rulemaking Matson
states that under either alternative the burden of proof on the methodology
issues would be on Hawaii not Matson

Matson further argues that no valid reason has been shown to require
any downward adjustment to the benchmark rate of return established in
the ID The record allegedly supports the findings that Matson followed

G O II and that the results of its methodologies are not unfair or unreason

able

Matson argues that the Presiding Officer was correct in fi dlh an 1156

percent benchmark and that the difference between this fig rc and Hearing
Counsel s 150 percent figure is de minimis Matson s use of a 15 year

period rather than Hearing Counsels 5 year period to calculate an average

28 F M C
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rate of return of comparable U S corporations is allegedly a more reliable

methOdology Matson believes that a 5 year average is overly susceptible
to unrepresentative variation due to aberrational years within that short

period
Matson supports the Presiding Officer s finding concerning a zone of

reasonableness between 1150 percent and 12 19 percent Matsou maintains
that the 1 50 percent figure cannot be used as the ceiling on the

zone because Matson was entitled to upward benchmark adjustments
on th6 basis of comparative risk Matsou also argues that there is insufficient
evid nce to support a downward adjustment based upon declining average
rates of return

DISCUSSION

The Proposed Rate Increase

The Commission agrees with the Presiding Officer s fiuding that Matson s

proposed rate increase has been proven to be unjust and unreasonable
Indeed Matson did not file exceptions to the findings of the 10 and
all other parties unanimously support the 10 The Conunission therefore
adopts this portion of the to

Matson s Current Rates

The Presiding Officer s calculation of Matsou s 12 19 percent projected
rate of return for 1986 follows G O 11 methodology Notwithstanding
Tobias Exceptions to the contrary the evidence of record does not warrant

a departure from the criteria established in that regulation Accordingly
the Commission adopts the finding that 12 19 percent is the most accurate

projection of Matson s rate of retum for 1986
The Presiding Officer s calculation of an 1156 percent benchmark rate

of return presents a more difficult issue The gist of the Exceptions to
the Presiding Officer s methodology is that the allowable benchmark for
Matson should be reduced below 1156 percent and that Matson s rates

should be reduced by the Commission The theories presented by Hawaii
Tobias and Hearing Counsel in their Exceptions are all conceptually cred
itable However only Hearing Counsel has produced substantial evidence
of record that the Commission deems sufficiently precise and persuasive
to warrant finding a benchmark below the 1156 percent rate of retum found

by the Presiding Officer

Hearing Counsel urges that Matson s rate of retum be limited to 1150

percent for 1986 In calculating a benchmark the principal difference be
tween Hearing Counsels methodology and that apparently used by the

Presiding Officer in arriving at 116 percent is the historical period used
to determine the average rate of retum for comparable U S businesses
The Presiding Officer apparently adopted Matson s approach which consid
ered a IS year period ending in 1984 utilizing data reported in Value
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Line Investment Survey 3 Hearing Counsel urged the use of a five year
historical average ending in 1984 based upon the Bureau of Census Quar
terly Financial Reports 4

Hearing Counsels method is supported by the standards established by
the Commission in Sea Land Service Inc et al Proposed General Rate
Increase in the Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands Trades 24 FM C 164
FMC 1981 affd sub nom Puerto Rico Maritime Shipping Authority

v F M
C

678 F 2d 327 21 S R R 859 DC Cir 1982 cert denied
459 U S 906 1982 Sea Land As noted by the Presiding Officer when
rejecting the methodology suggested by Hawaii Sea Land is the primary
authority for resolving methodology disputes in ISA rate cases We fmd
no sufficient basis in the record to depart from the methodology established
in Sea Land for arriving at a benchmark rate of return Not only has this

methodology received judicial approval but it also has proven objective
and reliable in application s Hearing Counsels suggested 1150 percent
benchmark will therefore be adopted

The Commission adopts the Presiding Officer s findings that no upward
adjustment in the benchmark rate of return is justified to accoUllt for 1
the relative business and financial risks faced by Matson and 2 current
trends in rates of return and the cost of money Both findings are amply
supported by the record Indeed neither finding was challenged by Matson
in exceptions

Having concluded that the appropriate benchmark rate of return is 1150
percent the Commission must disagree with the Presiding Officer s finding
that Matson s 1219 percent projected rate of return is within a zone of
reasonableness between 1150 percent and 12 19 percent This conclusion
is not explained in sufficient detail to allow detennination as to how it
was calculated and whether it is based upon substantial evidence of
record 6 On its face the Presiding Officers conclusion that Matson s

12 19 percent rate of return is within a zone of reasonableness appears
to be inconsistent with his underlying findings that 1 no upward adjust
ment to the benchmark rate of return is warranted in this case and 2
if better quantified on the record downward adjustments would be war

ranted
The Presiding Officer s reliance on a zone of reasonableness also

suggests a misuse of the concept The zone of reasonableness as that
tenn has been defmed by the Supreme Court designates a decisional area
of discretion between minimum non confiscatory rates and the maximum

1 0 2S F M C 9 at 49S
41 0 at 496

Debate over the appropri data base tiqle period for determinina benchmark fate ot return invariably
consumes an inordlnato portion of time inCoinmislion rate cases Accordingly the Commission intends that
absent a showing of overriding considerations to the contrary Sea Land be followed on methodology issues
in order to lave time and roaourcea in SA rate Qaaes See Alnnark Corp v F A 758 F 2d 685 691
692 DC Clt J9SS

6See ID at 497
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reasonable level of rates supportable by the record FP c v National
Gas Pipeline Co 315 U S 575 585 1942 In order to establish a zone

of reasonableness it is necessary to define the upper limit of the zone

the maximum level of rates It was the Commission s intention in promul
gating G O II that the benchmark rate of return adjusted according to

the requirements of 46 CF R S552 6 d 2 ii represents this upper limit
Because the purpose of this proceeding was to determine the maximum

reasonable limit of Matson s rate increase andor existing rates there is
no need to establish a zone of reasonableness The Commission s ulti
mate responsibility in this case is to establish Matson s maximum allowable
rate of return We find that maximum to be 1150 percent in 1986 On
this basis we conclude that Matson must implement an overall rate reduc

tion of 15 percent
7

It has been suggested that the Commission remand the proceeding to
the Presiding Officer to take further evidence on certain methodology issues
noted in the JD and specified by the Exceptions Hawaii and Tobias

argue that they should be given another opportunity to quantify downward

adjustments to the benchmark rate of return based upon I the relative

risk faced by Matson and 2 the current trends in rates of return and

the cost of money While the Commission appreciates the difficulty in

resolving these issues in the 180 days allowed by the ISA the Commission
finds the present state of the record adequate to make a final decision

Accordingly it will not order a remand of the proceeding Further refine
ment of the record is always possible in a rate case However there

is no suggestion that the parties have been deprived of their due process
rights Accordingly the general public benefit in promptly disposing of

this rate case outweighs the apparently marginal benefit to the record a

remand would produce
Similarly the proceeding will not be remanded to explore modifications

to G O II In the context of a particular proceeding the record must

show clearly unreasonable or aberrational results in applying established

methodology to warrant a departure from the regulation S In this case

Matson generally followed the minimum requirements of G O II In those

areas where novel issues were raised there was not a sufficient showing
of aberrational results or more appropriate alternatives to warrant the appli

7To achieve a return on rafe base of 1150 percent Matson s net income after tax would have to be re

duced to 17 358 000 Based upon an imputed effective tax rate of 47 62 percent this computes 10 nel income
before taxes of 33 139 000 This in turn requires a reduction of total revenue to 198 939 000 a 1505 per
cent revenue reduction See Ex PHC 2 revised at 5 The Commission recognizes that there does not exist
a precise direct mathematical correlation between a percemage adjustment in Matson s freight rates and a

percemage adjustmem in its revenues A slight differential exists due to Matson s rate struclUre and other
income sources in the trade See Ex R 3 Test Year at II Testimony at 7 However the differemial

is smaller than one tenth of one percent
S l D al 473475
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cation of different methodologies 9 The Commission s experience with rate

cases has shown that further proceedings on these issues in this case would

be quite laborious and time consuming and would not result in definitive

and generally applicable solutions to these technical methodology problems
A fairer and more appropriate method of reevaluating existing interpreta

tions of G O II is by a separate rulemaking proceeding This approach
is also more compatible with the Congressional intent underlying the 1978

amendments to the ISA lO G O 11 must serve as a set of guidelines
for determining rate of return reasonableness that all interested parties may

rely on in a rate proceeding While periodic review of the regulation
is required under the statute 12 it is more appropriate to do so in the

context of an industry wide rulemaking proceeding wherein all affected

interests may participate not just those parties involved in a particular
case 13 The Commission is giving consideration to the initiation of a rule

making proceeding on the issues noted by the Presiding Officer and on

other selected G O II provisions
Moreover any benefit to ratepayers resulting from potential further down

ward adjustments in the benchmark rate of return or modifications to G O

11 methodology will largely be offset by the necessary delay in effecting
any additional rate roll back resulting from the hearing and review process

on remand

The Commission therefore adopts the JD modified to the extent required
by the Exceptions of Hearing Counsel and orders Matson to roll back

its rates 15 percent to produce a projected rate of return of 1150 percent
for 1986 This comports with the overall weight of evidence of record

Commission precedent and the Congressional sentiment that rate proceedings
be decided with dispatch

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Exceptions to the Initial Deci

sion filed by the Commission s Bureau of Hearing Counsel are granted
and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision is adopted to

the extent it is consistent with this Order and is modified to the extent

required by this Order and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Exceptions of the State of Hawaii

and the Saibot Corporation are denied to the extent they are inconsistent

with this Order and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That within ten 10 days of the date

of service of this Order Matson Navigation Company Inc file immediately
effective supplements to its Tariffs FMC F Nos 14 IS 16 and 17

I See IO at 477 478 computation of working capital 484486 allocations between FMC regulated and

ICe regulated service

IOpub L No 95 475 92 Stal 1496 1978
II S Rep No 1240 95th Cong 2d Sess 13 1978
12 See 46 U S C app 845 a

I See supra nOle 11
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1 cancelling the proposed 2 5 percent overall rate increase filed
November 15 1985 and any other proposed overall rate increase
filed during the course of this proceeding and

2 implementing a 15 percent overall reduction in rates and

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission 14

14Commissioner Thomas F Moakley s concurring and dissenting opinion is attached

28 F M C
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Commissioner Moakley concurring and dissenting
I concur in the majority s conclusion that Matson s proposed 2 5 percent

rate increase is unjust and unreasonable fIowever I believe it is equally
unreasonable for the Commission to order the carrier to reduce its current
rates because the projected rate of return is viewed as less than seven

tenths of one percent too high
Ratemaking is not an exact science I When the mosaic of reasonableness

includes revenue and expense projections average return on capital for
other industries over time comparable risks and current trends a difference
of seven tenths of one percent in rate of return is an inappropriately fine
line to draw

The overriding principle in adjudicating the reasonableness of domestic
offshore rates is that we reach a fair and reasonable result2 It is not
the methodology employed but the result reached which is controlling
Here the majority would apply a methodology which is generally reasonable
to reach a result which is not

Matson is unquestionably an efficient carrier In this very case the major
ity adopts the following finding of the Administrative Law Judge

Matson has an effective ongoing cost reduction program and is
run in a prudent and relatively efficient manner

Majority order p 447

Because of this Matson s profitability has been increasing while its rates
have remained remarkably stable increasing by only 2 5 percent since
1982 A review of tariffs on file with the Commission will demonstrate
that Matson s rates on most leading commodities are substantially lower
than those available to shippers in the Atlantic CoasVPuerto Rico trade4

where the distance is roughly one half of that to Hawaii
To measure the reasonableness of rates the Commission has chosen

to focus primarily on the rate of return that those rates produce for a

particular carrier This traditional ratemaking standard has the advantage
of being objective and fairly easy to apply but could easily result in
a finding that identical rates are reasonable for one carrIer but unreasonable
for a more efficient competitor The obviously undesirable side effects
of rate of return methOdology are recognized and accommodated by the
Commission s rules which read in pertinent part

b The methodology employed in each case will depend on the
nature of the relevant carrier s operations and financial structure

i

i

I Sea Land Service Inc ncreases in Rates In the U S Pacific Coast Puerto Rico Trade 15 F MC 4 9
10 1971

246 C F R 855J
3Federal Power Commission v Hope Natural Gas Co 320 U S 591 602 1944
4Matson Navigation Co Tariff FMC P No 15 Items 3000 2066 2000 50 55 60 1052 2076 115

1196 and 1030 Puerto Rico Maritime Shipping Authority Tariff FMC F No 9 Item 3960 Sca LarnJ Service
Inc Tariff FMC F No 6 Item 1000
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In evaluating the reasonableness of a VOOC S overall level of
rates the Commission will use return on rate base as its primary
standard However the Commission may also employ other finan
cial methodologies in order to achieve a fair and reasonable
result

c In evaluating the reasonableness of a carrier s rates the Com
mission may consider in addition to the rate of return of the
filing carrier the effect which approval or disapproval of the
rates will have on other carriers in the Trade

d The Commission reserves to itself the right to employ other
bases for allocation and calculation and to consider other oper
ational factors in any instance where it is deemed necessary to
achieve a fair and reasonable result emphasis supplied 5

As applied in this case the rate of return methodology suffers from
at least two additional shortcomings First the benchmark rate of return
is constructed from a period of five years ending in 1984 Since then
the world has experienced a dramatic drop in the cost of oil which is
the primary reason for the significant increase in Matson s projected profit
ability for 1986 The earnings of the comparable companies ie the bench
mark rate of return do not reflect this energy cost reduction and the

consequent increase in profitability In other words if we could construct
a benchmark rate of return for 1986 it would almost certainly be higher
than 115 percent reflecting the effect of oil cost reductions on the com

parable companies If we fail to account for this significant change on

both sides of the comparison we are not adhering to one critical element
of the comparable earnings test as articulated in Bluefleld Waterworks and

Improvement Co v Public Service Commission of West Virginia 262 U S
679 692 1923 Under that standard earnings should be permitted that
are

equal to that generally being made at the same time and in
the same general part of the country on investments in other
business undertakings which are attended by corresponding risks
and uncertainties emphasis supplied

Second as argued by Matson the comparable earnings test has evolved
into a formula for determining the average return for a wide spectrum
of companies over a period of several years Included in this average
are extraordinarily good years and unusually bad ones efficient companies
and incompetent ones This average is then used as a maximum allowable
rate of return for the regulated carrier

Obviously if the carrier is never allowed to earn higher than the average
return of other companies the carrier s average return over time will nec

essarily be lower than that of the comparable companies because of inevi
table fluctuations in profitability over tine The record supports this syllo

s 46 CFR s552 1
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gism by indicating that Matson s average rate of return for the period
1975 1984 was 9 48 percent while the average of the comparable industries
was approximately 11 5 percent 6

In earlier Matson rate proceedings the Commission implicitly recognized
this flaw in the comparable earnings test by adjusting the benchmark rate
of return upward to account for the increased risk of the regulated carrier
Without explanation the majority has abandoned this approach and instead
adopted the Administrative Law Judge s finding that

Matson s risk is probably less and certainly no worse than equal
to that of the average U S corporation ID at 490

This conclusion ignores a very basic difference between a regulated
carrier and the average U S corporation The latter is able to make

up for bad years with extraordinarily profitable ones The former is not
I would adjust the benchmark rate of return upward by one percent

to account for the increased risk inherent in a regulated carrier and find
Matson s current rates just and reasonable s

6 Wbit R 7 schedule 8
This findin rests in larse part upon the testimony of Commission staff economists who also supported

a one percent risk premium for Matson in earlier proceedings e g Docket No 8S3 Their change in posi
don in this proCeeding seem inexplicably to be linked to Matson s large market hare which everyone agrees
has been steadily shrinking forthe past decade It is also noteworthy that the concept of market contestabllitymuch discussed in international Uner shiIiping baa not been injected into this type of domestic laic pro
ceeding where it would seem to have significant applicab1Jily

8 In view of this position it would be unnecessary to remand the proceeding to develop evidence on the
appropriate adjustment to the benchmark rate of return to accommodate the dramatic drop in energy costs
in 1985 1986
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DOCKET NO 85 24

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY INC PROPOSED OVERALL
RATE INCREASE OF 2 5 PERCENT BETWEEN UNITED STATES

PACIFIC COAST PORTS AND HAWAII PORTS 1

It is held

1 Where the Federal Maritime Commission issues a regulation containing methodology guide
lines in compliance with a Congressional mandate to do so and where the regulation
within its tenns provides the Commission may also employ other financial methodologies
in order to achieve a fair and reasonable result and that the Commission reserves to
itself the right to employ other bases for allocation and calculation and to consider
other factors in any instance where it is deemed necessary to achieve a fair and reasonable
result the Commission on a showing of unfairness or unreasonableness may depart
from specific methodologies set forth in the regulation and may adopt any methodology
that produces a fair and reasonable result without giving prior notice to carriers Here
the record does not establish that the carrier s use of methodologies set forth in the

regulation is unfair or unreasonable and those methodologies must be followed

2 Matson generally properly projected its revenues expenses and rate base for 1986 How
ever where a vessel the Matsonia was not used in the Trade since 1981 and would
not be used in the test year 1986 ratepayers should not be required to pay for its
use and it should be excluded from the rate base Further Matson s projected fuel

costs of 22 per barrel is overstated Based on the evidence of record the average
price of fuel for Matson in 1986 is 15 per barrel Consideration of some of the

evidence which was the result of recent sudden and dramatic changes in the oil market

was both necessary and warranted since it was bound to affect the estimate made by
Matson

3 Where a carner expends monies to modify a vessel it originally leased for 25 years
and amortizes the cost of the modification over the remaining life of the lease 16
years in accordance with accepted accounting principles and where the protestant does
not establish that the vessel s useful life has been extended and that it will be available
to be used in the Trade for a period longer than the remaining life of the lease
it isheld the carrier s treatment of amortization is proper

4 Where a carrier allocates exptnses between its Commission and non Commission regulated
services using the cargo cube method which method was adopted in the Commission s

regulation after in depth consideration of other methods and where the evidence in

the record fails to prove that the use of the cargo cube method was unfair or unreasonable
the use of such method is not improper

5 Where the evidence shows an increase in competition in the Trade but where such

increase is minimal and does not affect the carrier s dominant position in the Trade

where it retains over a 70 percent share of the Trade and is the leading ratemaker

the carrier s business is not more risky than the majority of the Value Line test

companies and no upward adjustment to the benchmark rate of return for current trends
in relative risk is warranted Further in this case where the regulation allows an adjust
ment for current trends in relative risk the use of a 15 year historical average

I Matson reduced irs proposed rate increase to 1 percent after the proceeding began
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to detennine the variability of past earnings as a measure of current trends in relative

risk is questionable

6 Based on the record in this proceeding where no party offers evidence in support of

a specific adjustment no adjustment to the benchmark rate of return is warranted for

current trends in rates of return

7 Where the Commission regulation provides for an adjustment to the benchmark rate of

return for current trends in the cost of money interest rates and where the evidence

of record clearly establishes a dramatic decline in interest rates the carrier s use in

this case of a 15 year period to establish an average interest fate from which it produces
an upward adjustment has the effect of unduly distorting the current trend and no

upward adjustment is warranted Further since no party recommended or presented evi

dence supporting a specific downward adjustment none can be made

8 Based on the evidence of record the allowable rate of return is between 115 and 12 5

percent Consequently it is held that the I percent increase sought by Matson is excessive

and that the present rates are Dotunfair or unreasonable

David F Anderson Meredith N Endsley and George D Rives for Matson Navigation

Company respondent

William W Milks for the State of Hawaii protestant

Tobias E Seaman for The Saibot Corporation db a Tobias Christmas Trees intervenor

Aaron W Reese and Alan J Jacobson as Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION 2 OF JOSEPH N INGOLIA ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE

Partially Adopted June 26 1986

This proceeding began as a result of the issuance of the Commission s

Order of Investigation and Suspension served on December 30 1985 Gen

erally the Commission ordered

That pursuant to the authority of sections 18 a and 22 of the

Shipping Act 1916 46 V S C app 817 and 821 and sections

3 and 4 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 V S C app
845 and 845a an investigation is institUted to detennine wheth

er the rate increase of 2 5 percent is just and reasonable 3

and further

That pursuant to sections 18 a and 22 of the Shipping Act

1916 46 V S C app 817 and 821 an investigation is instituted

to detennine whether the rates stated in the above named Matson
tariffs are just and reasonable without the proposed 25 rate

increase

1This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com

mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227

30n November IS 1985 MatSOn Navigation Company Inc Matson filed amendments to its Tariffs

FMC F Nos 14 15 16 and 17 proposing an overall Increase of 25 percent on all rates and charges moving
in its Pacific CoastIHawaii trade except on household goods orpersonal effects effective January I 1986

28 F M C
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The Commission Order notes that the State of Hawaii through its Depart
ment of Commerce and Consumer Affairs had filed a protest urging the

rejection or suspension and investigation of Matson s increase It names

the State of Hawaii as a party to the proceeding as well as Matson and
the Bureau of Hearing Counsel The Saibot Corporation Tobias is also
a party

In addition to the general issues set forth above the Commission s Order

requires

That in determining the fair rate of return for Matson the fol

lowing issues shall be addressed 5

1 Has Matson properly projected its revenues expenses and
rate base for 1986

2 Has Matson properly allocated its revenues expenses and
rate base between its Commission and non Commission regulated
services for 1986

3 Are the business and financial risks faced by Matson greater
or less than those faced by an average U S corporation If so

should Matson s rate of return be adjusted and

4 Are the current trends in rates of return and interest rates
such that Matson s rate of return should be adjusted

The Commission Order also requires that this Initial Decision be submitted

by April 3D 1986 and indicates that the final decision of the Commission
shall be issued by June 27 1986 6 In addition the Commission pursuant
to the authority of section 3 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46
U S C app 845 suspended the proposed 2 5 percent rate increase to

June 3D 19867

Prior to the hearing in this proceeding the parties engaged in a series

of settlement negotiations none of which were successful Also prior to

the hearing Matson indicated that it was cancelling 1 5 percent of its

proposed 2 5 percent rate increase based on the decline in the price

4After the issuance of the Commission s Order The Saibot Corporation db a Tobias Christmas Trees filed
aPetition to Intervene in this proceeding The Petition Motion was granted by Order served on January
24 1986

5Public Law 95475 which amends the Intercoastal Shipping Act of 1933 requires the Commission to

set forth the specific issues involved Section 3 a of the 1933 Act states

The Commission shall not order a hearing pursuant to Ihis subsection unless the Commission

publishes in the FEDERAL REGISTER the reasons in detail why it considers such a hearing to be

necessary and the specific issues to be resolved by such hearing
See Sen Report No 95 1240 95th Cong 2d Sess September 26 1978 at 1 2 13

6Section 3 b of the Intercoastal Shipping Act of 1933 generally requires that where a rate increase is

requested and the Commission orders a hearing concerning the lawfu ness of such rate a final decision will
be issued within 180 days of the time the rate first goes into effect or if suspended when the rate would
otherwise have gone into effect

Commissioner Moakley concurred with the majority of the Commission that Matson s current rates should
be investigated under section 8 a of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C app 817 However he dissented
with that portion of the Order which suspended Matson s 2 5 percent increase
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of bunker fuel s At the hearing the written direct testimony of various
witnesses which had previously been submitted was placed into evidence

as was written rebuttal Various witnesses also testified on cross examination
and additional documentary evidence was entered into the record

Findings of Fact

It should be noted at the outset that despite repeated attempts to secure

a comprehensive joint stipulation of facts from the parties time strictures

apparently prevented the presentation of such a stipulation Instead the

record contains only a sketchy and relatively useless statement of certain

facts which are agreed and fails to address the bulk of documentary evidence

placed into the record much less the factual oral testimony given Indeed

even in the briefs referenced findings of fact are not adequately set forth

As a result the facts enumerated below have been found without the aid

a well prepared stipulation may have given In some rare instances the

general nature of the fact found is based on overall consideration of the
entire record rather than on one particular document or statement and

in those instances complete specific record references may not be given
It should be noted that reference to documentary exhibits in this proceeding
are as follows

Party Exhibit No

Matson R let seq

State of Hawaii PH l et seq
Tobia PT i et seq
Hearing Coun el PHC I et eq

1 The Respondent Matson Navigation Company Inc Matson is a

wholly owned subsidiary of Alexander Baldwin Inc a Honolulu based

diversified company whose principal activities other than ocean transpor
tation are agriculture property development trucking and storage Matson

is the sole owner of Matson Terminals Inc Matson Freight Agencies
Inc parent of Matson Agencies Inc and Matson Services Company
Inc Ex R 2 p 2

2 Matson has served in the United States MainlandHawaii trade since

1882 It presently provides ocean transportation between the Pacific Coast

and Hawaii and between those ports and ports in the Westem Pacific

Trust Territory and Johnston Island Ex R 2 p 3

3 Containers represent the largest cargo group handled by Matson There

are also non container cargoes such as autos molasses and conventional

cargo which does not fit into containers Ex R 2 p 6 Ex N
4 Container cargo moves westbound primarily from Oakland and Los

Angeles with considerably less from the Pacific Northwest Molasses origi

8Matson filed Special Permission Application No 278 with thlll Commission wherein it seeks 10 cancel

15 percent of the 25 percent overall ratc increase It was subsequently withdrawn
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nates in all of the islands and moves to all four West Coast ports as

bulk liquid cargo There is a directional imbalance in the Hawaiian Trade

The westbound containers and auto traffic are substantially greater than

the eastbound traffic and the westbound trade cargoes are generally higher
rated cargo Approximately one third of the westbound containers are re

turned loaded with eastbound cargo one half of which consists of fresh

or canned pineapple Auto movement is greater westbound than eastbound

Molasses moves exclusively in an eastbound direction Oversize conven

tional cargo moves predominantly in a westbound direction Ex R 2 pp

6 7 Exs PH 5 through PH 7 Entire Record

5 Matson s projected income expense and rate base figures are calculated

using the period January I 1986 through December 31 1986 as the

Test Year for determining the reasonableness of Matson s proposed rate

increase and existing rates Ex R 3 p 4

6 Matson s cargo forecast for 1986 is reasonable and is the basis for

Matson s revenue projections for 1986 Ex R I

7 Matson s share of total revenues of General Order II reporting carriers

in the U S MainlandHawaii trade has declined from 93 percent in 1975

to 71 percent in 1984 Ex R I p 6

8 Matson faces some competition from both regulated and unregulated
carriers in the U S MainlandHawaii trade and indirect competition from

liner and contract carrier services bringing cargo from foreign origins to

Hawaii Ex R I p 17

9 Matson competes with barge service for bulk and other cargoes This

cargo constituted under 25 percent of Matson s westbound cargo movement

Ex R 4 p 4

10 During 1986 Matson will utilize five specialized vessels and the

inter island barges for the carriage of cargoes in its U S Pacific Coast

Hawaii Trade The five specialized vessels will operate with an 84 percent
utilization of container slots and a 98 percent utilization of garage stall

and 0 hatch space for autos Ex R 2 Ex 2

II In computing its working capital as part of the rate base Matson

used the voyages and voyage days as it is required to do by G O I I

It considered only its long haul vessels and not inter island barges in the

computation Ex R 3 Test Year p 3

12 The Matsonia has not been used in the Pacific CoastHawaii fleet

since 1981 It was not withdrawn from the service for renovation or conver

sion It entered the shipyard for reconstruction in 1986 but will not return

to service in that year Ex R 2 p 9 Ex R 5 p 17

13 Matson leased the vessel Lurline in 1973 under a 25 year lease

renewable for 5 years with an option to purchase at fair market value

on termination of the lease In 1982 it modified the vessel and amortized

the modification costs as well as the initial cost over the remaining life

of the lease in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board

No 13 FASB practice Ex R 5 p 15
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j

14 Matson s ongoing cost reduction program in recent years has included

a new consolidated terminal at Sea Island in Honolulu Harbor a vessel

full conservation program vessel construction and reconstruction programs
vessel modifications to increase ClllTYing capacity replacement of aging
aluminum with stainless steel containers and an improved container lashing
system Matson is operated in a prudent and relatively efficient manner

Ex R 2 pp 9 10

15 When Matson filed its 2 5 percent rate increase it was not required
to file anything other than a certification that the Statements of Financial

Data and Operating Data required by Part 552 21 were not necessary
under General Order II It filed the certification initially After the Order

of Investigation and Suspension was issued in the discovery phase of

this proceeding Matson did file some financial statements required by
G O II in proposed general rate increases In doing SO Matson followed

the G O 11 methodologies and the year 1985 has been restated to show

storedoor cargo as being under an ICC tariffthroughout the year although
such cargo was not removed from FMC tariffs until November of 1985

Ex R 3 pp 15 16 Entire Record
16 Matson s original prediction for the average per barrel fuel forecast

was 22 per barrel It later reduced its rate increase from 25 to percent
and lowered its forecast to 18 per barrel The correct average per barrel

forecast for 1986 is 15 per barre Ex PHC5 Exs R 5 R O

17 Return on rate base is the primary standard the Commission uses

in evaluating the reasonableness of a vessel operating common carrier s

level of rates Return on rate base is computed by dividing Trade net

income plus interest expense by Trade rate base 46 CFR 552 I b and

552 6 d 2 i respectively
18 Adjusting for the elimination of the value of the Matsonia from

rate base and also adjusting for average fuel cost of 15 per barrel the
rate of return on rate base for the FMC regulated Hawaii trade will be

2 19 percent without a I percent increase Ex PHC 2 revised pp 4

5

19 Matson s 1986 rate base for its Pacific CoastHawaii Trade is

230 276 000 and Matson s 1986 total net income without a I percent
increase is 28 074 000 Ex PHC 2 revised

20 General Order 11 requires that the reasonableness of a carrier s

return on rate base will be based on a comparative analysis of the carrier s

projected return on rate base with the return on total capital earned by
comparable U S corporations 46 CPR 552 6 d 2 ii

21 Matson allocated its expenses between FMC Trade and non Trade
movements on the bases of cargo cube as required by G O 11 The record

establishes that the shifts of high rated westbound cargo from FMC to

ICC tariffs does have the effect of placing more of the expense burden

on FMC ratepayers than before Ex R 3 TestYear p 14

j
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22 The IS year period ending in 1984 is an appropriate period for
establishing the historic benchmark rate of return on total capital before

adjustment for current trends in the cost of money for risk and in rates

of return The benchmark rate of return is 1156 percent Ex R 7 pp
8 13 Sch I

23 General Order II provides that where appropriate the benchmark
rate of return may be adjusted for current trends in rates of return the

cost of money and relative risk 46 CFR 552 6 d 2 ii

24 Rates of return peaked in 1980 and have trended downward since

that time Ex PHC 6 p 18 Entire Record

25 The levels of long term and short term interest rates have come

down recently as has the level of inflation Corporate triple A bonds have

declined from a rate of 14 percent in 1981 to 9 29 percent on March

I 1986 Present interest rates are at their lowest level in eight years
It is more reasonable to expect lower rather than higher interest rates

in 1986 Ex PHC 6 pp 18 19 Tr 239 240 558 590 794 795
26 Matson s risk is below the average risk of the average U S corpora

tion since Matson s share of the Trade is over 70 percent since it is

the leader in the Trade in setting rates and since its competition has
had a minimal effect on Matson s relative position in the Trade and in

the Hawaiian Service generally Ex PHC 6 pp 11 16

Ultimate Facts

27 General Order II establishes guidelines for the methodology to be

used in determining what constitutes a fair and reasonable rate of return

or profit The regulation specifically gives the Commission the authority
and discretion to depatt from the methodology where it would lead to

an unfair or unreasonable result and the Commission may do so on a

case by case basis without prior notice to the carrier However where

as here the record fails to establish that the methodology used was unfair

or unreasonable General Order II methodologies must be followed

28 Matson s cargo forecasts are reasonable and may be used to estimate

revenues in the Test Year 1986

29 The Matsonia should not be included in Matson s rate base since

it was removed from service in 1981 Matson s Board of Directors did

not approve reconstruction until February of 1985 and it will not reenter

service in 1986 the Test Year

30 The evidence of record does not establish that Matson s treatment

of the Lurline lease is improper and therefore Matson may amortize the

remaining chatter hire payments as modified over the remaining term of

the original lease
31 The correct average cost of fuel per barrel for the Test Year 1986

is 15 per barrel
32 The evidence of record does not establish that Matson s use of

cargo cube measurements to allocate expenses between FMC Trade and
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the non Trade movements is unfair or unreasonable and therefore Matson

allocation is proper under General Order 11

33 Matson is less and not more risky than the average U S corporation
and no upward adjustment to the benchmark rate of return is warranted

Since the evidence fails to establish to what degree Matson is less risky
no downward adjustment is warranted

34 No adjustment to the benchmark rate of return for current trends

in rates of return is warranted

35 Interest rates are declining and the evidence does not support any

upward adjustment to the benchmark rate of return for cost of money
Since the countervailing evidence does not establish the specific amount

of the decline in the cost of money no downward adjustment for current

trends is warranted
36 The benchmark rate of return is 1156 percent and on the basis

of this record it should not be adjusted up or down for current trends

However the difference between the benchmark rate and the rate Matson

would realize after adjustment for the Matsonla and average fuel costs

is in our best judgment within the zone of reasonableness and Matson s

present rates are not unfair or unreasonable

37 Matson s request for a 1 percent rate increase would in our best

judgment be unfair and unreasonable and is therefore rejected

J

Discussion Findings and Conclusions

As has previously been noted the Comnission generally has ordered

that a determination be made as to whether or not Matson s tariffs are

reasonable with or without the proposed 1 percent formerly 2 5 percent
rate increase It has set forth four specific issues that will be considered

and discussed below However before moving to those specific issues

it is important to enumerate the basic principles which govern determinations

made in rate cases The two leading cases were both decided by the

Supreme Court of the United States They are Bluefield Waterworks and

Improvement Company v Public Service Cornission of West Virginia 262

U S 679 1923 and Federal Power Comnlsslon v Hope Natural Gas

Co 320 U S 91 1944 In Bluefield at page 692 the Court stated

A public utility is entitled to such rates as will permit it to

earn a return on the value of the property which it employs
for the convenience of the public equal to that generally being
made at the same time and in the same general part of the

country on investments in other business undertakings which are

attended by corresponding risks and uncertainties but it has no

constitutional rights to profits such as are realized or anticipated
in highly profitable enterprises or speculative ventures The return

should be reasonably sufficient to assure confidence in the finan
cial soundness of the entity and should be adequate under efficient
and economical management to maintain and support its credit

28 FM C
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and enable it to raise the money necessary for the proper discharge
of its public duties A rate of return may be reasonable at one

time and become too high or too low by changes affecting oppor
tunity for investment the money market and business conditions

generally
Later in Hope the Court at page 603 refined and enlarged the above

test as follows

The ratemaking process under the Act Le the fixing of just
and reasonable rates involves a balancing of the investor and
consumer interests T he investor interest has a legitimate
concern with the financial integrity of the company whose rates

are being regulated From the investor or company point of view
it is important that there be enough revenue not only for operating
expenses but also for the capital costs of the business These
include service on the debt and dividends on the stock
By that standard the return to the equity owner should be commen

surate with returns on investments in other enterprises having
corresponding risks That return moreover should be sufficient
to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise
so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital

A reading of the above language and of some legal commentators clearly
indicates that the BluefieId and Hope cases actually set forth two tests

for determining a fair rate of return 9 The commentators seem to disagree
as to whether or not the

I

cost of capital test or the comparable earnings
I

test should be the primary legal standard 1O Given the above one must

answer the obvious question i e did the Commission choose one test

over the other and if so which test

In Docket No 78 46 Financial Reports of Common Carriers by Water

in the Domestic Offshore Trades 19 SRR 1283 the Commission revised
General Order 11 effective March 28 1980 11 46 CFR 552 et seq
The order provides

552 1 Purpose
a The purpose of this part is to establish methodologies that

the Federal Maritime Commission will utilize in evaluating the
reasonableness of rates in the domestic off shore trades filed by
vessel operating common carriers VOCC s subject to the provi
sions of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

9See Phillips The Ecorwmics of Regulation Richard D Irwin Inc 1965 p 268 Locklin Economics
o Transportation Richard D Irwin Inc 1972 7th Ed p 394

IOSee James C Bonbrighl The Principles of Public Utility Rates Columbia University Press 1981 p
257 and Phillips supra who advocate cosl of capital lest and Leventhal Vitality of the Comparable
Earnings Standard for Regulation of Utilities in a Growth Economy 74 Yale Law Journal 989 994995

1965 and Locklin supra who advocate the comparable earnings test

IIThe background of the revision and its relationship to the enactment of PL 95 475 will be discussed

in a latter portion of this decision
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I

b The methodology employed in each case will depend on

the nature of the relevant carrier s operations and financial struc

ture in evaluating the reasonableness of a VOCC s overall level

of rates the Commission will use return on rate base as its

primary standard However the Commission may also employ
other financial methodologies in order to achieve a fair and reason

able result Emphasis supplied

In considering the general principles applicable in rate cases it is well

to remember that many of the determinations made are based on predictions
and on subjective factors that militate against any great degree of precision
and the Supreme Court has long recognized a zone of reasonableness

Peruvian Air Base Rate Cases 390 U S 747 1968 In United Railways
Elec Co v West 280 U S 234 251 1930 The Supreme Court

stated

What will constitute a fair return in a given case is not capable
of exact mathematical demonstration

and further

It is a matter of more or less approximation about which conclu

sions may differ

Perhaps as a result of the Court s recognition that ratemaking is something
less than an exact science courts general1y tend to give administrative

bodies wide latitude and discretion in exercising their judgment In Market

Street Ry Co v Railroad Commission of California 324 U S 548 1945
the Supreme Court at page 559 justified the Railroad Commission s failure
to fol1ow expert testimony stating at page 559

It is contended that the Commission should draw conclusions
from these facts only upon hearing testimony of experts as to

the conclusions they would draw from the facts of record Experts
judgments however would not bind the Commission Their testi

mony would be in the nature of argument or opinion and the

weight to be given it would depend upon the Commission s esti

mate of the reasonableness of their conclusions and the force
of their reasoning

In Bluefield supra the Supreme Court at page 692 stated

What annual rate will constitute just compensation depends upon
many circumstances and must be determined by the exercise of
a fair and enlightened judgment having regard to al1 relevant
facts

In idaho Power Co v Thompson 19 F 2d 547 552 D Ida 1927 the

Court stated

where a factor in the problem involves prophesy sic or

rests upon mere opinion evidence the Commission was not nor

28 FM C
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are we bound to accept absolutely and without qualification one

or the other of two conflicting views or the opinion of a single
expert where but one testifies

In Association of American Publishers Inc v U S Postal Service 485
F 2d 768 773 D C Cir 1973 the District of Columbia Circuit Court
of Appeals stated

The appraisal of cost figures is itself a task for experts since
these costs involve many estimates and assumptions and unlike
a problem in calculus cannot be proved right or wrong They
are indeed only guides to judgment Their weight and significance
require expert appraisal

Finally the last and we think the most important general principle to
be applied in a rate case was succinctly set forth by the Commission
itself in Trailer Marine Transport CorporationProposed General Increase
in Rates 22 F M C 175 198 n 8 1979 There the Commission stated

Regardless of the specific issues stated in an order of investiga
tion the ultimate issue in any proceeding involving a increase
in rates remains whether the increase is just and reasonable
Emphasis supplied 12

Given the above principles it now remains for us to apply them in

considering the specific issues raised by the Commission in its Order of

Investigation and Suspension Cutting across those issues is the recurring
and overriding question of whether or not the guidelines set forth in G O
II must be adhered to and to what extent That question will now be
considered

Issue No I What is the purpose and effect ofGeneral Order II 46
CFR Part 552 et seq

Throughout the trial of this proceeding and in their briefs Matson and
the State of Hawaii with Tobias have engaged in a continuing argument
as to the purpose and effect of G O II Generally Matson avers that
G O II must be strictly adhered to if rate cases are to be decided expedi
tiously as the Congress infended It avers that Fairness to the Carrier

Requires Adherence to the General Order 11 Guidelines and that the
Commission must give the carrier notice if it is going to change G O
11 citing Boston Edison Co v F P C 557 F 2d 845 D C Cir 1977
cerl denied 343 U S 956 1977 and F E R C v Triton Oil and Gas

Corp 750 F 2d 113 116 D C Cir 1984 The State on the other hand
with Tobias agreeing argues that while it does not contest the fact that

12While this case unlike thepresent case involved a general rate increase the statement applies equally
to the proposed rate increase involved in Ihis proceeding We think the holding reflects the principles enun

dated in Hope supra at page 602 that Under the statutory standard of just and reasonable it is the
result reached nor Ihe mefhod employed which is controlling
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Congress intended to shorten the period of rate investigations to 180 days
and that the Commission was mandated by the Congress to prescribe
guidelines for the determination of what constitutes a just and reasonable

rate of return or profit it disagrees with Matson on its interpretation
of strict adherence to the prescribed rules regardless of the circumstances

and conditions under which such rules are being applied The State then

argues the applicability or inapplicability of 0 0 11 as to specific issues

which will later be discussed

In order to make any determination regarding the application of 0 0

11 it is necessary to know how it came into being what it says and

what the Commission itself has said in case law decided after the general
order was promulgated Its origins are rooted in the amendment of the

Intercoastal Shipping Act of 1933 by Public Law 95 475 In amending
the 1933 Act Congress noted the P L 95 475 had two primary purposes

It stated S R No 95 1240 95 Cong 2nd Sess p 3331 1978

The first purpose is to alter the power of the Federal Maritime

Commission FMC to suspend general rate increases or decreases

in the domestic offshore trades This is intended to avoid unneces

sary interruptions in rate increases or decreases which may be

lawful to provide for refunds if rate increases go into effect

and are later found illegal and to extend the susnsion power
in those cases where it is needed to protect legitimate interests

of the shipping public
The second purpose is to expedite the decisionmaking process

of the FMC in its regulation of the domestic offshore trades

This will assure that the shipping public receives the benefit of

prompt application of matters before the Commission and that
the participants will be spared the time and expense of partici
pating in unnecessarily long and complex proceedings

In the House Report H R Rep No 95 474 95th Cong 1st Sess 10

1977 it was explained that the law requires the Commission to promul
gate methodology guidelines for determining an appropriate rate of

return and that these guidelines should be given substantive effect

and be followed rigidly in each rate proceeding
The Intercoastal Shipping Act as amended in accordance with the Con

gressional purpose page 2 of the Senate Report requires

the Commission to periodically promulgate guidelines for

the determination of reasonable rates of return or profit for com

mon carriers subject to the 1933 Act

and requires
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the Commission to explain in detail its reasons for instituting
a hearing on rate changes in the domestic offshore trades and

publish such explanation in the Federal Register 13

After the enactment of P L 95475 the Commission did undertake to

publish what is now General Order II Before doing so it held a prolonged
rulemaking proceeding in Docket No 78 46 to establish methodologies
that the Commission intends to follow in evaluating rates in the domestic

offshore trades filed by vessel operating common carriers and to provide
for orderly acquisition of data Financial Reports of Common Carriers

by Water in the Domestic Offshore Trades 19 SRR 1283 1980 A reading
of the report attests to the broad scope of the rulemaking as well as

to the detailed determinations made by the Commission Some of the issues

raised in this proceeding were raised in the rulemaking albeit not on

the same facts or in the same manner
14 As a result of the proceeding

the Commission promulgated the present G O II

The pertinent provisions of G O II are as follows

552 1 Purpose
a The purpose of this part is to establish methodologies that

the Federal Maritime Commission will utilize in evalutating the

reasonableness of rates in the domestic offshore trades filed by
vessel operating common carriers VOCCs subject to the provi
sions of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 D S C app 843
844 845 845 a and 847 and to provide for the orderly acquisi
tion of data essential to this evaulation Compliance is mandatory
and failure to file the reports required under this part may result
in denial of rate increases or rejection of tariff pages implementing
rate changes or penalties of up to 100 for each day of such

default 46 D S C app 820 a

b The methodology employed in each case will depend on

the nature of the relevant carrier s operations and financial struc

ture In evaluating the reasonableness of a VOCCs overall level

of rates the Commission will use return on rate base as its

primary standard However the Commission may also employ
other financial methodologies in order to achieve a fair and reason

able result
c In evaluating the reasonableness of a carrier s rates the

Commission may consider in addition to the rate of return of

the filing carrier the effect which approval or disapproval of

the rates will have on other carriers in the Trade

d The Commission reserves to itself the right to employ other

bases for allocation and calculation and to consider other oper
ational factors in any instance where it is deemed necessary to

achieve a fair and reasonable result

13 See section 3 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act for the complete text which sets forth specific require
ments for dealing with rate increases including hearings suspensions and time limitations

14These issues will be discussed in a Jailer portion of lhis decision
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J 552 6 Forms
I

i

d Rate of return Exhibits C and CA 1 General AIl
carriets are tequired to calculate rate of return on rate base How
ever the Commission or individual carriers at the Comllission s

discretion may also employ fixed charges coverage andor oper

ating ratios
2 Return on rate base i The return on rate base will be

computed by dividing Trade net income plus interest expense

by Trade rate ba

Ii The reasonableness of a carrier s return on rate base will

be based on a comparative analysis of the carrier s projected
return on rate base with the rate of return on total capital earned

by comparable U S corporations This technique the comparable
earnings test is based on analysis of the earnings of U S corpora
tions over an extended period of time From these time series
data the average rate of return earned by U S corporations is

computed and where appropriate adjusted for current trends in
rates of return the cost of money and relative risk

In addition to the above G O II requires the filing of specific forms

and data when there is a general rate increase Part 552 2 I g sets

forth how property and revenue is to be allocated part 52 2j defines

the meaning of voyage service trade and Hcargo cube Part

552 5 provides what should be included in the rate base including vessels

depreciation working capital and capitalized interest and leases Part

552 6 a deals with administrative and general expenses part 552 6 c 4

and with interest expense part 552 6 c 5 inactive vessel expense Part

552 6 c 6 provisions for income tax Part 552 6 c IO and many other

matters They all generaIly relate to the items required on the forms that

must be filed when a general rate increase is sought or items contained

in the carrier s annual report
Since the promulgation of G O 11 16 the Commission has decided several

rate cases Probably the most important of them is Docket No 81 10

Sea Land Service
Inc

Trailer Marine Transport Corporation Gulf Carib

bean Marine Lines Inc and Puerto Rico Maritime Shipping Authority
Proposed General Rate Increases in the Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands

Trades 24 F MC 164 1981 affd 678 F 2d 327 D C Cir 1982 herein

after called Sea Land In Sea Land the Commission held that

Under General Order 11 the fixed charges coverage ratio may
be used as an alternative standard for measuring the reasonableness

I

I

I This case does not involve a general rate increase and all that is needed to avoid many of the filin

requirements is a certification from the voce that the increase is not a general rate increase and that the

financial and operating data required by Part 52 tis not required
16 It should be noted that the Commission made some relatively minor changes to 0 0 11 in Docket No

8146
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of proposed rates only when the rate of return on rate base
method produces an unreasonable result Emphasis supplied

Further in affirming the Commission the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia held that

In reviewing rate making decisions of administrative agencies
courts must take proper cognizance of both difficulty of task
and expertise of agency performing it

and that

In reviewing general rate increase order of Federal Maritime
Commission Court of Appeals must determine whether Commis
sion properly carried out its mandate from Congress to review
carrier filed rates for justness and reasonability

and that

an Order by Congress to administrative agency to consider

matter expeditiously is not a mandate to be arbitrary capricious
irrational or sloppy but strict time frames within which to work

may require agency to make its decision on record more slender

than desired and may render acceptable terse explanation of rea

soning

and that

When evidence of record does not fairly establish either propo
sition or its contrary administrative agency is within its sound
discretion in adhering to what is knowable and avoiding what

is necessarily in domain of speculation

and finally that

the Court of Appeals will accept agency s interpretation of

its own regulation so long as it does not do violence to language
of regulation itself

Given the above it remains for us to clarify the application of G O

lIto this proceeding We can readily agree with Matson that G O 11

guidelines were mandated by Congress and that adherence to them is re

quired especially in the filing of the various forms and documents that

are required in general rate increases However that is quite different

from the view that the guidelines themselves are mandatory in the sense

that they can never be changed or must be followed blindly Certainly
it would be a clear denial of due process to exclude evidence as inadmis

sible as Matson requested at trial because the evidence did not follow

the specific format or methodology set forth in G O 11 It is clear from

a reading of the general order itself that the Commission may also

employ other methodologies in order to achieve a fair and reasonable

result emphasis supplied and that The Commission reserves to itself
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the right to employ other bases for allocation and calculation and to consider

other operational factors in any instance where it is deemed necessary
to achieve a fair and reasonable result This clear language comports
with Congress desire that the Commission shall from time to time

review such regulations and make such amendments thereto as may be

appropriate
So here we reject Matson s view that the guidelines are mandatory

if that view means to imply that once a methodology or report or adjust
ment is set forth in G O II it must be followed Such a view would

mean that the Commission could not react promptly to factual changes
that they had neither considered nor contemplated when G O II was pro
mulgated The regulation itself says otherwise and the real test is whether
or not adherence to G O 11 produces a fair and reasonable result As

to Matson s argument that it must be given notice of changes in the

general order under the holding in the Bosron supra case we also disagree
The facts in the Boston case and the application of the regulation as

well as the content of the regulation itself differ markedly from G O

11 which within its terms allows for the use of other standards That

is not to say that from a pragmatic point of view we disagree totally
with Matson on this point Where a material change is contemplated in

G O 11 for example in a reporting requirement that is not the result
of a claim of unfairness or unreasonableness on the part of a protestant
then it would seem that some kind of prior notice is essential even if

only to allow the carrier to comply Such notice however is hardly a

precondition to the use of alternative methodologies as Matson suggests
where fairness and reasonableness dictate otherwise

Turning to the State and Tobias and the assertion that G O 11 should
not be considered a precise and unflexible prescription which cannot

be modified to produce a more reasonable and realistic result we would

agree with that premise We would also agree that the language in Sea
Land supra at 24 F M C 170 which states that Adherence to G O
II therefore is essential Departures from this requirement cannot generally
be permitted in rate proceedings emphasis supplied must be read in
the light of the facts and circumstances of that case Further the Commis
sion s use of the word generally which Matson seems to ignore suggests
that where the result was unfair or unreasonable it would exercise its
discretion and allow the use of other methodologies Finally as we have

noted we would certainly agree with Hawaii that due process requires
consideration of evidence going to the validity and propriety of G O II

methodologies in particular circumstances

Once having said all of the above however the question that really
arises is just how compelling must the evidence be before G O II meth

odologies and procedures are deemed unfair and unreasonable and need
to be changed In our view in a rate case that evidence must be specific
and clear and must not only identify what one claims to be unfair and

2S F M C
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unreasonable but must suggest what is fair and reasonable so that the

Commission may arrive at a fair and reasonable rate of return Here

as will be seen as the specific issues are discussed the State raises some

G O II issues that cause concern that cause one to question However

framing an issue or proving the existence of a question is not enough
No specific viable alternatives are offered which are themselves shown

to be fair and reasonable We suspect the imposition of time limits may
have prevented a fuller presentation of facts or competing methodologies
and that as Hearing Counsel points out the issues may deserve more

attention than is possible given the time constraints of this proceeding
Whatever the reason we have generally found against the State and Tobias
where questions of G O II methodology are concerned not because we

are always satisfied with Matson s use of the methodology but because
the record does not clearly establish unfairness or unreasonableness and

does not offer other methodologies which are fair and reasonable and

which can be incorporated into a determination of a fair and reasonable

rate of return

Perhaps in recognition of the above the State requests that the Commis

sion initiate another G O II rulemaking proceeding That request of course

is one the Commission may grant in its discretion However since the

Commission exhaustively considered the regulation in Docket No 78 46

and since it has been held that the present G O II allows for the use

of other methodologies and since this proceeding was conducted under

severe time constraints which disadvantaged all the parties the Commission

may wish to consider the alternative of remanding the proceeding insofar

as it relates to the reasonableness of the present rates where no time

limitation need to be set so that the parties may be given a realistic

opportunity to fully develop the facts and issuesl7 Such an approach would

avoid a prolonged and unnecessary repetition of all of the matters reviewed

in Docket No 78 46 and would allow for specific treatment of particular
issues such as the effect on FMC ratepayers when Matson shifts cargo

movements to ICC tariffs and uses cargo cubes to allocate the computation
of voyage days where barge traffic to the Neighbor Islands is involved

and the validity of some of the adjustments made by the State s expert

Issue NO 2 Has Matson properly projected its revenues expenses and

rate base for 1986

Projected Revenues

In determining whether or not Matson properly projected its revenues

expenses and rate base for 1986 it is necessary to consider several smaller

17The reasonableness of the present rates is an issue raised pursuant to the authority of sections 18 a

and 22 respectively of the Shipping Act of 1916 46 U S c app 817 and 821 where the 180 day time

limitation does not apply No party has raised any issue regarding the applicalion of GO 11 methodologies
where these sections of the 1916 Act are involved
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collateral issues raised by the parties The first involves Matson s projected
revenues In estimating its revenues for 1986 Matson made certain cargo

forecasts It presented its Manager Cargo Forecasting and Sales Analysis
who testified Ex R I pp 1 3 Tr 22 25 that the forecast is made

on the basis of customer contacts the evaluation of the competitive situation

and an analysis of economic trends as well as a review of historical results

and trends He projected total revenues of 286494 000 in 1986 based

on Matson s proposed rates of which 206 896 000 was allocated to the

Trade FMC tariffed movements Hearing Counsel and Tobias did not

seriously contest Matson s revenue projections or offer substitute data The

State of Hawaii however argues that Matson s projected additional reve

nues 6 987 000 should be disallowed and additional revenues based on

a slightly more optimistic view of 1986 operations should be included

5 186 000 because of an estimated 24 percent growth in cargo in 1986

over 1985 Exs PH 2 PH 3 It seeks to justify its estimate of the

24 percent increase by noting 1 the lackluster performance of the

national economy in 1985 2 the particular problems associated with the

airline strike in 1985 3 the falling value of the dollar and 4 rapidly
declining oil prices See Exs PH 16 thru PH 21 for a more detailed

discussion and explanation of the State s arguments as well as pp

8 11 of its Reply Brief

Based on the evidence contained in this record it is held that Matson s

cargo forecasts for 1986 are reasonable and should be used to estimate

revenues for 1986 The forecasting methpd used by Matson has been re

viewed and approved by the Commission since 1975 18 The forecasts them

selves have been reasonably accurate Actual results in the last three years

have ranged from 2 percent to 2 3 percent to plan for TFEU s with

an average variance of 7 percent and from I percent to 11 percent
to plan for revenues with an average variance of 2 percent Ex R

4 p 14 While the factors cited by the State may well occasion an
increase in cargo growth and revenue it is just as likely that countervailing
events may prevent that growth Rather than engage in pure conjecture
as to what might or is likely to occur we prefer to adopt Matson s cargo
and revenue projections based on their past history of reliability

Rate Base

A second collateral issue raised by the parties is the validity of Matson s

projected rate base for 1986 Matson presented a Statement of Financial

and Operating Data for the test year 1986 Ex R 3 Exhibit A Under

46 CPR 552 2 f a carrier is required to file such a form when requesting

18 See Docket No 7955 Matson Navigation Co Proposed Bunker Surchtlrge in the Hawaii Trade 22

F M C 281 297 1979 affd by the Commission at 22 F M C 276 1979 for a discussion of Matson s

forecasting method
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a 3 percent or more general rate increasel9 In its statement of rate base
Matson included working capital of 7 759 000 which represented a com

putation of average voyage expenses allocated to the Trade FMC tariffed

movements Matson s calculation of working capital considers only the

voyage days and voyages of the long haul vessels Ex R 5 p 25 The
State has recomputed the amount of working capital to be 5 123 000

a reduction of 2 636000 from Matson s figure It does so on the basis
that Matson s calculations fail to include voyage terminations attributable

to the inter island barge service which was begun in 1985 and which

provides distribution service to westbound cargo to Hawaii ports other

than Honolulu as well as transporting molasses on their in bound return

trip from the outer islands The State also notes that since December

of 1985 the inter island barges have been transporting various foreign
and domestic origin cargo from Honolulu to the other Hawaii ports The

State complains that while Matson fails to include the barges voyage
terminations in the calculation of working capital it has included inter

island barge related expenses in appropriate expense categories Tobias

agrees with the State while Hearing Counsel agrees with Matson s method

of calculation
Matson defends its calculation of working capital and the exclusion of

the barge traffic in the computation of voyage days and the number of

voyages stating They are not true voyages and they do not meet the

criteria of a voyage per General Order 11 Section 5525 a which specifies
that voyage means a completed round trip from port of origin and return

to port of origin It argues that the barges perform an extension

of the voyages of the container ships that operate between the U S Pacific

Coast and HawaiiIt also alleges that by excluding the barges it avoids

possible manipulation of the amount of working capital by selection of

barge accounting periods considerably longer or shorter than the average

voyage in the service20 In its reply brief pp 2427 Matson describes

how the Neighbor Island Service was performed either by a Matson

self propelled ship or through the use of outside Young Brothers barges

prior to 1985 Now Matson tugs and barges perform such services Matson

admits that it added the expenses of the barge operations into the expenses
of its long haul ships although it did not add any additional voyages
It states that Since Matson is principally a self propelled operator we

have followed the working capital provisions in G O II applicable to

such operators
General Order II sets forth different methods for the calculation of

working capital for vessel operators as opposed to tug and barge operators
46 CFR 552 6 b 5 and 6 In the case of vessel operators working

19 Since the increase requested here was originally for 25 percent and was then reduced to 1 percent
Matson was not required 10 file the fonn and in fact did not do so at the time it requested the 2 5 percent

increase
20See Ex R 5 p 25
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I

i

capital is determined as average voyage expense In the case of tug and

barge operators working capital is determined as average monthly expense

Matson states that In its determination of workins capital Matson elected

not to add barge voyages which could alter the result obtained in computing
the working capital for its long haul selvice It asserts that In the

absence of guidance from the Commission Matson felt that the fairest

position would be not to unduly disrupt the result achieved in the calculation

for the long haul ships by including the additional barge voyages
It is clear that Matson s computation of working capital does not properly

take into account the operation of its barge service to the Nei bor Islands
It is also clear that the State s suggested remedy is equally improper
Given the record made here we cannot determine or calculate what the

proper methodology or adjustment should be and therefore must allow

MaISon s methodology to stand

Another element of the rate base issue is Matson s inclusion of the
Matsonia in the rate base The Matsonia was operated in the Hawaii service

from 1973 until July of 1981 Since then it remained out of service until

July of 1981 In February of 1985 Matson decided to reconstruct the
vessel It has been in t1ie shipyard since January of 1986 and Matson

does not expect it to reenter service until the second quarter of 1987
General Order II 46 CFR 552 6b l i A provides that

For those cargo vessels employed exclusively in the service

for the entire period inclusive of normal periodic layups the

adjusted cost shall be inCluded in the total to be allocated to

the Trade If a vessel is permanently withdrawn from the service

during the period and laid Up pending disposition and that vessel
has been employed exclusively in the service for the preceding
12 months sixty days of the lay up period may be assigned
to the service If a vessel is withdrawn from the service for
renovation or conversion and if the carrier certifies that the vessel
has been employed exclusively in the service for the 12 month

period immediately prior to withdrawal and will be employed
exclusively in the service for a period of at least 12 months
after the renovation or conversion is completed the adjusted cost

shall be included in the total to be allocated to the Trade

Matson included the Matsonia in the rate base in the amount of

13 973 000 Ex R 3 Schedules A I and A II It states the Matsonia
was placed in reserve status because of cargo declines and that through
out the period of its reserve status Matsonia performed a vital function
for Matson by being available for reactivation in case another vessel failed

or a surge in cargo created a shortage of capacity It avers that keeping
Mat onia in the rate base is consistent with the over all purpose of

General Order II to encourage a carrier to provide efficient services by

I
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reducing operating costs through placing temporarily in reserve vessels not

needed to meet current operations 21

Hearing Counsel the State and Tobias all argue that the Matsonia should

be excluded from the rate base They note that the Matsonia was not

withdrawn from the service for renovation or conversion and that a decision

was not made on reconstruction until 1985 Further they argue that it

is clear that the Matsonia will perform no service whatsoever in the Trade
in 1986 and that current ratepayers should not bear the cost of the asset

Put another way they assert that it would not be fair to current ratepayers
to allow Matson a return on an asset idle since 198122

Whether one does or does not apply the used and useful test advocated

by Hearing Counsel and rejected by Matson we believe the record in

this case clearly warrants the elimination of the Matsonia from Matson s

rate base It has been found as fact that the Matsonia was not withdrawn

from the service for renovation or conversion and that it will not be

used in the service during the test year 1986 That being so there is

no reason why current ratepayers should pay Matson for use of the vesseL23

As to Matson s assertion that Hearing Counsel and the State have gone
outside the provisions of General Order II which does not include such

a standard the used and useful standard we think that as to this

issue as well as others that have been and will be later discussed regarding
General Order II Matson treats the regulation as some kind of absolute

inexorable all encompassing set of rules when in fact they are guidelines
albeit stringent ones whose purpose is to aid in the setting of a fair

and reasonable rate of return The fact that the regulation does not specifi
cally address the issue in no way of itself detracts from the validity
of the arguments made by the parties The issue here with or without

consideration of any specific provision of General order II is whether

or not ratepayers should pay for the Matsonia when in fact the Matsonia

had not been in service since 1981 and would not be used in 1986

We think not and it is so held

Expenses

A third collateral issue to the broader issue contained in the Commission s

Order of Investigation and Suspension is whether or not Matson properly
projected its expenses for 1986 Two items of expense i e I amounts

included for escalation in its test year expenses and 2 transfers to its

affiliates of overhead and other expenses merit only brief discussion As

to the amounts collected for escalation in 1986 Matson s Manager of

21 See pp 22 24 of Matson s Opening Brief and pp 15 20 of its Reply Brief for a full discussion of

its views
22See pp 21 25 of Hearing Counsel s Original Brief pp 5 6 of Tobias Reply Brief and Ex PH 33

fOf the position of each of the parties
2J We think this result is in complete accord with G O 11 especially in view of the Commission s state

ments cOnlained in Docket No 81 46 24 F M C 373 378 1981
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Financial Analysis presented oral and written testimony Ex R 3 pp 7

9 Ex R 5 pp 21 22 Tr 411 explaining those expenses claimed in

the Income Statement Ex B to Ex R 3 He explained the projections
of wage increases under union contract offshore bargaining agreement cost

of living clauses projected increases in wharfage expenses and bargained
for increases under ILWU labor agreements The State did present some

evidence alleging that the expenses were not substantiated Ex PH 31

Tobias agrees with the State and Hearing Counsel did not contest the

expense projections In its briefs the State offers little or no specific argu
ments related to Matson s projections Given the evidence of record we

cannot but conclude that the offshore wage increase projected by Matson
is required pursuant to clauses in the labor agreements which adjust wages
based on charges in the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners

and Clerical Workers Further the escalation in vesselvoyage expenses
represents increases in port charges subsistence and stores of approximately
2 5 percent which we think is reasonable Finally the increase in ILWU

charges is based on commitments already included in current labor agree
ments for wage and benefit increases which have reasonably been estimated

by the Pacific Maritime Association to arnount to 5 5 percent and 5 2

percent for mainland and Hawaii labor All of the labor agreement esca

lations represent estimates based on commitments for wage increases not

on forecasts of liabilities not yet committed Tr 495 It is held that

amounts included by Matson for escalation of expenses in 1986 are reason

able and allowable
As to Matson s transfer of its administrative and overhead expenses

to its affiliates it has allocated approximately 2 5 million to reflect services
which Matson allegedly provided to these companies Hearing Counsel

does not contest Matson s allocation The State and Tobias while objecting
to it present little in the way of evidence or argument to warrant changing
what Matson has done Matson at pages 33 and 34 of its original brief

presents argument supporting its position We believe those arguments to

be valid and hold that Matson s allocation of administrative and overhead

expenses to its affiliates is proper
Another facet of the expense issue is whether or not Matson s amortiza

tion of Lurline charter hire payments over the term of the original charter

is appropriate The State and Hawaii say it is not while Hearing Counsel
does not dispute Matson s treatment of the charter hire payments According
to the financial reports submitted by Matson it originally entered into a

long term lease agreement for the vessel Lurline mIming for 25 years
The original capitalized base cost of 26 776 462 00 was amortized at an

annual rate of 1 071 058 00 until 1982 when Matson completed modifica
tions costing 41 559 27000 The owner lessor paid for most of the modi
fication costs and the original lease term was not extended for the modified
vessel In 1982 16 years remained on the original term of the lease

Matson has continued the same rate of amortization as to the original

I
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cost and has amortized the modification costs each year in the amount

of 2 650 720 00 over the remaining life of the lease Matson has an

option to renew the lease for a total period of five years as well as

an option to purchase the vessel at fair market value at the termination
of the lease

The State with Tobias would reduce the yearly amortization charge by
extending the useful economic life of the vessel to not less than 25 years
It argues that while it concedes that Matson has capitalized Lurline s lease
in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No

13 FASB when a lease is capitalized under the criteria prescribed by
the FASB it is no longer a lease but is a purchase and its useful life

must be determined as if it was a purchase rather than a lease It states

that it has chosen 25 years as the useful life as of the modification date
and that if Matson disagrees then it behooves Matson to provide evidence

for the record showing less than 25 years is more realistic It urges

that at issue is simply the fairness and reasonableness of annual charges
to the ratepayers and not the rules or practices which may be employed
in the reporting of costs for tax and financial information purposes

24

It notes that if Matson is allowed to treat the useful life of the modification
as 16 years rather than 25 it will be unfair to ratepayers and points
to the modification of the Matsonia at a cost exceeding that of the Lurline

and that only 10 or II years will remain on the Matsonia lease when
it resumes service Finally it states that Hawaii s solution is offered

only as an interim solution and that A longer term solution needs

to be devised by the Commission
Matson on the other hand argues that the State has not submitted

any evidence to show that the remaining economic lives of the improve
ments are 25 years and that it has followed accepted accounting procedure
It alleges that the accounting rule requiring the capitalization of only
known lease payments and their amortization over only the known lease

terms makes sense and should be followed by the Commission It cites

the fact that the State s failure to capitalize the additional charter hire

and purchase payments that Matson would have to make to retain Lurline

for the additional nine year period indicates the State s proposal is incom

plete and unfair
This issue is a troublesome one in that the decision regarding it results

as much from the time strictures placed on the parties and the incomplete
ness of the evidentiary record as it does from the merits of the issue

itself It is clear to us that ratepayers should not be paying rates based

on depreciation or amortization expenses which do not properly reflect

the full term of the useful life of the assets use in the Trade That

24See pp 15 17 of the Stale s Original Brief and pp 15 18 of its Reply Brief for a more complete state

ment of its position including a discussion of how Matson s treatment under GO 11 notwithstanding the

lease arrangement recovers a full return and tax allowance as though the investment was funded on equity
so that the return allowance exceeds the imputed imeresl cost embodied in the lease
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principle ought to be followed whether or not some tenet of acceptable
accounting practice is involved 2 However where as here a capitalized
lease is involved and the lease does not clearly establish how long the

lessee is entitled to use the asset as modified then questions do arise

as to the proper period over which costs should be amortized Here the

State has not established that the useful life of the Lurline as modified
would be 25 years much less that Matson wil either continue leasing
it for that period or would purchase it Further Matson is correct regarding
the State s omission of the capitalization of the additional charter hire

and purchase payments
Given the present record we must hold in Matson s favor on this issue

In so doing it should be noted that the State s concerns are well founded

and that the impending modification of the Matsonia where only 10 or

II years remain on the lease points up the need to closely monitor similar

leases and their effect on ratepayers Where it can be shown that extensive

modifications are being made by Matson knowing that its use of the asset

wilextend beyond the stated terms of the capitalized lease then the amorti

zation should be spread over the term of its anticipated useful life 26

The most obvious item of projected expense for 1986 which begs exam

ination is Matson s projection of fuel costs for 1986 The Commission s

Order of Investigation and Suspension refers to it in stating that The

most critical issues conceming Matson s current rates are whether declining
fuel costs increased Matson s rate of return beyond the return projected
for 1985 and whether a decline in the current trend in interest rates lowered

the maximum reasonable rate of return After the proceeding began Matson

itself reduced the 2 5 rate increase originally sought Because of the

decline in the price it pays for bunker fuel Originally Matson projected
its 1986 fuel expenses on the cost of bunker fuel on September 15 1985

which was 22 per barrel It argues that at the time of preparation of

the plan projection and at the time of filing of the increase in on

November 15 1985 the projected fuel prices appeared reasonable estimates

of likely fuel prices in 1986 Ex R 5 pp 9 14 It notes that since

mid January 1986 fuel prices sustained a dramatic decline resulting from

the failure of OPEC oil ministers to reach an agreement on production
It states that it re estimated its fuel costs for 1986 to be 18 per barrel

taking into account projections received from its fuel oil suppliers of

estimated costs for the remainder of 1986 as well as Matson s method

of accounting for fuel expenses and its higher costs for the first four

months of the year 27

25 What is acceptable accounting practice for tax purposes may not be proper for rate making purposes
261t is difficult to Imagine a bona fide lease which limits the lessee s use of an asset 10 a period that

does not allow the lessee to recover the cost of modifications it makes When lhe recovery is realized from

special accounting or tax treatment at the expense of ratepayers the facts at least ought to be known and

considered in arrivins at a fair and reasonable rate
27See pp 17 22 of Malson s Opening Brief for a complete discussion of lts position
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All of the other parties to this proceeding i e Hearing Counsel the

State of Hawaii and Tobias urge that a realistic estimate of the price
Matson will pay in 1986 for fuel is 15 per barrel Hearing Counsel s

expert testified Exs PHC 5 that he believed the average price per barrel
will drop to 13 52 and reached the 15 figure recognizing that forecasting
is not an exact science

A thorough examination of the testimony given in support of one position
or another regarding fuel prices leads one inescapably to the conclusion
that cost projections in this area are highly uncertain Where there is a

collapse in oil prices as Matson s own witness testifies Exs R 5 R

IO forecasts based on historical trends have even less validity than they
did formerly Stated in its most elemental terms here there is no disagree
ment among the parties that fuel prices have fallen far below 22 per
barrel since Matson s original estimate however valid it may have been

initially The questions remaining are how much it will fall before stabilizing
and when The obvious answer to when is when OPEC is able to

reach a solution As to how much we already know it is well below
even the I5 per barrel

Based on the evidence of record we hold that the average price of
fuel in 1986 for Matson will be 15 per barrel and that Matson s fuel

expense figure of 20491 772 00 should be adjusted to reflect such a

holding As to Matson s arguments that the estimate does not take into

account its actual costs in January and February of 1986 we believe that
as a projection the 15 figure does take those actual costs into account

Further we agree with Hearing Counsel that the use of Matson s fuel

accounting system will require a downward adjustment in the fourth quarter
average cost per barrel of fuel This is caused by the fact that Matson s

accounting reflects a several week lag between purchase and use of fuel

coupled with an expected upturn in fuel prices towards year s end an

upturn that will not be fully reflected in the Test Year using Matson s

fuel accounting system
We believe the Commission has considered the same type of situation

in Sea Land supra 24 F M C 164 1981 It held that because of dramatic

changes in world oil markets updated fuel cost projections should be in

cluded in the carrier s expense projections 24 F M C pp 180186 It

did so notwithstanding its determination that parties not be permitted to

supplement their cases after the close of the record and after an Initial

Decision is issued The Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Colum

bia in affirming the Commission s decision stated 28

28 During Ihis proceeding Malson made continuing objection 10 evidence presented which related 10 current

events that occurred after some cut off dale it felt appropriate In our view when current events are so

sudden and far reaching that projections made are unreliable or seriously open to question it not only is

not error not to limit evidence relating to the current events but it would be error to rule such evidence

inadmissible
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the agency is not required to blindfold itself ignoring dra

matic changes in circumstances which surface during the rate

making proceeding and are bound to effect affect the estimate
Puerto Rico Maritime Shipping Authority v Federal Maritime

Commission 678 F 2d 327 341 D C
Cir

1982

So here it is held that the average full cost of fuel in 1986 will be

15 per barrel

Issue NO 3 Has Matson properly allocated its revenues expenses and

rate base between its Commission and non Commission regulated services

for 19861

The primary question involved in this issue is whether or not Matson s

allocation of expenses between the FMC Trade and the non Trade move

ments on a cargo cube basis is proper General Order II 46 CPR

552 6 c 2 i provides

For all voyages in the Service vessel expense shall be allocated

to the Trade in the cargo cube mile or cargo cube relationship
as appropriate Should any of the elements of vessel expense
be directly allocable to specific cargo such direct allocations shall

be made and explained

All parties agree that Matson has allocated costs in accordance with G O

11 Hearing Counsel raises no question regarding the methodology The

State and Tobias however argue that it is flawed The State in Exs

PH I through PH II and in its briefs make the argument that

Matson exercised its options late in 1985 to withdraw its

FMC Tariff No 14 and to replace it with its ICC Tariff No

16 While the tariff filings had absolutely no operational con

sequences Matson s tariff shuffle has two direct adverse im

pacts I delaying the disclosure of Matson s extraordinary high
earnings under FMC regulation for 1985 and 2 creating a basis

for a rate increase in 1986

The adverse consequences on the interests of the public due to

Matson s tariff shuffle are simple because Part 552 requires
expense allocations on a cargo cube or cargo cube mile

basis Matson s ICC cargo which is exclusively westbound bears

an inadequate assignment of the considerable costs of returning
the Matson vessels and containers eastbound to their ICC points
of origin Therefore this Commission must depart as its

rules permit it to dofrom the inequitable strictures of Part 552

As Matson migrates more of its cargoes out from FMC regulation
FMC regulated westbound and eastbound cargoes will be forced

to bear an increasingly disproportionately large share of interest

expense vessel expense and container handling expense

28 F M C
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In its arguments the State alleges that Matson s recent shift of a significant
volume of high rated Storedoor cargo from FMC tariffs to ICC tariffs

significantly disrupts the historical directional balance of FMC regulated
Hawaii trade It states that Storedoor cargo moves only in the westbound
direction and that since the average revenue unit of the Storedoor cargo
is much greater than the cargo that remains under FMC tariffs the rate

structure is contorted and the FMC revenue requirementunit increase The
State asserts that by simply filing tariff sheets at the ICC Matson removed

nearly 25 million in income from the FMC regulated service Ex PH

6 It stresses that the average yield per cargo cube for all westbound

shipments is 100 that the ICC Storedoor all container cargo yields 115

per cargo cube and the remaining FMC trade cargo has a yield of 94

per cargo cube It notes that total eastbound cargo has an average yield
of 5 I per cargo cube or about one half of westbound cargo reflecting
a different commodity mix and a long standing rate structure and points
out that although there is no substantial difference between the yield of

other cargo and FMC trade cargo in the eastbound direction the other

cargo volume represents less than 6 percent of total eastbound cargo
as compared to 26 percent of the westbound movements The State con

cludes that for both directions combined the spread between the other

cargo and trade is 35 percent a yield of 108 versus 80 per cargo
cube and that The Matson revenue cost allocations produce a profit ie

Income Before Taxes on a unit basis for other cargo which is nearly
three times the profit per cargo cube for FMC trade 40 5 versus 135
Ex PHj HAW 104 p 5 In order to correct the above imbalance

the State has suggested Various Formulae Being Considered by Hawaii
to More Accurately Separate Allocate or Distribute Costs Between Various

Regulatory Jurisdictions i e FMC and ICC and Among Non Regulated
Activities Ex PH 9 HAW 105 p 2 29

Matson defends its treatment of cost allocations by arguing that it has
followed General Order II and that in essence the State would allocate
costs on a revenue basis which is contrary to G O 11 It states that

It is a fundamental principle of cost accounting that costs be assigned
or allocated to the factors that generate them Voyage expenses are a

function of the carriage of cargo Revenues do not generate costs and
there is no reason for costs to track revenues The State s cost

allocation system would improperly protect eastbound rates from Hawaii

to the mainland by making them to appear to be fully compensatory when

they are not Matson alleges further that The real basis of the State s

position is that it opposes deregulation under the Interstate Commerce Act

and is trying by cost manipulation to turn the clock back to the pre

deregulation era It proceeds to point out how water carriers in Alaska

and Puerto Rico trades have converted the great bulk of their operations

29See pp 2022 of the State s Opening Brief and pp 12 15 of its Reply Brief for additional discussion
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to ICCunregulated tariffs Finally Matson argues that the General Order
II cargo cube method of allocating voyage expense is not UIlfair in this
instance and that It merely accomplishes what it was designed to do
in calling attention to the fact that Matson s eastbound cargoes are not

bearing their full share of the cost burden
This particular issue is one of the most troublesome in the entire pro

ceeding Factually there is no question that Matson followed the method
ology set forth in G O 11 There is also no question that there always
has been an imbalance between the eastbound and westbound cargoes
Not only that a reading of Docket 7846 supra at 190 SRR 1296 1297
indicates clearly that the Comntission considered retaining th use of the
revenue ton mile relationship in allocating expenses between Trade and
non Trade cargo and rejected it Instead the Comntission chose the cargo
cube basis noting that the cost of providing service in a containership
operation depends on the cost of providing space In selecting the cargo
cube method the Commission specifically rejected a suggestion to permit
carriers to select their own method of allocation as conrary to the duty
of the Commission to establish methodology guidelines under Public Law

95475
On the other side of the issue are the facts set forth by the State

They not only show an imbalance between the movement of the eastbound
and westbound cargo but they show that the imbalance is being magnified
by the shifting of high rated westbound cargo from the TradeFMC tariffed
movements to non Trade lCC tariffed movements Of course one cannot

question Matson s right to shift the cargoes if it so desires but it is
clear that if the shift of cargo impacts on the ratepayers under the FMC
tariffs unreasonably or unfairly then the Comntission may employ other
fairer baaes for allocation so as to achieve a fair and reasonable result

After thoroughly reviewing the record in this case we are constrained
to hold that the use of cargo cube allocation by Matson was not unfair
or unreasonable In so holding we hasten to note that the holding is
baaed on the inadequacy of the record which was burdened by severe

time constraints and which fails to offer any alternative which is clearly
more fair and reasonable rather than on any fmding that General Order
II by its terms compels such a result As has been noted earlier G O
11 is a methOdology guideline not a law Strict adherence to each of
its provisions is neither necessary nor proper where such adherence would
achieve an unfair and unreasonable result The record made here does
not allow us to so conclude

Issue No 4Are business and financial risks faced by Matson greater
or less than those faced by an average U S corporation Ifso should

Matson s rate of return he adjusted
In measuring the business and financial risks of Matson its expert Mt

Benderly used the Variability in Past Earnings test Matson asserts that

28 F M C
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Variability in past earnings is the oldest and most widely accepted measure

of the general riskiness of a business Past variability indicates the degree
to which a company s earnings are susceptible to inflation recession com

petition and other factors These factors affect the investor s assessment

of risk and the expected earnings level at which he is willing to invest
in the enterprise Ex R 7 pp 21 22 For his analysis of Matson s

relative risk its expert compared the variability in Matson s rate of return
on rate base and net income margin with the variability in return on

average total capital and net income margin of all U S corporations as

reported in The Value Line Investment Survey Ex R 7 pp 24 25 30

He calculated for each company its coefficient of variation and its standard
deviation of rates of return about a linear trend divided by the absolute

value of the mean for the 15 year period 1968 1982 and the IO year
period 1973 1982 and for both return on average total capital and net

income margin Ex R 7 Appendix D sets forth the matrices and mathe
matical formulas used to carry out the statistical analysis of risk measures

described orally by Matson s expert3 He found that on the basis of the
I5 year period Matson ranked in the sixth or seventh decile among the
U S corporations the first decile being the lowest risk and the tenth decile

being the highest For the 10 year period Matson s expert concluded that
Matson s relative risk was somewhat below the average for the Value
Line companies In selecting the 15 or IO year period the expert testified
the 15 year period should be given more weight and provides a better
indication of relative risk than does the IO year period because it encom

passes more economic cycles and because it is more comparable to

Matson s present situation where according to the expert competition is

expected to increase He concluded that the appropriate adjustruent to the
benchmark rate of return for relative risk was between 70 and 100 percent
age points and adopted the 100 percent figure Ex R 7 pp 38 40
41

The increased competition Matson s expert refers to is Matson s assertion
that 1 there is increased barge competition in the trade which has caused
its Pacific Northwest cargo carriage to decline 26 percent from 1975 to

1987 Ex R I pp 1012 2 two new barge lines entered the California

Honolulu service and the Seattle Honolulu service in 1984 and 1985 Ex
R I pp 12 13 3 increasingly strong competition is being provided
by United States Lines in carrying dry container and military cargo from
California to Honolulu Ex R I p 9 4 substantial cargo has been

lost to proprietary carriage Ex R I pp 13 14 5 the share of total

cargo moving to and from Hawaii that is carried by common carriers

30 Allhough he had Matson data to 1984 data fOf comparison companies only was available through 1982
31 Matson slates that the validity of the statistical analysis is unchallenged on the record This indeed

is true but an examination of the six pages of Appendix 0 causes one to honestly question whether the

absence of a challenge was due to a lack of understanding of the statistical model and the weighting process
rather than on a disagreement with the conclusions the model purports 10 support
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and tramps in foreign trades is increasing Ex R I pp 4 5 Ex R
4 p 2 and 6 Matson s share of the westbound container and
containerizable cargo in the Hawaii trade is substantially less than it was

10 years ago declining from 93 percent to 79 percent and 7 Matson
faces the risk of regulation not faced by other Value Line companies
which prevents it from realizing highly profitable returns but does not

protect it from unreasonably low returns

The State of Hawaii Hearing Counsel and Tobias oppose any upward
adjustment for risk to Matson s rate of return The State argues that
Matson s Trade operations are conducted in a protected environment in
which Matson is the dominant carrier 32 It attacks Matson s expert saying
his analysis does not represent the considerations which would be those
of an informed investor determining an appropriate cost of capital for
the Matson Trade entity in an investment market setting and points to
his testimony that an empirical foundation for the relationship is unknow

able The State asserts that apart from Mr Benderly s reliance on

a fifteen year volatility analysis which is flawed b y the inclusion of
a major strike in 1971 there is no disagreement among the parties that
the recent experience provides no basis for an incremental relative risk

adjustment It concludes that no risk adjustment should be made to
Matson s rate of return because of difficulties in quantifying the reduction
even though it believes It would be more appropriate to reduce the allow
able rate of returnpp 3436 of the State s Opening Brief

Hearing Counsel s position was expressed in the expert testimony of
Dr Ellsworth In analyzing Mr Benderly s Variability of Earnings test
Dr Ellsworth used the analysis put forth in Docket No 85 3 because
he did not believe Benderly s use of different time periods vis a vis the
Value Line companies 1982 and Matson 1984 was appropriate In addi
tion he concluded that the use of the IO year period beginning in 1973
was more appropriate than use of the IS year period beginning in 1968
Ex PHC6p 11

As to Matson s objective relative risks Dr Ellsworth relied in part
on the testimony of Sandra Kusumoto s analysis of Matson s competitive
situation Ex PHC 3 Ms Kusumoto is an economist with the Commis
sian s Office of Planning and International Mfairs Her testimony discusses
Matson s current competitive situation She concludes that Matson is the
dominant carrier in both the U S ContinentHawaii and Pacific CoastlHawaii
trades She states that from 1978 to 1984 total trade revenues increased
every year even though Matson s market share declined She further states
that because Matson controls a large share of the market it acts as

a dominant firm price leader Matson is the first to submit its price
increase then followed by similar price increases by the smaller competi

32See Ex PH 12 Ex HAW I07 for a full statement of the Stale s position on Matson s market share
and on the nature of Matson l ompetltion
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tors She concluded that while I recognize that Matson does face direct
and indirect competition and has been losing market share other evidence

indicated that Matson s risk of operating in the West CoastlHawaii trades

is minimal In addition to the above testimony Dr Ellsworth also himself

subjectively measured Matson s relative risk Ex PHC6 pp 14 15 by
evaluating Matson s market share the nature of its competition and the

entrance and exit of Seatrain Lines into and out of the Trade before he
concluded that Matson appears to be a less risky investment than the

average corporation His final recomnendation was a neutral one which

would adopt neither a positive nor negative risk factor
Tobias in its Opening and Reply Briefs agrees with Hearing Counsels

analysis that Matson is less risky than the average U S corporation How

ever he argues that a discount should be applied to the rate of return

for the lesser risk However he does not indicate the amount of the discount

General Order II at section 552 6 d 2 ii provides that

The reasonableness of a carrier s return of rate base will be
based on a comparative analysis of the carrier s projected return

on rate base with the rate of return on total capital earned by
comparable U S corporations This technique the comparable
earnings test is based on an analysis of the earnings of U S

corporations over an extended period of time From these time
series data the average rate of return earned by U S corporations
is computed and where appropriate adjusted for current trends
in rates of return the cost of money and relative risks

The above regulation is we think both reasonable and clear In adopting
the comparison of the projected return on rate base the Commission specifi
cally points out that the technique requires one to analyze earnings over

an extended period of time to arrive at an average rate of return However

with respect to adjustments to the average rate of return for relative risks

the Commission specifically refers to current trends It does not necessarily
require some projection based on an analysis over a long period of time

Rather we believe that the regulation requires a recognition of current

circumstances or facts relating to risk and the acceptance of relevant evi

dence that would support a projection of relative risk during the test 1986

period In this case it is the consideration of the actual competition Matson

is facing now and is likely to face in the remainder of 1986 and of

the projections made by Matson s and Hearing Counsels experts As to

the actual competition Matson is facing we believe the record establishes

that there has been and will be an increase in the degree of competition
However we believe and have found as fact that the increase is ntinimal

and will not materially affect Matson s dontinant position in the Trade

Matson retains over 70 percent of the Trade and is the leading raremaker

Given those facts we have great difficulty in concluding as Matson would

have us conclude that they are in a worse competitive position or are

more risky than the majority of Value Line companies and indeed one
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would be more justified in finding that the opposite is true As to the

use of the variability in past earnings test it has been used in previous
rate cases It mayor may not be the oldest and most widely accepted
measure of the general riskiness of a business as Matson suggests but

in terms of measuring and projecting current trends for 1986 in this

case we think that standing alone it is a somewhat remote and tortuous

test based more on a complicated statistical exercise than on a pragmatic
and significant evaluation of comparable factors affecting current trends

in Matson s risks Nevertheless both Matson and Hearing Counsel use

the variability of earnings test to arrive at their adjustment for risk and

the other parties offer no real alternatives Matson s expert predicts lesser

risk on the basis of the IO year period and more risk on the basis of

the l5 year period He would adopt the l5 year period while Hearing
Counsel would use the IO year period

The preponderance of the evidence presented here supports the result

reached by Hearing Counsel which would use the lO year period and would

make no adjustment for risk in the benchmark rate of return It is clear

that Matson s risk is probably less and certainly no worse than equal
to that of the average U S corporation In balancing both subjective and

objective considerations it is held that based on Matson s relatively stable

earnings its large market share and the absence of any new significant
container operator in the trade Matson is no more risky than the average

corporation used in arriving at the benchmark rate of return Therefore

no adjustment for risk need be made in 1986 to the benchmark rate of

return

Issue No 5 Are current tnlnds in rate of return and interest rates such

that Matson s rate of return should be adjusted

A Adjustment for current trends in rates of return

Insofar as one can determine from the record and from the briefs filed

by the parties Matson has not recommended any adjustment to the bench

mark rate of return for current trends in rates of return and did not treat

the issue in its initial brief The State and Tobias both believe the benchmark

rate of return ought to be adjusted downward for current trends in rates

of retum 33 Hearing Counsel makes no adjustment but its expert testified
that the trend is downward 34 In its brief the State comments on the

analyses of Matson s and Hearing Counsel s experts noting that it believes

Hearing Counsel s model which uses Department of Commerce statistics

rather than the Value Line Industrial composite produces the lowest rate

of earnings averages in the most recent five year period because the use

33 See pp 3G34 of Matson s Opening Brlcfand pp 8 9of Tobias Reply Brief

34See Ex PHC6p 18 and Chart 1 at p 2
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of the quarterly data affords a more sensitive reflection of current

trends It states that p 32 of its Opening Brief
There is also substantial agreement among the three series that

the average rate of earnings have been trending steadily and sharp
ly downward since the late 1970 s and early 1980 s at a rate
of approximately 6 percent per year in line with the cresting
and ebbing of the rate of inflation of the nation s economy Justif
able provision for a continuing decline in the benchmark rate

of return advanced by three years to a moving average centered
at 1986 would reduce the benchmark rate of return projected
from the Benderly series to 9 08 percent in order to reflect an

adjustment for current trends in rate of return

Matson of course disagrees with the State In pp 31 36 of its Reply
Brief it urges rejection of the State s view because

First the reason the State s calculation shows a decline in the
earned return on total capital is that in its most recent three
year moving averages it gives the return of the recession influ
enced year of 1982 one third of the weight in the
average As shown in the first column of Appendix E of
the State Opening Brief the actual return on total capital for
manufacturing companies has trended upward since 1982 The

return on total capital increased 9 between 1982 and 1983
and increased 14 between 1983 and 1984

Second an examination of the return on total capital data implied
by the State s new proposed benchmark shows the unreasonable
nature of the projection underlying its recommendation

The anarnolous results of the State s exercise are obvious Aver

age return on total capital for the industrials is predicted to decline
from 12 11 in 1984 to 7 82 in 1985 a one year decline
of 35 The projected returns then trend upward to 8 84 in
1986 and 10 37 in 1978 before dropping precipitously to 6 20
in 1988 a decline of 40 Nothing in the IS year history of
return on total capital for industrials supports a prediction of
any such pattern or level of return for the companies involved
See App E Col 2 State Opening Brief This new sug

gested benchmark 9 08 is 23 percentage points below the
114 benchmark adopted by its own witness Tr 738 39

Third the earned returns on total capital for manufacturing compa
nies have been above the 9 08 level in every year since 1971
Ex R 7 Sch I The State s newly suggested 9 08 benchmark
is 187 percentage points below the 10 95 embedded cost of
debt of industrial companies Ex R 9 p 8 Clearly under no

stretch of the imagination can a return substantially lower than
that earned by manufacturing companies in any of the last 15
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years and below their embedded cost of debt serve as a reasonable
benchmark for today 35

After considering all of the above as well as other evidence and argument
of record it is held there need be no adjustment to the benchmark rate
of return for current trends in rates of return While like Hearing Counsel
we believe rates of return are trending downward slightly it is difficult
to measure the extent of the trend and certainly it cannot be done on

the basis of the record made in this proceeding where both the State
and Tobias fail to offer a viable specific adjustment Consequently it is
held no adjustment need be made

B Adjustment for Current Trends in Interest Rates
In its opening brief Matson at pp 41 42 refers to the testimony and

schedules introduced by its expert Ex R 7 pp 13 19 Sch 2 6 It
states

The next step in reaching a fair rate of return for 1986 is
to adjust the average retums on total capital of the comparison
upward if 1 the current cost of money as indicated by mterest
rates is higher than the average cost in the period ovex which
the returns were averaged or 2 money costs are expected to
trend higher in the future Ex R 7 p 13

For the purpose of the first adjustment the average interest
rate in 1985 IS compared with tlle average interest rate in the
to year and IS year periods To make that comparison Mr
Benderly examined yields on corporate utility and U S Treasury
bonds over the period 19701984 He found the interest rates
to be from 5070 percentage points higher than the average for
the 10 year period 1975 1984 and about 175 percentage points
higher than the average for the IS year period 19701984 Ex
R 7 p IS Sch 5 and 6 Therefore he adjusted the to year
benchmark of 12 26 to 12 76 and the IS year 1156 bench
mark to 1331 Ex R 7 p 16 In recognition of the fact
that the increase in retums on total capital may not parallel the
increase in interest rates on a one for one basis he used 12 75
as the adjusted benchmark this being at the bottom of the adjusted
range of 12 76 to 13 31 Ex R 7 p 16

With respect to the second adjustment for trend of money
costs in the future Mr Benderly noted the prediction of 25
prominent economists as reported in the Wall Street Journal
January 2 1986 that rates on long term Treasury bonds would
increase from 9 27 at the end of 1985 to 976 by the end
of 1986 Ex R 7 p 17 As repOrted January 3 1986 Treasury
bond futures contracts for delivery in December 1986 and Decem
ber 1987 respectively have implied yields of 10 08 and 1041

sMatson response to the State does not clearly differentiate bcltween adjustments 10 the benchmark for
current trends in rates of retum and the establishment of the benchmark rate of return and its arguments
may be applied to bath facets of the rate of return

28 F M C
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Thus both predictions and market action point to an upward trend
in interest rates from their level at the end of 1985

While Mr Benderly stated that some weight should be given
to these indications of future interest rates he limited his adjust
ment for future trends to a minimum of zero and a maximum
of 0 25 by adopting an adjusted benchmark range of 12 75
13 00 Ex R 7 pp 17 19

Hearing Counsel the State and Tobias all disagree with MalSon s upward
adjustment to the benchmark rate of return for current trends in the cost
of money Hearing Counsel recommends no adjustment and so far as

we can determine from the record the State does not recommend any
specific adjustment 36 Hearing Counsel s position was presented through
its experts Dr Ellsworth and Mr Blair Ex PHC 4 pp 8 19 Ex PHC
6 pp 1624 Mr Blair a staff economist with the Commission s Office
of Policy Planning agreed with Mr Benderly that investors have no

factual information about the future and must make their decisions under
conditions of uncertainty He disagrees with Matson s reliance on the

Wall Street Journal poll He states that

Taking the average of 25 points of view is not in any way
a true consensus since it involves neither general agreement nor

a clear majority opinion It is a mechanical summation of points
of view that unfortunately weighs the views of each member
of the group equally whether or not all the views expressed
are equally reasonable and without regard for any member s pre
viously demonstrated expertise

He avers that

Taking the average of a poll is not the way professional inves
tors get the best available information on likely future interest
rates Either I limiting consideration to the sub group of fore
casters who have the better forecasting records or 2 limiting
consideration to those factors based on variable estimates which
are most reasonable provides superior sources of information on

likely future interest rates

He then proceeds to support the above premise by analyzing what was

done in this case and discusses other aspects of Mr Benderly s analysis
He recommends that the appropriate range per adjustment would be to

either make no adjustment for interest rates or to lower the benchmark

slightly perhaps a D 25 adjustment He finally because of the uncer

tainty in forecasting recommends no adjustment factor for future interest

36The State speaks of five adjustments exclusive of current trends in thecost of money Opening Brief

p 48 and directly objects to Mr Benderly equaling the current cost of money with current interest
rales however we can find no specific recommendation for a discount fOf current trends in interest rates

10 thebenchmark rateof retum
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rates Dr Ellsworth agrees and as is noted in Hearing Counsels Opening
Brief at pp 15 16

Dr Ellsworth concluded that the benchmark rate of return need
not be adjusted either upward or downward because of trends
in rates of return and interest rates PFF 20 Ex PHC 6
p 24 This conclusion is based in part on the fact that rates
of return peaked in 1980 and have trended downward since that
time PFF 17 and the level of long and short term interest
rates has also come down as has the level of inflation which
has come down significantly in the past several years PFF 18

Though it is more reasonable to expect lower than higher inter
est rates in 1986 pFF 19 economic forecasting is a hazardous
business Ex PHC6 p 24 and it is appropriate to be conserv

ative and refrain from making a negative adjustment for future
trends Ex PHC4 p 19

Finally Tobias in his Reply Brief at pp 9 13 advocates a downward

adjustment to the benchmark rates of relUm for current trends in the cost
of money He does not quantify the amount of the adjustment by making
a specific recommendation He notes that Mr Benderly agrees that interest
rates are going down Tr pp 558 590 as did Mr Hrabeta Tr pp 239
240 He properly points to recent newspaper articles pointing to the

startling decline in interest rates which has taken them to their lowest
level in eight years and refers to the testimony of Dr Ellsworth and
Mr Blair Tobias concludes that if the Commission is to assign a dis
count to the benchmark rate of return for current trends in interest rates

only once in a lifetime this is that time
Tobias quite succinctly has reached the heart of the issue It seems

almost inconceivable that given the facts of record relating to the present
level of interest rates the methodology of G O 11 respecting the allowance
for current trends and the term of the test period 1986 any justification
could be found to adjust the benchmark rate of return upward for current
trends in interest rates We believe that in this case the crucial facts
relating to current trends in interest rate are first the present rates them
selves and second the dramatic facts and circumstances precipitating the
decline since the benchmark rate of return was determined While it is
also necessary to project what future interest rates will be throughout the
remainder of the test period it is here at least invalid to go back over

a long period of years to reach averages that in effect are used to present
not a current trend but rather a long range 10 or 15 year average that

actually negates the current trend adjustment As to the projections made
by the 25 Wall Street Journal economists and the arguments pro and
con respecting their validity we think that on the record presented in
this case the projections have about the same weight as an educated
guess The expert testimony in this proceeding leads one to the conclusion
that the fall in interest rates and their level throughout 1986 involves

28 F M C
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as much a political prognostication Gramn Rudman Hollings etc as it

does an historical analysis and in our view exercise of the Commission s

expertise and judgment is preferable to choosing to follow a pool of 25

economists without knowing the precise factors leading to their conclusions

and the various other factors ie professional bias and affiliation that

may have influenced them

So here it is held that there should be no upward adjustment to the

benchmark rate of return for current trends in interest rates Unfortunately
the record before us does not contain sufficient probative evidence to allow

us to discount the rate of return by any specific or reasonable percentage
Once again we believe the state of the record might be more useful
if the parties were not disadvantaged by the time constraints they were

required to follow

Issue NO 5 Rate of Return

The origin of all of the issues set forth in the Commission s Order

of Investigation and Suspension is the determination and use of the bench

mark rate of return As has already been noted in G O II the Commission

requires generally that

In evaluating the reasonableness of a VOCe s overall level
of rates the Commission will use return on rate base as its

primary standard 46 CFR 522 2 b

and that this involves

a comparative analysis of the carrier s projected return on

rate base with the rate of return on total capital earned by com

parable U S corporations 46 CFR 52 6 d 2 ii

Matson s expert first examined the mean rates of return earned on average
total capital by Value Line Investment Survey manufacturing companies
which were 11 68 12 26 and 1156 respectively for the 5 year 10

year and 15 year periods ending in 1984 Ex R 7 p 9 Sch I He

found that the 5 year period was atypical and rejected it and used the

IO year and 15 year average returns on total capital 37 There is no question
that in arriving at his averages Matson s expert complied with the provisions
of G O II which he is required to do His methodology has been used

by Matson and accepted by the Commission in a continuing series of

rate cases After adjustments for the relative riskiness of Matson and U S

corporations generally recent trends of rates of return and interest rates

37The return on tOlal capital formula is
Net Income After Taxes Interest Charges On Long Term Debt

Return on Total Capital
Stockholders Long Term Debt Equity
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and after reducing the average price of fuel to 18 00 per barrel Matson

contends that its fair rate of return is in the range of 13 75 14

Hearing Counsel accepts and agrees with the G O II methodology used

by Matson in arriving at a benchmark rate of return However instead

of using the Value Line Investment Survey of manufacturing companies
its expert used the Bureau of Census Quarterly Financial Reports QFR
After making what he considered to be appropriate adjustments to arrive

at Interest Charges on Long Term Debt Embedded Debt and using a

5 year 19801984 average he was able to calculate the rate of average

return on total capital for manufacturing firms of 115 percent Ex PHC

6 p 8 As we have already indicated Hearing Counsel made no adjustment
to the benchmark rate of return for current trends in rates of return interest

rates or relative risks

As to the State it relies on the testimony of its expert Mr Simat

Its basic objection on Matson s determination of benchmark rate of return

is an attack on the methodology required by G O II It recognizes that

the Commission has opted to depart from the more traditional cost of

capital approach and instead has adopted the comparable earnings
approach It attacks the use of that approach in regard to Matson because

I Matson s Trade entity has several unique attributes which are not

present in the world of industrial companies 2 the G O 11

methodology is unclear as to the treatment of historical data in the deter

mination of a fair and reasonable rate of return for prospective ratemaking
purposes It concludes that it would be unwise to consider the G O

II methodology as anything more than a general guideline rather than

a precise and unflexible prescription which cannot be modified to produce
a more reasonable and realistic result

As to Matson s fair and reasonable rate of return on rate base the

State asserts that the figure should be 8 35 3S It begins with a benchmark
rate of return of 114 and proceeds to discount that figure as follows

Adjusunents For Amount

Higher percentage debt 375

Working capital allowance 025

Income tax allowance 2

Interest expense allowance 2
Market book value ratio 2 25

Total adjustments 3 05

The State s arguments supporting the above discounts are set forth in its

Opening Brief pp 22 46 and in the testimony and exhibits presented
by its expert Exs PH 35 through PH 56 The arguments and supporting
data are too lengthy to repeat in the body of this decision However

they are discussed briefly below

38 In the Conclusion to its Opening Brief the State asks fora rate of 9

28 F M C
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Insofar as the State s position regarding the G O 11 return on rate
base methodology is concerned the issues raised by the State were consid
ered in Docket No 78 46 The Commission specifically rejected the rate
of return on equity methodology and adopted use of rate of return on

rate base In doing so it noted that Hawaii supported the use of return
on rate base but wanted to use other alternative methods where warranted
as it does in this case The Commission also specifically rejected the
State s requests In reaching the return on rate base method it is clear
that the Commission exhaustively considered various alternatives it might
use While one may agree or disagree with its decision it must defer
to the propriety of that decision For the State to prevail here it must
show the return on rate base method is unfair and unreasonable when
used by Matson in this proceeding On the basis of the record before
us we carroOl so hold

As to the State s adjustments to the benchmark rate of return we would

agree with Matson that the 375 downward adjustment for Matson s debt
ratio contravenes G O II and the holding in the Sea Land case which
frowns on considerations of capital structure in determining rate of return

on rate base and that the State expert s analysis is flawed Matson s

Opening Brief pp 66 67 With respect to the marketbook value ratio

adjustment of 225 it is based on a cost of capital approach which
has generally been rejected by the Commission in G O II Further we

believe the regression analysis used which does not employ individual

company data is too imprecise and inconclusive Regarding the other adjust
ments to rate base for working capital allowance 025 income tax allow
ance 2 and interest expense allowance 2 they all contravene the import
of G O 11 and in the case of the income tax allowance would be opposite
to decisions made by the Commission in Docket No 7846 There is
little question that as to the income tax allowance Matson benefits from
the treatment allowed and no question that Congress and the Commission

thought the benefit appropriate
As we have already noted in order for us to set aside the methodology

of G O 11 it is necessary that the record contain proof that its application
is unfair and unreasonable Here we again can see the problems raised
but without a specific showing of unfairness or unreasonableness we cannot

set aside G O 11 methodologies
In light of the above we hold that Matson s fair and reasonable rate

of return on rate base is between 115 and 12 19 percent and that given
the prudent and relatively efficient manner in which Matson is operated
Finding of Fact 14 the present rates are not unfair or unreasonable
The proposed increase of 1 percent however is in our judgment unfair
and unreasonable
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Miscellaneous

Throughout this proceeding miscellaneous issues have been raised and

then abandoned Some however remain in the briefs of the parties While

the record does not justify or require any detailed analysis the following
comments are appropriate At page II of its Opening Brief and elsewhere

the State introduced the argument that the LC C Jurisdiction Over

Matson s Tariff 2016 is Questionable and recommends that the Commis

sion order an investigation to determine whether or not the Federal Mari

time Commission retains jurisdiction over Tariff No 2016 Apparently
it is arguing that the pickup service zone arbitraries in Rule 750 disqualify
Tariff 2016 as a joint tariff subject to ICC jurisdiction because the

individual commodity rates are for water carriage and the zone arbitraries

apply uniformly to storedoor pickup service by motor carrier within the

zones We believe the rates in Matson Tariff No 2016 are joint rates

even though the tariff uses the format of commodity rates plus arbitraries

for storedoor pickup in the several zones Matson s joint motor water rates

were filed with the ICC pursuant to the Revised Interstate Commerce

Act 49 U S C 10203 a 4 A which reads

A motor common carrier of property may establish through routes

and joint rates and classifications applicable to them with other

carriers of the same type with rail and express carriers and

with common carriers including those referred to in Subparagraph
0 of this paragraph9

The ICC accepted Tariff No 2016 without question and absent any citation

of statutory or case law to the contrary there is no basis for the FMC

to question ICC s jurisdiction
On pages 74 to 76 of its Opening Brief and pages 41 and 42 of its

Reply Brief Matson argues that The Commission should administer The

Comparable Earnings Standard With a Reasonable Amount of Flexibility
which Requires an Analysis of Carrier Earnings Over Time It points
out that the earnings of individual unregulated companies fluctuate between

good years and bad years and that the important point being that they
have the opportunity to offset the bad years with the good years to achieve

a reasonable average level of earnings over time It argues that A

rigid single test year public utility type of regulation is unfair to domestic

offshore carriers because it deprives them of the opportunity to average
out the good and bad years

In our view the present General Order 11 is quite generous insofar

as setting rates of return is concerned Not only does it allow the carrier

to realize an average rate of return in comparison with other U S companies
adjusted for current trends but as this proceeding demonstrates it allows

3lSubparagraph D refers to water carriers subject to the Shippin Act 1916 or the Intercoastal Shipping
Act 1933 and providing transportation of property between Alaska or Hawaii and the other 48 states

28 F M C
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for a highly favorable income tax allowance working capital allowance
and al1ocation factors Further there is nothing in the record to suggest
that Matson is disadvantaged either in earnings or in the establishment
of rates Indeed in this proceeding a backward look shows that with fuel
cost at 18 a barrel when applied to the test year 1985 and if continued
into 1986 everything else being equal Matson would realize and retain
an increase of 135 percent on its rate of return Ex PHC 7 As to

al10wing a carrier to even out good years against bad we believe that
approach would violate the Commission s holding in Sea Land supra where
it stated

Al10wing a carrier to achieve an unreasonably high rate of return
to compensate it for its past shortfal1s in earnings is impermissible
rate regulation This rule of law is not unfair to the carrier in
light of the fact that confiscatory rates cannot be established on

the basis of the carrier s past actual profits

General1y it is our view that if Matson wishes to object to G O 11

by comparing itself to public utilities or private U S corporations the com

parison ought to be a ful1 one and ought not to select isolated facts
or circumstances that tend to distort the overal1 picture For example on

the one hand it complains it is not a public utility with an exclusive
franchise and on the other it cites the fact that it is regulated as a

detrimental factor ignoring the regulatory rules under which all public
utilities must operate It argues for a rate of return on capital equal to
that of U S manufacturing companies Value Line and an ability to set
off bad years against the good years completely ignoring the adjustment
for current trends which it is al10wed and the favorable treatment of various
items previously referred to which most U S manufacturing firms do not

enjoy In short if Matson wishes to seek changes in G O II by comparing
itself with other entities it is of course free to do so However in
our view the comparison ought to be a complete one weighing all advan

tages and disadvantages not a kind of an administrative grab bag that
seeks piecemeal changes to the regulation

Final1y we would again refer to the overal1 question of G O II We

have already discussed the issues raised by the State and Tobias and they
will not be reconsidered or repeated here However certain observations
are appropriate regarding G O II First of al1 in our view given its

history and its scope the regulation represents a commendable and viable
approach in dealing with rate matters especial1y where general rate increases
are concerned It sensibly foresees the probable need for future changes
within its terms and to this end the following comments are made

This case does not involve a general rate increase Under G O II the
carrier is not required to file the reports required by Part 552 2 f and
it did not do so here when it initial1y filed its proposed 25 percent rate
increase This meant that neither the Commission nor any possible protestant
had any idea as to the basis for the increase Even after the Commission
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issued its Order of Investigation and Suspension the carrier did not file

any supporting data It was some time before any documents were filed

in discovery and by that time the 180 day statutory period already was

working to the detriment of the parties and especially the protestants
EventuaUy the carrier did place data in the record much of it the same

data that would have been required if a general rate increase has been

proposed
It is clear that both Congress and the Commission want rate cases to

be handled expeditiously and that they do not want every proposed rate

increase to generate a fuU blown rale proceeding The fact that the regulation
does not require detailed supporting data when the proposed increase is

not a general rate increase supports this premise We would respectfuUy
suggest that in cases not involving a general rate increase the carrier be

required to submit supporting data to aU parties within 5 days of the
service of the initiation of a proceeding Further that data should clearly
set forth those specific adjustments to the carriers most recently filed

prior fmancial data which give rise to the proposed increase In this manner
not only would time strictures be less burdensome but it would aUow
the Commission to specifically require prior financial data as a starting
point which in turn might obviate the need to begin each rate case anew
as though rate increases had never before been considered For example
if oil prices increased dr1ffiaticaUy causing a need to increase the rate

of return then a carrier seeking less than a general rate increase should
not initiaUy present a mass of statistical projections which may be basicaUy
unchanged It ought to be able to refer to the last rate matter and the
data involved and update it to reflect the reason for the proposed increase
ie the rise in fuel costs

The last pOint to be made involves issues related to the reasonableness
of a current rate of return litigated under section 18 a oftlte Shipping
Act 1916 Cases arising under that section do not involve the time limita
tions contained in cases arising under the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
Where as here the issues are many and far reaching and the burden is
on the protestant the time limitations are inappropriate and their application
may even raise questions of due process Further they inhibit a thorough
development of facts and issues which the Commission may wish to con

sider In such cases we would suggest that the proceeding be kept separate
from proposed rate increase cases under the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 where the bUrden is clearly on the carrier

Finally in this proceeding an attempt has been made to cover fuUy
all of the iSSues raised However the volume of the evidence coupled
with the abbreviated time period involved does not aUow for as complete
a written decision as one would iike AU testimony facts and issues pre
sented however small and transient have been considered in this pro
ceeding Where the decision does not refer to them it is because it was

28 FM C
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felt such reference was not important to the ultimate decision and because
of the time strictures involved

5 JOSEPH N INGOLlA
Administrative Law Judge
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1415

APPLICATION OF OOCL SEAPAC SERVICES INC FOR THE
BENEFIT OF KENO HUA PAPER PRODUCTS CO INC MANILA

PHILIPPINES

ORDER OF PARTIAL ADOPTION

July 3 1986

The Commission determined on its own motion to review the Initial
Decision ID of Administrative Law Judge Seymour Glanzer served April
2 1986 in this proceeding

I

BACKGROUND

On October 30 1985 OOCL Seapac Services Inc OOCL Seapac a

member of the Transpacific Westbound Rate Agreement TWRA offered
the shipper a rate subject to booking of 1300 1210 00 plus 90 00
terminal receiving charges per 20 foot container for an upcoming shipment
of book binding machinery from New York New York to Manila Phil
ippines Booking occurred on November 25 1985 Due to inadvertence
the rate was not filed before the shipment sailed from New York on

December 11 1985 Subsequently on January 17 1986 TWRA filed the
1300 rate in its tariff with an effective date of January 20 1986 and

on February 18 1986 OOCLSeapac applied pursuant to section 8 e of
the Shipping Act of 1984 the Act 46 U S C app 1707 e for permission
to waive collection from the consignee Keng Hua Paper Products Co
Inc of a portion of the freight charges payable at the rate in effect at
the date of shipment

The Presiding Officer found that the applications met all the requirements
of section 8 e of the Act and granted the waiver 2 Under review is the

lOOCISeapac s applieation of January 14 1986 referred to in the Initial Decision was deficient in that
It was filed before TWRA published the 1300 rate inits latl f on January 17 1986

2Secdon 8 e authorizes the Commission to pennlt refund or waiver relief if
Ithere is an error ina tariff of a clerical or administrative nature or an elTOl due 10 inadvertence

in failing 10 file a new tariff and the refund will not result indiscriminalion among shippers ports
or carriers
2 the common carrier or conference has prior to tiling an appllcatjon tiled a new ladtt

with the Commission that seis forth the rate on which Ihe refund or waiver would be based
3 the common carrier Or conference agrees lhai if permission is granled by tbe Commission an

appropriate nolice will be published in the tariff that givers nolice of the rlUe on which the
refund or waiver would be based and additional refunds or waivers as appropriate shall be made
with respect to other shipments in lhe manner prescribed by the Commission in its order approving
the application and

502 28 FM C
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tariff notice required by the Initial Decision to be published in the carrier s
tariff

DISCUSSION

Section 8 e 2 of the Act requires that prior to applying for refund
or waiver the carrier publish a new tariff conforming tariff showing
the rate on which the refund or waiver would be based Because it is
intended to apply to shipments which sailed earlier the effective date
of the conforming tariff must be established at a date prior to the date
of filing with the Commission

In this instance the Presiding Officer established the effective date of
the conforming tariff as October 30 1985 the date OOCL Seapac quoted
the rate to the shipper In the Presiding Officer s opinion

there being no evidence that the rate was not intended to become
effective immediately if the shipment was booked on that date
10 at 28 EM C 505

Filing of the rate was contingent however on booking That the booking
could conceivably have taken place as soon as OOCL Seapac offered the
rate to the shipper is irrelevant in light of the fact that booking in fact
occurred on November 25 1985 when the carrier s obligation to have
the rate filed arose

In Application of Yamashita Shinnihon Line for the Benefit of Nissho
lwai American Corporation Yamashita 19 S RR 1407 1980 and Appli
cation of Australia New Zealand Container Line for the Benefit of
Meadowsfreiqht New Zealand Ltd 28 EM C 183 1986 Meadowsfreight
New Zealand the Commission established the effective date of the con

forming tariff as either I the date the tariff omitting the intended rate
becomes effective or 2 the date the intended rate absent the mistake
would have become effective These decisions were recently followed in
Application of Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc for the Benefit of the Em

bassy of Tunisia Special Docket No 1381 Order of Partial Adoption
served June 9 1986 28 F M C 421 where the Commission determined
that the effective date of the conforming tariff is the date the error on

which the application is based was made
OOCL Seapac s request for a waiver is based on the failure to file

the intended rate when booking occurred on November 25 1985 Thus
according to the decisions in Yamashita Meadowsfreiqht New Zealand
and Embassy of Tunisia supra the effective date of the conforming tariff
filed on January 17 1986 should have been made to relate back to Novem

28 F M C

4 the application for refund or waiver is filed with the Commission within 180 days from the
dale of shipment

The Commission by regulation has defined date of shipment to mean

the date of sailing of the vessel from the port at which cargo was loaded
46 C F R 502 92 a 3 iii 1985
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ber 25 1985 when absent the error and according to the understanding
between the parties the rate would have been filed in TWRA s tariff
Furthennore because it reflects OOCL Seapac s independent action applica
tion of the rate shall be limited to shipments carried by OOCL during
the time specified in the tariff notice

TIIEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That in lieu of the tariff notice man

dated by the Initial Decision issued in this proceeding the Transpacific
Westbound Rate Agreement promptly publish in its tariff the following
notice

Notice is given as required by the decision of the Federal Mari
time Commission in Special Docket No 1415 that effective No
vember 25 1985 and continuing through January 19 inclusive
the rate for Used Book Binding Machinery AGFrom Atlantic
Ports PC 20 is 1210 00 Such rate is subject to al1 applicable
rules regulations tenns and conditions of said rate and this tariff
This Notice is effective for purposes of refund or waiver of freight
charge on any shipment carned by Orient Overseas Container
Line during the specified period of time

IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in this

proceeding is otherwise adopted by the Commission
FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission
S JOHN ROBERT EWERS

Secretary

28 FM C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1415

APPLICATION OF OOCL SEAPAC SERVICES INC FOR THE

BENEFIT OF KENG HUA PAPER PRODUCTS CO INC MANILA

PHILIPPINES

Application to waive collection of portions of freight charges granted

Donna M Forminio for applicant OOCL Seapac Services Inc

GerardH Wolweber for applicant Transpacific Westbound Rate Agreement

INITIAL DECISION I OF SEYMOUR GLANZER ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Partially adopted July 3 1986

By application filed January 14 1986 OOCL Seapac Service Inc asks

permission to waive collection of 51194 of fteight charges due it from
Keng Hua Paper Products Co Inc Manila Philippines in connection
with a shipment of used book binding machinery carried by it from New
York N Y to Manila Philippines aboard the Oriental Diplomat which
sailed from New York on December 11 1985 The shipment weighed
777 kilograms and measured 7 023 cubic meters Transpacific Westbound
Rate Agreement joins in the application

On October 30 1985 OOCL Seapac quoted a rate of 1300 ocean

freight 1210 per 20 container plus an existing terminal receiving charge
of 90 per 20 container for the upcoming shipment subject to booking
The booking took place on November 25 1985 but due to inadvertent
clerical error the intended ocean freight rate was not published in the
TWRA tariff as an independent rate as it should have been Thus at

the time of shipment the applicable ocean freight rate was 253 W M

and the applicable terminal receiving charge was 5 M At those rates

charges amounted to 1 81194 The shipper was billed at the applicable
rates but was told to pay at the booked rates When the error was discov
ered a corrected tariff reflecting the intended ocean rate was filed effective

January 20 1986 There were no other shipments of the same or similar

commodity to the same destination during the relevant time period and

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 227
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there is no indication of discrimination or the likelihood thereof Neverthe
less the order which follows provides safeguards against discrimination 2

The application meets the criteria for approval under section 8 e of
the Shipping Act 1984 46 V S C app 1707 e and the Commission s

rules 46 CFR 502 92 a

The application is granted OOCL Seapac shall waive collection of
51194 in connection with the above described shipment and TWRA shall

publish the following notice at pages 1421 and l426AI of its Tariff
FMC No 3

Notice is given as required by the decision in Special Docket
No 1415 that effective October 30 1985 and continuing through
January 19 1986 inclusive for purposes of refund or waiver
the rate for Item No 84170 Book Binding Machinery AG
From Atlantic Ports PC 20 PIDL is 1210 00 2 2 means

Applies on Used Machinery Only Such rate is subject to all
applicable rules regulations terms and conditions of said rate
and this tariff

OOCL Seapac shall make any necessary adjustment in brokerage of com

pensation to brokers or freight forwarders
Within 30 days of service of notice of authorization from the Commission

OOCL Seapac and TWRA shall furnish the Secretary with evidence of
waiver and collection together with copies of the prescribed tariff notices

S SEYMOUR GLANZER
Administrative Law Judge

1 In addition to other safeguards the notice to be published in lite lWRA tarjff proteClJ against digcrimina
tion among shippers by making the rate effective as of the date the rate was quoted to the shipper there
beIn no eyjdence that the rate was not intended to become effective immediately if the shipment was
booked on that date

28 FM C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1421

APPLICATION OF AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD FOR THE
BENEFIT OF EVA GABOR INT L

ORDER OF PARTIAL ADOPTION

July 3 1986

The Commission determined to review the Initial Decision of Administra
tive Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer served on April 3
1986 in this proceeding

American President Lines Ltd APL applied pursuant to section 8 e

of the Shipping Act of 1984 the Act 46 U S c app 1707 e for

permission to refund to the consignee Eva Gabor International a portion
of the freight charges collected on eighteen shipments of wigs APL carried
from Korea to Kansas City Kansas and Missouri

The Presiding Officer found that the application met all the requirements
of section 8 e of the Act and properly granted APL permission to refund

838 74 of the charges collected However the tariff notice required by
the Initial Decision to be published in the carrier s tariff makes the rate
APL seeks to apply effective as of Augnst 29 1985 whereas the earliest
date the rate can be made applicable is August 30 1985 when APL s

independent tariff went into effect

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That in lieu of the tariff notice man

dated by the Initial Decision issued in this proceeding American President
Lines Ltd promptly publish in its tariff the following notice

Notice is given as required by the Federal Maritime Commission
in Special Docket No 1421 that effective August 30 1985 and
through November 7 1985 inclusive the special rate on Wigs
from Korea to Kansas City Kansas and Missouri is 133
W M for purposes of waiver or refund of freight charges subject
to all other applicable rules regulations terms and conditions
of said rate and this tariff

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision issued in this

proceeding is otherwise adopted by the Commission
FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

w By the

Commission SJOHN ROBERT

EWERSSecretary
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1421

APPLICATION OF AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LID FOR THE

BENEFIT OF EVA GABOR INT L

Application In refund freight charges of 838 74 granted

INITIAL DECISION 1 OF JOSEPH N INOOLIA ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Partially Adopted July 3 1986

This application 2 is for pennission to refund 838 74 of freight charges
arising out of 18 shipments of Wigs beginning on September 2 1985

moving from Busan Korea to Kansas City Missouri

The tariff involved in this proceeding is American President Lines Ltd

APL Korea Freight Tariff No IC C APLS305 FMC No 137 which

covers movements from Ports in Korea to Pcirts and Points in the United

States the Ports are Ports and Points are listed in Rule I of the tarif

On July 23 1985 Eva Gabor international Gabor applied to the Con

ference for a rate action on wigs from Korea moving to Kansas City
Missouri By letter dated August 29 1985 the Conference confinned the

establishment of a special rate of 133 W M on wigs to Kansas City
Kansas and Missouri under Item No 659501S 4 The Conference published
the above rate in its tariff effective August 29 1985 s However effective

August 30 1985 APL published its own tariff APLS 305 F M C No

137 where the rate on wigs to Kansas City Kansas and Missouri under

Item 6595 was listed as 141 W M and the special 133 W M rate was

inadvertently omitted 6 The error was corrected in APL s tariff effective

November 8 1985 when the rate was re established at the 133 W M

levelPrior to the correction being made Gabor tendered eighteen 18

shipments which were rated billed and paid at the 141 W M rate leve

The applicant now seeks a refund of the difference between the payments

1 This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com

mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227

2Thc application was filed on February 21 1986 well within lhe statutory perl04 set forth in section 8 0

Shipping Act 1984 APL initially filed the application which was later joined inby TPFCJ K
3The Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan Korea TPFCJlK Eastbound Interior Point Intennodal Tar

iff No I ICe TPC 33 FMC No 8 is also factually pertinent but is norinvolved in the error which was

made
4Application Exhibit A

Application Exhibit B
6Application Exhibit C
7Application Exhibit D
I Application Appendix 2
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Administrative Law Judge

APPLICATION OF AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD FOR 509
THE BENEFIT OF EVA GABOR INT L

made of 16 984 14 and the payments due under the 133 W M rate

of 16 145 40 or 838 74
Section 8 e of the Shipping Act 1984 permits the Commission to

waive or refund collection of freight charges where it appears there was

an error in a tariff of a clerical nature or an error due to inadvertence
in failing to file a new tariff Here APL simply forgot to include the
negotiated special rate in its tariff It is the kind of mistake Congress
sought to obviate in enacting section 8 e

The application of APL conforms to the requirements of Rule 92 a

Special Docket Application Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR
502 92 a and therefore after consideration of the application the exhibits
attached to it and the entire record it is held that

I There was an error of a clerical or administrative nature which resulted

in the failure to have timely filed an APL tariff containing a rate of
133 W M on Wigs from Ports in Korea see Rule I to Kansas City

Kansas and Missouri which rate would have been in effect had the error

not been made
2 The refund will not result in discrimination among shippers 9 and

there is no evidence that any carrier or ports would suffer discrimination
should the application be granted

3 Prior to applying for the refund the applicant filed a new tariff which
sets forth the rate upon which the refund should be based

4 The application was filed within 180 days from the date of the

shipment
Wherefore in view of the above it is
Ordered that permission is granted APL to refund a portion of freight

charges in the amount of 838 74 to the shipper Eva Gabor Intwhich
refund will have no effect on the land portion of the intermodal movement

and it is

Further Ordered that APL promptly publish in the pertinent tariff the

following notice

Notice is given as required by the Federal Maritime Commission
in Special Docket No 1421 that effective August 29 1985 and

through November 7 1985 inclusive the special rate on Wigs
from Korea to Kansas City Kansas and Missouri is 133
W M for purposes of waiver or refund of freight charges subject
to all other applicable rules regulations terms and conditions
of said rate and this tariff

9The applicant states that there were no other shipments of the same commodity during the time period
involved here

28 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1354

APPLICATION OF U S ATLANTIC NORTH EUROPE CONFERENCE

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Application to refund 4400 in Arbitralcharges granted Applicant found to have conformed
to the requirements of SectiOD 8 e by filing a new correcting tariff prior to filing
Its application

Harvey M Flitter A E Phair and Anthony M Ryan for U S Atlantic North Europe
Conference

REPORT AND ORDER

July 9 1986

BY THE COMMISSION EDWARD V HICKEY JR Chairman JAMES V

CAREY Vice Chairman FRANCIS J IVANCIE THOMAS F MOAKLEY
AND EDWARD J PHILBIN Commissioners

This proceeding is before the Commission on Exceptions filed by the

U S Atlantic North Europe Conference ANEC or Conference to the Initial

Decision of Administrative Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer

The Presiding Officer denied ANEC s application submitted pursuant to

section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 the Act 46 U S C app 1707 e

for permIssion to refund 4 400 In freight charges to the Ford Motor

Company assessed on five shipments of Straight or Mixed Containers

of Empty Steel Racks andor Transmissions Mixed Containers transported
from Louisville Kentucky to Blanquefort France 1 The shipments totaling
eleven 20 foot containers moved on vessels owned by Sea Land Service
Inc an ANEC member and were rated pursuant to ANEC s Port to Port

and Intermodal Tariff No FMC I 2nd revised page 1566 ANEC filed
its application on July 24 1985

I Date of
shipment
I26S5

24S5
2I2SIS5

2I2SIS5

2I2SIS5

Blll of lading
frelsht bill number

9S4816303
9S4816807
9S4931709
984931699
984931712

Total

charges

2496 00

2 496 00

2496 00

1 248 00

4992 00

13 728 00

510 28 F M C
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BACKGROUND

28 F M C

On December 27 1984 Sea Land advised ANEC that it was taking
independent action on Mixed Containers moving in 20 foot containers from
Louisville Kentucky to Blanquefort France Sea Land informed ANEC
that effective January 7 1985 through June 30 1985 its rate on that

commodity would be 848 00 and would include the Bordeaux Arbitrary
of 400 00 per container After June 30 1985 Sea Land s rate would
increase to 903 00 per container but would still include the Bordeaux

Arbitrary On January 8 1985 ANEC filed the above rates on Sea Land s

behalf but inadvertently failed to note that the Bordeaux Arbitrary was

included in the rates Accordingly the Arbitrary was separately assessed
against the five shipments in question

On July 22 1985 two days before it filed the application in this pro
ceeding ANEC at Sea Land s urging filed a new tariff page in an attempt
to conform to Sea Land s independent action instructions This filing 3rd
revised page 566 provided for a rate of 903 00 per container including
the Arbitrary through June 30 1986 The July 22nd filing did not however
reflect the 848 00 freight rate including the Arbitrary that Sea Land in
tended to be applied to the five shipments in issue The Presiding Officer
denied ANEC s application on the ground that at no time prior to the

filing of the application did the Conference file a corrected tariff showing
the 848 00 per container rate including the Bordeaux Arbitrary He found
that the July 22nd filing was deficient because it did not precisely set
forth the 848 00 per 20 foot container rate that Sea Land intends to apply
to the shipments at issue

EXCEPTIONS

ANEC argues that although its original application may have been un

clear if the application and the July 22nd tariff filing are liberally viewed
and from a practical standpoint the Commission could conclude that
a correct tariff was filed prior to the application In this regard ANEC
submits that it could not have filed the 848 00 rate prior to filing the

application because Sea Land intended that rate to expire on June 30
1985 well before ANEC discovered that it had failed to correct the January
tariff filing ANEC argues that the Commission should reverse the Presiding
Officer s Initial Decision and grant the application because ANEC did
correct that part of the original filing which was incorrect i e the Arbitrary
prior to filing its application

DISCUSSION

Section 8 e 2 of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c app 1707 e 2

provides as is here relevant that the Commission may only permit a
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carrier to refund a portion of freight charges collected from a shipper
if

the common carrier or conference has prior to filing an applica
tion for authority to make a refund filed a new tariff with the
Commission that sets forth the rate on which the refund or waiver
would be based 2

ANEC argues that its July 22nd tariff filing which included the Bordeaux

Arbitrary as part of Sea Land s then effective freight rate of 903 00
per 20 foot container satisfied this requirement The Commission agrees
that ANEC s July 22nd filing satisfies the tariff filing requirement of section
8 e 2 and will therefore reverse the Initial Decision and grant Sea Land
pennission to refund 4 400 to the Ford Motor Company

As is pointed out on Exception the error that occurred was the Con
ference s failure to file a tariff page indicating that the Arbitrary was

included in the 848 00 freight rate that Sea Land had established for
Mixed Containers for the period of January 7 1985 through June 30
1985 The 848 00 rate was properly filed and assessed against the ship
ments here in issue The Arbitrary was also assessed because the Con
ference s January 8th filing failed to note that the separately stated Arbitrary
did not apply3

On July 22 1985 before it filed the application ANEC did file Ii
tariff page indicating that the Arbitrary charge does not apply to movements
of Mixed Containers from Louisville Kentucky to Blanquefort France
This filing satisfies the Act s requirement that the applicant shall file a

new tariff prior to filing its application that sets forth the rate basis which

supports the refund The July 22nd filing corrects that part of the original
tariff filing that was in error and makes clear that the Arbitrary charge
does not apply to shipments of Mixed Containers Had this filing which
limits the Arbitrary s application been effective at the time of the shipments
here in issue the shipper would not have been assessed 4 400 00 in
Arbitrary charges the amount ANEC now seeks authority to refund

ANEC s application for authority to make a refund is not given the
circumstances of this case barred by the fact that the July 22nd filing
sets forth an underlying freight rate different from that which was in
effect at the time of shipment In Application of Pacific Westbound Con

2ANEC s compliance with the other requirements of se ion 8e is not in issue The record demonstrates
that the applwtion was timely flied Le within 180 days of shipment that there was clerical oversight and
that a refund wIll not result in discrimination among shippers

3AI least two errors were committed in implemenllna Sea Land s independent action with regard to
Mixed Containers The Arbitrary was not included in the rate as Sea Land requested and the rate did

not become effective on January 7 1985 as also requested by Sea Land in Its lelex of December 27 1984
10 ANEC In addition alhough Sea Land notified ANEC on May 3 1985 of lhe tariff filing error ANEC
did not file a conecllon until July 22 1985 Thls series of erroll fCgardlng Sea Land s Independent action
nquest is a malter of concern to he Commission

4The 903 00 rMe 1ncJuded In the July 22nd filing Wa onJnaJly published In ANEC s January 8th filing
10 beorne effective on July I 1985

28 F M C
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ference on Behalf of Korea Marine Transport Co Ltd for the Benefit
ofMitsui and Co U SA Line Inc 25 FMC 350 982 and Application
of Japan Line USA for the Benefit of Nomura America Corp 22
FM C 825 1980 the applicant carriers were granted authority to waive
or refund portions of the applicable charges although their corrective tariffs
reflected higher rates due to intervening general rate increases than the
rates the carriers had negotiated with the shippers In each of these cases

the Commission reasoned that the higher rate resulting from the rate increase
included the rate that had not been filed due to error and therefore the
carrier should not be barred from making the refund See also Application
of Sea Land Service Inc for the Benefit of Seviroli Inc 22 S R R 789

1984

Sea Land s intervening rate increase for Mixed Containers which became
effective before ANEC filed the tariff correction on July 22nd made it

impractical if not impossible for ANEC to then file the expired 848 00
rate Accordingly the Commission finds that the July 22nd filing which
reflects Sea Land s rate increase for Mixed Containers does not act to
bar special docket relief under section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984

Accordingly the Commission is granting ANEC s Exceptions and is

reversing the Presiding Officer s Initial decision and granting authority to

refund 4 400 Arbitrary charges that were collected on the shipments here
at issue

28 F M C

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That ANEC s Exceptions are granted
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision in this decision

is reversed
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That Sea Land is granted permission to

refund 4400 to the Ford Motor Company and

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That ANEC shall promptly publish in
the applicable tariff on behalf of Sea Land Service the following notice 6

Notice is hereby given as required by the decision of the Federal
Maritime Commission in Special Docket No 1354 that effective

January 25 1985 through July 21 1985 the underlying 20 foot

per container freight rate on any shipments of Straight or Mixed
Containers of Empty Steel Racks andlor Transmissions trans

ported from Louisville Kentucky to Blanquefort France includes
the Bordeaux Arbitrary This Notice is effective for the purpose
of refund or waiver of the Bordeaux Arbitrary charged on any

S The special docket legislation was intended 10 prevent shippers from bearing the burden of carrier neg
ligence and has been broadly construed 10 accomplish this congressional objective Nepera Chemical Inc
v FederalMaritime Commission 662 F 2d 18 D C Cir 1981

6In Special Docket 1381 Application of Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc for the Benefit of the Embassy
of Tunisia Office of Defense Attache 28 F M C 421 1986 the Commission detennined that the effective

date reflected in the tariff notice mandated by section 8 e 3 of the Act may not exceed 180 days prior
to the date the application was filed Accordingly the tariff notice set forth herein provides for an effective
date of January 25 1985
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shipments of the commodity described which may have been

shipped during the specified period of time

S JOSEPH C POLKING

Secretary

28 P M C
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RINKER MATERIALS CORPORATION

v

28 F M C 515

PORT EVERGLADES AUTHORITY AND SEA LAND SERVICE INC

NOTICE

July 11 1986

Notice is given that no appeal has been taken to the June 4 1986
dismissal of the complaint in this proceeding and the time within which
the Commission could determine to review has expired No such determina
tion has been made and accordingly the dismissal has become administra

tively final

S TONY P KOMINOTII

Assistant Secretary
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DOCKET NO 85 21

RINKER MATERIALS CORPORATION

PORT EVERGLADES AUTHORITY AND SEA LAND SERVICE INC

COMPLAINT DISMISSED

Finalized July 11 1986

Complainant has filed a Notice of Withdrawal of Complaint with sup

porting material explaining that complainant has reached an amicable reso

lution of its controversy with respondents and no longer wishes to continue

this proceeding
This case essentially concerned the alleged problems which complainant

an importer and manufacturer of cement had been experiencing in having
its vessels served by the respondent marine terminal operator and with

complainant s desire to work out a plan by which complainant s vessels

would be accommodated without undue delay At the prehearing conference

held on April I 1986 it appeared that a reasonable settlement could be

achieved and that ellpensive litigation could and should thereby be avoided

The settlement which has been reached accords with the policy of the

law and this Commission which strongly encourages settlements and does

not appear to require any further Commission attention

Accordingly the complaint is dismissed

S NORMAN D KLINE
Administrative Law Judge

1 The agreement to work in hannony with complainant to accommodate its ships is one between an im

porter and amarine terminal operator and does not appear to require fiUng under seellon 4 or5 of the Ship
ping Act of 1984 46 U S C app sec 1703 1704 Furthermore the issues settled do not concern issues in

valving improper mtlng under filed tariffs in which event the seulement would require additional support
and justification See Organic Chemicals v Atlanttraflk Express Service 18 SRR IS36a 1979
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DOCKET NO 82 15

KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC

v

TIIE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE PORT OF NEW

ORLEANS AND RYAN WALSH STEVEDORING CO INC

ORDER ADOPTING INITIAL DECISION

July 23 1986

On April 3D 1986 Chief Administrative Law Judge Charles E Morgan
Presiding Officer served an Initial Decision 1D in this proceeding which

1 dismissed the complaint against the Board of Commissioners of the
Port of New Orleans Dock Board in light of the fact that the complaint
of Kerr Steamship Company Inc Kerr against it had been voluntarily
withdrawn with prejudice and 2 dismissed Kerr s complaint against Ryan
Walsh Stevedoring Co Inc because there had been no showing that it
violated the shipping statutes Subsequently an Exception was filed by
the Association of Ship Brokers and Agents U S A Inc ASBA an

intervener in this proceeding ASBA excepts solely to the statement in
the ID that nlo explanation is required as to any reason for this
withdrawal of complaint ASBA submits that it would be in the public
interest to ascertain the reasons for the withdrawal of the complaint and

suggests that if it was the result of a settlement the Commission may
wish to review it and place any settlement agreement on the record No

replies to this Exception were submitted

However ASBA later filed a Motion to Include Settlement Document
in Record of this Proceeding and Thereupon Suggestion of Mootness
as to Intervener s Exception Motion The Motion noted that ASBA
had received a settlement document titled Receipt and Release Assignment
and Subrogation from counsel for the Dock Board and requested that
the document be included in the record of this proceeding The Commis
sion s Bureau of Hearing Counsel filed a Reply to ASBA s Motion which

requested that the Commission make the settlement agreement a part of

the record and then discontinue the proceeding
The Commission has determined to adopt the Initial Decision The Com

mission concurs with the Presiding Officer that under the circumstances

no explanation was required as to why Kerr voluntarily withdrew its com

plaint against the Dock Board However in light of the Dock Board s

subsequent release of a settlement agreement to ASBA with no apparent

28 F M C 517
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1

restrictions on its dissemination the Commission also agrees that no harm
will ensue by making this settlement agreement a part of the record

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Motion of the Association
of Ship Brokers and Agents U S A Inc to include the Receipt and
Release Assignment and Subrogation in the record of this proceeding
is granted and

IT IS FURIHER ORDERED That the Initial Decision in this proceeding
served April 30 1986 is adopted by the Commission

By the Commission

S JOSBPH C POLK NO

Secretary

j

2S P M C
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DOCKET NO 82 15

KERR STEAMSHIP COMPANY INC

v

THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE PORT OF NEW
ORLEANS AND RYAN WALSH STEVEDORING CO INC

I Complaint against Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans withdrawn with

prejudice Complaint dismissed

2 Complaint against Ryan Walsh Stevedoring Co Inc dismissed because of no showing
that this respondent violated the Shipping Acts

3 In view of dismissal of complaint against Ryan Walsh on the merits it is unnecessary
to decide whether Ryan Walsh is a person subject to jurisdiction under the Shipping
Acts in the circumstances of this proceeding

Eliot J Halperin Robert B Acomb Jr and Donald L King for the complainant
Kerr Steamship Company Inc

Edward J Sheppard and Edward F LeBreton III for respondent The Board of Commis
sioners of the Port of New Orleans

Thomas D Wicox for respondent Ryan Walsh Stevedoring Co Inc

Robert Eike for intervener the West Gulf Maritime Association

J Alton Boyer for intervener Association of Ship Brokers and Agents U S A Inc

Aaron W Reese Director for the Bureau of Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION I OF CHARLES E MORGAN ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Adopted July 23 1986

On January 7 1986 the complainant Kerr Steamship Company Inc
Kerr served notice of its Withdrawal of Complaint in Part insofar

as it was directed against one respondent The Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans the Board This withdrawal was with prejudice
to all issues raised in the complaint against the Board No explanation
was offered nor is required as to any reason for this withdrawal of com

plaint
The other respondent herein is Ryan Walsh Stevedoring Company Inc

Ryan Walsh The complaint insofar as it is against Ryan Walsh was not
withdrawn and it remains to be decided herein

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CPR 502 227
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The complaint against both respondents alleged violations of sections
16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act The above provisions
of the 1916 Act respectively are included in sections IO d 3 and of
10 d 1 of the Shipping Act of 1984

In brief this complaint is about certain demurrage charges on a shipload
of steel imported through the Port of New Orleans This cargo was left
on the docks of or on the premises of the Port of New Orleans beyond
the free time a1owed for pick up of such cargo The cargo s owners or

their agent paid 30 000 of the demurrage charges but the remaining
184 729 18 of the demurrage charges were not paid

The Board sought to collect the remaining demurrage charges from Kerr
which had obtained the berth assignment and was the husbanding agent
for the vessel which brought the cargo to New Orleans

The history of this proceeding is that the complaint was filed with
the Commission a first prehearing conference was held and later a motion
was served by the complainant for leave to withdraw the complaint in
its entirety and for its dismissal without prejudice inasmuch as a suit
had been filed by the Board against Kerr Ryan Walsh and the owner

consignees of the cargo in the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Louisiana New Orleans Division

The said motion to withdraw was granted by the Presiding Officer subject
to the condition that any party might file a motion to reopen the proceeding
depending upon the outcome of the suit in the District Court for the
reason among others that there was no certainty that the District Court
would settle a1 of the Shipping Act issues in the complaint

The District Court rendered judgment in favor of the Board and against
Kerr Kerr next appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit which granted Kerr s motion to stay further proceedings

pending administrative agency determination Accordingly the pro
ceeding in No 82 15 herein was reopened by the Presiding Officer on

March 27 1984
The demurrage in issue herein arose from a complicated series of financial

transactions Intercontinental Metals Corporation IMC or Intercontinental
Metals Trading Corporation IMTC North Carolina comparties bought
steel from Metalimportexport a Rumanian government corporation
Metalimportexport chartered the Vidraru and other vessels from NAVROM
another Rumanian government corporation to transport cargoes of steel
plate to the United States on a free out basis

Cardinal Shipping Corporation as agent for IMC and IMTC arranged
for Ryan Walsh to do the stevedoring in New Orleans BaSed on expecta
tions of 100000 tons of steel to be imported through New Orleans Ryan
Walsh requested a first call on berth at the Governor Nicholls Street Wharf
in New Orleans which request was granted by the Board on April I
1981

28 F M C
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In 1982 both IMC and IMTC filed petitions in bankruptcy staying all
claims against them

The import cargo herein was imported under so called free out terms

meaning that the cargo owners and not the vessel owner were responsible
for unloading the cargo from the ship Ryan Walsh was the stevedore
for the cargo owners and thus took the responsibility for unloading the
cargo from the ship

Kerr was not the agent for the cargo owners but applied to the Board
on behalf of the vessel owner for a berth assignment for the vessel At
the request of Ryan Walsh Kerr designated the Governor Nicholls Street
Wharf as the place for berthing the ship

Ryan Walsh applied to the Board for a First Call on Berth Privilege
at the Governor Nicholls Street Wharf to provide its stevedoring services
for the cargo owners herein and for others On April I 1981 the
Board issued to Ryan Walsh a Grant of First Call on Berth Privilege
which Ryan Walsh accepted on April IS 1981 The Board s tariff and
all subsequent changes etc thereof were made a part of the said grant

The vessel herein the Vidraru completed its discharge on April 30
1981 and the free time allowance for maintaining the cargo on the docks
expired May IS 1981 Removal of the cargo from the docks began on

June 3 1981 and was completed in August 1981
The Board sent demurrage invoices to Kerr which Kerr forwarded to

Ryan Walsh Kerr notified Ryan Walsh that since free time had expired
and demurrage charges had not been paid that no cargo should be released
from the docks until all demurrage charges were paid Ryan Walsh for
warded these messages to the cargo owners or their agent Cardinal Shipping
Corp In turn Cardinal instructed Ryan Walsh to continue releasing the
cargo As a result all of the Vidraru s cargo herein was removed from
the docks without all demurrage charges having been paid

Cardinal having received Kerr s notice to Ryan Walsh not to release
the cargo until all demurrage had been paid responded directly to Kerr
by telex on July 29 1981

SIR WE HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF YOUR TELEX
WHICH WAS SENT TO RYAN WALSH PLEASE NOTE WE
HAVE BEEN AND STILL ARE NEGOTIATING WHARFAGE
DEMURRAGE ON THE ABOVE VESSEL WITH THE DOCK
BOARD DIRECTLY THUSLY WE ASSUME RESPONSI
BILITY FOR SAID CHARGES AND WITH COPY OF THE
TELEX TO RYAN WALSH ARE INSTRUCTING THEM TO
RELEASE CARGO IN THE USUAL MANNER YOU TOO RE
ALIZE AS CHARGES ACCRUE DAILY AND WE ARE DOING
OUR UTMOST TO MOVE THE CARGO OUT OF THE PORT
AREA AS SOON AS POSSIBLE HOPE THE ABOVE SUF
FICES TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS WE REMAIN

28 F M C
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Ryan Walsh followed the instructions of Cardinal Shipping Corp and
released all of the cargo although demurrage charges had not all been

paid
In its complaint Kerr had alleged that the Board s tariff provisions and

the Board s actions in seeking to collect demurrage on such free out

cargo from Kerr were unlawful for the reason in part that Kerr was

not the agent for the owner consignee of the cargo whose duty it was

to pick up the cargo before the expiration of free time
Kerr s complaint against Ryan Walsh is that Ryan Walsh as an alleged

terminal operator for the cargo and as stevedore for the unloading of
the cargo was the terminal agent for the cargo owner Kerr alleges further
that Ryan Walsh did not fulfill its alleged responsibility to payor collect
the inbound demurrage charges before releasing the cargo to the owner

consignee
Kerr alleged that Ryan Walsh had custody and control over the cargo

when the demurrage accrued and that in proceeding allegedly in concert

with the Board in its efforts to collect the demurrage charges from Kerr
that Ryan Walsh was in violation of the Act

Specifically Kerr alleges that in failing to enforce the Board s tariff
rules applicable to Ryan Walsh s terminal operations and instead engaging
in terminal practices to avoid collection and payment of the demurrage
charges Ryan Walsh a granted itself an undue and unreasonable preference
and advantage and subjected Kerr to an unreasonable prejudice and dis

advantage and b established and enforced unjust and unreasonable prac
tices relating to the receiving handling storing and delivering of property
in violation of sections 16 and 17 of the Act

At the prehearing conference held for the reopened proceeding a petition
to intervene by The Association of Ship Brokers and Agents U S A
Inc ASBA and a petition to intervene by the West Gulf Maritime Asso
ciation were granted Both interveners represented that they did not wish
to introduce factual matters but would limit their participation to the filing
of briefs The Bureau of Hearing Counsel already had been permitted
to intervene at the time of the first prehearing conference

The legal positions of ASBA and of West Gulf Maritime Association
relate mainly to the complaint against the Board rather than the complaint
against Ryan Walsh ASBA cites many reasons why the Board s tariff

provisions may be unlawful

At the prehearing conference held on the reopened proceeding also it
was ruled that the facts of the case might be submitted in writing by
all parties if they were unable to stipulate the facts inasmuch as the

parties already had tried the matter orally in large part before the District
Court

Ryan Walsh on brief stated that the facts in this proceeding had been
stated accurately by the Presiding Officer in his ruling order served De
cember 5 1984 that the facts stated in the opening brief of Hearing
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Counsel were sufficient to decide the real issue and that the operative
facts never had been in dispute Kerr said the dispute related tq legal
conclusions drawn from the facts

The Board owns and provides marine terminal facilities for the use

of shipping interests The Board is a landlord port and does not itself
conduct terminal operations The Board assigns berths and assesses charges
for the use of its facilities

Ryan Walsh s First Call on Berth Privilege granted by the Board was

inclusive of all equipment and appurtenances as shown on page 2 of
Attachment 2 to the statements of facts submitted on behalf of Kerr The

Governor Nicholls Street Wharf as shown on said page 2 included various
wharf and shed areas It is located on the Mississippi River FMC Agree
ment No T 3967 between the Board and Ryan Walsh originally approved
by the Commission June 21 1981 relates to operations of Ryan Walsh

at another location which is on the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet which
is part of the Intracoastal Waterway system

Some discussion of the complaint against the Board is deemed helpful
in putting into perspective the complaint remaining against Ryan Walsh

As pointed out by Hearing Counsel as a general rule in order to hold
a steamship agent vessel agent responsible for port charges of any nature
those port charges must be related to the vessel s use of the port In
other words a principal vessel must be responsible for certain port charges
such as demurrage on outbound cargo or wharfage for the principals
agent vessels agent also to be held responsible for the same port charges

On inbound cargo occupying terminal space after the expiration of the
free time allowed for the pick up of that inbound cargo the vessel ocean

carrier no longer has any transportation obligation relative to such cargo
Since the vessel Vidraru no longer had any transportation responsibility

on the cargo in the present case after the expiration of free time for

pick up of the cargo the vessel had no obligation to pay demurrage on

this inbound cargo Since the vessel had no obligation to pay demurrage
likewise its agent could have had no responsibility to pay such demurrage
merely because of its agency relationship

If the Board s tariff provisions holding vessel agents responsible item
145D for demurrage charges due and payable before the cargo is removed

from the public wharves were deemed lawful this is another question
but it need not be resolved here

The responsibility for demurrage on inbound cargo is explained in West

Gulf Maritime Association v Port of Houston Authority 22 FMC 420

1980 at page 439

The difference in responsibility between inbound and outbound

cargo is based upon the respective legal responsibilities for re

moval of the cargo from the terminal On inbound cargo the

responsibility for removal after the expiration of free time is on

the cargo interests
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The record herein does not disclose any proceeding in which it has
been determined that demurrage on inbound cargo may be charged properly
against vessel interests

Although it does not have to be decided herein a terminal practice
or a tariff provision holding vessel interests responsible for demurrage
on inbound cargo would appear to be unreasonable and unlawful

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present case on the inbound cargo the responsibility for the

demurrage after the expiration of free time was primarily on the cargo
owners consignees IMC and IMTC and secondarily on their agent Car
dinal Shipping Corp

There remains the question whether the stevedore Ryan Walsh was re

sponsible somehow for this demurrage Ryan Walsh had a contract to steve
dore the cargo that is to unload it from the ship hut Cardinal Shipping
gave orders to Ryan Walsh as to the disposition of the cargo and Ryan
Walsh acceded to Cardinal s instructions to release the cargo whether or

not the demurrage bill had been paid in full

Ryan Walsh had no contract or duty toward Kerr The Board did not
direct Ryan Walsh to hold the cargo under the Board s tariff provisions
until the demurrage was paid in full Rather the Board chose to negotiate
with Cardinal and to attempt to collect the demurrage from Kerr

There is not a shred of specific evidence that the Board and Ryan
Walsh acted in concert with the intent to foist the payment of the demurrage
charges on Kerr Ryan Walsh acted independently as it saw its duty to
Cardinal

The Board exercised what it believed was its option to collect the demur

rage from Kerr The Board chose not to exercise its option to impound
the cargo

Whether or not the cargo was released improperly to the cargo owners

or their agent before the payment of demurrage is a matter apparently
covered in part by the terms of the tariff of the Board

The Board s tariff item 1450 covered demurrage on inbound cargo
and provided in part

At the option of the Superintendent of Docks the cargo may
be sent to warehouse storage for account of whom it may concern

This tariff item also provided in part
The owner charterer and agent of the vessel discharging the cargo
are responsible for the payment to the Board of the demurrage
charges which are due and payable before the cargo incurring
same is removed from the public wharves

The Board by the above tariff provisions clearly showed its general
intent to collect demurrage charges before the cargo was removed from
the Board s premises But as seen the Board did not exercise its option
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to hold the cargo in warehouse storage Rather the Board was negotiating
with Cardinal Shipping Corp which stated on July 29 1981 that we

have been and still are negotiating wharfage demurrage on the above vessel
with the Dock Board directly

Ryan Walsh was not a vessel agent and under the Board s tariff con

cluded that it was not responsible for the payment or the collection and
remittance to the Board of demurrage charges assessed by the Board s

tariff

The Board owned the terminal facility and collected for its own account

wharfage dockage and demurrage Ryan Walsh occupied the terminal facil
ity furnished the labor and experience to discharge the vessel and to
deliver or release the cargo to its owners Ryan Walsh had custody of
the cargo while it remained in the terminal facility Ryan Walsh physically
occupied the terminal facility and by virtue of that fact and the facts
that Ryan Walsh took custody and control of the cargo Ryan Walsh appar
ently acted as a terminal operator The Vidraru was not a common carrier
by water but Ryan Walsh s First Call on Berth Privilege specified that
it would unload the cargo of the Vidraru and others If these others
included or were to include common carriers by water then it could be
determined that Ryan Walsh was providing terminal services in connection
with common carriers by water

Nevertheless in view of the findings and conclusions herein as to the
merits whether or not Ryan Walsh was in violation of the Shipping Acts
it is unnecessary to decide whether in the circumstances of this proceeding
that Ryan Walsh was an other person or terminal operator subject to
our jurisdiction

It is ultimately concluded and found
I The complaint against the Board of Commissioners of the Port of

New Orleans has been withdrawn with prejudice Said complaint is dis
missed

2 The complaint against Ryan Walsh is without merit because there
has been no showing that Ryan Walsh acted in concert with the Board
of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans in connection with the
charging collecting or failure to collect demurrage etc and there has
been no showing that Ryan Walsh violated the Shipping Acts The said

complaint is dismissed

3 In view of the dismissal of the complaint against Ryan Walsh on

the merits it is unnecessary to decide whether Ryan Walsh is a person
or terminal operator subject to jurisdiction under the Shipping Acts in
the circumstances of this proceeding

S CHARLES E MORGAN
Administrative Law Judge
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1353

APPLICATION OF COMPANIA CHILEANA DE NAVEGACION
INTBROCEANICA S A FOR THE BENEFIT OF GENERAL BOARD
CHURCH OF NAZARENE KASH INC AND CALCO HAWAIIAN

MGT INC

1 ORDER OF REMAND

August 14 1986
This proceeding is before the Commission on Exceptions filed by

Compania Chileana de Navegacion Interoceanica S A CCNT to the Initial
Decision JD of Chief Administrative Law Judge Charles E Morgan
Presiding Officer The Presiding Officer denied CCNT s application sub

mitted pursuant to section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 D S C
app 1707 e for pennission to waive portions of the applicable freight
charges on two shipments that moved from Los Angeles California to
certain Chilean ports He also denied relief with regard to a third shipmellt
on the basis that the shipment was overcharged and no waiver is appro
priate for it CCNT excepts to the 1 0 with regard to the first two

shipments

BACKGROUND

On June 7 1985 CCNT sent certain corresiondence from its home office
in Valparaiso Chile to its Los Angeles traffic manager advising him of

cargoes and quoted rates pertaining to three potential shiipers This
correspondence was misrouted and was not received by the traffic manager
until June 12 1985 three days before CCNT s vessel on which the cargo
was loaded the Asia Sun sailed

CCNT s Los Angeles traffic manager had established a procedure to
avoid the mischance of publisring rates without transporting the intended
cargo That procedure required the traffic manager to receive documenta
tion that the cargo was at the pier ready to be loaded betbre he would
authorize CCNls tariff publisher to file the rates quoted to him from
the home office in Valparaiso Chile On the shipments here in issue
the traffic manager allegedly did not receive documentation that the cargo
was ready to be loaded until June 17 1985 two days after the Asia
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Sun sailed As a result one of the quoted tariff rates was not published
until June 20 the other was published on June 21 1985 2

The Presiding Officer denied CCNIS application on the ground that
there was no error of a clerical or administrative nature In so doing
he relied upon the Commission s recent decision in Application of Phil

ippines Micronesia Orient Naviqation Co for the Benefit of Himmel
Industries Inc 28 EM C 219 1986 In Himmel the Commission deter

mined that there was no clerical or administrative error warranting the

requested relief because the carrier s deliberate decision to withhold pub
lishing the quoted rate until on board bills of lading were issued indicated
that the carrier did not intend to publish the quoted rate until after the
vessel had sailed The Presiding Officer in the present proceeding deter
mined that CCNI s procedure is similar enough to that considered in Himmel

to warrant denying its application
CCNI in its Exceptions argues that its procedures and the facts of

this proceeding are distinguishable from Himmel First it points out that
its tariff publication procedure only requires documentation that the cargo
is ready for loading while in Himmel the carrier required on board
bills of lading Second CCNI argues that the record supports a finding
that there was clerical and admirtistrative error In this regard CCNI notes

that the AU acknowledged that the relevant documents were misrouted

and that CCNI s procedure would not always result in the vessel sailing
before the quoted rate is published Finally CCNI points out that the

traffic manager is located at the point of loading and could authorize

the quoted rates to be published while in Himmel the documents had

to be sent over 3 000 miles before the rates could be published CCNI
therefore urges the Commission to reverse the Initial Decision and to

allow it to waive a portion of the applicable freight charges

DISCUSSION

Section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 provides in relevant part
that the Commission may authorize a refund or waiver if

Tlhere is an error in a tariff of a clerical or administrative
nature or an error due to inadvertence in failing to file a new

tariff 46 U S c app gI707 e I

I CeNIs application indicates that while the traffic manager became aware that the cargo was at the pier
late on June 14 1985 he was not able to verify the cargo status with the necessary documentation until

after the vessel had sailed

200 the first shipment a20 fool container containing apick up truck CeNt negotiated a rate of 3 100 00

and seeks to waive collection of 2 045 08 in freight charges On the second shipment an empty refrigerated
container on a chassis CCNI negotiated a rate of 3500 and now seeks to waive 34 673 67 in freight
charges

The quoted rate for the third uncontested shipment was published on June 20 1985 On this shipment
a 20 foot container containing waterbeds CCNI negotiated and collected a flat rate of 4 100 00 The Pre

siding Officer concluded that CCNI had at the time of shipment a rate which would have resulted infreight
charges of 3743 50 He concluded therefore that the shipper had been overcharged in the amount of

35650 CCNI did not except to thePresiding Officer s findings with regard to this shipment
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In Himmel the Commission held that there was no evidence of clerical

error because the procedure there provided that the quoted rate would

not be published until on board bills of lading were received at the

home office in San Francisco which was over 3 000 miles from the port
of origin CCNI argues that its tariff publishing procedure is distinguishable
from that considered in Himmel and that the evidence of record as well

as the Presiding Officer s findings demonstrates the required clerical or

administrative error

A basis may exist to distinguish CCNI s procedures As is pointed out

in CCNIs Exceptions the procedure here at issue requires that the traffic

manager receive certain documents indicating that the cargo is at the pier
and ready for loading as opposed to being loaded on the ship as in

Himmel before he could authorize the quoted rates to be published in

CCNI s tariff Moreover the traffic manager is as CCNt paints out phys
ically located at the port of origin and could have immediately given
such authorization if he had received the proper notl icatlon unlike in

Himmel where the tariff publishing authority was 3 000 mUes distant
In Himmel the Commission denied the application because it was un

likely if not impossible under the procedure there in issue that the quoted
rate could have been published before the ship sailed The cllgo not only
had to be loaded aboard the ship but the on board bill of lading
had to be transmitted over 3 000 miles to the carrier s home office to

obtain authority to publish the quoted rate In the present proceeding the

Presiding Officer stated that CCNI s procedures would not always result

in the vessel sailing before the quoted rates were published Although
not conclusive this may establish a basis to distinguish CCNI s procedures
and support its claim of clerical error

There are however certain evideltlarygaps concerning CCNI s tariff

publishing procedures with respect to the shipments at issue that preclude
a determination on the present record that those procedures are in fact
distinguishable from those in Himmel The evidence of record does not

for instance fully describe nor include the correspondence sent from

Valparaiso Chile to the traffic manager in Los Angles nor does it include
or describe the documentation which the traffic manager eventually received

to inform him that the cargo was at the pier ready for loading In addition

the record evidence does not fully describe the circumstances under which

the traffic manager became aware on the evening before the ship sailed

that the clllgo may have been on the pier See footnote I supra The
record also does not indicate when the cargo was actuaUy delivered to

the pier for loading nor does it indicate when the quoted rates would

have been published if the required documents had not been misrouted
Further development of the record to cure these deficiencies should shed
further light on CCNI s claim of clerical or administrative error and whether

in the final analysis the relief requested should be granted Given the
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remedial purposes of the special docket legislation a remand is warranted

to consider these matters 3

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Presiding Officer s Initial

Decision is vacated to the extent it denies CCNI s application for authority
to waive the collection of 3 045 08 and 34 673 67 in freight charges
for the shipments described herein

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That CCNI s application is remanded to

the Presiding Officer for further proceedings consistent with this opinion
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Presiding Officer shall issue

a Supplemental Decision

By the Commission
S JOSEPH C POLKING

Secretary

3The special docket legislation was intended 10 prevent shippers from bearing the burden of camer neg

ligence and has been broadly construed to accomplish this congressional objective See Nepera Chemical

Inc v federal Marilime Commission 662 F ld 18 DC Cir 1931
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46 CPR PARTS 510 580 582

DOCKET NO 8619

ANTI REBATING CERTIFICATION BY THOSE ENGAGED IN THE
FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

August 26 1986

Final rule
The Federal Maritime Commission amends its rules gov
eming the filing of anti rebating certificates in the foreign
commerce of the United States The purpose of the rule
is to establish unifonn application of anti rebating rules
with respect to ocean common carriers non vessel oper
ating common carriers and freight forwarders and pro
vide that companies which function in more than one

capacity need file only one anti rebating certificate The
rule also specifies the time period covered by the anti
rebate certification and provides a unifonn due date for
submission of the certificate

EFFECTIVE DATE October 28 1986

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
By Notice published in the Federal Register on May 15 1986 51

PR 17754 the Commission proposed to amend certain of its rules con

cerning the filing of anti rebating certificates The proposed amendment
established a common due date of December 31 by which all certificates
must be filed The purpose of this revision was to eliminate any confusion

resulting from the different filing dates facing certain regulated parties
and to clarify the period of validity of a certificate The proposed amend
ments also required each common carrier to file a certificate with its
initial tariff and each ocean freight forwarder to file its initial certificate
with its license application and specified the time period for which each
certificate is valid

Additionally provisions were proposed to permit an individual finn to
submit only one certificate when it functions in more than one capacity
i e both as a non vessel operating common carrier and an ocean freight
forwarder The Commission also proposed to remove the tariff notification

requirement contained in 46 CPR 582 3 That provision was deemed duplica
tive of that contained in 46 CPR 5805 C where it properly resides

Comments on the proposed rule were received from three parties Associ
ated Container Transportation Australia Ltd ACT the National Customs
Brokers and Forwarders Association of America Inc NCBFAA and Inter

ACTION
SUMMARY
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state International Inc Interstate All three generally supported the pro
posed rule

ACT offered two suggestions The first would include a provision with

respect to joint services providing that the joint service rather than the

individual parties be held responsible for the certification This suggestion
has merit The purpose of the anti rebating certification is to aid in the

enforcement of the prohibitions against rebating found in section 10 of

the 1984 Act Section lO e 46 D S C app 1709 e states

For purposes of this section section 10j a joint venture or consor

tium of two or more common carriers but operated as a single
entity shaH be treated as a single common carrier emphasis
added

Because a joint service operated as a single entity would be treated as

a single common carrier for purposes of any violation of section 10 involv

ing rebates it seems appropriate to treat such joint services as single
carriers for purposes of the certification Accordingly we have incorporated
this suggestion in the final rule section 582 I a

ACT also recommended that paragraphs a through d of proposed
46 CFR 582 2 be eliminated ACT stated that the requirements contained

therein were duplicative of material contained in Appendix A to Part 582

while using dissimilar language We believe that the provisions in question
are substantive and should remain in the body of the rule However the

final rule has been modified to make it more consistent with Appendix
A to Part 582

NCBFAA pointed out that the proposed rule failed to take into account

the situation wherein an application for an ocean freight forwarder license

is granted in a year subsequent to the year in which the application was

filed NCBFAA suggested that the certification filed with the application
be valid for the remainder of the calendar year in which the license is

granted This recommendation has merit and has been adopted in the final

rule section 5823 c

NCBFAA also noted that the proposed rule fails to distinguish between

applicants and licensed ocean freight forwarders and offered certain

changes to the proposed rule to take into account this distinction The

thrust of this comment is that applicants file the initial certificate while

licensed ocean freight forwarders must comply with the annual certification

requirement NCBFAA is correct and the final rule has been revised accord

ingly
Interstate which functions as both an ocean freight forwarder and a

non vessel operating common carrier endorsed the provision that a single
certificate would satisfy the annual filing requirement for companies or

firms which function in more than one capacity
The final rule also reflects certain non substantive technical changes
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The Commission has determined that this rule is not a major rule

as defined in Executive Order 12291 February 27 1981 because it will

not result in

I An annual effect on the economy of 100 million or more

2 A major increase in costs or prices for consumers individual indus

tries Federal State or local government agencies or geographic regions
or

3 Significant adverse effect on competition employment investment
productivity innovations or on the ability of the United States based enter

prises to compete with foreign based enterprises in domestic or export
markets

The Chairman of the Federal Maritime Commission certifies that although
this rule may affect a substantial number of small entities particularly
small businesses the economic impact is not considered to be significant

The collection of information requirements contained in this rule have

been submitted to the Office of Management and Budget O M B for

review under section 3504 h of the Paperwork Reduction Act 44 U S C

350411 A copy of the request for O M B review and supporting docu
mentation may be obtained from the Commission s Secretary Comments

on the information collection aspects of this rule should be submitted to

the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs of O M B Attention
Desk Officer for the Federal Maritime Commission Collection of informa

tion requirements contained in original Parts 510 580 and 582 were all
proved by the Office of Management and Budget under the provisions
of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 Pub L 96 511 and assigned
control numbers 30720009 30720018 and 30720028

List of Subjects
46 CFR Part 510

Exports Freight forwarders Maritime carriers Rates and fares Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements Surety bonds

46 CFR Part 580

Anti trust Cargo Cargo vessels Contracts Exports Harbors Imports
Maritime carriers Rates and fares Reporting and recordkeeping require
ments Water carriers Water transportation
46 CFR Part 582

Cargo Cargo vessels Exports Foreign relations Freight forwarders Im

ports Maritime carriers Rates and fares Reporting and recordkeeping re

quirements Water carriers Water transportation
Therefore for the reasons set forth above Parts 510 580 and 582

of Title 46 Code of Federal Regulations are amended as follows

PART 51 AMENDED

1 The Authority Citation to Part 510 is revised to read
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AUTHORITY 5 U S c 553 46 U S c app 1702 1707 1709 1710
l712 1714 1716 and l718

2 Section 510 25 is revised 10 read as follows

510 25 AnIi rebate certifications
a Every licensed ocean freight forwarder shall file an anti rebating

certificate on or before each December 31
b Every applicant for an ocean freight forwarder license shall file

an anti rebating certificate with its license application Such certificate shall
be valid through December 31 of the year in which the license is granted

c The anti rebating certificate shall comply with the requirements of
Part 582 of this title and except for a certificate filed with a license
application shall apply to the calendar year following the December 31
filing date

28 F M C

PART 58GAMENDED

IThe Authority Citation to Part 580 is revised to read
AUTHORITY 5 U S c 553 46 U S c app 1702 1705 1707 1709 1712

1714 1716 and 1718
2 Section 5805 c 2 is revised to read as follows

580 5 Tariff contents

c The body of the tariff shall contain the following
I

2 i The full legal name of each participating common carrier appro
priately identified as a Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier or Vessel
Operating Common Carrier and the address of its principal office Where
a joint service participates the FMC number of the agreement authorizing
the joint service shall also be shown

ii An anti rebate tariff provision to be effective upon filing which
shall read substantially as follows see Exhibit No 2 to this part

Name of company has a policy against the payment of any
rebate by the company or by any officer employee or agent
thereof which payment would he unlawful under the United States
Shipping Act of 1984 Such policy has been certified to the Fed
eral Maritime Commission in accordance with the Shipping Act
of 1984 and the regulations of the Commission set forth in 46
CFR 582

A When the common carrier s tariff is a conference tariff the common

carrier shall ensure that the conference publishes the common carrier s

anti rebate tariff provision in the conference tariff
B In addition to the anti rebate tariff provision an anti rebating certifi

cate shall be filed by every common carrier with its initial tariff and
on each succeeding December 31 The anti rebating certificate shall comply
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with the requirements of Part 582 of this title and except for a certificate

filed with an initial tariff shall be valid for the calendar year following
the December 31 filing date

PART 582AMENDED

IThe Authority Citation to Part 582 is revised to read

AUTHORITY 5 U S C 553 46 U S C APP 1701 1702 1707 1709 1712

AND 17141716

2 Section 582 1 is revised to read as follows

582 1 Scope
a The requirements set forth in this part are binding upon every common

carrier by water and ocean freight forwarder in the foreign commerce

of the United States and at the discretion of the Commission will apply
to any shipper shippers association marine terminal operator or broker

In the case of a joint service operated as a smgle entity the joint service

rather than the participants is responsible for the provisions of this part
b Information obtained under this part will be used to maintain contin

uous surveillance over common carrier and ocean freight forwarder activities

and to deter rebating practices Failure to file the required certificate may
result in a civil penalty of not more than 5 000 for each day such violation

continues
3 Section 582 2 is revised to read as follows

582 2 Form of certification
The Chief Executive Officer i e the most senior officer within the

firm designated by the board of directors owners stockholders or control

ling body as responsible for the direction and management of the firm

of each common carrier and ocean freight forwarder and when so ordered

by the Commission the Chief Executive Officer of any shipper shippers
association marine terminal operator or broker shall file with the Secretary
Federal Maritime Comntission a written certification under oath as pre
scribed in the format in Appendix A to this part attesting

a That it is the stated policy of the firm that the payment solicitation

or receipt by the firm of any rebate which is unlawful under the Shipping
Act of 1984 is prohibited

b That this policy was recently promulgated to each owner officer

employee and agent of the firm and

c That the firm will fully cooperate with the Commission in any inves

tigation of illegal rebating
A description of the details of the measures instituted within the firm

or otherwise to prohibit its involvement in the payment or receipt of illegal
rebates shall be attached to the certification

4 Section 582 3 is removed

5 Section 5824 is renumbered 582 3 and revised to read as follows

582 3 Reporting requirements
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a Every common carrier required by this part to file a written certifi
cation in the fonn prescribed by 582 2 shall file such certification with
its initial tariff and thereafter on or before December 31 of each year

b Every licensed ocean freight forwarder required by section 5J 0 25
of this title to file a written certification in the fonn prescribed by section
582 2 of this part shall file such certification on or before December
3 J of each year Every applicant for an ocean freight forwarder license
shall file such certification with its license application

c The certification required by this section shall be vaiid for the remain
der of the calendar year following the initial filing of a tariff or granting
of an ocean freight forwarder license and thereafter shall be valid for
the calendar year following the December 31 filing date specified in 46
CFR 5JO 25 5805 c 2 ii and 582 3 a and b

d Every person other than a common carrier or ocean freight forwarder
which is ordered by the Commission pursuant to S 5822 to file a written
certification shall file such certification in the manner prescribed by the
Commission

e In those instances in which a single firm operates in more than
one capacity such as both a non vessel operating common carrier and an

ocean freight forwarder a single certificate may be submitted to satisfy
the annual reporting requirements of this section

6 Appendix A to Part 582 is revised to read as follows

APPENDIX ACERTIFICA TION OF POLICIES AND EFFORTS TO

COMBAT REBATING IN THE FOREIGN COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES

46 CFR PART 582

I Name of affiant
I am the Chief Executive Officer

Exact names of firm
as The Firm

fl

and that

state under oath that
state exact title of

hereinafter referred to

1 It is and shall continue to be the policy of The Finn to prohibit
its participation in the payment solicitation or receipt of any
rebate directly or indirectly which is unlawful under the provi
sions of the Shipping Act of 1984

2 Each owner officer employee and agent of The Finn was notified
or reminded of this policy on Date

3 The Finn affinns that it will cooperate fully with the Federal
Maritime Commission in any investigation of suspected rebating
in United States foreign trades

4 Attached hereto is a description of the details of measures insti
tuted within the Finn or otherwise to prohibit its involvement
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in the payment or the receipt of illegal rebates
commerce of the United States

The period covered by this Certification is from
Date

in the foreign

Date to

The Firm is a check each block applicable
Broker

Freight Forwarder License No

Marine Terminal Operator
Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier

Shipper
Shippers Association

Vessel Operating Common Carrier

S

Signature of affiant

Subscribed to and sworn before me this
19

day of

S

Notary Public

By the Commission

S JOSEPH C POLKING

Secretary
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SPECIAL DOCKET NO 1395

APPLICATION OF TRANSPACIFIC WESTBOUND RATE AGREEMENT
AND SEA LAND CORPORATION ON BEHALF OF SEA LAND

SERVICE INC FOR THE BENEFIT OF DARRELL J SEKIN CO

INC AS AGENT FOR BRUCE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

28 F M C 537

ORDER OF REMAND

August 29 1986

By Notice issued Ju y 9 986 the Commission determined to review
the Initial Decision of Administrative Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Pre

siding Officer served June 25 1986 in which he granted Sea Land Service
Inc permission to refund and waive a portion of certain freight charges
Upon review the Commission is remanding the matter to the Presiding
Officer for further proceedings

BACKGROUND

Sea Land Service Inc a member of the Transpacific Westbound Rate

Agreement TWRA or Conference had agreed with Bruce International

Corporation BIC to a rate of 2 090 per 4O foot container for the transpor
tation of hardwood flooring from Nashville Tennessee to Yokoharna Japan
On May 8 1985 Sea Land requested a majority telephone vote on the

proposed rate A few days later Sea Land was erroneously advised that
the rate had been adopted on May 13 1985 Upon notification that the
rate had been approved BIC on May 5 985 delivered one shipment
of hardwood flooring to Sea Land at Nashville for overland transportation
to Long Beach California where it was placed aboard a vessel for the
movement to Yokoharna I The 2 090 rate agreed to between Sea Land
and BIC was pursuant to section 8 of the TWRA published in the Con
ference s tariff on May 21 19852

Subsequently Sea Land Corporation on behalf of Sea Land Service Inc

applied under section 8 e of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c 1707 e

and section 92 a of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure

I The shipment sailed from Long Beach on May 27 1985
2Section 8 of the 1WRA FMC Agreement No 202J10 689 as amended reads in part

If the Agreement does not adopt the proposed change it shall unless withdrawn become effective
ten JO calendar days from the Manager s receipt of the original notice inIhis instance Sea Land s

notice of May 8 1985J
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46 C F R 502 92 a 3 for permission to waive collection of 32 130 31
and to refund 10 of the freight charges applicable at the time of shipment4

TWRA joined in the application The Presiding Officer found that the

application met the requirements of section 8 e and granted the relief

requested

DISCUSSION

Section 8 e provides that a carrier or conference subject to the Act

may be allowed to refund or waive collection of a portion of freight
charges if there is an error in a tariff of a clerical or administrative

nature or an error due to inadvertence in failing to file a new tariff
46 U S C app 1707 e 1

Sea Land does not allege error in TWRA s tariff in effect on May
IS 1985 In view of TWRA s refusal to adopt the rate proposed by
Sea Land the rate in effect on May IS 1985 when BIC tendered its

shipment was the rate TWRA intended be applied to BIC s cargo s Accord
ingly no inadvertent failure on the part of TWRA to file the 2 090

per container rate before May IS 1985 may be found on this record

Nor does Sea Land argue that the alleged erroneous advice in any manner

affected its ability to obtain the filing of the intended rate under TWRA s

independent action provisions The thrust of Sea Land s claim is that upon
being informed that the Conference had adopted the proposed rate it advised
the shipper that the rate was in effect and that cargo movement could

commence Affidavit of Raymond T Savoie Accompanying Application
As a consequence BIC tendered its shipment in reliance on Sea Land s

advice This as Sea Land explains caused higher charges than those in
tended and agreed upon to be assessed 6

The record is silent on who gave the erroneous advice and when Also
unknown is the timing of Sea Land s negotiation of the 2 090 rate with
the shipper a fact necessary to the determination of whether Sea Land
was in a position to implement the rate before the shipment moved

Thus the record as it now stands is inadequate to properly establish
the basis for Sea Land s claim for relief and the facts necessary to support
the grant of the application for special docket relief7 Consequently the
matter must be remanded to the Presiding Officer for the purpose of obtain

ing from Sea Land additional information on the alleged tariff filing error

3Thc application was flied on November 8 1985 inadvertently shown as November 8 1986 In the Notice
of Iune 2 1986

4Under TWRA Tariff FMC No 2 orlg p 21 in effect on March IS 1985 BIC s shipment was subject
to a Cargo N OS rate of 500 W M plus a 5 RT container yard receIving charge The 10 refund results
from an adjustment incontainer yard receIving charges collected by Sea Land

5TWRA concurrence in the application is not taken to slanity a chartae of posltlcin but rather indicates
ita consent to publish atariff notice if required

IS Application at p 4
71110 Presiding Officer did by letter dated December 31 198 ask Sea Land to fumishan affidavit from

the person who conveyed the incorrect Infonnatlon The l tter remains unanswered

28 P M C
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Secretary

APPLICATION OF TWRA AND SEA LAND FOR THE BENEFIT OF 539
BRUCE INTERNATIONAL CORP

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That the Initial Decision served July
I 1986 in this proceeding is vacated

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the application of Sea Land Corpora
tion on Behalf of Sea Land Service Inc is remanded to the Presiding
Officer for further proceedings consistent with this Order

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That the Presiding Officer shall issue

a Supplemental Decision

By the Commission

28 F M C



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8621

AMTROL INC

v

US ATLANTICNORTH EUROPE CONFERENCE ET AL

NOTICE

September 4 1986

Notice is given that no appeal has been taken to the August 1 1986
dismissal of the complain in this proceeding and the time within which

the Commission could determine to review has expired No such determina

tion has been made and accordingly the dismissal has become administra

tively final

JOSEPH C POCKING

Secretary

S 28 FMC
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DOCKET NO 8621

AMTROL INC

v

US ATLANTICNORTH EUROPE CONFERENCE ET AL

COMPLAINT DISMISSED

Finalized September 4 1986

Complainant and respondents have filed a joint motion asking that the
complaint be dismissed without prejudice The parties explain that they
have reached an amicable resolution of their controversy and therefore
do not wish to litigate the issues raised in the complaint

In its complaint served Tune 25 1986 complainant a manufacturer of
steel expansion tanks empty steel cylinders and related products alleged
that respondent Conference and its member lines had unreasonably preferred
and given advantage o competitors of the complainant and had subjected
complainant to umeasonable prejudice and discriminatory rates in violation
of section 10b of the Shipping Act of 1984 Essentially complainant
alleged that the Conference published certain rates on empty steel cylinders
which included ancillary charges from Columbus Ohio to ports in the
United Kingdom and Continental Europe Complainant alleged that these
rates preferred competitors of complainant located in Columbus and that
respondent had refused to amend its rates applicable to complainants ship
ments by including the incidental charges and otherwise equalizing the

rates although agents of certain respondent carriers had agreed that the
Conferencesrate structure was preferential to complainants competitors
Complainant alleged that it had lost sales and had suffered other injury
and asked for reparations plus interest and costs and for an order that
would remove the alleged preference and prejudice

The policy of the law and the Commission of course favors settlements
and presumes that they aze fair and reasonable See Old Ben Coal Company
v SeaLand Service Inc 21 FMC 505 512 1978 Kuehne Nagel
Incindependent Ocean Freight Forwarder License No 1162 24 FN1C
3 1981 Furthermore in this case no answer to the complaint has
been filed In such circumstances under the federal rules applicable in
courts which the Commission follows in the absence of a Commission
rule a complainant has the right to withdraw its complaint without the
permission of the court See FRCP41aI 28 USCACompanhia
Siderurgica National v Lloyd Brasileiro 25 FMC655 1983 and Cases

28FMC Q
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cited therein 9 Wright and Miller Federal Practice and Procedure Section

2363 see also Gardiner v AX Robins 747 F 2d 1180 1189 8th Cir

1984 Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure allows a lawsuit

to be dismissed a any time by the consent of all parties without judicial
approval in the normal case See also Roberts Steamship Agency nc

v The Board of Commissioners of the Part of New Orleans and Atlantic

and Gulf Stevedores nc 21 FMC 492 1978 We recognize that

in a complain proceeding we cannot require the parties to litigate against
their wishes

The pazties have not famished information as to the nature of the settle

ment or its details However this case does not involve allegations that

respondents charged rates other than those specified in their tariff in viola

tion of section 10b1 of the Shipping Act of 1984 formerly section

18b3 of the Shipping Act 1916 in which case pazticulaz justification
would have been required See Organic Chemicals v Arlanttrafik Express
Service 18 SRR 1536a 1979 Nor does this settlement between a shipper
and respondent carriers appeaz to require filing under section 4 or 5 of

the Shipping Act of 1984 Old Ben cited above at 512513 Under such

circumstances there is nothing to prevent my granting the motion Cf

Kerr Steamship Company Inc v The Board of Commissioners of the

Port of New Orleans Docket No 8215 Order Adopting Initial Decision

July 23 1986 28 FMC 516 no explanation required as to why complain
ant voluntazily withdrew its complaint placing settlement agreement in

the record permitted but not required
Accordingly the motion is granted The complaint is dismissed without

prejudice

S NORMAN DILINE

Administrative Law Judge

28 FMC
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

DOCKET NO 8431

ARCTIC GULF MARINE INC PENINSULA SHIPPERS

ASSOCIATION INC SOUTHBOUND SHIPPERS INC

NOTICE

September 12 1986

Notice is given that no exceptions were filed to the August 5 1986

initial decision in part in this proceeding and the time within which

the Commission could determine to review that decision has expired No

such determination has been made and accordingly that decision has become

administratively final
Pursuant to the decision Arctic Gulf Marine Inc will pay the sum

of 40 000 together with all accumulated interest since March 25 1986

to the Federal Maritime Commission by September 19 1986

S JOSEPH C POLKING

Secretary
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DOCKET NO 8431

ARCTIC GULF MARINE INC PENINSULA SHIPPERS

ASSOCIATION INC SOUTHBOUND SHIPPERS INC

Arctic Gulf Marine Inc a Respondent ordered to pay a civil penalty in the amount of

40 000 pursuant to terms of its offer to settle an assessment proceeding seeking to

determine whether said Respondent violated section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 and section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Timothy S O Neill for Respondent Arctic Gulf Marine Inc

Aaron W Reese Director Bureau of Hearing Counsel and CharM Jaye Swedarsky
as Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION l IN PART OF SEYMOUR GLANZER

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

Finalized September 12 1986

This proceeding was instituted by Order of Investigation and Hearing
Order served September 10 1984 pursuant to section 22 of the Ship

ping Act 1916 46 U S C app 821 to determine as pertinent whether

one of the named Respondents Arctic Gulf Marine Inc AGM violated

section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 U S C app 844

a by charging a different compensation for the transportation of property
than the rates filed with the Federal Maritime Commission and in effect

b by absorbing drayage charges without a tariff provision authorizing
absorptions and whether AGM Peninsula Shipping Association Inc

PSA andor Southbound Shippers Inc SSI the latter two also

named as Respondents entered into and carried out unfiled and unapproved
preferential and cooperative working arrangements and agreements granting
special rates and accommodations in violation of section IS of the Shipping
Act 1916 46 U S C app 814 and if AGM is found to have violated

either of those provisions whether civil penalties should be assessed and
if so the amount of such penalties 2 Hearing Counsel became a party
to the proceeding pursuant to Rule 42 of the Commission s Rules of Practice
and Procedure 46 CPR 50242

1 This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 227

2The Order also contains provisions seeking to detennine whether PSA and or SSI violated section 2 of

the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 by operating as a common carrier by water in the Seattle Washington
Alaska trade without a tariff containing a schedule of rates and charges on file with the Commission wheth
er PSA andorSSI violated section IS of the Shipping Act 1916 and whether civil penalties should be as

sessed against either of them and if so theamount of such penalties

544 28 FM C
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Procedural Background

28 F M C

After the conclusion of extensive discovery procedures an evidentiary
hearing was held It began on June 10 1985 at Seattle Washington
and was provisionally closed 3 on August 16 1985 at that location In

all the hearing was conducted over a period of 18 days in Seattle and

Anchorage Alaska

Hearing Counsel filed an opening brief on December 3 1985 This

filing initiated a request by AGM that it be permitted to file a petition
for settlement instead of a response to Hearing Counsels brief The request
was granted On January 31 1986 AGM s Offer of Compromise and
Settlement was received by the Office of the Secretary and filed together
with another document entitled Proposed Compromise Agreement These

filings triggered additional discussions between Hearing Counsel and AGM
which culminated in the filing of a new Offer of Settlement by AGM

on March 28 1986 as a substitute for the one filed in January On

April II 1986 there was filed a supplemental document entitled Proposed
Settlement of Civil Penalty Simultaneously Hearing Counsel filed their

reply to AGM s offer

This initial decision will deal only with the proposed settlement which

Hearing Counsel endorse A Separate initial decision with respect to PSA

and SSI4 will be issued

The Offer of Settlement

Without admitting that any violations of the cited statutes were committed

by AGM AGM offers to pay the sum of 40 000 which already has

been deposited in an interest bearing escrow account within fifteen days
of approval of the settlement by the Commission

Substantive Provisions

Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 provides in pertinent
pall

That every common carrier by water in intercoastal commerce

shall file with the Federal Maritime Commission and keep open
to public inspection schedules showing all the rates fares and

charges for or in connection with transportation nor shall

any common carrier by water in intercoastal commerce charge
or demand or collect or receive a greater or less or different

compensation for the transportation of passengers or property or

for any service in connection therewith than the rates fares and

3The hearing was fonnally closed by an order issued September 19 1985
4Hearing Counsel s status report filed January 24 1985 states that 58I was involuntarily dissolved as

a corporation by the State of Alaska on November 16 1984 SSI neither appeared in the proceeding nor

defended against any allegations of violations
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or charges which are specified in its schedules filed with the

Commission and duly posted and in effect at the time

At the time of the activities wlic l are the subject of this proceeding
section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 provided as pertinent

Every common carrier by water shaH file immediately with

the Commission a true copy or if oral a true and complete
memorandum of every agreement with another such carrier

giving or receiving special rates accommodations or other special
privileges or advantages or in any manner Iroviding for

an exclusive preferential or cooperative workmg arrange
ment

Any agreement and any modification or canceHation of any agree
ment not approved or disapproved by the Commission shall be

unlawful and agreements modifications and canceHations shaH

be lawful only when and as long as approved by the Commis

sion

Penalty Provisions

Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 provides as pertinent
whoever violates any provision of this section shall be subject to a civil

penalty of not more than 1 000 for each day such violation continues
Section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 provides as pertinent whoever

violates any provision of this section shall be subject to a civil penalty
of not more than 1 000 for each day such violation continues

With respect to the section 2 violations Hearing Counsel agree that

fourteen aHeged instances of misrating and one aHeged instance of absorp
tion constitute discrete violations of one day s duration each Thus the

maximum total penalty for these aHeged violations of section 2 is 15 000

Insofar as the duration of the section 15 violations are concerned there

is some uncertainty but AOM concedes that the maximum penalty which

may be assessed upon findings of violations is 240 000

The Record

The record presented for consideration of the offer of settlement is com

prised of the foHowing
I The evidentiary record consisting of the transcript of testimony and

exhibits received in evidence
2 Opening Brief of Hearing Counsel

3 AOM s Marcl28th Offer of Settlement
4 AOM s April 11th Proposed Settlement of Civil Penalty
5 Reply of Hearing Counsel to Offer of Settlement

6 A letter dated May 22 1986 from AOM s counsel to the Secretary
of the Commission with attachments which attest that AOM was adminis

tratively dissolved by the State of Washington on April 17 1986

28 FM C
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FACTS 5

28 F M C

1 AGM was organized as a corporation in the State of Washington
on or about January 20 1982 Its charter authorized it to engage in the
business of operating barges and other vessels for the transportation of

freight Itwas dissolved April 17 1986

2 PSA is an Alaskan corporation It was incorporated November 22

1971 as a non profit association authorized to consolidate transport and
deliver proprietary goods of its members

3 As seen SSI is a dissolved Alaskan corporation
4 AGM operated a barge service in the Seattle Alaskan trade as a

common carrier by water pursuant to its tariff FMC F No I which was

filed February 18 1982 and became effective March I 1982 AGM termi
nated its common carrier service when it canceled its tariff on December
3 1982

5 At the hearing AGM stipulated it misrated fourteen freight bills for
common carrier cargo transported by it during the period between April
23 1982 and October 29 1982 Ten of those shipments involved non

PSA cargo and resulted in undercharges of 22 079 51 The other four
involved PSA cargo and resulted in undercharges of 185 65250

6 Prior to the hearing Hearing Counsel alleged five instances of absorp
tion of drayage charges without tariff authority on the part of AGM Hearing
Counsel have withdrawn allegations of violation concerning four of those
five With respect to the remaining shipment AGM s invoice No 8456
shows that it did absorb charges in the amount of 11 529 00 for drayage
services performed on July 6 and 7 1982

7 Hearing Counsel introduced a multiplicity of evidence to establish
that PSA and SSI were non vessel operating common carriers in the Seattle
Alaska trade Each of them held out to the general public to provide
a regular service port to port via barge In addition to oral representations
PSA advertised its service in newspapers and other publications while SSI
did the same in newspapers Each did perform the service that was adver
tised In the case of PSA the common carrier service was provided to
PSA members and non members for profit Among other things there
is in evidence a letter dated November 3 1982 from counsel for SSI
to the Interstate Commerce Commission stating that SSI was operating
as a non vessel operating common carrier under regulation by the Federal
Maritime Commission in port to port service with no motor carrier service
involved

S For the purposes of the offer of settlement and this decision it may be assumed that PSA and 55 were

non vessel operating common carriers subject to the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping Act
1933 albeit neither had an effective tariff on file with the Commission at the time the events which are

the subject of this proceeding occurred However this assumption and any other fmdings contained herein
with respect to PSA or 581 are without prejudice to what may be decided as to either of them by way of
a separate decision
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8 Hearing Counsel introduced a massive amount of evidence to show
an intricate linkage of interest personnel and finances involving AGM
PSA and SSI For example PSA advanced funds and provided employees
office space and other services to AGM to enable AOM to initiate and

carry on its barge service until operating revenues were produced
9 On February 25 1982 AGM and PSA entered into a space charter

agreement for a four month term beginning March IS 1982 Under the
terms of the agreement AGM agreed to provide whatever space PSA

required for the carriage of goods to or from Valdez and other Alaska

ports at a particular per container rate For its part PSA agreed to pay
for a minimum of 200 units on AGM s first barge voyage regardless
of actual use It was commonly known at the time the agreement was

made that there would be a serious dearth of available vessel space in
the trade during the life of the agreement The right to use whatever

space it required gave a special preferential advantage to PSA over other
non vessel operating common carriers and other shippers that AGM held
itself out to serve under its tariff

10 On June IS 1982 AGM and PSA entered into a voyage charter

agreement for the remainder of the calendar year The agreement involved
southbound cargo from anchorage or Valdez to Seattle Among other things
it provided that AOM would operate the vessels but not as a common

carrier PSA would charter all cargo space on the vessels and would assume
all liability and responsibility for the cargo including loading and unloading
AGM s compensation was not a flat fee but was based on the amount
of cargo aU ofwhich was generated by SSI
IIHearing Counsel introduced ample evidence to show that the oper

ational relationships between AGM PSA and SSI during the period from
March 18 1982 to December 3 1982 constituted a cooperative working
arrangement resulting in preferential and advantageous treatment for PSA
and SSNo copy of any agreement nor any copy of any memorandum

reflecting the arrangements described above was ever filed with the Commis
sion Of course none of the arrangements received Commission approval
It must be noted however that on May 13 1982 approximately two
months before termination of the space charter a Commission employee
was given a copy of that agreement by AOM voluntarily

12 The testimony of AGM s president indicates he sought to distance
AOM from PSA as early as 1982 But it was a difficult task complicatecl
by the fact that a consultant who was a guiding force in PSA was

also a stockholder director of AGM
13 On the first clay of hearing AGM offerecl to settle the proceeding

The offer was not acceptable to Hearing Counsel ancl was deemed unsup

6The agreement was part of an arrangement which included oral understandings as well as one other writ
ten instrument

28 F M C
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ported and premature Nevertheless AGM was advised it was noI precluded
from renewing its efforts to settle when appropriate

14 In making the instant offer AGM has given up its right of argument
in response to Hearing Counsel s opening brief but AGM does proffer
generally what its defenses would have been

With respect to the substantive aspects of the misrated shipment AGM
would have contended the misratings were the result of rating clerks errors

and were not knowing or willful With respect to penalties for the misrated
shipments AGM would assert by way of mitigation that it cooperated
with the Commission s investigators before the formal proceeding was insti
tuted by giving them full access to AGM documents on various occasions
in 1982 that when requested AGM furnished additional documents later
in 1982 and in 1983 that after the Order was issued AGM continued
to cooperate with Hearing Counsel by allowing access to documents and
otherwise and that AGM sent corrected invoices for the shipments after
the original invoices were reviewed by AGM s tariff service

Insofar as the drayage absorption instance is concerned AGM would
contend that the payment was made pursuant to a verbal amendment to
its space charter agreement with PSA which was believed by AGM to
be a private contract of carriage not subject to Commission jurisdiction
or approval

With regard to the section 15 allegations AGM points out that there
are various areas of factual disputes between Hearing Counsel and AGM
but AGM stresses that the major thrust of its argument in brief would
have been a denial that any agreement or arrangement it had with PSA
was subject to section 15 as a matter of law Its contentions would have
consisted of the following I that neither the space nor the voyage charter
arrangements was preferential to PSA or to SSI 2 that AGM believed
PSA was a valid shippers association performing services for members

only and not as a common carrier 3 that AGM had no actual knowledge
SSI was a non vessel owning common carrier and AGM carried SSI cargo
under the representation SSI was a member of PSA 4 that AGM did
not file either charter agreement as it believed they were private contracts
of carriage 5 that there is no evidence any employee or consultant of
Penn Van Inc Transportation Accounting and Traffic Services Inc PSA
SSI Consulting Traffic Services R R Northern OD or OD of Alaska
Inc 8 who allegedly performed work for AGM had actual knowledge that
either PSA or SSI were common carriers and that such knowledge could
not be imputed to AGM as a matter of law 6 that PSA s consultant
was not an employee or officer of AGM 7 that AGM was not incorporated
solely for the purpose of serving PSA or SSI 8 that the increased volume
of cargo carried by AGM for PSA in 1982 was due to amendments to

7AGM s efforts to collect met withno success

8There is extensive evidence linking these companies toPSA and its consultant

28 F M C
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AGM s tariff to include Freight All Kind rates and 9 that no evi

dentiary presumptions could be made against AGM for the failure of certain
witnesses to appear or testify at the hearings 9

i
I
I

Discussion

AGM submits that its offer is reasonable taking into consideration the
factual and legal disputes and therefore the uncertainty of the outcome

the factors in mitigation and AGM s current financial condition AGM
stresses the latter position in that the amount offered is the most that
could be collected from AGM were a penalty to have been imposed by
way of assessment rather than settlement

Hearing Counsel endorse AGM s offer of settlement We believe
that AGM s offer satisfies both the regulatory and statutory criteria for
settlement 10 The statutory and regulatory criteria for settlement of pen
alties are the same as those for assessment of penalties Armada Great
Lakes East Africa Service Ltd Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line 28
F M C 355 368 369 1986

The statutory criteria are set forth in section 13 c of the Shipping
Act 1984 46 U S C 1712 c 11 As pertinent it provides

Assessment Procedures the Commission may after no

tice and an opportunity for hearing assess each civil penalty
provided for in this Act In determining the amount of the penalty
the Commission shall take into account the nature circumstances
extent and gravity of the violation committed and with respect
to the violator the degree of culpability history of prior offenses
ability to pay and such other matters as justice may require
The Commission may compromise modify or remit with or with
out conditions any civil penalty

The regulatory criteria is set forth in 46 CPR SOS 3b It provides
Criteria for determining amount of penalty In determining the

amount of any penalties assessed the Commission shall take into
account the nature circumstances extent and gravity of the viola
tion committed and the pOlicies for deterrence and future compli
ance with the Commission s rules and regulations and the applica
ble statutes The Commission s4a11 also consider the respondent s

ISome witnoUe5 inc1udinS the consUltant could not be served with lubpenas 10 testify at the htarinS
although they were deposed punuant tq IU na Other 8ubpenaed wbnesses claimed tho protection of the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution

IOReply of Hearing Counsel to Offer of Settlement p I
IlThe Shipping Act 1916 under whIch this proceedina was instituted did not contain criteria for settle

ment or assessment However standards were promulgated by tile Commission in ru1 implemenlina that
statuteGenerally those rules Incorporated govemmem wide criteria established by the Comptroller General

of the United States and the Attomey General of the United States appearing in 4 CPR Parts 101 10S It
has been said that the earlier criteria and those currently in force under section 13 c of the 1984 Act and
its implementing regullUlons 46 CPR SOS 3 I1 are ubstantJally the same See dJscuuion In Annado Greol
Lokesl m African Service Ltd Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line supra 28 FM C at 368 369

28 P M C
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degree of culpability history of prior offenses ability to pay
and such other matters as justice requires

It is appropriate to note that a settlement may be justified by anyone
or more of the applicable criteria Far Eastern Shipping Company Possible
Violation of Section 16 Second Paragraph 18 b3 and 18 c Shipping
Act 1916 24 EM C 991 1014 1982

Hearing Counsel agree with AGM that the latter s ability to pay and
the Government s ability to collect is the dominant factor dictating settle
ment for the amount proffered There is no dispute between them based
both on evidence in the record and post record submissions of AGM s

financial statements to Hearing Counsel that 40 000 is the most that
AGM could pay and that the Government could coIlect There is no question
about the accuracy of the statement in the proposed settlement that AGM
ceased operations as a common carrier in December 1982 went out of
business in November 1984 as a private contract carrier and is now awaiting
final dissolution pending this agreement It is a measure of AGM s good
faith that it created the interest bearing escrow account in the Government s

favor before it was dissolved by the State of Washington thus insuring
that the penalty will not only be coIlected but that it will be coIlected
at the least expense to the Government See Armada Great Lakes East

Africa Service Ltd Great Lakes Transcaribbean Line supra 28 EM C
370271

A sound argument is made by Hearing Counsel that there has been
at least a prima facie showing that AGM engaged in a pattern of conduct

culminating in violations of the Shipping Act 19 I6 and the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 193312 and that such conduct if left unpunished could
undermine the regulatory scheme established by the Congress for the ship
ping industry It is clear however that given AGM s financial condition
and its voluntary cooperation with the Commission from its first contact
with investigators through the hearing process that the amount of 40 000
vindicates the Government s position and should serve to foster deterrence

by others in the future

28 F M C

Conclusion

I find that the statutory and regulatory standards for settlement of a

civil penalty have been satisfied Under the circumstances presented particu
larly the diminished finances of AGM the settlement strikes a proper
balance of the Government s interests and those of AGM

12Hearing Counsel concedes there is a good faith dispute between Hearing Counsel and AGM as to the
Jaw and facts of Ihis case Reply p5 n 2 with the exception of the misrating issue As seen AGM admits
the fact of misrating withoutadmitting aviolation
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Order

It is ordered that the offer of settlement be approved It is further ordered
that AGM pay the sum of 40 000 together with all interest accumulated
in an escrow account on deposit since March 25 19 6 within fifteen

I5 days of fmal approval of the offer by the Commission It is further
ordered that the terms and conditions of the Proposed Settlement of Civil

Penalty a copy of which is attached as an appendix hereto are incorporated
in this paragraph as if more fully set forth herein 13 It is further ordered
that if the offer is approved by the ColllJ1lission AGM shall not be
bound by the principles ef res judicata or collateral estoppel in connection
with any findings affecting AGM which may be made in any subsequent
decision in this proceeding

S SEYMOUR GLANZER
Administrative Law Judge

I

13 N D the last whereas paragraph on po 2 of the PropOSed Settlement indicates that AOM is awaiting
final dissolution as a cOlpOJlIdon Subletuent thereto as found AOM WlIS dissolved Consequently that para
graph may be deemed amended

28 FM C
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APPENDIX

DOCKET NO 8431

BEFORE THE FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Arctic Gulf Marine Inc
Peninsula Shippers Association Inc
Southbound Shippers Inc

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT OF CIVIL PENALTY

Respondent Arctic Gulf Marine Inc AGM by its attorney respectfully
submits this proposed Settlement Agreement to the Presiding Administrative
Law Judge for approval pursuant to Section 5053 of the Commission s

General Order 30 46 CF R 505 3 and for incorporation into the Final
Order in this proceeding if so approved

WHEREAS by Order of Investigation and Hearing served September
10 1984 Order the Commission instituted this proceeding to determine
among other things whether AGM had violated section 2 of the Intercoastal
Shipping Act 1933 46 U S C @844 and section IS of the Shipping
Act 1916 46 U S C @814 and further the Order includes the issue
of whether a civil penalty should be assessed for any such violations
and if so the amount of such penalty and

WHEREAS the Order alleges that AGM may have violated section
2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 by charging a different compensa
tion for the transportation of property than the rates in its tariff on file
and in effect with the Commission during the period April 23 1982
October 29 1982 and by absorbing drayage charges without a provision
in its tariff during the period July 7 1982October 14 1982 and

WHEREAS the Order alleges that AGM may have violated section
15 of the Shipping Act 1916 by carrying out an unfiled and unapproved
preferential and cooperative working arrangement and agreement with Penin
sula Shippers Association Inc and Southbound Shippers Inc during the

period March 15 1982 November 10 1982 and

WHEREAS the parties in order to avoid the delays and expense which
would be occasioned by further litigation of the issues specified in the
Order are desirous of expeditiously settling this matter in accordance with
the terms and conditions of this Agreement and

WHEREAS Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 U S c

@847 section 32 e of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 831 e section
32 e of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended 46 U S A App 831 e

and Section 13 c of the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c App 1712 c

authorize the Commission to assess or compromise civil penalty claims

arising from the alleged violations set forth above and
WHEREAS AGM ceased operations as a common carrier in December

982 went out of business in November 1984 as a private contract carrier

28 F M C
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and is now awaiting final dissolution as a corporation pending this agree
ment

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the premises set forth herein
and in compromise of all civil penalty claims arising from the conduct

set forth in the Order and factual record submitted in this proceeding
the parties hereto agree as follows

1 AGM agrees to pay a monetary amount of 40 000 to the Federal
Maritime Commission according to the terms and conditions set forth below

AGM has deposited the good faith sum of 40 000 into a segregated
interest bearing escrow account in the name of Bauer Moynihan Johnson
and the Federal Maritime Commission at First Interstate Bank of Wash

ington N A as of March 25 1986 Upon the approval and acceptance
of this Proposed Settlement by the Federal Maritime Commission and
within fifteen 15 days after service of a Final Order in this proceeding
incorporating approval of the Proposed Settlement the sum in such seg
regated account including all accrued interest shall be paid to the Federal

Maritime Commission In the event this settlement offer is not accepted
and approved by the Federal Maritime Commission such sums with all
accrued interest shall be returned to AGM

2 Upon approval of this Agreement by the Commission this Agreement
shall forever bar the commencement or institution of any assessment pro
ceeding civil action or other claim for recovery of civil penalties from
AGM arising from or in any way related to the alleged violations set

forth and described in the Commission s Order and in the record in this

proceeding
3 This Agreement is entered into voluntarily by both parties and no

promises or representations have been made by either party other than
the agreements and consideration herein expressed

4 It is expressly understood and agreed that this Agreement is not

to be construed as an admission by AGM to the violations alleged in
the Order
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5 The undersigned counsel for AGM represents that he is properly
authorized and empowered to execute this Agreement on behalf of AGM
and to fully bind AGM to all the terms herein

By

TIMOTHY S O NEILL BAUER MOYNIHAN JOHNSON 247 FOURTH
BLANCHARD

BLDG
2121 FOURTH AVENUE SEATTLE WASHINGTON

98121 206 443 3400

ATTORNEY FOR ARCTIC GULF MARINE INC

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

By
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DOCKET NO 83 2

NEW ORLEANS STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION

v

PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR AND TERMINAL DISTRICT

ORDER ADOPTING INITIAL DECISION

September 16 1986

This proceeding was instituted by the filing of a complaint pursuant
to section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C app 821 1916

Act by the New Orleans Steamship Association NOSA against the

Plaquemines Port Harbor Terminal District Port 2 The complaint alleges
that the Port has published a tariff assessing fees for the use of terminal

facilities which are unjust and unreasonable and unduly prejudicial in viola

tion of sections 16 First and 17 of the 1916 Act 46 U S c app 815

and 816 3 Administrative Law Judge Joseph N Ingolia Presiding Officer

has issued an Initial Decision JD finding that the tariff is discriminatory
in some respects but is otherwise lawful Exceptions and Replies to Excep
tions have been filed by both parties to the proceeding The Commission

heard oral argument

BACKGROUND

The relevant attributes of the Port have been the subject of prior Commis

sion proceedings and have been reviewed and discussed in a prior case

Louis Dreyfus Corp v Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District

25 F M C 59 1982 Dreyfus as well as in the ID in this case The

Commission has reviewed the record and finds substantial evidence sup

porting the material factual findings of the Presiding Officer Accordingly
they are adopted by the Commission The following is a brief summary
of those fmdings

The Port consists of the first 100 miles of the Mississippi River from

its mouth in the Gulf of Mexico and is coextensive with the Parish of

Plaquemines in the State of Louisiana The Port does not own or operate

l NOSA is anonprofit aQodalion of vessel owners aBents and stevedores
2The Port is a local waterway authority coextensive with the Parish of Plaquemines Louisiana situated

at themouth of the Mississippi River
3SpeclficeJIy the eo pJain alleges that l the charges are an unconstitutional toll orduty on tonnage

on a public waterway 2 the charges are assessed in l discriminatory manner previously found unlawful

by the Commission in a complaint proceeding 3 the settlement of the prior ease on appeal was unfair and

discriminatory to non parties 4 vessel agents cannot be made liable for any Port assessments and 5 a

harbor fee cannot be imposed on vessel owners not responsible forthe loading or unloading of cargo

Ii 28 F M C
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any facilities serving common carriers by water Several private facilities

are located within the Port serving among others common carriers by
water There is a large amount of commercial waterway traffic in and

through the Port for which the Port maintains significant necessary and

essential direct and indirect port harbor and marine services to port and

harbor users and other persons located in proximity to and affected by
such activities 4 In 1977 the Port filed with the Commission

a tariff which imposed fees I on vessels docking or anchoring within

the Port the so called Harbor Fee and 2 on cargo loaded or unloaded

at private facilities within the Port the so called Supplemental Harbor Fee

The tariff also contained a number of exceptions and certain liability and

surety provisions
In 1979 after some preliminary litigation in the United States District

Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana 5 over the constitutionality of
the tariff Louis Dreyfus Corporation and other parties subject to the fees

filed a complaint against the Port with the Commission This complaint
led to the above referenced Dreyfus decision finding the tariff in violation

of sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 The Port filed an appeal
with the U S Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit but

the case was settled before a decision was issued Under the terms of

the settlement the Port refunded 80 of the fees assessed the complainants
The Port then withdrew its appeal of the Commission s decision6 and

held public hearings concerning the redrafting of the contested tariff provi
sions

A new tariff was published effective May 21 1982 superseding the

1977 tariff The new tariff reduced the fee against cargo and eliminated

or modified some of the exemptions found unlawful by the Commission

The liability surety provisions which had been upheld by the Commission

were also modified

The fees collected pursuant to the tariff are utilized to maintain two

patroVrescuelfire vessels manned by firefighting and medical personnel
along with certain shoreside support facilities and personnel and a ferry
equipped with some firefighting equipment A helicopter seaplane and an

other airplane are also utilized by the Port Two additional river ferries

are diverted to firefighting duties in extreme emergencies There is a full

time Port staff Additionally a significant portion of the Parish government
operating expenses is attributed to Port matters In 1983 total Port expenses
were 1 242 168 consisting of 1 002 385 in direct expenses and 239 783

allocated from other Parish departments In 1984 total Port expenses were

Preamble to Plaquemines Parish Port Harbor and Tenninal District Tariff quoted in ID 28 F M C

573 at 577 589
sLouis Dreyfus Corporation v Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal Di trktet al Cil No 7860

E D La stayed Jan 31 1980
6The case was dismissed in response to a Consent Motion pursuant to Rule 42 b of the Federal Rules

of Appellate Procedure Plaquemines POri Harbor and Terminal District v F M C et 01 No 82 1941 D C

Cir May 17 1983 per curiam
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1 394 369 consisting of 1 158 293 in direct expenses and 236 076 allo

cated from other Parish departments
The exemptions from the fees levied by the Port are 1 all privately

owned commercial wharves and docks 2 commercial fishing vessels and

crew boats 3 supply boats for oil rigs 4 all inbound inland barges
5 the first 500 tons of cargo handled by a vessel and 6 persons obtaining

long term permits at reduced rates The Port also has an unwritten agreement
with a major facility in the Parish Electro Coal Transfer Corporation ex

empting incoming ocean barges from the fees

DISCUSSION

The Exceptions to the Initial Decision and Replies to Exceptions address

the major issues raised in the proceeding below namely 1 whether the
Commission has jurisdiction over the Port 2 whether the Port has the

Constitutional authority to levy fees 3 whether the settlement of the

Dreyfus case on appeal resulted in unlawful discrimination 4 whether

vessel agents and other parties not in privity with the Port may be made

liable for Port tariff fees and 5 whether the Port s fees are unreasonable
and discriminatory For reasons stated below the Commission finds that

it has jurisdiction in this case and except for certain exemptions the

Port s tariff is lawful under the Shipping Act of 1984 46 U S c app
1701 1720 1984 Act 7

Jurisdiction

The threshold issue which must be addressed is whether the 1984 Act

confers on the Commission jurisdiction over the Port and its tariff practices
This issue of the Commission s jurisdiction over the activities in question

under the 1916 Act was fully litigated and decided in the affirmative

by the Commission in Dreyfus As in Dreyfus the Port argues that the

Commission has no jurisdiction over its tariff because it does not own

or operate physical terminal facilities and there is no evidence that

it serves common carriers The Port further contends that the Dreyfus deci

sion is a nullity because the doctrines of res judicata and collateral

estoppel do not apply to findings conceming the jurisdiction of administra
tive agencies

NOSA argues that the Port is precluded from raising the issue of jurisdic
tion now due to the Port s failure to successfully appeal Dreyfus NOSA
also maintains that the Port is estopped from contesting jurisdiction because

it conceded the issue in its answer to the NOSA complaint

The Presld1ng Officer held mal findings under the 1916 Act as it applied prior to the enlltment of the

1984 Act also apply to the 1984 Act where It contains similar and relevant sections 1 0 at 618 n

3 The Commission adopts this analysis and aadiacusacd in more detail bolow holds that in the context

of this caso references to vlolatiom of he fanner 1916 Act wiJlbe construed as vioJadons of the appropriate
corresponding sections of the 1984 Act See l11fro notes 8 10 lllld 11
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The Presiding Officer did not directly address whether Dreyfus is res

judicata on the issue of jurisdiction because that issue was not raised

below His finding of jurisdiction was predicated on his view that Dreyfus
is precedent on point

The Commission is in fundamental agreement with the Presiding Officer s

conclusions However because of the jurisdictional arguments raised on

Exceptions the Commission finds it necessary to supplement the ID on

this issue

In Dreyfus the Port was found to be an other person subject to

the 1916 Act furnishing terminal facilities and therefore was found

to be subject to the antidiscrimination standard of section 16 and the

reasonableness standard of section 17 Although the language used in

the 1984 Act differs in some respects from that of the 1916 Act it estab

lishes the same basic jurisdictional parameters with respect to marine termi
nals and the anti discrimination and reasonableness standards applicable
to them While section 1 of the 1916 act included a marine terminal

operator in the definition of an other person subject to this Act the

1984 Act separately defines it in section 3 15 as inter alia a person
furnishing other terminal facilities in connection with a common

carrier9 This is the same language the Commission relied upon in Dreyfus
in finding jurisdiction over the Port 1O Similarly section lO d l of the

1984 Act is with reference to marine terminal operators a recodiIication

of section 17 of the 1916 Act 1l Likewise section lO b l1 and section

lO b 12 of the 1984 Act made applicable to marine tenninal operators
by section lO d 3 essentially recodify the standards of section 16 First

of the 1916 Act l2

8Dreyfus 25 EM C at 65 67

IISection I of the 1916 Act formerly 46 U S c 801 defined other person subject to the Act as meart

ing
any person not included in the term common carrier by water carrying on the business of

forwarding or furnishing wharlage dock warehouse or other terminal facilities in connection with

acommon carrier by water

Section 315 of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 170215 defines marine terminal operator as

aperson engaged in the United States in the business of furnishing wharf age dock ware

house orother terminal facilities in connection with a common carrier

lOSee Dreyfus 25 EM C at 65
IISection 100d l of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 1709 d 1 provides

1 No common carrier ocean freight forwarder or marine tennina operator may fail to establish

observe and enforce just and reasonable regulations and practices relating to or connected with reo

ceiving handlingstoring ordelivering property
Section 17 of the 1916 Act fonnerly 46 U S C 816 required in pertinent part

Every such carrier and every other person subject to this l1ct shall establish observe and enforce

just and reasonable regulations and practices relating to or connected with the receiving handling
storing ordelivering of property Whenever the board fmds that any such regulation or practice
is unjust orunreasonable it may determine prescribe and order enforced ajust and reasonable regu

lation orpractice
12Seclion lO d 3 of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 1709 d 3 provides

3 The prohibitions in subsection b 11 12 and l4 of this section apply to marine terminal

operators
Sections lO b 11 and 12 of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 1709 b 11 and 12 provide
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Because there is no substantial difference between the 1916 Act and

the 1984 Act in the operative language relevant to the Commission s juris
diction over the Port and the standards to be applied to determine the

lawfulness of its practices the findings in Dreyfus must be given application
in this case 3 The precise legal question presented is whether the decision

In Dreyfus operates as res judicata collateral estoppel 4 or merely stare

decisis 15 on the issue ofjurisdiction
This distinction is important because the contention by NOSA that Drey

fus is res judicata carries with it the argument that the jurisdictional findings
in Dreyfus are binding in all forums where the issue is raised 6 Under

this theory the Port could not challenge the findings of the Commission

in Dreyfus at any stage of this proceeding 7 in the absence of a showing
of a material change in circumstances an assertion the Port has not made S

b COMMON CARRIBRS No common carrier either alone or in conjunction with any other

person directly or indirectly may

11 except for service contracts make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advan

tage to any particular pel8on locality or description of traffic inany respect whatsOever
12 subject any particular person locality or description of traffic to an unreasonable refusal 10

deal orany undue or1U1JCaSOJlable prejudice ordisadvantage in any respect whatsoever
Section 16 First of the 1916 Act formerly 46 U S C 815 First stales in pertinent part

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water orother person subject to this Act

either alone orin conjunction with any other person oirectJy or indirectly
Fint To make or give any undue orunreasonable preference or advantage to any particular per

son locality ordescription of traffic In any respect whatsoever or to subject any particular person
locality or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable prejudice ordisadvanfage in any

reapect whatsoever
13 See United Shoe Workers of America AF ClO v Bedell 506 F 2d 174 183 D C Cir 1974
14 Under res judicata a fmal judgment on the merits bars further claims by parties or their privies on

the same cause of action Montana v United States 440 U S at 153 Park aile Hosiery Co v Shore 439

U S 322 326 n 5 979 The Restatement of Judgments speaks of res judicata as claim preclusion and
of collateral estoppel as issue preclusion Restatement Second ofJudgments 627 1982

Offensive use of collateral estoppel occurs when a plaintiff seeks to foreclose a defenclant from

relitlgating an issue the defendant has previously litigated unsuccessfully in another action against
the same or a different party Defensive use of collateral estoppel occurs when a defenclant seeks
to prevent aplaintiff from relitigating an issue the plaintiff has previously litigated unsuccessfully
inanother action against the same oradifferent party Parklane Hosiery supra at 326 n4

Uniled Stales v Mendoza 464 V S 154 158 159 n 3 4 1984 see also Davis Administrative Law
Treatise Res Judicata 6621 5 21 7 2d Ed 1983

IS Stare decisis has been defined as the d octrine that when a court has once laid down a principle of

law as applicable to a certain state of facts it wJJl adhere to mat prjncjple and apply it to aU future cases

where facts are substantially the same regardless of whether the parties and property are the same Black s

Law Dictionary 1261 5th ed 1979 This cloctrine has been applied to administrative agencies Greater Bos
ton Television Corp v F C C 444 F 2d 841 852 D C Cir cert denied 403 U S 923 1971 and gen
erally falls under the arbitrary and capricious review standard of the Administrative Procedure Act 5
U S C 7062XA

16CFederated Department Stores Inc v Moltle 452 U S 394 1981
17 Callanan Road Improvement Co v United States 345 US 507 512 1953
IBCt Montana v Uniled States 440 U S J47 157 162 1979 National Classification Commiltee v

United States 765 F 2d 164 110 D C Cir 1985 see generally Restatement Second of Judgments 628
1982 The Port has assertecl on Exceptions that there Is no evlclence in this case that common carriers call

at faclllties under its control an essential element of Commission jurisdiction However because this clmm

is in the nature of an affumative defense to the application of Dr fus the burden of proof is on the Port
not NOSA Jhjs Js especially true In light of the Port s admission of jurisdiction in its answer and the fact

that it never raised this issue during thecourse of the proceeding
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After considering applicable law in light of the record we conclude

that a limited application of the doctrine of collateral estoppel is appropriate
here Specifically NaSA may assert offensive collateral estoppel against
the Port at least as to the relitigation of the underlying jurisdictional facts

found in Dreyfus The Port has not presented any valid legal basis to

deny the Dreyfus decision this limited collateral estoppel effect However

although Dreyfus does not preclude relitigation of the purely legal aspects
of the issue of jurisdiction in this proceeding for reasons stated below

the statutory interpretation upon which the Commission based jurisdiction
in Dreyfus is stare decisi and has continuing validity under the 1984

Act
As a fureshold matter NaSA s argument that raising the jurisdiction

issue at this time is barred by the Ports admission of jurisdiction in

its answer to fue complaint must be rejected Jurisdictional issues may
be raised at any phase of the adjudicative process because the question
goes to fue basic aufuority of the tribunal to entertain the case 19 Moreover

rules of pleading and practice are not as strictly applied to administrative

proceedings as fuey are to court proceedings 2o Therefore the Commission

concludes fuat the Port s admission of jurisdiction in its answer to NaSA s

complaint does not estop it from now raising this issue

Another argument that can be readily rejected is the assertion by the

Port that res judicata and its corollary doctrine collateral estoppel do

not apply to administrative proceedings The Supreme Court has ruled that

if fue fundamental procedures applicable to the adjudicative process are

followed fue doctrines apply to administrative determinations 21 There is

no question that proper adjudicative procedures were followed in Dreyfus
and that the Port in fact fully litigated the question and was afforded

a full opportunity to appeal fue decision 22 All the other elements of issue

preclusion or more precisely offensive collateral estoppel 23 are also

present in this proceeding
However to fue extent the issue involves a purely legal determination

collateral estoppel may not be applied so as to preclude fue Commission

from reviewing the statutory basis of its jurisdiction over the Port We

could find no clear authority holding that fue doctrine of collateral estoppel
can be applied to an administrative finding of jurisdiction The closest

cases on this point state that an agency s determination of facts underlying

19Cj Eisler v Stritz er 535 F2d 148 151 1st Cir 1916 and cases dIed therein

20See Citizens Slafe Bank of Marshfield Mo t Federal Deposit Insurance Corp 751 F ld 209 213 3th

eir 1984 Aloha Airlines Inc v CAB 598 F2d 250 262 Dc Cir t979

21Uniled States v Utah Construction Mining Co 384 U S 394 422 1966 see also Restatement Sec

ond of ludgmems 983 1982
22 Set Dreyfus 25 F M C at 63 65 see also supra note 5
23 There is authority for the proposition that offensive collateral estoppel cannot be asserted by aplaintiff

that could have joined in the prior proceeding See Parkane Hosiery Co v Shore 439 U S 322 329 330

1979 However NOSA is challenging the Port s 1982 tariff not its 1977 tariff Moreover NOSA s interests

are not the same as those of the Dreyfus complainants It is unlikely they coula have joined in the 1979

case See also Restatement Second of Judgments 29 3 Reporter s Note comment e 1982
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its conclusion that jurisdiction was lacking must be given effect in subse

quent litigation 24

The qualified language of the court decisions on this issue appear to
limit the application of the doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel
to factual determinations underlying administrative findings concerning juris
diction These doctrines do not apply to the unreviewed administrative

determination of the ultimate legal issue of jurisdiction thus preserving
the court s role as the ultimate interpreter of an agency s jurisdiction under

a statute One of the fundamental objectives of res judicata and collateral

estoppel is preserved however because substantial repose is afforded

to resolutions of factual disputes between parties once litigated and decided

It appears then that collateral estoppel may only apply to the factual

findings underlying the prior jurisdictional determination involving the party
against whom the prior decision is being asserted Applied here this means

that issue preclusion extends only to the facts the Commission found
to be sufficient to establish jurisdiction over the Port in Dreyfus To escape
these preclusive effects the burden was on the Port to prove a significant
change in circumstances which removes the factual basis of the Commis
sion s previously found jurisdiction No such change in circumstances was

shown
Furthermore the Commission finds no legitimate reason to gainsay its

jurisdiction as a matter of statutory interpretation The same respondent
is challenging the Commission s authority to decide the same alleged viola
tions of law under the same jurisdictional facts under substantially identical

statutory provisions Therefore the Commission reaffirms the jurisdictional
finding in Dreyfus

To reiterate those findings the Port is a marine terminal operator
subject to the 1984 Act because its exclusive ability to provide essential
health safety and security services to vessel and cargo interests in commer

cial cargo handling transactions its assessment of selective cargo transfer
fees and its control of access to private terminal facilities results in funda
mental control over the rates and practices of terminal facilities Further
the Port s practice of assessing on the basis of cargo transactions a fee
for providing to vessels and cargo essential health safety and security
services constitutes the fumishing of other terminal facilities within the

meaning of the 1984 Act

The Port s Constitutional Authority To Levy Fees

NOSA argues that the tariff charges assessed by the Port are in violation
of Article I Section 10 Clause 3 of the United States Constitution because

they are a prohibited duty on tonnage2 Under this theory because

l4See Pacific Seqfarers Inc v Pacific Far East Line Inc 404 F 2d 804 809 DC Cir 1968 em

denied 393 U S 1093 1969 McCulloch lmerstate Gas Corp v F pe 536 F U 910 913 lOth Cir 1976
2 Article I Section 10 Clause 3 of the U S Constitution provides No state shaU without rha Consent

of Congress lay any DUly of Tonnllge
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the Port tariff is unconstitutional it is also otherwise unlawful and
is therefore a violation of section 17 of the 1916 Act

The Port maintains that allegations concerning the constitutionality of
its tariff are beyond the decisional authority of the Commission The Port
further argues that in any event its charges are constitutional because

they are levied as compensation for actual services rendered by the Port

Although the Presiding Officer indicated that it was not strictly necessary
to determine whether the Port s fees are constitutional he nevertheless
found that the tariff fees in question are not a toll charge in contravention
of the United States Constitution Rather he found that those fees represent
the establishment of regulations and practices related to or connected with
the receiving handling or delivering of property namely they are fees
to provide for the policing of the waterway so as to ensure the safety
and facility of movement of vessels and cargo using it JD at 618

The Commission has no express statutory authority to determine the

constitutionality of port tariffs promulgated pursuant to local enactments
Moreover an administrative proceeding is considered to be a forum ill
suited to the resolution of constitutional claims 26 Administrative agencies
are entitled to refuse to pass on constitutional claims unless the law or

facts applicable to a particular controversy compel such an action 27

In certain circumstances the Commission may take into consideration
constitutional limitations on its authority in deciding cases Questions of

due process and other constitutional standards often enter into Commis
sion determinations 2 However it does not appear that these considerations

apply in this case

More importantly as explained in the JD 29 determining the issues of
Commission jurisdiction and the lawfulness of the Port tariff under the

Shipping Act does not require reaching the constitutional issue Jurisdiction
over the Port is based upon a finding that the Port is charging for providing

other terminal facilities The Commission s enabling legislation allows
it to evaluate such charges only under the Shipping Act s reasonableness
and antidiscrimination standards We find no legal directive in the statute

or its legislative history to include within the scope of these standards

constitutional considerations which are more appropriately the province of

the courts Because this case can be fully decided under the Shipping
Act without reference to constitutional issues the Commission declines
to address the constitutionality of the Port s tariff charges

26Downen v Warner 481 F2d 42 643 9th Cir 1973
27 See Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Assoc v E PA 627 F 2d 1095 1114 1115 D C Cir 1979

Indeed the courts clearly encourage such a policy of abstention by administrative agencies ld
28See e g Kuehne Nagel Inc Independent Ocean Freight Forwarder License No 1162 Motion to

Compel Discovery Denied 20 S R R 489 1980
291 D at 616618
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The Dreyfus Settlement

NOSA argues that the settlement between tile Port and the complainants
in Dreyfus was improper and unlawful because it was discriminatory Be

cause that settlement made no provision for other persons who paid charges
under the provisions found to be unlawful by the Commission in Dreyfus
NOSA urges that the Port be ordered to make similar refunds to such

other persons
The Port submits that NOSA s arguments are unfounded in law and

fact The Port maintains that such settlements are favored at law and
that NOSAhas shown no injury to it resulting from the settlement

The Presiding Officer found that public policy favors settlements of

litigation and that the settlement of the Dreyfus case by the Port does
not unjustly discriminate against others who are not parties or privy to

the former proceeding and who are not identified in this proceeding as

having suffered an injury much less the amount of such injury
The Presiding Officer was correct that it is the policy of the Commission

to favor settlements of disputes rather than force litigation Settlements
are given a presumption of validity and are construed as a final termination
of a controversy However the cases cited by the Presiding Officer that
declare these policies involve settlements of Comntission proceedings o

There is no Commission policy concerning the settlement of appeals from
administrative decisions in cases where violations of the Shipping Act are

found
There is some merit to NOSA s argument that private settlements in

the factual context of Dreyfus could be a subterfuge for unlawful discrintina
tion Unjust discrimination is a consideration when the Commission evalu
ates a proffered settlement agreement in a proceeding where the parties
want to compromise contested tariff charges 1 However the Comntission
is not always privy to the settlement agreements in complaint cases when

they are appealed and usuaIly has no direct oversight authority over such
settlements 2

In any event given the remedy NOSA has requested we need not decide
whether the Dreyfus settlement violated the antidiscrimination provisions
of the Shipping Act NOSA specificaIly advises that it is not requesting
reparations for the Dreyfus settlement Rather it wants the Commission
to require the Port to give notice to all affected parties that similar refunds
are available The issue then is whether the Commission has the statutory
authority to require the Port to refund money to persons not parties to

Dreyfus that paid the assessments found unlawful in that case

3010 at 616 Levatlno Sons v Prudential Grace Lines 18 F M C 83 1974 involved the settlement
of a complaint caSe before the Commission Behrinq International lnclndepende 1t Ocean Frelqht For
warder License No 9 0 23 F M C 973 198l involved the settlement of a civU penalty claim

31 See Old Ben Cool Company v Sea Land Service lnc 21 F MC 505 513 1978
32There is no allegation here that the settlement agreement in Dreyfus fell within the Commission s juris

diction under fonner section IS of the 1916 Act fonnerly 46 U S C 814
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The Commission is without authority to order a general refund of illegally
collected charges in a complaint case 33 This is also not a proceeding
under section 8 e of the 1984 Act 46 U S C app S 1707 e where general
notices of the availability of refunds can be directed 34 Moreover even

if the Dreyfus appeal had gone to conclusion and the complainants there
had obtained a full refund of the illegal charges the question would remain
as to whether the Commission has authority to order refunds to persons
not party to that proceeding

Because the Commission does not have the authority to order general
refunds in complaint cases the Presiding Officer was correct in finding
that such relief could not be ordered in this proceeding However the
Commission notes that as a general matter injured parties are free to
file their own complaints and use favorable Commission decisions to their
advantage

Vessel Agent Liability

NOSA argues that vessel agents do not use port services and therefore
cannot be made liable for charges under the tariff It also contends that
state agency law to the effect that an agent cannot be held liable for
the debts of a disclosed principal protects them from such liability The
Port disagrees It argues that this vessel agent liability issue was decided
in its favor in Dreyfus and therefore NOSA is collaterally estopped from

relitigating the issue in this case Moreover it submits that the rationale
of West Gulf Maritime Ass n v Port of Houston Authority 21 F M C

244 1978 ajfd memo sub nom West Gulf Maritime Ass n V FM C
610 F 2d 1001 D C Cir 1979 cert denied 449 U S 822 1980 WGMA

I applies here and should be followed The Presiding Officer concurred
in the Port s position concerning the applicability of WGMA I

The Port s imposition of liability on vessel agents for tariff charges
was addressed in Dreyfus The Commission there determined that vessel

agents could be held liable under the rationale of WGMA I because they
were deemed to be users of port services However NOSA was not

a party in Dreyfus nor did it have privity of interests with the complainants
in that case Therefore NOSA is not precluded from litigating the vessel

agent liability issue 36

The Commission has established a basic rule on liability provisions in
terminal tariffs Any person that is a user of a terminal facility may

33 See section 11 of the 1984 Act 46 U S c app 1710 Compare section 3 c 2 of the Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933 46 V S C app 845 c 2

34Compare section S e 3 of the 1984 Act 46 V S C app 1707 e 3
35Dreyfus 25 EM C at 70
36 d see Restatement Second of Judgments 29 see also supra note 12 NOSA also correctly points

out that the issue of vessel agent liability under the provisions of the tariff was not a major issue in Dreyfus
Indeed the question of vessel agent primary liability for the Supplemental Harbor Fee was not even addressed
inDreyfus because that issue arises underanew provision inthe Port s 1982 tariff
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be held liable for the tariff charges related to that use 37 The rationale
is that a terminal operator has the right to impose reasonable conditions
on the use of its facilities to ensure the collection of tariff charges 3s

The term user includes those that indirectly i e as agents of direct
users utilize terminal facilities

In WGMA I the terminal operator had experienced significant difficulties
and resulting financial losses in collecting fees from vessel owners and

operators that maintained no permanent presence in the port The vessel

agents that profited from the use of the facilities by their principals would
not pay nor aid in the collection of delinquent accounts citing state agency
law as holding them immune from liability for the charges The terminal
operator responded by inserting agent liability and surety provisions in
its tariff

The Commission upheld the provisions because in the absence of evi
dence of overreaching or abuse they were deemed to be a reasonable
method of collecting fees lawfully due the terminal operators Furthermore
in the absence of evidenCe of a monopoly on terminal facilities or other
forms of duress the agents by their course of conduct were held to have

separately contracted with the terminal operator to be responsible for the
fees owed by their principals Also the Commission found that vessel

agents could protect themselves from losses by appropriate contractual ar

rangements with their principals Holding vessel agents liable as sureties
for port tariff charges incurred by their principals was therefore deemed
to be a minimal imposition or burden on vessel agents in light of the
financial benefit they received by conducting business at the terminal facH

ity 39

Applying WGMA I the critical question is whether by doing business
within the port agents either directly or indirectly voluntarily use port
facilities and derive a benefit substantial enough 10 justify the potential
liability for the charges owed by their principals WOMA Is reasonableness
standard is distinct from that enunciated in Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesel
schaft v Federal Maritime Commission 390 U S 261 1968
Volkswagenwerk 40 Liability and surety provisions are not an apportion

37WGMA 21 F M C at 248
381d at 249
3il d at 249250 see also Htlrrtng n Co Inc v Georgia Ports Authority 23 S R R 753 1986 rul

ings on motions for 8ummfUy judsment Cifftrmed Harrington Co Inc v Georgia PONS Authority 23
S R R 1276 P M C 19S6

4ONOSA s Exceptions arc ambiguous as to whether they are challenging the Presiding Officer s fmdlng
that VolkswQsenwerk is not the appropriate test of reasonableness on this issue See NOSA s Exceptions at
21 22 In any event It appears that the Presldbtg Officer was correct The Volkswagenwerk test is applled
bt determinine the reasonabkness of tennlnaJ char es based upon a comparatjve costbenefit anaJysia of con
current usen of a facility The proper inquiry under 117 of the 1916 Act Is in a word whether the charge
levied is reasonably related to the service rendered 390 U S at 282 This is nOI the analysis of the Issue
proffered by NOSA They assert that Chey receive no benefit from the Port services 41 iSlIle h4veno prJvity
with the Port and therefore cannot be made liable for any of the charges This argument does not apply
the Volkswagenwerk test of rcasonablencu of a charge but rather is an application of the rationale of the
Commission in WGMA separately cited and argued by NOSA

28 F M C
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ment of charges and neither the costs of the provisions nor the benefits
of indirect use of terminal facilities can be measured and compared against
those costs incurred and benefits received by direct users of such facilities 41

The essential elements of WGMA I exist in this case There is no indica
tion in the record that vessel agents are under any duress to do business
in the Port Indeed one of the largest port and terminal facility complexes
in the nation New Orleans is immediately upstream from the Port It
is reasonable to assume therefore that vessel agents obtain sufficient eco

nomic benefits to justify locating their businesses in the Port Vessel cargo
and private terminal interests including agents benefit economically from
the safety and health services provided by the Port Moreover as in WGMA
I the agents have voluntarily engaged in a course of conduct by which

they have agreed to the conditions imposed on their use of the Port and
its terminal services Vessel agents may protect themselves from losses

through appropriate arrangements with their principals
The only distinction between the situation here and that existing in WGMA

I is the nature of the terminal facilities for which the charges are being
imposed The Port s services are not the direct cargo handling services
involved in WGMA I They are essential supports services provided
all commerce in the Port In this sense all users of Port services are

indirect Therefore the privity between the Port and vessel agents
for services rendered the vessel and cargo interests may be somewhat
more attenuated than in WGMA I

However the absence of direct privity between the Port and vessel agents
would be significant only if it indicated a lack of use of Port terminal
facilities and services by the agents As stated above the Commission
finds that agents do use terminal support services as much as any
other economic interest involved in the commercial cargo handling activities
in the Port Because the Port services have been found to be other
terminal facilities relating to or connected with receiving handling
storing or delivering property for which a charge may be assessed under
the Shipping Act the Port tariff liability and surety provisions are held

to be lawful and reasonable under the rationale of WGMA I notwithstanding
the absence of direct privity between vessel agents and the Port 2

The Port s Fee Structure
The substantive issues in this case concern the lawfulness of the Port s

Harbor Fee and Supplemental Harbor Fee under the Shipping Act NOSA

argues that the Port s services are primarily for the benefit of local residents

41 See Harrington Co Inc v Georgia PortS Authority 23 S RR at 767 771 Harrington Co Inc
v Georgia Ports Authority 23 S RR at 1283

421l1e issue raised by NOSA s exception concerning liability for the Supplemental Harbor Fee when ves

sels operate under FIO charter contracts is similar to the vessel agent liability issue FIO cargo deliv

eries are made by vessels under charter where all costs of loading and unloading are for the account of a

party other than the vessel owner See NaSA s Exceptions at 26 Just as vessel agents receive an indirect

benefit from the Port services rendered vessels vessel ownersderive an indirect benefit from the Port services

rendered cargo interests in FIO cargo deliveries
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I

are not of a commercial marine nature and therefore cannot be charged
against oceangoing vessels NOSA also contends that the Port has failed

to justify the various exceptions which allegedly favor local interests there

by invalidating the tariff under the antidiscrimination standards of the Ship
ping Act The Port on the other hand argues that its fees are reasonably
related to the costs it incurs in providing essential services to non local

commercial marine interests and that valid reasons exist for the exemptions
it allows from the tariff fees

The Presiding Officer concluded that while there exists a reasonable

relationship between total Port costs and total assessment revenues the

Harbor Fee and Supplemental Harbor Fee43 violate I section 17 of

the 1916 Act to the extent such fees do not bear a reasonable relationship
to the comparative benefit obtained by the assessed parties in light of

the benefits obtained by exempted parties from the services provided by
the Port and 2 violate section 16 First of the 1916 Act to the extent

the various exceptions contained in the tariff relating to private terminals

supply boats crew boats fishing vessels inland barges as well as the

five hundred ton and the permitdiscount rate features are unjustified and

therefore unjustly discriminatory
The threshold challenge to the Presiding Officer s finding that the Port s

fee structure is unlawfully discriminatory rests on the contention that the

burden of proof was wrongly placed on the Port The Port is correct

in asserting that the ultimate burden of proof in a complaint proceeding
is on the complainant 44 However this does not necessarily relieve the

respondent from an evidentiary burden under all circumstances that is

although the burden of proof ultimately lies with the complainant the

burden of going forward with evidence can shift to a respondent This

is common in many administrative proceedings and was the case in Drey
fus 45

The Presiding Officer cited Dreyfus in shifting the burden of going
forward to the Port in this case He found that NOSA had made a showing
that the services for which the Port had assessed fees also accrued to

the benefit of other classes of Port users that were exempted from

the fees Because these exemptions did not on their face relate to the

nature of the cargo involved or other valid transportation factors a prima
facie case of discrimination was established and the burden of going forward
shifted to the Port to explain or justify the differentiation in the treatment

of Port users Evidence in support of the exemptions was proffered
by the Port NOSA then submitted rebuttal evidence The Presiding Officer

weighed all the evidence of record to determine whether NOSA had shown

43The Presiding Officer also held that the Supplemental Harbor Fee is nol an improper charge against
vessels

e 46 C F R 502 155
45Dreyfus 25 rM C al 68

28 F M C
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a violation of the Shipping Act by a preponderance of the evidence 46

In so doing the Presiding Officer did not unlawfully place the burden

of proof on the Port
NaSA s allegation that the allocation of Parish expenses to the Ports

operations is unjustly discriminatory because it includes non marine expenses
is unfounded Unlike Dreyfus the Parish Council in this case carefully
reviewed Parish and Port operations and expenses to isolate those costs

incurred in providing services to Port users 47 The marine related ex

penses it computed are reasonably related to the actual cost of services

resulting from activities and operations within the Port s jurisdiction The

resulting revenue needs are more reasonable than in Dreyfus because they
are limited to actual Port costs This is reflected in the new tariff by
a significant reduction in the basic tonnage charge on cargo and the elimi
nation of the more egregious exemptions stated in the 1977 tariff The

Presiding Officer was correct in finding that the overall method of deter

mining the costs that can be attributed to overall Port services was proper
and reasonable

The Presiding Officer was also correct in finding that certain exemptions
were unlawful under the Dreyfus rationale He held that the entities bene

fiting from the challenged exemptions derive substantial benefits from the

Port services cited as the basis for the tariff charges but do not pay
the otherwise applicable fees He further held that evidence of record shows
that there are no alternative revenues derived by the Port from these entities
which would offset the fees forgiven by the tariff exemptions Finally
he found that the exemptions are not required administratively

The Port now reargues contentions advanced below in support of the

exemptions The Ports justifications for the marine terminal exemption
are that such terminals pay ad valorem taxes act as sureties for the vessel

fees and have their own fire protection equipment This is largely the

same argument proffered and rejected in Dreyfus and correctly found insuffi

cient by the Presiding Officer here There does not appear to be any
difference between the situation here and that existing in the Dreyfus case

that would justify a different conclusion 48 We therefore concur in the

Presiding Officer s disposition of the marine terminal exemption
The Commission also concurs in the Presiding Officer s findings con

cerning the first 500 tons exemption While this exemption was not

specifically found unlawful in Dreyfus the Presiding Officer s holding that

it is prima facie discrimination favoring local interests over non local inter

ests appears to be correct The Port s argument that this is a de minimis

exemption that many ports recognize is not meritorious The Port s exemp

tion amounts to a 20 00 loss of revenue per shipment The evidence

that the Port proffered shows that most ports impose a 20 00 minimum

46Cj Investigation of Ocean Rate Structures 12 F M C 34 57 59 l968
471 D 28 EM C at 609613
4SSee JD 28 F M C at 620622 DreyfUs 25 F M C at 70
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charge and that it is economically feasible to bill for these amounts

Therefore the Presiding Officer s finding that the Port has failed to justify
the exemption is upheld

The Port has also failed to justify the small craft exemption However

the Port tariff s definition of small craft has been altered from that consid

ered in Dreyfus In the Dreyfus tariff any vessel under 100 feet was exempt
from the Harbor Fee In the revised tariff only vessels that are not com

mercial cargo vessels are exempt This has been construed by the Port

to mean that commercial fishing vessels and crew boats are exempt but

that the supply boats must pay the Harbor Fee The Presiding Officer

is correct that the Port has not satisfactorily justified this exemption and

has failed to rebut NOSA s prima facie showing of discrimination The

assessment of some charge appears necessary
However it also appears that the allocable portion of Port service costs

to small charter fishing vessels and crew boats is small Therefore a

de minimis rule applying to certain of these vessels may be warranted

While it does not appear to be reasonable to exempt large commercial

fishing vessels unloading tons of fish at the Port each day small charter

fishing vessels and crew boats whose mother ship pays the fees stated

in the tariff may reasonably fall within a de minimis class If the tariff

could be clarified to differentiate between the mosquito fleet that might
be exempted under a de minimis rule and substantial commercial interests

that must bear some fee burden a small craft exemption might be justified 49

Nevertheless given the present language of the tariff exemption and the

construction of this language by the Port the Presiding Officer s conclusion

that it violates the Dreyfus standards is upheld
The exemption from the Supplemental Harbor Fee for inbound inland

barges was also correctly found to be improper by the Presiding Officer

Transshipped cargo that is unloaded from inbound inland barges and loaded

onto vessels or barges departing the Port is subject to the Supplemental
Harbor Fee However if the cargo is local cargo i e cargo that is unloaded

from inland barges and stays in the Parish it is totally exempted from

the fee The Port s justification is that it is inappropriate to require a

towboat owner to apportion the fees on local inbound cargo and financially
impractical to alter the assessment system to cover these movements How

ever the Port failed to support these allegationscwlth any financial analysis
and their expert admitted that no attempt was made to do so o We therefore

concur in the Presiding Officer s disallowance of the exemption
The specialized treattnent that the Electro Coal Company facility has

been accorded by the Port is also unjustified By private agreement this

facility pays the Supplemental Harbor Fee on movements of coal outbound

from the Port but pays no fee on movements of phosphate inbound to

j

49 At a minimum the Port must clarifylhe lanauage of the tariff to indicate that supply boats are subject
to the fees See Dreyfur 25 F M C at 68

oJ O 28 F M C at 627630

28 FM C
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the Port The Port justifies this arrangement on the basis that the phosphate
is transshipped to outbound barges and fees are assessed on that movement

fulfilling the intent of the tariff 51 Because the basic method of assessment
of cargo is on inbound movements specialized treatment by agreement
not reflected in the tariff is unjustified and unlawful52

The final tariff provision found to be unjustly discriminatory relates
to the permit system Vessels purchasing long term permits obtain a substan
tia discount on the usual Harbor Fee This tariff provision is applicable
only to vessels under 250 feet and the discounts range from 50 for
a 3D day permit to 78 for a one year permit NOSA believes that this
is unjustified favoritism towards local interests The Presiding Officer agreed
and found that the Port s wholesalelretail arguments are generalizations
that are not supported by any costbenefit analysis 53

It would appear that the permit system discounts were arbitrarily set
at levels that on their face appear to unfairly favor local interests n

any event the Port has failed to rebut NOSAs evidence of prima facie
discrimination with any substantial evidence showing the reasonableness
of the discount levels The Presiding Officer therefore correctly found the

permit system to be unlawful

THEREFORE T S ORDERED That the nitial Decision issued in
this proceeding is adopted consistent with this Order and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Exceptions to the Initial Decision
filed by the New Orleans Steamship Association and Plaqemines Port
Harbor and Terminal District are granted to the extent indicated in this
Order and denied in all other respects and

FINALLY IT IS ORDERED That this proceeding is discontinued

By the Commission 54

1 The tariff states that outbound barges that can show that the cargo has already been assessed are exempt
from paying any additional fees JD 28 EM C at 602

nSee Dreyfus 25 EM C at 68
53 JD 28 F M C at 630631
54 CommissionerThomas F Moakley s dissenting opinion is attached

28 F M C
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Commissioner Moakley dissenting
For the second time in as many cases I disagree with the majority s

assertion of both personal and subject matter jurisdiction over Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Terminal District s charges for police health and fire
protection

Plaquemines did not meet the definition of other person subject to
the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C app 801 and it fails to meet the
definition of Marine Terminal Operator contained in section 315 of the

Shipping Act of 1984 46 Us C app 1702 15 As the majority acknowl

edges Plaquemines does not own or operate any facilities serving common
carriers by water 2 This should end the inquiry

Moreover a finding of personal jurisdiction does not mean that every
activity of that regulated entity is subject to regulation Therefore assuming
arguendo that the Port could meet the definition of Marine Terminal Oper
ator the Commission has no greater claim to regulate its police health
and fire protection services than we would have to regulate an amusement

park operated by the Port 3

I also disagree with the majority s analysis of the impact of the 1984
Act on their theory of jurisdiction over Plaquemines While I concur that
the applicable definitions are substantially the same under the 1916 and
1984 Acts neither definition on its face supports jurisdiction over an entity
that provides no facilities The majority recognized this dilemma in the
Dreyfus 4 decision and addressed it by focusing on the broad regulatory
scheme of the 1916 Act

In construing the scope of the Commission s jurisdiction under
section I the Supreme Court has focused upon the integrity of
the legislative scheme of the Shipping Act and has required a
broad construction of its terms to effect its purposes The statutory
scheme contemplates regulation of any entity if it exercises suffi
cient control over terminal facilities to have a discernible effect

I

1

I See Louis Dreyfus Corp el al v Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District 2S F M C 59 1982
dissenting opinion of Vice Chainnan Moaldy

2After reiterating the statutory definition of marine terminal operator the Commission s regulations 46
CFR 51S 6b derme theterm port terminal facilities as

ont ormore slnu lures comprhing a tennJnaJ unit and include but are not limited 10 wharves
warehouses covered anWor open stor ge spmes cold storage plants grain elevators andorbulk
cargo loading andor unloading 9truclure9 landfng9 and receiving 9totlons used for the trans
mission care and convenience of cargo andlor passengers n the interchange of same between land
and watercarriers or between two water carriers emphasis supplied

As broad as this dermition is Plaquemines furnishes none of these jocllltfes in connection with a common

carrier by water and is therefore not a marine tennlnal operator The services that it performs are irrelevant
to this determination of personal jurisdiction

3The CommiS1lion s regulations ar also helpful in determining what type oftenninal services theCommis
sion believes it has authority to regulate Definitions of terminal services set fonh in 46 CFR fi 5 15 6 d in
elude Dockage Wharfage Free Time Wharf Demurrage TenninaJ Storllge Handling

Loading and Unloading Usage Checking and Heavy LJft rbi rule waJ reppbJJshed subsequent
to the Dreyfus decision note 1 9UprQ with no indication whatsoever that police health and fire protectIon
were to be considered tenninal services

4Note 1 supra

2S FM C
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on the commercial relationship between shippers and carriers in
volved in that link in transportation 25 F MC 65 footnote omit
ted emphasis supplied

The legislative scheme of the 1984 Act is virtually opposite to that
of the 1916 Act in this respect The broad regulatory thrust of the earlier
statute has been replaced with clear guidance from the 98th Congress
to minimize government intervention and regulatory costs These very words
are used in the statute s declaration of policy 5 and in several places in

the relevant legislative history 6 Perhaps the most specific reflection of

Congressional intent to effect a major change in the legislative scheme
is found in the following language from the report of the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee on HR 1878 the House version of
the bill which became the Shipping Act of 1984

Specifically H R 1878 accomplishes Seven major purposes

Seventh the entire method of regulation is changed to minimize
government involvement in shipping operations H R Rep No
53 98th Cong 1st Sess 3 4 1983

To omit any mention of the statutory scheme of the 1984 Act in this
decision after relying so heavily upon the statutory scheme of the 1916
Act in the Dreyfus decision is a curious approach for an impartial adjudica
tive body
I would dismiss this complaint for lack of personal jurisdiction over

the respondent and for lack of subject matter over the services in question

28 F M C

546 U S C app 1701

6E g S Rep No 3 98th Cong 1st Sess 1 1983 HR Rep No 600 98th Cong 2d Sess 27 1984
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PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR TERMINAL DISTRICT

1 Where the Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District is duly constituted by the
laws of the State of louisiana and where the Port has the exclusive ability to provide
essential health safety and security services to vessel and cargo interests in commercial
cargo handJing transactions its assessmenJ of selective cargo transfer fees and its control
of access to private tennina1 facilities result in the fundamental control over the rates
and practices of terminal facilities Under such circumstances the Port is an other

person andor terminal operator subject to the Shipping Acts of 1916 and J984 The
Port s involvement in the business of common carriers marine terminals and commerce

of the United States confers on the Commission jurisdiction over the POlt under the
pertinent provisions of the Shipping Acts and subjects the Port s fees to scNtiny under
those provisions

2 Where the Port assesses a Harbor Fee and a Supplemental Harbor Fee for providing
to vessels and cargo essential health safety and security services such acts constitute
thefumlshing of other tenninal facilities within the meaning of the Shipping Acts
of 1916 and 1984 The tehn other tenninal facilities contemplates not only physical
assets such as docks wharves and warehouses but aJso encompasses services rendered

in connection with the marine lerminal in link in transportation modes
3 Where the Port estabUshed a Harbor Pee and a Supplemental Harbor Pee 10 defray rhe

expense of providing various selVices insuring the safety and facUity of the movement
of vessels and cargo using it the fees do not represent a toll charge which contravene
provisions of the Constitution of the United States Rather the fees represent the establish
ment of regulations and practices related to or connected with the receiving handling
or delivery of property which comes under the jurisdiction of ate FederaJ Maritime
Commission

4 Where in a previous proceeding the Port entered into a seulement agreement with the
litigating parties the settlement agreement does not discriminate againsl other persons
who were not parties in the prior proceeding and who are not identified in the instant
proceeding Further where there has been no showing of any injury much less the
amount of injury any adjudication in the proceeding regarding reparations from alleged
unjust or undue discrimination is impossible

5 Where the Port s tariff contains various exceptions and exemptions relating to beneficiaries
of the Port s services such as private tenninals supply boats crew boats fishing vessels
and inland barges as well as a five hundred exemption and penult discount rate features
which prima facie show that the charges do not bear a reasonable relationship to the
comparative benefit obtained from Port elVices where the respondent s primary witness
testifies no attempt was made to correlate the charges made to users under the tariff
to the benefits received by such users and where the record fails to contain sufficient
evidence to demonstrate that either other revenue considerations of the exempted classes
are reasonably related to the fees forgiven or that such exemptions are required administra
tively then the fees assessed in the tariff do not bear a reasonable relationship to
the comparativ benefit obtained by either the assessed or exempted parties from the
services provided by the Port

574 28 P M C
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6 Where the Port s tariff contains a provision holding agents primarily liable for tariff
fees where there is no showing of hardship or injustice and where the agent is a

user of the Port the provision is Dot unreasonable A terminal operator can hold liable
for tariff fees all direct and indirect users of its services

7 Where the Port s tariff imposes a fee against the vessel and where the complainant
argues carrier shipper conlracts place the responsibility for payment of the fee on the

shipper or consignee but does not furnish any further additional evidence as to why
the carrier shipper contract standing alone should prevent the imposition of the fee on

the vessel the Supplemental Harbor Fee assessed against the vessel is not improper

2S F M C

Edward S Bagley for complainant New Orleans Steamship Association

Louis B Porterie Robert E Fontenelle Jr and Edward J Sheppard for respondent
Plaquemines Port Harbor Tenninal District

INITIAL DECISION OF JOSEPH N INGOLIA ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGE

Partially Adopted September 16 1986

Findings of Fact

The parties in this proceeding each requested findings of fact in their
briefs The facts set forth below either are specifically uncontested facts
taken from their proposed findings or are facts taken directly from the
record References to the complainant s Proposed Findings will be made
as C PF followed by a number designation C PF I for example
References to the respondent s Proposed Findings will be preceded by
an R such as R PF I for example Also it should be noted that
references to the transcripts in this proceeding will be made by giving
the date of the transcript followed by the page numbers of the transcript
Tr 215 84 pp 6065 for example
IComplainant New Orleans Steamship Association is a non profit asso

ciation of owners stevedores and agents of vessels which are common

carriers by water in the foreign commerce of the United States calling
at New Orleans including some vessels that call at the Plaquemines Port
Harbor and Terminal District C PF 138 R PF I

2 Plaquemines Parish which is comparable to county government in
other states was governed by a council of five at large members until
March of 1983 and since then by nine council members each of whom
is elected from a single member district The council as a whole acts

as a legislative body while each individual council member also is the

head of one or more executive departments of the Parish R PF 2
3 The Port district is a political subdivision of the State of Louisiana

geographically coextensive with Plaquemines Parish The governing body

I This decision will become the decision of the Commission in the absence of review thereof by the Com
mission Rule 227 Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 227
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for the Port is the same nine member council that governs the Parish
R PF 3

4 Plaquemines Parish has a population of approximately 26 000 people
and some 10 000 itinerant oil field workers temporarily reside in the Parish
The latter number includes those living on offshore oil platforms R
PF4

5 The geography of the Parish is unique It is totally dominated by
the Mississippi River Ninety four percent of Parish land lies outside the
flood protection levees and is susceptible to tides from time to time Vir

tually all of the Parish is below sea level so that habitation is possible
only because of massive levees that exclude the waters of the Gulf of
Mexico Most points on dry land protected by the levees are no more

than one or one half miles from the river There are only two highways
running north and south one on each side of the river R PF 5 7

6 Plaquemines is peninsular into the Gulf of Mexico It is the most

southern parish in Louisiana and is divided in half by the river Most
of the Parish s industry and development is on the west bank of the
river The largest populated area is located at BeUe Chasse on the northern

portion of the west bank R PF 6

7 There are no bridges across the river in the Parish The closest

bridge is 14 7 miles north of the Parish boundary The only public facilities
within the Parish for cross river traffic are two Parish owned ferries One
is at Belle Chasse the other at Pointe a la Hache A third ferry is located
at BeUe Chasse for peak morning and evening traffic R PF 8

8 The Mississippi River has two navigable channels down river from
Head of the Passes to the Gulf of Mexico Southwest Pass and South
Pass Distances on the river are measured from the Head of the Passes
AU mileage upriver from that point is designated as River Mile AHP
and all distances below that point are designated BHP 11e Parish extends
upriver from Head of the Passes to Mile 816 AHP and downriver 20 2
miles BHP on the Southwest Pass and 135 miles BHP on South Pass
R PF 9

9 Upriver from Head of Passes there are only two places where vessels
can pass through flood protection levees the Ostricia lock on the east
bank at approximately Mile 25 AHP and the Empire lock on the west
bank at approximately Mile 29 5 AHP with navigation depths of 10 feet
R PF 10

10 The only other pass with any navigational significance is Tiger Pass
at the south end of the west bank highway with a 12 foot draft limitation
that excludes oceangoing vessels but not oil field supply and other smaU
vessels Overland truck service COlU1ects with offshore oil activities at Tiger
Pass There is no oceangoing vessel activity at Tiger Pass R PF 11
II The Port of New Orleans is adjacent to and upriver from Plaquemines

extending 334 miles from Mile 816 AHP to Mile 115 AHP The South
Louisiana Port extends 53 0 miles upriver from New Orleans from Mile

28 FM C
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I IS AHP to Mile 168 AHP At that point the Port of Baton Rouge begins
and extends upriver to Mile 225 AHP On the river north of Baton Rouge
are numerous other ports such as Vicksburg Memphis and St Louis R
PF 12

12 From the northern limits of the Port of Plaquemines through the

most commonly used Southwest Pass to the Gulf of Mexico the Port

extends a total distance of 102 miles Every oceangoing vessel serving
any port on the Mississippi River goes through the Plaquemines Port district
twice once going upriver and once going down river R PF 13

13 There are approximately 9 200 vessel arrivals and departures through
the Port annually for an average of one oceangoing cargo vessel approxi
mately every hour R PF 14

14 The total tonnage of the ports within the lower Mississippi River

Grarnercy New Orleans Baton Rouge Destrehan and St Rose is 160

million tons An additional 22 million tons is handled in the Port District
for a total of 182 million tons passing through the Port District R
PF IS

IS The Plaquemines Parish Council as governing authority of the Port

District initially adopted Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District

Tariff No I effective September I 1977 The tariff provided in pertinent
part that

All vessels engaged in foreign coastwise or intercoastal and
intra coastal trade and certain cargoes shall be assessed fees as

provided in the Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District
Tariff to assist in defraying necessary and essential direct and
indirect port harbor and marine services to port and harbor users

and other persons located in proximity to and affected by such
activities due to the unique geographic and environmental charac
teristics of the Plaquemines Parish Port Harbor and Terminal
District Such fees and charges are to be used for the expenses
of the administration and maintenance of the port and harbor

including
administering regulating and monitoring of the shipping traf

fic and handling of cargo in the harbor supervising shipping
of the Port with the view of preventing collisions and fires

policing the river and riverfront and all navigable waterways
as well as the banks batture and contiguous and adjacent areas

affected by port harbor terminal water and marine activities
and emergency service to vessels in distress including extin

guishing fires in vessels and equipment and in cargo of those
vessels and providing all such services for cargo handled in

and upon the areas of the Port s contiguous waterways and
located in wharves and facilities upon the banks battures con

tiguous and adjacent areas in Port administered facilities
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without additional charge except for the cost of supplies mate

rials and equipment expended by t1e Plaquemines port Harbor

and Terminal District in the performance ofsuch services

See Preamble to Plaquemines Parish Zoning Ordinance 142

hereinafter set out Reference is also made to requirements of

laws and regulations that require ever expanding Port Harbor

and marine services regulations and inspections by such districts

at local governmental levels such as

Rivers and Harbors Act Ocean Dumping Act

National Environmental Policy Safe Drinking Water Act

Act

Clean Water Act

Clean Air Act

Toxic Substances Control Act

Coastal Zone Management
Acts Federal and State

Solid Waste Disposal Act

SECTION I DEFINITIONS

Subject
Inland Watercraft

Ship
Tugs and Towboats

Vessel

User

Noise Control Act

Occupational Safety and Hazards Act

Federal Pesticide Acts

Energy Regulations

Definition

Wherever used in this Tariff the term Inland
Watercraft shall include all vessels private
and public operated exclusively on the
United States inland waterways employed in

any maritime serVice task venture voyage
or mission commercial or noncommercial of

a private or public nature

Any self propeHed seagoing vessel

Vessels which do not carry freight or passengers
but are used to tow or push other vessels

Any ships tugs tows towboats packets
barges lighters or other watercrafts self pro

peHed or non self propeHed any types of

floating equipment including work barges
offshore oil platforms oil rigs derricks etc

User shaH be deemed to include and apply to

any vessel or person using any District prop
erty facility or equipment or to whom or for
whom any service work or labor is furnished

performed done or made available by the

District

28 F M C



The Plaquemines Parish Commission Council is
the governing authority of the Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Terminal District The terri
torial limits of the District are coextensive

with the Parish of Plaquemines Louisiana as

presently constituted Louisiana Revised Stat

utes 34 351 1365 as ratified by Article 6
Section 43 of the Louisiana Constitution of
1974 which is the legal authority for this
District is contained in Appendix I and is

specifically made a part of this tariff

The rates rules and regulations contained in this
tariff shall apply equally to all users of the

waterways and facilities and shall apply on

all traffic on the waterways and facilities on

the effective dates shown on this tariff or any
amendments thereto

Amendments shall be issued to cover changes
in this tariff but this tariff is subject to

change without notice

The Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal
District shall be the sole judge as to the inter

pretation of this tariff
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Wharfage A charge against cargo based on the number of
tons received or discharged by vessels as

manifested and passing or conveyed over

onto or under wharves or between vessels to

or from barge lighter or water when berthed
at a public wharf or when moored adjacent to

such wharf

Supplemental Harbor Fee That fee charged against cargo handled in mid
stream or at anchorage or at a privately
owned wharf for other than the wharf owner

SECTION IIGENERAL INFORMATION RULES REGULATIONS

Governing Authority and
Jurisdiction

Application and Interpre
tation of Tariff and

Amendments

28 F M C
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Consent to Tenns of Tar
iff

General Anchorages

The use of the waterways and facilities under

the jurisdiction of the Plaquemines Port Har

bor and Tenninal District shall constitute a

consent to the tenns and conditions of this

tariff and evidences an agreement on the part
of all vessels their owners and agents and

other users of such waterways and facilities

to pay all charges specified in this tariff and

be governed by all rules and regulations here

in contained It is incumbent upon the Master

of any vessel operating within the limits of

Plaquemines Port Harbor and Tenninal Dis

trict or others whose operations are affected

by these rules and regulations to familiarize
themselves with these rules and regulations
Noncompliance through ignorance with

these rules and regulations will not affect the

liability of the Master or others or the appli
cation of the penalties

The General Anchorages for the Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Tenninal District are the

following
1 Fairway Anchorages

A South Pass Mississippi River Anchorage
B Southwest Pass Mississippi River Anchor

age
2 Pilottown Anchorage 15Q 7 RDB

3 Boothville Anchorage 12 2 18 5 RDB

4 Ostrica Anchorage 23 5 244RDB

5 Port Sulphur Anchorage 37 5 39 7 LDB

6 Deer Range Anchorage 53 5 545 LDB

7 Alliance Anchorage 63 6Q5 8 ROB

8 Cedar Grove Anchorage 70 712 ROB

9 August Anchorage 71472 0 ROB

10 Belle Chasse General Anchorage 73 675 2

ROB

II 12 Mile Point Anchorage 79080 8 RDB

The rules and regulations concerning the Gen

eral Anchorages are prescribed by the U S

Anny Corps Engineers and their enforce

ment is a responsibility of the U S Coast

Guard

Vessels anchored in the river except as below

noted shall be anchored in the above listed

General Anchorages

28 F M C



Masters requiring anchor berths for the purpose
of laying up their vessels shall apply to the
Director for permission to lay up at the pro
posed berth or anchorage such permission
has no connection with property rights No

vessel towboat barge or raft may tie up or

lay up alongside any property without first

obtaining permission of the riparian owner or

his lessee

a It shall be unlawful for any person firm
or corporation to utilize or make use of the

Plaque mines Port Harbor and Terminal Dis
trict or any of its facilities without paying to

the District the proper toll charge or fee
therefore as fixed and specified in this tariff
or by designation otherwise and every per
son firm or corporation violating any provi
sion of this order respecting the payment of

any toll charge or fee shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction there
of shall be punishable by a fine of not more

than Five Hundred 500 00 Dollars or by
imprisonment in the Parish Jail for a period
of not more than thirty days or by both such
fine and imprisonment The Court in its dis
cretion may consider each day on which the
violation occurs as a separate offense

b It shall be unlawful for any person firm

or corporation to fail refuse or neglect to

comply with any of the provisions of the

rules and regulations prescribed by this tariff
or supplement thereto or by designation oth
erwise and any person firm or corporation
violating any of the provisions of these rules
and regulations shall be guilty of a mis

demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be punishable by a fine of not more than Five
Hundred 500 00 Dollars or by imprison
ment in the Parish Jail for a period of not

more than thirty days or by both such fine
and imprisonment The Court in its discretion

may consider each day on which the violation

occurs as a separate offense

NEW ORLEANS STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION V PLAQUEMINES 581
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Laying Up of Vessels

Penalties for Violation
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i SECTION III

Charges which may be incurred by vessels

Item 135 Harbor Fee Each vessel which docks moors or anchors

within the District including Lash and Sea

bee barges and movable oil rigs and plat
forrns shalI be assessed a Harbor Fee as pro
vided herein to assist in defraying the ex

pense of the administration and maintenance

of the Plaquemines Port Harbor and Ter

minal District including the supervision of

the shipping of the District with the view of

preventing collisions and fires policing the

river and river front rendering aid to vessels

in distress and to aid In extinguishing fires in

vessels and equipment and in their cargoes
aboard such vessels or upon wharves and

other facilities in the District

Fee Per Vessel

Vessels over 100 and under 250 feet in length
100 00

Vessels 250 feet and over in length150 00

This Harbor Fee is due for the first five days or

any part thereof that the vessel remains with

in the District and for each day or any part
thereof over five days that the vessel remains

within the District the Harbor Fee due shalI

be one fifth of the above stated Fee Per Ves

sel
The payment of the Harbor Fee shalI be the pri

mary obligation of the owner agent or user

of the vessel but the owner of the facility
handling or storing the cargo and the cargo
owner whose cargo is loaded unto a vessel

outbound from the Port District from any
wharf dock facility mooring facility or an

chorage within the Port District shall be liable

in solido as surety for the payment of the
Harbor fee due by the owner agent or user of

I

I

j 28 F M C
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the vessel unto which such cargo has been
loaded subject however to the right of full

subrogation and full recovery by those who
have paid on behalf of the owner agent or

user of the vessel against the owner agent or

user of the vessel who is primarily liable for
all amounts paid by those responsible in
solido but not primarily obligated See Item
145 Supplemental Harbor Fee and Item 165
Payment of Bills hereof
A Vessels passing through the port which

do not berth any wharf anchor within the
District or in any way moor themselves with
in the District limits Vessels stopped within
the District for the sole purpose of changing
pilots or because of inclement weather re

maining less than twelve hours within the
limits of the District
B Government vessels not engaged in car

rying cargo troops or supplies
C Private non commercial pleasure craft

D Special permits vessels over 100 ft in

length as set forth in Item 137
Annual special permits will be issued by

Plaquemines Parish Port Authority to every
vessel over 100 ft in length that is appraised
for Ad Valorem taxes in the Parish of

Plaquemines upon payment of the Parish
taxes resulting from such Parish assessments

Special Permits will be issued by
Plaquemines Parish Port Authority upon the

payment of the following fees

I

Vessels over 100 ft to 200 ft in length
a For 30 days 100 00
b For 90 days 250 00

c For 180 days 450 oo

d For 365 days 750 oo

II

For non self propelled Barges lighters or other

watercraft over 100 feet in length and not

more than 200 feet In length
a For 30 days 50 00
b For 90 days 125 00

Item 136 Vessels

Exempt
ed From
Harbor
Fee

Item 137 Special
Annual
Tem

porary
Port Per
mitVes
sels

28 F M C
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Item 140 Lay Up
Fee

Item 145 Supple
mental

Harbor
Fee

c For 180 days225 00

d For 365 days 375 00

III

For non self propelled barges lighters or other

watercraft over 200 feet in length and not

more than 300 feet in length
a For 30 days 2oo 00

b For 90 days500 00

c For 180 days 900 00

d For 365 days I 500 00

Such permits will exempt such vessels from

payment of Harbor and Lay Up Fees as set

out in Items 135 136 and 140 hereof

Any vessel whether seaworthy or not which

docks moors or anchors within the District

for a continuous period of more than five

days for repairs construction moth ball

ing drydocking or storage except one which

is removed from the water by drydocking
shall after the first five days pay the fol

lowing fees

Fees Per Vessel

Vessels to 200 ft in length None

Vessels 200 ft and over in length 150 00 per

day
All cargo when first handled within the District

in midstream or at anchorage shall be as

sessed in addition to Items 135 137 and

140 10 per net ton or fraction thereof over

500 tons of the weight of cargo handled pro
vided that no cargo shall be assessed a Sup
plemental Harbor Fee more than one time

28 F MC
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The payment of Supplemental Harbor Fee shall
be the primary obligation of the owner of the

cargo but the owners the agents or other
users of the vessels and the owners of the fa
cilities handling or storing such cargo shall be
bound and responsible in solido as surety for
the payment of such charges subject how
ever to the right of full subrogation and full

recovery by those who have paid on behalf of
the owner of the cargo against the owner of
the cargo who is primarily liable for all
amounts paid by those responsible in solido
but not primarily obligated

The cargo of the owner of a privately owned
wharf shall be handled by the owner of the
wharf without the payment of this fee to the
District

The Harbor Fee of Item 135 on any vessels in
volved in the handling of cargo subject to this

Supplemental Harbor Fee shall be credited

against this Supplemental Harbor Fee

The cargo is assessed the Supplemental Harbor
Fee when it is first handled within the Dis
trict but because of the exemption granted
for cargo owned by the handling wharf
owner the reporting of cargoes should be
made when the cargo leaves the wharf or fa

cility and the assessment calculation shall
then be made since the joint ownership of the

cargo and the wharf carmot be finally deter
mined until the cargo leaves the wharf or fa

cility The Harbor Fee credit is given for the
outbound vessels onto which the cargo is
loaded from the wharf and the reporting to

the Port District as to cargoes vessels and

ownership thereof is to be made at the instant
before the cargo leaves the wharf or facility
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Item 155 Wharfage
Rates at

Public
Wharfs

Item 160 Basis for
Assess
ment of

Wharf

age
Charge

I

A Supplemental Harbor Fee shall be assessed

for cargo not owned by the owner of the

wharf or facility irrespective of the manner in

which the cargo leaves the wharf or facility
other than by vessel for example by pipeline
rail truck etc and therefore no Harbor Fee

is assessed with such outbound cargo there is

no Harbor Fee to be credited against the Sup
plemental Harbor Fee

All cargo handled by a privately owned wharf

shall be deemed midstream unloading and

shall be subject to the Supplemental Harbor

Fee imposed above which includes midstream

unloading
See Item 135 Harbor Fee and Item 165 Pay

ment of Bills as to the responsibilities among
the parties

The rate of wharfage on all commodities shall

be 50 per net ton or fraction thereof un

loaded by and with the equipment furnished

by the owner of cargo The minimum wharf

age for any shipment shall be 5 00

All cargo or freight shall be subject to the

wharfage charge as follows

1 When cargo or freight is placed onto pub
lic wharves docks landings mooring facili

ties or other structures for handling to or

from vessels or

2 When cargo is placed on the public
wharves for outbound movement and is not

subsequently loaded aboard a vessel but is
removed from the wharves

3 When such cargo or freight is transferred

over or under such wharves docks landings
mooring facilities or other structures to or

from vessels or

4 When such cargo or freight is delivered to

or received from vessels by other watercraft

or when transferred over the side of vessels

directly to or from the water

28 FM C
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a When said vessels are occupying berths at
wharves docks landings mooring facilities
or other structures

b When said vessels are moored outside of
other watercraft occupying berths at wharves
docks landings mooring facilities or other
structures

All bills are due upon presentation by the Dis
trict and failure to pay when presented shall

place the name of the vessel its owners and

agents or other user of the facilities upon a

Delinquent List conditions of which are here
inafter defined

The payment of Supplemental Harbor Fee shall
be the primary obligation of the owner of the
cargo but the owners the agents or other
users of the vessels and the owners of the fa
cilities handling or storing such cargo shall be
bound and responsible in solido as surety for
the payment of such charges subject how
ever to the right of full subrogation and full

recovery by those who have paid on behalf of
the owner of the cargo against the owner of
the cargo who is primarily liable for all
amounts paid by those responsible in solido
but not primarily obligated All other charges
applicable to this Tariff shall be assessed to
owners of the vessels their agents cargo
owners or owners of facilities in solido

The responsibility for the Harbor Fee is as set
out in Item 135 and the crediting of the Har
bor Fee is as set out in Item 145

Parties entering and using the Port District so

as to become liable for any Port District Fees
whatsoever as provided in this Tariff do by
such entry and usage thereby contract to pay
and are responsible for all Port District Fees
whatsoever as provided for in this Tariff

Item 165 Payment of
Bills

28 F M C
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Item 165a Interest
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The Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal
District reServes the right to estimate and col
lect in advance all charges which may accrue

against cargo owners common carriers ves

sels their owners andor agents or against
cargo loaded or discharged by such vessels or

other users of the facilities of the

Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal Dis
trict whose credit has not been properly es

tablished with the District or who are habit

ually on the Delinquent List Use of the fa
cilities may be denied until such advance

payment or deposits are made
The District reserves the right to apply any pay

ment received against the oldest bills ren

dered against common carriers vessels their
owners andor agents or users of the facilities

All cargo owners common carriers vessels
their owners andor agents andor owners as

sessors or lessors of wharves or other users

of the Port or facilities of the Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Terminal District placed on

the Delinquent List for reasons hereto stated
shall be denied further use of the port or fa
cilities by the District until all such reports
have been filed and all charges thereon to

gether with any other charges due shall have
been paid

When any Tariff debtor fails to pay any charges
or portion thereof due under the provisions of
this Tariff within 30 days of the invoice date
there shall be added to the amount of charges
due interest at the rate of one and one half

per centum IY2 per month from the due
date until paid Such interest shall be an obli
gation to be collected and accounted for in
the same manner as if it were part of the

charges due and can be enforced in a separate
action or in the same action for collection of
the charges and shall not be waived or remit
ted

28 F M C
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Item 165b Attorney s

Fees
If any charges penalties or interest due under

this Tariff are referred to an attorney at law
for collection an additional charge for attor

ney s fees in the amount of ten per centum

10 of the charges penalties and interest
due shall be paid by the Tariff debtor

R PF 18 Ex R 58
16 As a result of a complaint brought by the Louis Dreyfus Corp

the Commission in affirming an Administrative Law Judge s Initial Decision
found that the tariff described in paragraph 15 above violated sections
16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 R PF 18 Louis Dreyfus Corp
v Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District 25 EM C 59 1982
affirming Initial Decision at 25 EM C 73

17 After the issuance of the aforementioned Initial Decision Docket
No 7945 the Plaquemines Parish Commission Council held five open
public hearings at which the question of appropriate port tariff charges
was specifically addressed Effective May 21 1982 the Commission filed
a new tariff which amended and superseded the 1977 tariff R PF 19
43 Ex R 14

18 The new tariff provides in pertinent part that

PREAMBLE TO PLAQUEMINES PARISH PORT HARBOR AND
TERMINAL DISTRICT TARIFF

All vessels engaged in foreign coastwise or intercoastal and
intra coastal trade and certain cargoes shall be assessed fees as

provided in the Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District
Tariff to assist in defraying necessary and essential direct and
indirect port harbor and marine services to port and harbor users

and other persons located in proximity to and affected by such
activities due to the unique geographic and environmental charac
teristics of the Plaquemines Parish Port Harbor and Terminal
District Such fees and charges are to be used for the expenses
of the administration and maintenance of the port and harbor
including

administering regulating and monitoring of the shipping traf
fic and handling of cargo in the harbor supervising shipping
of the Port with the view of preventing collisions and fires
policing the river and riverfront and all navigable waterways
as well as the banks batture and contiguous and adjacent areas

affected by port harbor terminal water and marine activities
and emergency service to vessels in distress including extin
guishing fires in vessels and equipment and in cargo of those
vessels and providing all such services for cargo handled in
and upon the areas of the Port s contiguous waterways and
located in wharves and facilities upon the banks battures con

tiguous and adjacent areas in Port administered facilities



without additional charges except for the cost of supplies mate

rials and equipment expended by the Plaquemines Port Harbor

and Terminal District in the performance of such services

See Preamble to Plaquemines Parish Zoning Ordinance 142

hereinafter set out Reference is also made to requirements of

laws and regulations that require ever expending Port Harbor

and marine services regulations and inspections by such districts

at local governmental levels such as

Rivers and Harbors Act Ocean Dumping Act

National Environmental Policy Safe Drinking Water Act

Act
Clean Water Act

Clean Air Act

Toxic Substances Control Act

Coastal Zone Management
Acts Federal and State

Solid Waste Disposal Act

SECTION I DEFINITIONS
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Subject
Inland Watercraft

Ship
Tugs and Towboats

Vessel

User

Private Wharves

FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Noise Control Act

Occupational Safety and Hazards Act

Federal Pesticide Acts

Energy Regulations

Definition

Wherever used in this Tariff the term Inland

Watercraft shall include all vessels private
and public operated exclusively on the

United States inland waterways employed in

any maritime service task venture voyage
or mission commercial or non commercial
of a private or public nature

Any self propelled seagoing vessel

Vessels which do not clll1Y freight or passengers
but are used to lOW or push other vessels

Any ships tugs tows towboats packets
barges lighters or other watercrafts self pro

pelled or non self propelled any types of

floating equipment including work barges
offshore oil platforms oil rigs decricks etc

User shall be deemed to include and apply to

any vessel or person using any District prop

erty facility or equipment or to whom or for

whom any service work or labor is furnished

performed done or made available by the

District

Those wharves that are not public wharves

28 FM C
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Harbor Fee All commercial cargo vessels which dock
moor or anchor within the District shall be

assessed a Harbor Fee per each arrival within
the geographical limits of the District to as

sist in defraying the expenses of the adminis
tration and maintenance of the port and har
bor including the supervision of the shipping
of the port with the view of preventing colli
sions and fires policing the river and river
front providing services of all kinds as re

quired for an orderly and safe port operation
including response to vessels in distress with
the means available and to aid in extin

guishing fires on vessels and equipment and
in the cargo aboard such vessels or upon the

public wharves public banks and battures of
the waterways of the District and in the har
bor and upon the private wharves docks and

immediately adjacent facilities connected
thereto without any additional charge except
for the cost of supplies material and equip
ment expended by the District in the perform
ance of such services

Supplemental Harbor Fee A fee charged to supplement revenue necessary
for the purposes herein set forth under Har
bor Fee based on the weight of non liquid
cargo and on barrels of liquid cargo handled
or transferred in midstream or when anchored
at or moored to any dock wharf or mooring
facility or at a public wharf if in the future
the District has any public wharves which it
does not now have

Conventional Barge The term conventional barge as referred to in
Item l35 Harbor Fee shall include inland
river barges and shall also include LASH

and SEABEE barges when not aboard the

barge carrying vessel mother vessel How
ever when LASH and SEABEE barges are

loaded andor unloaded from the barge car

rying vessel mother vessel within the Port
District the mother vessel shall be assessed
fees as set forth in Item l35 Harbor Fee
The term conventional barge does not include
ocean or seagoing barges
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Item 5

SECTION IIGENERAL INFORMATION RULES REGULATIONS

Item 15

Item 35

Governing
Author

ityand
Jurisdic
tion

Consent to

Terms of
Tariff

Reporting
Arrivals
and De

partures
Revised

The Plaquemines Parish Commission Council is
the governing authority of the Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Terminal District The terri
torial limits of the District are coextensive
with the Parish of Plaquemines Louisiana as

presently constituted Louisiana Revised Stat
utes 34 1351 1365 as ratified by Article 6
Section 43 of the Louisiana Constitution of
1974 which is the legal authority for this
District is contained in Appendix I and is

specifically made a part of this tariff
The use of the waterways and facilities under

the jurisdiction of the Plaquemines Port Har
bor and Terminal District shall constitute a

consent to the terms and conditions of this
tariff and evidences an agreement on the part
of all vessels their owners and agents and
other users of such waterways and facilities
to pay all charges specified in this tariff and
be governed by all rules and regulations here
in contained It is incumbent upon the Master
of any vessel operating within the limits of

Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal Dis
trict or others whose operations are affected

by these rules and regulations to familiarize
themselves with these rules and regulations
Non compliance through ignorance with
these rules and regulations will not affect the

liability of the Master or others or the appli
cation of the penalties

The arrival and departure of all vessels engaged
in Foreign coastwise and intercoastal trade
which anchor within the Port District shall be

immediately reported by telephone 504682
0081 a 24 hour telephone service by the

agent of the vessel A written report shall be
rendered within five 5 days after departure
from the Port Distract on reporting forms to
be obtained from the District
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The arrival and departure ofall vessels engaged
in Foreign coastwise and intercoastal trade

which dock at a private facility within the

Port District shall be immediately reported by
telephone 502j82 0081 a 24 hour tele

phone service by the private facility A writ
ten report shall be rendered within five 5

days after departure from the Port District on

reporting forms to be obtained from the Dis

trict
The arrival and departure of all other vessels

shall be reported by the private facility at

which the vessel docks by written report ren

dered within five 5 days after departure of
the vessel from the District on reporting
forms to be obtained from the District

All reportings shall be subject to the verification
and inspection of the Director s agents andor

employees If the arrival and departure are

not reported by the party responsible therefor

the District shall have the right to obtain the
information needed from the vessel owner

vessel agent vessel master cargo owner or

other user of the vessel

It shall not be required to report the arrival and

departure of any vessels that obtain temporary
or annual permitslicenses pursuant to Item
135 Harbor Fee

Item 36 Reporting The private facility from which cargo is either
of Load loaded andor unloaded aboard a vessel shall

ing and render within five 5 days after the depar
or Un ture of a vessel a written report on reporting
loading forms to be obtained from the District of the

of Ves type and amount of cargo loaded andor un

sels loaded on or from the vessel

Item 50 General The General Anchorages for the Plaquemines
Anchor Port Harbor and Terminal District are the

ages following
I Fairway Anchorages

A South Pass Mississippi River Anchorage
B Southwest Pass Mississippi River Anchor

age
2 Pilottown Anchorage 1 5j7 RDB

3 Boothville Anchorage 12 2 18 5 RDB

4 Ostricia Anchorage 23 5 244 ROB
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Item 70

Item 130

I
I
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Laying Up
of Ves
sels

Penalties
for Vio
lation

5 Port Sulphur Anchorage 37 5 39 7 LDB

6 DeercRange Anchorage 53 5 54 5 LDB

7 AIliance Anchorage 63 5 8 RDB

8 Cedar Grove Anchorage 706712 RDB

9 Augusta Anchorage 71472 0 RDB

10 Belle Chasse General Anchorage 73 675 2

RDB
II12 Mile Point Anchorage 79080 8 RDB

The rules and regulations concerning the Gen

eral Anchorages are prescribed by the U S

Army Corps Engineers and their enforce

ment is a responsibility of the U S Coast

Guard
Vessels anchored in the river except as below

noted shall be anchored in the above listed

Genetal Anchorages
Masters requiring anchor berths for the purpose

of laying up their vessels shall apply to the

Director for permission to lay up at the pro

posed berth or anchorage such permission
has no connection with property rights No

vessel tow boat barge or raft may tie up or

lay up alongside any property without first

obtitining permission of the riparian owner or

his lessee
A It shall be unlawful for any person firm or

corporation to utilize or make use of the Dis

trict or any of its facilities without paying to

the District the proper toll charge or fee

therefor as fixed and specified in this Tariff

or without having established a mutually
agreeable procedure for such payment to the

District and every person firm or corpora
tion violating any provision of this order re

specting the payment of any toll charge or

fee shall be deemed to have violated the pro
visions of this Tariff and the Ordinances of
this District and the laws of the State of Lou

isiana and of the United States

B It shall be unlawful for any person firm or

corporation to fail refuse or neglect to com

ply with any of the provisions of the rules

and regulations prescribed by this Tariff or

supplement thereto or by designation other

wise
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C The Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal
District shall have all the remedies for collec

tion of any Tariff charges or may seek to en

force any provision of the Tariff in any man

ner as provided by law In connection here

with note the provision of Item 165 pro

viding for payment of bills

SECTION III

Changes imposed by this section shall apply to the following areas

1 The Mississippi River and its passes within Plaquemines Parish

2 That portion of the Algiers Cut Off Canal Intercostal Alternate

Waterway situated within Plaquemines Parish being that portion
lying between the Orleans Plaquemines Parish line at Donner

Canal westward along such Intracoastal Waterway to its intersec

tion with the Barataria at the Jefferson Plaquemines Parish line

3 Empire Doullut Canal from the Mississippi River to the Gulf of

Mexico

4 Jump Basin Tiger Pass Grand Pass and Baptiste Collette from the

Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico

Charges which may be incurred by vessels

Item 135 Harbor Fee All commercial cargo vessels which dock

moor or anchor within the District shall be

assessed a Harbor Fee per each arrival within

the geographical limits of the District to assist

in defraying the expenses of the administra

tion and maintenance of the port and harbor

including the supervision of the shipping of

the port with the view of preventing colli

sions and fires policing the river and river

front providing services of all kinds as re

quired for an orderly and safe port operation
including response to vessels in distress with

the means available and to aid in extin

guishing fires on vessels and equipment and

in the cargo aboard such vessels or upon the

public wharves public banks and battures of

the waterways of the District and in the har

bor and upon the private wharves docks and

immediately adjacent facilities connected

thereto without any additional charge except
for the cost of supplies material and equip
ment expended by the District in the perform
ance of such services
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Fee Per Commercial Cargo Vessel for Port

Entry and Usage
Vessels under 100 in length 5 00 per day
Vessels 100 and under 250 in length lO 00

per day
Vessels 250 and under 500 in length 30 00

per day
Vessels 500 and over in length75 00 per

day
Non powered conventional barges are exempt

from this Harbor Fee Item and this Fee shaH
be calculated on tugboats towboats or push
boats on the length of the powered vessel

only
In lieu of daily charges vessels may obtain

temporary or annual permits licenses upon
payment of the foHowing fees

Vessels under 100 in length
a For 30 days 75 00
b For 90 days200 00
c For 180 days300 00
d For 365 days400 00

Vessels 100 and under 250 in length
a For 30 daysl50 00
b For 90 days400 00

c For 180 days600 00
d For 365 days800 00

A vessel shall have thirty 30 days after its first

entry into the District in which to obtain a

temporary or annual permit license If the
vessel does not obtain such a permit license
it shall be assessed the daily fee

Notice of this Item 13 Harbor Fee shaH be

given to each vessel arriving in the District

by the facility andor wharf owner Notice
shall be given either by giving the vessel a

written copy of this Item 135 Harbor Fee or

by posting notice that each vessel must con

tact the District s office upon arrival
The address and telephone number of the Dis

trict area

Woodlawn Building Route I Box 53A
Braithwaite Louisiana 70040 504 682
0081
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Supplemental Harbor Fee

All commercial cargo vessels handling or trans

ferring cargo in midstream or when anchored
at or moored to any dock wharf or mooring
facility shall be assessed in addition to the
above regular Harbor Fee a Supplemental
harbor Fee on non liquid cargoes of Four

004 Cents per ton of 2000 pounds or frac
tion thereof Over Five Hundred 500 tons

based on the weight of the cargo so handled
or transferred and a Supplemental harbor Fee
on liquid cargoes of One Half Cent V2t per
barrel for each barrel Over 4000 barrels of the

cargo so handled or transferred
Non powered conventional barges are exempt

from this Supplemental Harbor Fee Item as

are tugboats towboats or push boats which
are assessed the Harbor Fee only as herein
above stated See Supplemental Harbor Fee
below

Supplemental Harbor Fee for Tows Leaving the
Port District

All commercial cargo carrying barges in tows

handling or transferring cargo in midstream
or when anchored at or moored to any dock
wharf or mooring facility shall be assessed a

Supplemental Harbor Fee on non liquid
cargo in all barges of such tow of Four

0 04 Cents per ton of 2000 pounds or frac
tion thereof over Five Hundred 500 tons

based on the weight of the cargo so handled
or transferred and there shall be a Supple
mental Harbor Fee on liquid cargo in all

barges of such tow of One Half Cent ht
per barrel thereof over 4000 barrels Both
such Supplemental Harbor Fees are assessed

against the towboat owner operator and

owner of the cargo that leaves a wharf or

other facility within the Port District for a

destination outside the Port District
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Vessels

Exempt
ed From
Harbor

Fee

Special
Annual
or Tem

porary
Port Per
mitVes
sels

If such boat owner operator or person in

charge of the towboat is able to show to the
Port Manager with supporting paid tariff evi
dence that all such cargo has previously been
the subject of a tariff charge when it entered
the Port District aboard any vessel which paid
a Supplemental Harbor Fee on such cargo
there shall not be a dual charge for such

cargo and such towboat owner operator and
owner of the cargo shall be exempt from the

payment of this Supplemental Harbor Fee

This Tariff charge shall be based on the towboat
or ship manifest or other shipping paper ac

companying the tows leaving the Port Dis
trict and the towboat owner operator and
owner of the cargo as shown on the manifest
or other shipping paper shall be jointly liable
for the payment of such Supplemental Harbor
Fee to the Port District

See Item l65 Payment of Bills as to joint li

ability for Harbor Fees and Supplemental
Harbor Fees

A Vessels passing through the port which do
not berth at any wharf anchor within the Dis
trict or in any way moor themselves within
the District limits vessels stopped within the

District for the sole purpose of changing
plots or because of inclement weather re

maining less than twelve hours within the
limits of the District

B Government vessels not engaged in carrying
cargo troops or supplies

C Private non commercial pleasure craft
D Annual permitslicenses as set forth in Item

135
This Item is repealed in its entirety However

any vessel having a valid permit in effect be
fore the date of repeal of this Item shall not
be assessed any Harbor Fees until the permit
has expired
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Any vessel whether seaworthy or not which
docks moors or anchors within the district
for a continuous period of more than five

days for repairs construction moth ball

ing dry docking or storage except one

which is removed from the water by dry
docking shall after the first five days pay the

following fees

Fee Per Vessel

Vessels to 200 ft in length None

Vessels 200 ft and over in length 150 00 per
day

The Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal
District does not nor does any entity on its
behalf at the present time have public
wharves which it owns controls or operates
with any fee as provided under this Tariff
The Plaquemines Parish Commission Council
the governing authority of the Plaquemines
Port Harbor and Terminal District and the
Parish of Plaquemines owns marinas which
are limited to use for vessels operating in
land waterways and which are not physically
susceptible to accommodate any vessels en

gaged in foreign coastwise or intercoastal
trade Such marinas are not subject to this
Tariff and are the subject of separate fees
and charges as promulgated by ordinances of
the Plaquemines Parish Commission Council

All bills are due upon presentation by the Dis
trict and failure to pay when presented shall

place the name of the vessel its owners and

agents or other user of the facilities upon a

Delinquent List the conditions of which are

hereinafter defined

NEW ORLEANS STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION V PLAQUEMINES 599
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Item 140 Lay Up
Fee

Item 155 Wharfage
Rates at

Public
Wharves

Item 165 Payment of
Bills

28 F M C
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The payment of the Harbor Fee and the Supple
mental Harbor Fee shall be the primary obli

gation of the owner agent or user of the ves

sel but the owner of the facility handling or

storing the cargo and the cargo owner whose

cargo is loaded andlor unloaded from any
wharf dock facility mooring facility or an

chorage within the District shall be liable in
solido as surety for the payment of the Har
bor Fee and the Supplemental Harbor Fee

subject however to the right of full subroga
tion and full recovery by those who have paid
on behalf of the owner agent or user of the
vessel who is primarily liable for all amounts

paid by those responsible in solido but not

primarily obligated All other charges applica
ble to this Tariff shall be assessed to owners

of the vessels their agents cargo owners or

owners of facilities in solido

Parties entering and using the District so as to
become liable for any District fees whatso
ever as provided in this Tariff do by such

entry and usage thereby contract to pay and
are responsible for all District fees whatso
ever as provided for in this Tariff

The District reserves the right to estimate and
collect in advance all charges which may ac

crue against cargo owners common carrier
vessels their owners andlor agents or against
cargo loaded or discharged by such vessels or
other users of the facilities of the District
whose credit has not been properly estab
lished with the District or who are habitually
on the Delinquent List Use of the facilities
may be denied until such advance payment or

deposits are made
The District reserves the right to apply any pay

ment received against the oldest bills ren

dered against common carriers vessels their
owners andlor agents or users of the facilities
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All cargo owners common carriers vessels
their owners andor agents and or owners

lessors or lessees of wharves or other users

of the port or facilities of the District placed
on the Delinquent List for reasons hereto stat
ed shall be denied further use of the port or

facilities by the District until all such reports
have been filed and all charges thereon to

gether with any other charges due shall have
been paid

The District shall pay Five 5 Percent of all

fees remitted directly to the District by an

agent for a vessel or a dock wharf or moor

ing facility owner as compensation for such
collection by said vessel agent or dock
wharf or mooring facility owner

Upon the execution of a written agreement by
an agent for a vessel or a dock wharf or

mooring facility owner relative to their col

lecting for the District tariffs owed by their

principal or for vessels at their dock wharf
or mooring facility they may be relieved of
their joint liability with the vessel owner

When any Tariff debtor fails to pay any charges
or portion thereof due under the provisions of
this Tariffwithin 30 days of the invoice date
there shall be added to the amount of charges
due interest at the rate of one and one half

per centum I Y2 per month from the due

date until paid Such interest shall be an obli

gation to be collected and accounted for in
the same manner as if it were part of the

charges due and can be enforced in a separate
action or in the same action for collection of
the charges and shall not be waived or remit
ted

If any charges penalties or interest due under

this Tariff are referred to an attorney at law
for collection an additional charge for attor

ney s fees in the amount of Twenty 20
Percent of the charges penalties and interest
due shall be paid by the Tariff debtor

19 The Port tariff assesses a two factor fee against vessels One a

Harbor Fee and the other a Supplemental Harbor Fee R PF 22
32 Ex R 14

Item 165A Interest

Item 165B Attorney s

Fees
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20 Both the Harbor Fee and the Supplemental Harbor Fee apply to
commercial cargo vessels which by definition in the tariff does not

include pleasure craft fishing boats oyster boats or passenger vessels
R PF 23 32 Ex B14

21 Ninety seven percent of the total number of ocean going vessels

calling in the Port District remain for an average of three days From
June I 1983 through February 14 1984 only 25 of 889 vessels entering
the Port stayed in the Port District 14 days or more R PF 27 28

22 Item 36 of the Tariff exempts certain categories of vessels from

payment of the Harbor Fee Included in the exemption are holders of
annual permitslicenses as set forth in Item 135 R PF 31 Ex R 14

23 The Supplemental Harbor Fee as more fully set forth in the Tariff

places a fee of 4 cents per ton of 2000 pounds or fraction thereof over

500 tons based on the weight of the cargo handled or transferred The
Supplemental Harbor Fee for liquid cargoes is Ih cent per barrel for each
barrel over 4000 barrels of cargo handled or transferred R PF 35 Ex
R 14 Item 135

24 The amount of coal grain phosphate crude oil and refined petroleum
products transferred to or from the vessel is the basis for the Supplemental
Harbor Fee R PF 35 Ex R 14

25 Prior to the adoption of the present tariff the costs incurred by
the Parish on account of the Port District Office the marine radio operators
and the Port District rescuelpatroVfire vessels were directly allocated to
the Port A percentage of each department s costs was also allocated to
the Port as follows

Department
DocketNo 83 2

percent

Councilmen
Aviation
Fire Protection
Ferries

Safety Engineer
Ambulance
Itinerant Labor

Coroner
Health
Waterworks

Garbage
Sewerage
Purchasing
Internal Auditor
Data Processing
AccountingPayroll

5

5
20
5
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
5

o
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Docket No 83 2
percent

Department

R PF 47 48 Ex R 55

26 The Port District operates two patrol rescue fire vessels Authority
I and II each 50 feet long and made of aluminum capable of a top

speed of 26 knots The boats were placed in service in 1983 Each is

capable of pumping 2 000 GPM of water and approximately 30 minutes
of foam application In addition each is equipped with a boarding platform
for retrieving people from water and with facilities for medical emergencies
The vessels are manned 24 hours a day with a total crew of six deckhands

six captains and one maintenance relief man One vessel covers the Mis

sissippi River from the District s northern boundary at Mile 82 AHP to

the Pointe a Ia Hache area The second vessel covers the area from South

west Pass north to Pointe a Ia Hache R PF 50 Ex R 3

27 Several of the crew members of the vessels are trained in marine

fire fighting and some are attending Emergency Medical Technician EMT

training R PF 51 Ex R 3

28 Both vessels maintain marine VHF radio surveillance and also have

direct radio contact throughout the Port District with the Port District Office

the Parish Sheriff s Office and the several Parish fire departments via

the Parish s private channel frequency The vessels are on call 24 hours

daily from the dispatch station located in the Port Districts Office R

PF 52

29 The vessels are also available to transport emergency medical per
sonnel fire fighting teams from the various fire departments of the Parish

and personnel from the Sheriff s Office and any other Parish State or

Federal agency They also patrol the District for vessel pollution violations

and aid in the water quality sampling program R PF 53

30 An example of the operation of the Port District patrolrescue fire

vessels occurred on December 18 1983 Then a tug rammed a butane

laden barge containing 4 000 barrels of liquid petroleum gas at the Gulf

AUiance Refinery dock in the Port District causing an explosion and fire

Two men were injured in the incident The Authority I was dispatched
directly to the scene It extinguished the fire aboard the tug conducted

a search and rescue operation for any injured persons contained the fire

aboard the butane barge ascertained the source of the leaking butane and

eliminated the leak In addition to Authority I the Belle Chasse Volunteer

Fire Department responded with Mobile Marine Unit 2 and other shore

based fire trucks and extinguished extensive shoreside fires that were caused

by the flash from the explosion of the barge tug collision The MIV Lou

isiana with nine firemen aboard was also dispatched to the scene R

PF 54 Ex R 3 pp 68 Tr 215 84 pp 6065

28 F M C
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3J Examples of otier incidents of the use of the patrol rescuefire vessels

include medical evacuations on October 24 November 29 December 7

and 15 of 1983 of sick or injured seamen aboard ocean vessels the

removal of a mental patient on December 8 1983 and the transport of

prisoners taken from vessels The patrolrescue fire vessels also have assisted

vessels aground and have secured a runaway barge R PF 55 Ex R

3 pp 612
32 The Parish s fire fighting efforts in addition to acquisition manning

and operation of the patrolrescue fire vessels include

a execution of a fire fighting agreement with the United States

Coast Guard

b formulation of a marine fire plan
c formulation of commilllents from private facilities to provide as

sistance during emergencies
d acquisition of a bigger snorkel fire truck than would be needed

for land fires with additional snorkel length to reach the decks

of large vessels

e refitting of the ferry M V LOUISIANA as an auxiliary fire fighting
vessel

f purchase of two land based mobile marine pumping units

g purchase and stockpiling of foam to be used in fighting chemical

and other fires

R PF 56 Ex R 35 pp 1415

33 The ferry MIV Louisiana is outfitted with fire fighting capability
at a cost of 272 683 00 It is equipped with a 2000 GPM pump that

draws river water for ejection through fire nozzles Two fire nozzles are

for water streams at the front and two combination nozzles are at the

rear for foam In addition there are eight to ten other n07zles that can

be connected to various size pieces of fire equipment for using hoses

so the pumping capacity of the vessel itself can be channeled through
hoses that are made of lightweight modem materials and can be carried

up into all parts of any vessel Additionally the decks of the MIV Louisiana

are capable of taking aboard any piece of Palish fire equipment including
a snorkel truck able to position its nozzles as high as approximately 50

feet above the deck of the vessel The MIV Louisiana also has two 1 000

gallon capacity foam tanks attached to the pumping station R PF 62

Ex R 15 pp 5 6

34 The Port District has also purChased and it maintains two mobile
maline 2 000 GPM pumps which can be towed on the highways running
parallel to the river Each pump has extra hose capacity can be lifted

by crane and placed on vehicles or vessels can be hooked into the system
of the ferry and be used along with fire trucks and can be drawn from

any water source to provide a waterborne firefighting capability Mobile
Marine Unit 1 is customarily assigned to and located on the east bank

i
i
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of the Mississippi River at the Woodlawn fire station Mobile Marine
Unit 2 is customarily stationed at Belle Chasse on the west bank of
the river R PF 63 Ex R 15 pp 67

35 An example of the coordinated use of landbased fire department
equipment with the Ports marine firefighting equipment under the Parish s

marine fire plan was tested in the case of the tugbarge fire at the Gulf

Alliance Refinery R PF 64 Ex R 3 pp 68 Ex R 8

36 Another example of the coordinated use of landbased Parish Fire

Department facilities and marine facilities under the marine fire plan oc

curred in 1982 prior to the acquisition of the patrol rescuelfire boats in

connection with a fire in the engine room of the MIV Dubrovnik at the

Electro Coal Transfer Facility The vessel was tied to a private dock when

the fire took place She was cut loose from the dock due to the combined

efforts of landbased Mobile Marine Unit 1 the MIV Louisiana and a

private vessel borrowed by the Port The firemen of the Woodlawn and
Belle Chasse fire departments boarded the MIV Dubrovnik and along with

the ship s crew were able to extinguish the fire before the arrival of

the MIV Louisiana R PF 65 Ex 3 pp 8 9

37 A further example of the type of problems handled by the Port

involved the world s largest drilling rig the Rowan Gorilla T The rig
was undergoing repairs in the Belle Chasse area in November 1983 Three

ships were anchored close to the drilling rig and due to high winds and

lack of current the ships swung around endangering themselves and the

Rowan Gorilla T The situation had the potential for a catastrophic accident

involving in excess of 300 people aboard the vessels involved After consid

erable pressure from the Port District office all Crescent Pilots were notified

by their president to maintain a safe distance from the Rowan Gorilla

T R PF 71 Ex R 3 pp 9 10

38 The Port District staff consists of a Port Manager a Chief Marine

Inspector three marine inspectors four full time and one part time marine

radio operator and five clerks The marine communication system is manned

24 hours a day and it enables the Port to communicate with the patrol
rescue fire boats and the marine inspector as well as with the Parish

ferries seven volunteer fire departments ambulances and all Parish radio

equipped vehicles The Port maintains a program of safety inspection It

spends most of the inspection time inspecting smaller vessels and little

if any time inspecting docks and wharves In 1983 107 smaller non

commercial vessels were inspected R PF 68 69 70 Ex R 35 pp 2

4 Ex R 3 pp 4c5

39 The Plaquemines Parish Commission Council is responsible for Port

planning and development and overall supervision of the Port District

In 1983 the President of the Council spent at least 25 percent of his

Parish time on Port mallers In 1984 the President as well as two or

three other council members spent 2025 percent of their Parish time on

Port mallers Taking the Commission as a whole not less than five percent
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i
1

of the aggregate time of all nine Commissioners will be dedicated to

Port matters R PF 73 Ex R 55 p 11 Ex R 27 pp 1 2 Ex R

28 p 2 Ex R 57

40 The Parish s ferries are an integral part of its transportation and

fire fighting system In addition to the fire fighting capability of the

MIV Louisiana two other vessels can be used to transport landbased fire

equipment for use against fires on the water and to transfer such equipment
from one bank of the river to another The Port has al10cated five percent
of the budget of the Ferry Department to the Port District expenditure
R PF 74 Ex R 55 p 17

41 Plaquemines Parish owns one Bel1 helicopter and two fixed wing
aircraft one of which is a seaplane In the event of marine casualty
the helicopter would locate the scene of the incident and coordinate marine

rescue and fire fighting efforts For example in January of 1983 a collision

occurred in the river near Venice Louisiana involving two vessels where

four people were killed The helicopter was used to direct search and
rescue operations for survivors R PF 75 Ex R 33 pp 45

42 The Parish aircraft are also employed in aerial surveillance of vessels

on the 102 miles of River within the Port District to locate any problems
that may arise such as fires collisions runaway barges congestion anc

any illegal activities The helicopter is also used to observe and determine
sources of pol1ution along the river Since July 1983 the Aviation Depart
ment s expenditures al10cated to the Port District have been 5 percent
R PF 76 77

43 The Port District uses the Parish s Water Processing Department
for invoicing tariff fees and compiling data including a list of Port District

users The Port is invoiced by the Data Processing Department for computer
time and data processing personnel time at the rate of an allocation of

5 percent R PF 78 Ex R 20

44 The costs of Port District services for the calendar year 1983 as

computed by the Port total 1 242 168 00 They are as fol1ows

TABLE I PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR AND TERMINAL
DISTRICT

1983 Preliminary Expenditures
Port District staff salaries 5 ful1 time employees and

Port Manager H R Benvenutti Salaries of 4 marine

inspectors Attorney s fees Office overhead Mainte

nance and expenses of 5 automobiles Dues of port
associations and conferences 554698 minus

30 000 for deck barge cost listed in Item 400 See
page 2 of Exhibit 524 698 00

Operating costs of two 50 foot patroVrescue vessels

I
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Salaries of 6 captains 6 deckhands Maintenance

fuel costs Materials and supplies insurance pre
mium for both vessels See Page 2 of Exhibit

Amortization for cost of two 50 foot vessels and radar

equipment Total cost of 633 040 71 divided by 10

year life expectance
Amortization of cost of Deck Barge B II and improve

ments thereto which is dock for AUTHORITY Ives

sel
Cost of Barge 30 000

Cost of Improvements 14 870

Total cost of 44 870 divided by 10 year life expect

ancy
Marine Radio Operators 4 full time and I part time

See Page 2 of Exhibit

Life Health Insurance for Port Employees
Retirement for Port Employees

PORT DISTRICT

OTHER PARISH DEPARTMENTS

300 643 00

63 304 00

4487 00

60 775 00
31 40100
17 07700

1 002 385 00

1 242 168 00

TABLE II PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR AND TERMINAL

DISTRICT

1983 Preliminary Expenditures
Fire Protection

598 167 00 1983 preliminary expenditures
143 116 00 cost of new equipment
455 05100

x 20
Amortization of new fire equipment

Total cost of 143 116 00 divided by 20 year life ex

pectancy
x 20

Ferries

1482 555 00 1983 preliminary expenditures
x 5

Aviation

164 379 00 1983 preliminary expenditures
x5

Data Processing
1983 preliminary expenditures

Councilmen

575474 00 1983 preliminary expenditures

28 F M C

91 010 00

1431 00

74 128 00

8 219 00

36 22100



TOTAL OTHER DEPARTMENTS

R PF 79 80 81 Ex R 35 pp 910 Ex R 55 p

pp 1 2 Ex R 28 p 2

45 The costs of Port District services for the calendar year 1984 as

computed by the Port total 1 394 369 00 They are arrived at as follows

TABLE III PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR AND TERMINAL

DISTRICT

1984 Budget
Port District staff salaries 5 full time employees and

Port Manager H R Benvenutti Salaries of 4 marine

inspectors Attorney s fees Office overhead Mainte
nance and expenses of 5 automobiles Dues of port
associations and conferences See Page I of Exhibit

Operating costs of two 50 foot patrolrescue vessels

Salaries of 6 captains 6 deckhands Maintenance

fuel costs Materials and Supplies See Page 2

of Exhibit

Insurance premium for both vessels

Amortization for cost of two 50 foot vessels and radar

equipment Total cost of 633 04071 divided by 10

year life expectancy
Amortization of cost of Deck Barge B lI and improve

ments thereto which is dock for AUTHORITY I ves

sel

Cost of Barge
Cost of Improvements

Total cost of 44 870 divided by
ancy

Marine Radio Operators 4 full time and I part time

See Page 3 of Exhibit

Life Health Insurance for Port Employees
Retirement for Port Employees
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x5

30 000

14 870

10 year life expect

PORT DISTRICT

OTHER PARISH DEPARTMENTS

28 F M C

28 77400

239 783 00

11 Ex R 27

483 960 00

406 650 00

81 253 00

63 304 00

4487 00

70 160 00

31 40100

17 07700

1 158 293 00

236 076 00

1 394 369 00



103 539 00

7 512 00

74 375 00
9 37100

17 767 00

23512 00
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TABLE IV PLAQUEMINES PORT HARBOR AND TERMINAL

DISTRICT

1984 Budget
Fire Protection

1 268 960 00 total 1984 budget 751 26400

cost of new equipment 517 696 00 1984 oper
ating funds x 20

Amortization of new fire equipment Total cost of
751 26400 divided by 20 year life expectancy x 20

Ferries 1 487 500 00 total 1984 budget x 5
Aviation 187 500 00 total 1984 budget x 5

Data Processing 355 342 00 total 1984 budget x 5

Councilmen 470 24100 total 1984 budget x 5

TOTAL OTHER DEPARTMENTS 236 076 00

R PF 82 Ex R 35 pp 14 15

46 The terminal facilities along the river are privately owned Under

the tariffs involved here the wharves docks and other waterside facilities

are not assessed any charges by the Port District for the various services

fire protection rescue etc rendered by it Ex R 14

47 The private wharves and docks receive substantial benefits from
the services provided by the Port Tr 216 84 pp 103 133 Tr 217
84 pp 9 10 15 Tr 221 84 pp 150 156 157 177

48 The companies owning the terminals pay Parish ad valorem taxes

and some provide their own land based fire protection There is no proof
in the record that either the revenues derived from the ad valorem taxes

or the benefit to the Parish from the land based fire protection are com

parable to the fees that would otherwise be assessed the private wharves

and docks under the tariff Entire Record

49 Commercial fishing vessels and crew boats do not pay any fees

under the tariff although they both are benefited by the services rendered

by the Port Ex R 14 Tr 215 84 pp 107 108 124 139

50 Supply boats are benefited by the Port s services but the record

is devoid of any evidence comparing the benefits received to any fees

paid by such boats Entire Record

51 The record does not contain sufficient evidence to justify the 500

ton exemption contained in the Supplemental Harbor Fee There is no

factual comparison of relevant factors relating to the benefits derived from

or the cost of Port services nor is there any evidence as to the resultant

economies in Port overhead expense Entire Record

52 Inland barges are not assessed any charge under the Supplemental
Harbor Fee when they enter the Port They are charged a fee on leaving
the Port only if the cargo they are carrying has not previously been subject

28 F M C
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to the tariff charge when it entered the Port Ex R 14 Tr 217 84

pp 60 61 Tr 22184 pp 8083

53 Despite the terms of the tariff which would charge a fee to oceangoing
barges entering the Port oceangoing barges carrying phosphate to the

Electro Coal Transfer Corporation private wharf were not charged a fee

under an oral agreement between the Port and the company Ex R

14 Tr 2 2184 pp 106119 126134 163 166

54 The record does not contain any evidence indicating that there was

any weighing of the benefit and comparable cost in relation to inland

barges as opposed to such benefit and cost to other users so as to justify
the exemption of such barges Further there is no real evidence of adminis

trative difficulty warranting the exemption Entire Record

55 The permitdiscount feature of the tariff does favor local interests

over non local commercial cargo vessels The evidence of record does

not establish that the fees paid by the smaller vessels reasonably represents
the benefit they receive from Port services when compared with other

users Ex R 14 Tr 217 84 pp 43 et seq
56 After the decision in the Dreyfus case the Port settled the case

by offering the parties to the suit a reduction remission or rebate of

80 percent of the Harbor Fees and Supplemental Harbor Fees R PF 18

57 The Port tariff does assess a fee against Port users for providing
to vessels and cargo essential health safety and security services Ex

R 14
58 The Port does have primary responsibility for furnishing fire and

rescue protection in the Port While the Coast Guard has some general
responsibility its resources are limited and it looks to this Port as well

as other local ports to be primarily responsible Exs R 38 48 49

Ultimate Findings of Fact

59 The Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District is a subdivision

of the State of Louisiana and is an other person subject to the Shipping
Acts of 1916 and 1984 The combination of the Port s exclusive ability
to provide essential health safety and security services to vessel and cargo
interests in commercial cargo handling transactions its assessment of selec

tive cargo transfer fees and its control of access to private terminal facilities

results in fundamental control over the rates and practices of terminal

facilities Such pervasive involvement in the business of common carriers

marine terminals and commerce of the United States confers on the Commis

sion jurisdiction over the Port under the pertinent provisions of the Shipping
Acts of 1916 and 1984 and subjects the Port s fees to scrutiny under

those provisions
60 The Port s practice of assessing on the basis of cargo transactions

a fee for providing to vessels and cargo essential health safety and security
services constituted the furnishing of other terminal facilities within the

meaning of the Shipping Acts of 1916 and 1984 The term other terminal

28 F M C
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facilities contemplates not only physical assets such as docks wharves
and warehouses but also encompasses services rendered in connection
with the marine terminal link in transportation modes

61 The settlement of the Dreyfus case by the Port does not unjustly
discriminate against others who are not parties or privy to the former

proceeding and who are not identifiable in this proceeding as having suffered

any injury much less the amount of such injury Further public policy
favors the settlement of litigation

62 The tariff fees in question are not a toll charge in contravention
of the United States Constitution Rather those fees represent the establish
ment of regulations and practices related to or connected with the receiving
handling or delivering of property namely they are fees to provide for
the policing of the waterway so as to insure the safety and facility of
movement of vessels and cargo using it

63 The Harbor Fee and Supplemental Harbor Fee do not bear a reason

able relationship to the comparative benefit obtained by the assessed parties
from the services provided by the Port and further the various exceptions
contained in the tariff relating to private terminals supply boats crew

boats fishing vessels inland barges as well as the five hundred ton and
the permitdiscount rate features are unduly preferential and unjustly dis

criminatory The record fails to contain sufficient evidence to either dem
onstrate that other revenue considerations of the exempted classes are rea

sonably related to the fees forgiven or that such exemptions are required
admirtistratively

64 The surety provisions of the tariff relating to agents are not unreason

able A terminal operator can hold liable for tariff fees all direct and

indirect users of its services All parties made sureties for the Port s fees
are either direct or indirect users of the Ports services Furthermore there
is no evidence that the Port has abused these liability provisions or that
a hardship or injustice has resulted from their application

65 The Supplemental Harbor Fee in this proceeding is not an improper
charge against vessels because the evidence does not establish why the
carrier shipper contract should prevent the imposition of the fee on the
vessel either under the facts or the law

Discussion and Conclusions

This case involves several issues and a voluminous record contammg
extensive oral testimony and documentary evidence The issues as we under
stand them and as set forth in the briefs of the parties are discussed
below Those issues which are preliminary in nature will be disposed of
first Those dealing with the merits will then be dealt with in turn

Issue No I The Louis Dreyfus Settlement

On July 30 1982 the Commission in Louis Dreyfus Corp v Plaque
mines Port Harbor and Terminal District 25 EM C 59 1982 affd
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21 SRR 219 held that the tariff then on file Exhibit R 58 was improper
in that the Harbor Fees and Supplemental Harbor Fees were unlawful
and were in violation of section 16 First and section 17 of the Shipping
Act 1916 The Port has offered a reduction remission or rebate of 80

percent of the Harbor Fees and Supplemental Harbor Fees to parties who
were port users and were parties to the litigation The complainant argues
that

The practice en aged in by the District in refunding only to

parties in litigation the charges found by the Commission to
be unlawful in the Louis Dreyfus case was patently discriminatory
and requires that the Parish make such refunds as to alJparties
disadvantaged by its unlawful charges Complainant s Initial Brief
pp 28 48

The complainant cites no facts indicating who the other parties might
be nor does it cite any law in support of its assertion Apparently it
is invoking section 22 a Shipping Act 1916 as a basis for reparations
to the other parties

We believe the complainant s argument on this issue is without merit
Where as in the Dreyfus case there was an open public settlement of
a legitimate claim there is 110 basis for a finding that such a settlement

unjustly discriminates against other parties not privy to the proceeding
Levatino Sons v Prudential Grace Lines 18 F M C 89 112 114 1973
adopted in relevant part at 18 FM C 83 1974 This is especially true
in light of the public policy favoring the settlement of litigation See Behring
nternational ndependenr Ocean Freight Forwarder License No 9 0 23

F M C 973 981 986 1981 and the cases cited therein Further under
section 22 a reparations can only be awarded where actual injury can

be shown to be caused by violation of the Shipping Act and where the
amount of injury suffered can be proven Here the record is devoid of
any such evidence so that even if one wanted to refund a portion of
the tariff charges to other persons not parties to the Dreyfus action this
record would not allow him to do so In short even if there was discrimina
tion as to other parties that discrimination is not properly at issue
in this case nor is there any basis for relief in this proceeding
Issue No 2 Whether or Not the Charges Contained in the Tariff Are

Unlawful Under the Constitution of the United States

At pages 35 through 40 of its Initial Brief and pages I through 13
of its Reply Brief the complainant argues that the charges imposed by
the Port s tariff are prohibited by the Constitution of the United States
which at 37 D S C 10 states all the navigable rivers and waters in
the former Territories of Orleans and Louisiana shall be and forever remain
public highways and which at Art I 10 Clause 3 forbids any state
to lay any duty of tonnage without the consent of Congress The argu
ment goes to the Commission s jurisdiction It is surprising because it

28 FM C
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is tantamount to arguing that the charges in the tariff cannot be collected

by the Port as an other person establishing just and reasonable regula
tions and practices related to or connected with the receiving handling
storing or delivering of property under section 17 of the Shipping Act
1916 Coupled with the complainant s argument that the Port is a non

entity generally and provides no services it would mean that the Commission
would have no jurisdiction over the Port and that it could not entertain
the complaint or grant the relief sought by the complainant In essence

were we to hold in favor of the complainant on this issue we should

dismiss the complaint and discontinue the proceeding
However tempting and easy a solution the above alternative may be

we must disagree with the complainant on this issue The old and long
standing Supreme Court cases the complainant cites do indeed forbid the

imposition of a duty or tax which is measured by tonnage and the capacity
of the vessel and which is in essence a contribution claimed for the privilege
of arriving and departing from a port of the United States 2 However
some of these same cases recognize as does the complainant that where
actual services are rendered charges for those services are not forbidden
even where specific benefit cannot be shown As was stated in Clyde
Mallory Lines v Alabama 296 U S 261 1935 a case cited by the

complainant

the policing of a harbor so as to insure the safety and

facility of movement of vessels using it differs from wharfage
or other services which benefit only the particular vessels using
them It is not any the less a service beneficial to the appellant
because its vessels have not been given any special assistance
and further

charges levied by state authority to defray the cost of

regulation of facilities afforded in aid of interstate or foreign
commerce have consistently been held to be permissible Idem

p 267

See also Huse v Glover supra and Indiana Port Commission v Bethlehem
Steel Corp 534 FSupp 858 USDC N D Ind 1981

The real jurisdictional issue in this proceeding of course is whether

or not the Port is an other person who provides a service to the ocean

commerce going through the Port The complainant asserts in its briefs

that the Port renders nothing but its presence is a non existent entity
providing no facility does not provide the anchorages has not in

any manner constructed or improved the Mississippi River and is only
a paper entity We cannot agree with those assertions The record in

2Huse v Glover 119 U S 543 1886 Transportation Co v Parkerburg 107 U S 691 1883 Southern

Steamship Co v The Masters and Wardens of the Port of New Orleans 73 U S 6 Wall 31 1867 PeetIe

v Morgan 86 U S 19 Wall 581 1874 Cannon v New Orleans 87 U S 20 Wall 577 1874 Moran

v New Orleans 112 U S 69 1884
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the proceeding establishes that the Port Authority was duly established
by the State of Louisiana that while it does not own the terminal and
shoreside facilities it controls and regulates them and most importantly
that it does provide fire and safety protection for the Port by having
available substantial amounts of fire fighting equipment personnel commu

nication helicopter and other services lbat are used to service the Port
and the vessels and facilities that use the Port Further contrary to the
complainants allegations the facts indicate that the Coast Guard looks
to the Port to provide the day to day fire protection and is far less able
to provide timely fire protection than is the Port itself AU of the pertinent
evidence including the testimony of the Coast Guard Commandant estab
lishes those facts Given them we must agree with the holding in Dreyfus
supra where the Commission said

Local governmental authorities are not categorically exempt
ed from the requirements of the Sh pping Act nr is there lllYcourt or Commission precedent requmng ownershIp of a faCIlIty
in order to confer jurisdiction under Section I of the Act Thus
the Plaquemines Port Harbor and Terminal District a subdivision
of the State of Louisiana is an other person subject to the
1916 Act The combination of the Port s exclusive ability to pro
vide essential health safety and security services to vessel and
cargo interests in commercial cargo handling transactions its as
sessment of selective cargo transfer fees and its control of access
to private terminal facilities results in fundamental control over
the rates and practices of terminal facilities SuchjlOrvasive in
volvement in the business of cOmmon carriers manne terminals
and the commerce of the United States confers on the Commission
jurisdiction over the Port under Section 1 and subjects the Port s

fees to scrutiny under the substantive provisions of the 1916 Act

So here we hold that the charges made under the tariff related to a

service rendered by the Port and were not in the nature of toll charges
As such they did not violate any provision of the Constitution of the
United States or any other statute

lssue No 3 Whether or Not the Harbor Fee and Supplemental Harbor
Fee Bear a Reasonable Relationship to the Comparative Ben t Ob
tained by the Assessed Parties From the Services Provided by the
Port

If the charges collected under the tariff do not bear a reasonable relation
ship to the comparative benefit obtained by the assessed parties from the
services provided by the Port then the tariff violates the Shipping Act
of 19163and must be set aside While a determination of this issue involves

3While the Shipplng Act of 1916 is referred to throughout this deciaion the holding also applies to the
Shipping Act of 1984 where il contains similar and relevant sections
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a matching of the overall costs to the overall benefit the fact that the
overall costs justify the overall benefit is not dispositive of the issue
Rather as was stated in Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft v Federal Mari

time Commission 390 U S 261 1968 at page 282

The question under 17 is not whether the petitioner has received
some substantial benefit but whether the correlation of
that benefit to the charges imposed is reasonable and further

The proper inquiry under 17 is in a word whether the charge
levied is reasonably related to the service rendered

Here the complainant argues that the alleged services are not a benefit
for which charges may be imposed and that oceangoing vessels should

not be required to pay for the fire and police protection and other services
afforded by the Port It argues further that the district charges are

unreasonable unduly preferential prejudicial and discriminatory As to

the latter argument it cites BalOn Rouge Marine Contractors Inc v Federal
Maritime Commission 655 F2d 1210 C A D C 1981 and the language

if the challenger pays more than other parties pay for
fewer benefits than other parties receive then the charge is unrea

sonable under 17 the FMC failed to conduct any com

parative analysis of the relative benefits insuring to the several
users of the facility This comparison was at the heart
of the Commission s earlier approach and is essential to a deter
ntination that the charge levied is reasonably related to the serv

ices renderedSeparate slip op at 4 J S 182 quoting from

Volkswagenwerk supra at 282 88 S Ct at 94041 We agree
that at this juncture the Commission s order cannot stand given
the absence of any exposition of the relative benefits of the
automated gallery to stevedores and other segments of the dis
tribution channe1 Id at 2 J A 180

In our view we think it clear from this record that the Port does
furnish some services that benefit commercial cargo vessels and we reject
the complainant s view that the services are not a benefit for which charges
may be imposed We also believe that the facts and evidence in this

proceeding support the finding that the overall costs allocated to the various
services are reasonable or at least are not unduly or unreasonably discrintina

tory However they should be allocated evenly and fairly to the recipients
of those services Stated differently the charges must be so allocated as

to not unduly or unreasonably discriminate against one or more recipients
so as to violate the pertinent provisions in the Shipping Acts

Here the complainant avers that the charges 4 are unduly discrintinatory
because

4We have difficulty in some cases in ascertaining just what discrimination the complainant would have

us fmd specifically as to the Harbor Fee vis a vis the Supplemental Harbor Fee
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I there is no contribution to the District by the wharves
docks or other waterfront facilities in the District

2 supply boats are benefited but do not pay appropriate
charges

3 commercial fishing vessels are benefited but do not pay
any charges

4 launches used by vessels to carry crewmen back and forth
between ship and shore are benefited and do not pay any charges

5 the five hundred ton exemption is not reasonable
6 inland barges transporting cargo into the District are not

assessed a Supplemental Harbor Fee
7 The PermitVessel Length features of the tariff are unjustly

discriminatory
There is no factual dispute in this record as to what the tariff provides

regarding the interests enumerated above Certainly the tariff does not
exact the same fee from them as it does from commercia cargo vesse s

n this sense it discriminates What we must decide is whether or not
that discrimination is so unreasonable as to violate the Shipping Acts
n reaching our findings we should note that while the tariff involved

here is patterned after the tariff involved in the Dreyfus case the amounts
involved are quite different and some provisions which were found to
be improper in Dreyfus have either been changed or deleted entirely For

example under the new tariff all commercia cargo vessels including those
under 00 feet pay the Harbor Fee and there is no longer a free Harbor
Fee Permit for vessels that pay ad valorem taxes Further the tariff here
unlike its predecessor does not credit payment of either the Harbor Fee
or the Supplemental Harbor Fee against the other fee The new tariff
does not provide for fmes and criminal penalties for failure to pay tariff
charges nor does it provide that the Port District is the sole interpreter
of the tariff provisions Final y the amounts of both the Harbor Fee and
the Supplemental Harbor Fee have been changed the latter being reduced
from 10 to 4 cents per ton of 2000 pounds or fraction thereof of 500
tons based on the weight of the cargo so handled or transferred

All of the above coupled with numerous other facts in the record S

convince us that the Port District and the commissioners who were respon
sible for its operation and management at least attempted to address the
objectionable parts of the tariff before the Colttll1ission in Dreyfus However
we must determine the viability of their actions not on the basis of their
good faith or good intentions but rather on the basis of the provisions
contained in the tariff now in effect

Por examplethe cost and bud et estimates of various Parish Departments allocated 10 the Port were drill
tically reduced See Findings of Fact Number R48

28 FM C
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As to the exclusion of the wharves and docks from the payment of
fees under the tariff both the Harbor Fee and Supplemental Harbor Fee

have as their purpose the collection of fees

to assist in defraying the expenses of the administration and main
tenance of the port and harbor including the supervision of the

shipping of the port with the view to preventing collisions and
fires and to aid in extinguishing fires on vessels
and in the harbor and upon private wharves docks and imme

diately adjacent facilities connected thereto Emphasis sup
plied

The language of the tariff as well as both the testamentary and documentary
evidence clearly establishes that the private wharves and docks do and

were meant to derive some benefit from the services provided by the

Port 6 Yet the tariff does not provide for the payment of any fees by
the owners of the wharves or docks The respondent seeks to justify the
omission by asserting that The Landbased Marine Terminals are Not
Substantial Beneficiaries of Port Services and Thus Should Not be Assessed
a Portion of the Supplemental Harbor Fee In support of iis assertion
the respondent notes that all of the privately owned terminal facilities

within the Port pay ad valorem taxes to the Parish and that they are

therefore subsidizing the Port s firefighting costs and that if they were

required to share in the payment of Harbor andor Supplemental Harbor

Fees they would be saddled with a dual burden ie the burden of paying
indirectly through their ad valorem taxes to the Parish a portion of the
Port District s safety costs plus the burden of paying directly some share
of the Harbor Fees andor Supplemental Harbor Fees to the Port District
The respondent also submits that The terminals make an additional con

tribution to the Port District in that under the Tariff they are liable as

sureties for the payment of the Harbor Fees and Supplemental Harbor

Fees by vessels In addition they are committed under the Marine Fire

Plan to provide support and facilities for the loading of land based equip
ment upon privately owned vessels assisting in marine firefighting Finally
the respondent alleges that The record demonstrates that the termi

nals are not materially dependent upon the Port s firefighting services for

their protection and do not require marine rescue services It describes

the concrete and steel construction of the terminals and how the marine

portions of the terminals facilities are substantially fireproof It says
that to the extent that any risk of fire at all may attach to the water

side terminal facilities that risk is generated by the presence of a vessel

loading or discharging cargo

6The testimony of various witnesses some of them offered by the respondent refers to the private facilities
as being pan of the Port benefiting from its services Further the evidence regarding various catastrophes
and emergencies clearly involve activities taking place on or near wharf facilities
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We believe that the record in this proceeding clelllIyestab1ishes that

the terminal and wharf facilities are an integral gart of the Port District
and that the services provided by the Port do benefit those facilities We

have already cited that portion of the tariff that specifically refers to the

need to collect monies to service private wharfs and docks In addition

the respondent s own witnesses testified that these facilities were part of

the Port Qr marine area and that they b nefited from the services provided
by the Port Respondent s expert testified that wharfs were related to

marine problems Tr 21684 p 103 and a Port Commissioner stated

that I would say they were marine when asked if the private docks
were part of the marine or inland port of the parish Tr 216 84 p

131 and that the services rendered by the Port are of benefit to everyone

and not only the ships that use the harbor but the facilities along
the river the privately owned facilities wharves Tr 216 84 p 133

another of respondent s expert witnesses testified that If there were a

fire in a waterfront in a waterfront facility I believe that it would be

fought from the water the marine fire fighting equipment and con

sequently the shoreside terminal would benefit Tr 217 84 pp 9 10

and further lhat By the term shippingcommllJlity I mean primarily
to be vessels that transit the waterway But I would have to include the
shoreside terminals as well Tr 217184 p 1 5 the Port Director when

asked to define the port area stated as to the facilities along the river

Definitely those are part of the port anu certainlY they are part
of our regulatory requirements for application of certain safety standarUs
What I am saying is laws lIld regulations not only deal
with the vessels but also the facilities that are located on its edge Tr

22184 p ISO and that in fire lIlu safety inspections at least equal
effort is spent on inspection of facilities along the river l8 is spent in
both the vessel categories Tr 22184 pp 156 157 and further in

answer to the question How about the facilities along the waterfront
Are they part of your responsibility The wharves and the docks the

answer was I would say yes sir Tr 22184 p 177 lIlother Port
Commissioner in answer to the question Do you consider the private
wharfs and dockages along the river are part of the Plaquemines Port

stated Yes sir to the extent that jhey provide services to river transpor
tation or transportation forms that use the river Tr 22484 p 158

In addition to the above the record is replete with evidence that the
services provided by the Port significantly benefit the private terminals
The various documents and testimony concerning certain emergencies and

catastrophes at the Port 7 indicate that disasters are just as likely to occur

because of activities taking place on the wharves and docks as they are

in other parts of the port Indeed considering the type of material being

j

1

7These involve IIhe Gulf Alliance Refinery Dock 2 Ih 11llemadonal Marlne Terminal Dock and 3

the EleClro Coal Dock

2S F M C
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handled at the docks i e liquid petroleum sulfuric acid and chemicals

grain butane gas etc the threat of explosion and fire is obvious
So here we must reject the respondent s argument that the landbased

marine terminals are not substantial beneficiaries of Port services We
believe they do benefit from Port services and that the failure to even

consider the payment to be made by terminals under the tariff is unjustly
discriminatory Tr 217 85 p 35 We also reject the view that the terminals

do not require marine rescue services because they provide their own

fire protection and because the marine portions of the terminals facilities
are substantially fireproof In our view the fact is they are susceptible
to catastrophic fires andlor explosions which might do extensive damage
to life and property and the services provided by the Port which are

available to the terminals are just as valuable to the terminals as to commer

cial cargo vessels 9

As to the argument relating to the payment of ad valorem taxes by
the private terminals and their liability under the tariff as sureties and

their commitment under the Parish s Marine Fire Plan we do not agree
with Respondent that these considerations should allow the terminals to

pay nothing under the tariff in issue The ad valorem taxes are what

any business or citizen would pay and are quite small to begin with

They have nothing to do with the marine services involved here As to

the surety clause in the tariff there is no evidence in the record that
the terminals paid anything as surety and even if they had that fact alone
would not excuse their obligation to pay for the Port services which bene
fited them Finally as to their willingness to provide emergency fire serv

ices it is the duty of every Parish citizen and ought not be looked upon
as a reason for exempting the terminals from paying their fair share under
the tariff

Surprisingly the argument advanced here by the respondent is substan

tially the same position taken in the earlier Dreyfus case and unlike the
other objectionable provisions cited in Dreyfus the Port did nothing in
the new tariff regarding terminal facilities In Dreyfus the Commission

decided that

A measurement of the reasonableness of the exemptions would
be whether the other revenue considerations of the exempted class
es are reasonably related to the fees forgiven None of the exemp
tions appears to meet this standard there is no showing
that the cargo protection costs saved through the expenditures
of private wharf owners equals or exceeds the foregone revenue

resulting from their exemption Finally there is no proof that

SIt is interesting to note that on November 13 1985 an Exxon oil tank barge was simply blowing out

gas fumes at the Gretna Machine Iron Works a private dock in the Port of New Orleans It exploded
killing one person injuring others and doing substantial damage 10 the dock While this accident did not

occur in the Plaquemines Port certainly it could have and is the kind of occurrence the Port s flre fighting
and rescue service is meant to prevent or care for

9See Tr 2115 85 pp 64 98 170 Tr 2121185 p 33
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the revenue derived from ad valorem taxes paid by the port users

exempted from harbor fees are generally comparable to the fees

that would otherwise be assessed these users Indeed the low
ad valorem taxes and the admission by the Port that ad valorem
revenues represent a small portion of Port revenues undermine
the validityof the harbor fees exemption and support the complain
ants allegation that the fees are a device whereby non local inter

ests subsidize the governmental services rendered Parish residents

So too here we hold that the Port similarly violated the Shipping Acts

in its assessment of a harbor fee and supplemental harbor fee

As to the complainant s argument that the tariff violates the Shipping
Acts in that supply boats fishing vessels anicrew launches benefit from

the Port services in question but do not pay any or adequate fees we

believe that these boats do derive some benefit from the services provided
by the Port albeit not as much as commercial cargo vessels or the private
wharves and docks Certainly they can catch fire or explode or have

a need for medical evacuation anyone of which could trigger the use

of the Port s fire fighting or emergency equipment The respondent alleges
that they ought not to come under the tariff either because they do not

use the main portion of the river do not pose any real danger or because

it would cost more to collect fees from them than the amount of the

fees themselves
In Dreyfus supra on similar facts the Commission decided that

Because there is no differentiation as to the nature of the cargo
or other transportation factors involved in the assessment of fees

a competitive or triangUlar relationship need not be proven
to establish a violation of Section 16 First The Port has treated
different classes of persons and descriptions of traffic unequally
in the imposition of its fees Because the exemptions from the
tariff fees create a situation where a minority of port users pay
substantial fees to defray general port expenses while the majority
of users pay little or nothing Complainants have made a prima
facie showing of undue preference and prejudice This shifts the
burden to the port to justify the exemptions which burden the

port has failed to meet 25 F M C 59 68

Further on the Commission stated

Complainants have also made a prima facie showing under Section
17 that charges do not bear a reasonable relationship to the com

parative benefit obtained from the port services by the assessed

parties The charged parties have not received benefits from the

Port s services proportionate to the costs allocated to them More
over other users of the services obtain equal or greater benefits
and have not been shown to have paid their allocable share of
Port costs The charges are not based upon the actual use of

the Port services by the charged parties Even if the generalized
benefit concept advanced by the Port were acceptable it appears

28 F M C
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that the exempted users obtain the same generalized benefit as

the charged parties Yet as mentioned above there is no evidence
that these exempted classes have made other contributions to the

operating costs of the Port that approved the level of fees that

would have been paid under the Port tariff if an exemption were

not granted Moreover the tariff is applicable only to users of
the navigable waterways of the Port although a large portion
of marine related Parish expenses allocated to the Port arises
from Parish services provided outside the navigable waterways
While there need not be a precise correlation between marine
related costs allocated to the Port by the Parish and the classes
of Port users assessed fees they must be reasonably related Here

there is a broad basis for determining marine related costs

and a narrow class of Port users assessed those costs 25 F M C
59 6869

We believe the above citations from Dreyfus are equally applicable in

this case and that if fishing vessels supply boats and crew launches are

to be exempted under the tariff the respondent has the burden to and

must actually justify the exemptions however reasonable one might other

wise assume them to be Unfortunately on the record made here we

cannot hold that the burden has been met The testimony of the respondent s

primary expert witness indicates that while she considered and made a

determination as to the reasonableness of the overall costs and the overall

fees under the tariff she did not even consider the reasonableness of

the allocation of the fees vis a vis one user against another Tr 217

84 p 31 et seq She mistakenly believed that supply boats and crew

boats paid a fee when in fact they do not When asked if they benefited

from Port services and should pay a fee she stated she was told that

the administrative burden of assessing the vessels was greater than the

worth of the assessment

In considering this issue respondent would have us differentiate between

the fishing boats oil rig service boats and commercial cargo carrying
vessels because The nature of the operation of these types of vessels

and the Port services afforded them is different from that afforded to

commercial cargo ships on the River and because These considerations

those relating to the carrying of heavy industrial equipment versus the

carrying of bananas as discussed in the Volkswagen werk case supra
are precisely applicable to the distinction made in the tariff between com

mercial and cargo vessels on the one hand and fishing and oil rig service

boats on the other These categories of vessels and their respective demands

for Port services are as different as heavy equipment and bananas paren
thesis supplied The respondent then states that It is noteworthy that

NOSA while condemning the exemption of fishing boats and smaller oil

rig service boats has neither shown that it is harmed by these exemptions
nor has it suggested any more desirable alternative imperfect rule than
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the one the Tariff contains The exemptions have in summary not been

shown by substantial proof to be unjustly discriminatory
We believe the respondent s argument cannot be adopted Certainly we

would readily agree that the commercial cargo vessels which pay fees

under the tariff differ in appearance size and use from fishing vessels

crew boats and supply boats However that consideration is not determina

tive of the issue In its tariff the Port in essence imposes a fee to supply
Port services with the view of preventing collisions and fires policing
the river and riverfront providing services of all kinds as required for

an orderly and safe port operation As to the fishing boats crew

boats and supply boats there is no question but that the tariff anticipates
and provides services to them if needed especially in the area of fire

prevention and rescue The respondent s own witnesses describe how a

substantial part of the Port s marine inspectors activities involve inspection
of the offshore supply vessels and crew boats Tr 215 84 pp 107 108

134 139 and how the Port helicopter is used to observe small vessels

Tr 22184 pp 35 36 39 43 44 45 10

Given the above we believe the real question as to the smaller vessels

is what portion of the costs is allocable to the benefits they derive from

Port services That they differ in size appearance and use from commercial

cargo vessels is not of itself a controlling factor but rather how much

more or less do they benefit In light of all of the above as well as

the absence of any definitive evidence in the record that there was any

weighing of benefits and fees regarding the fishing boats crew boats and

supply boats as against the commercial cargo vessels we must hold that

the respondent has failed to sustain its burden of showing that the above

named vessels reasonably should not be required to pay some reasonable

fee under the tariff In so doing we note that the respondent s attempt
to place the burden on the complainant to come up with a more desirable

alternate imperfect rule is invalid As we have noted under Dreyfus
the burden for justifying exemption is on the respondent and it is not

necessary for the complainant to show harm or suggest alternatives for

it to prevail
As to the complainant s argument that the five hundred ton exemption

used in the computation of the Supplemental Harbor Fee is unreasonable

once again we must deal with the fact that it is an exemption and that
the burden is on the respondent to justify it It argues that the exemption
of vessels carrying less than 500 tons is supported by both the resulting
economies in Port overhead expense and by the lesser risk of catastrophe
presented by such vessels It also submits that the 500 ton exemption
applies impartially to all vessels and all commodities

IOThe helicopter pilol testified that any service he perfonned regarding fishing boats was charged to the

Commission Council and not the Port Authority

28 FM C
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Once again as with the supply boats and crew boats it may well

be that the action taken by the Port is reasonable but the record does

not contain enough evidence to allow us to hold that the respondent has

sustained its burden For example it is true that the exemption applies
impartially to all vessels and all commodities but only as to those users

who pay a fee under the tariff It does not apply to users carrying less

than 500 tons and as to them it is an exemption and is not impartial
Insofar as the argument of lesser risk of catastrophe it stands on the

same footing as it did with respect to fishing boats crew boats and supply
boats Vessels carrying less than 500 tons may well be a lesser risk than

vessels carrying more but certainly they benefit from the services provided
by the Port and ought to pay for these services unless the facts of record

justify an exemption In this proceeding that is not the case and the only
remaining argument is the resulting economies in Port overhead

II

which

have not been clearly established or identified in the record

The complainant argues that the tariff violates the Shipping Act in that

it unjustly discriminates by exempting inland barges transporting cargo into

the District from being assessed under the Supplemental Harbor Fee The

fact is that under the tariff inland barges coming into the Port do not

pay a Supplemental Harbor Fee Such barges going out of the Port are

liable for the Fee only if such cargo has not previously been the

subject of a tariff charge when it entered the Port aboard any vessel

which paid a Supplemental Harbor Fee on such cargo in which event

there shall not be a dual charge for such cargo and such towboat owner

operator and owner of the cargo shall be exempt from this payment of

this Supplemental Harbor Fee Parenthesis supplied Once again because

an exemption is involved under the holding in Dreyfus supra the burden

for justifying it is on the respondent It argues that This treatment of

barge traffic is not discriminatory but instead is reasonable and justified
by valid transportation considerations It describes how barge traffic com

ing into the Port consists mostly of coal and grain brought in from upriver
and how it would not be feasible to have the tug bringing in the barges
to calculate the amount of cargo in the Plaquemines destined barges con

tained in the tow and to locate and to pass on to the owner of each

barge its pro rata share of Supplemental Harbor Fee It compares the

incoming cargo to outgoing barge tows of phosphate and crude oil or

petroleum products where it concludes that The towboat operator can

without undue burden pass the Supplemental Harbor Fee on to the owner

or charterer of the individual barges or to the cargo owners The respond
ent also argues that charging all inbound and outbound vessels 02 per

ton rather than the outbound vessels 04 per ton would greatly increase

the Port s overhead costs because it would have to collect twice as

many payments as it now does because a charge of only 02 per

ton against outbound seagoing ships would result in their paying less than

a fair share of the Port s costs taking into consideration the fact that
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the large vessels are the greater beneficiaries of the Port s safety efforts

and because if the Supplemental Harbor Fee were changed to assess

02 per ton for inbound and outbound vessels half of the substantial

Supplemental Harbor Fee revenues derived from vessels and harges carrying
crude oil and refined products outbound from Plaquemines would

be lost to the Port

While the respondent s arguments may have some validity we cannot

sustain them on the basis of the record made here As we have noted

the respondent s own expert witness testified she did not make any deter

mination regarding the reasonableness of the allocation of the tariff fees

as between various users and that she was told tonnage figures were not

available for purposes of allocating the Supplemental Harbor Fee insofar

as barges were concerned Tr 217 84 pp 43 44 Not only that when

questioned about inland barges the colloquy was as follows Tr 217

84 pp 60 61

THE WITNESS

And the supplemental harbor fee was developed to be assessed

against vessels on the basis of cargo loaded or discharged with
the intent of ships that have a lot of cargo activity A lot of

tons loaded and discharged would bear a cost against that activity
as opposed to a ship that had minimal cargo loading and discharge

BY MR BAGLEY

Q But on the other hand if it is a barge being discharged
by inbound cargo you would have no assessment against the

activity is that correct

A Ifits a barge being loaded

Q Being unloaded

A being discharged with inbounl cargo it is not charged
a supplemental harbor fee

Q SO that activity using activity as the word is not as

sessed is that correct

A It s not assessed a supplemental harbor fee yes
Q Can you how would you justify the reasonableness if your

going to assess activityor one activity being so assessed and
another identical activity not being assessed

A I understand the rationale for why the Port District con

structed its tariff as it did It is hard for me to understand the

justification
Q And you can offer nothing other than the fact that they

did it as they did is that correct

A That is correct

and further Tr 217 84 pp 72 74

Q All right
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Let s take the volume of tonnage in Louisiana in grain and
coal This is all shipped in by barge and not by ship is that

correct

A I would think so yes
Q And the shipment in bears no part of it The shipment

out bears all of the supplemental harbor fee

A The shipment in bears no harbor fee

Q The harbor fee is borne seven percent by by inland tugs
and tows and ninety three percent by ocean vessels

A The harbor fee is borne seven percent by tugs and tows

according to my estimate and probably something less that than

ninety three because we do have some supply boats in there

Q All right
Now do you think there is somethingdo you think some

thing closer to perfect than that can be achieved

A I don t know the answer to that question I meant Id

have to look into it in detail I would have to see what the

records are and see how they actually go about the collection

process
I don t know the answer to that question

Q Well would you not have first to start assessing tugs and
tows Would you not have to first start assessing supplemental
harbor fees against inbound barges

A Im sorry State that again
Q In order to establish an approach to a balance would you

not have to begin assessing supplemental harbor fees against tugs
and tows

A I assume you mean against
Q Inbound
A Yes Ithink your correct

Q And this would be a more perfect assessment would it

not

A Considering that the fee is an assessment against the vessels
on the basis of assessment on the basis of cargo going in I

would agree that a more perfect situation would be to assess

the inbound tugs and tows

In addition to the above testimony the Port Director another of the

respondent s witnesses testified that he knew of no reason why the Port

could not assess the tug that transports inland barges and their cargo in

just the same way that you assess the ship that brings the cargo in

Tr 22184 pp 8083 Further he testified that not only did inland

barges not pay a Supplemental Harbor Fee when coming into the Port

but that sometime in 1983 the Port and the Electro Coal Transfer Corpora
tion an owner of one of the private wharves entered into an agreement

whereby incoming oceangoing barges loaded with phosphate coming to

Electro Coal paid no Supplemental Harbor Fee but that outgoing inland
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barges loaded with coal going from Electro Coal paid such a fee The

agreement seems to violate the clear language of the tariff All of the

testimony involving the agreement is unduly vague and beclouded but

one thing is certain its effect is to favor one user over another in contraven

tion of the terms of the tariff Tr 221184 pp 106119 126134 especially
page 131 163 166

We think consideration of all of the above as well as other portions
of the record leads to the conclusion that the exemption for inland barges
from the Supplemental Harbor Fee is not justified in this record Indeed

it is clear that intentional or not the exemption has the effect of favoring
local interests over non local commercial vessels In addition we do not

believe either the facts of record or the reasons advanced by the respondent
warrant the exemption in favor of inland barges The evidence not only
fails to justify the exemption but the testimony regarding Electro Coal

seems to indicate clearly that the Port allowed ElectroCoal to enlarge
the exemption to oceangoing incoming vessels carrying phosphate in con

travention of the tariff to the benefit of Electro Coal and the detriment

of other users

So here we think there is no valid reason to exempt incoming inland

barges from the Supplemental Harbor Fee and their failure to pay a fee

under the tariff while deriving benefit from Port services violates the Ship
ping Acts because it unjustly and unduly discriminates against other users

Finally the complainant argues that the permit vessel length features

of the tariff are unjustly discriminatory In support of its argument the

complainant notes that the permit feature of the tariff is locally biased

because it applies only to commercial vessels under 250 feet in length
but not those over 250 feet which later category is comprised of oceangoing
vessels The permits are issued as follows

Length of
Permit

Discount

percent

30 Days 50
90 Days 56

180 Days 66 3

365 Days 78

From the above the complainant argues that while some reduction would
be justified it is submitted that the discount of 78 accorded to a vessel

obtaining an annual permit license is plainly excessive and further
that this is precisely what is represented by the relationship of a 365

day license at a cost of 80 days occupancy without a license The com

plainant concludes that Surely if the benefit for a year s occupancy is

liThe testimony of the Manager Administration of Electro Coal regarding the agreement is also pertj
nent and enlightening Tr 4124184 pp 6889
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equivalent to only 80 days of the daily fee the daily fee is not commensu

rate with the benefits accorded
The respondent argues that absent the permit virgule option the imposi

tion of the daily fee upon a vessel under 250 feet in length that is resident
within the Parish would result in unreasonably burdensome charges upon
such vessels For example a Plaquemines based commercial cargo vessel
between 100 to 250 feet in length would have to pay as much as 3 650

annually at the daily rate of 10 00 With an annual permit it pays
800 After citing overhead billing savings to the Port resulting

from the on time permit fee the complainant concludes that It is reason

able that such vessels be permitted a reduction of the daily fee in the
nature of a wholesale discount In contrast vessels that enter the Port

on only an occasional basis should logically be subject to the fee on

a retail basis
At the outset it should be noted that the issue regarding permWdiscount

rates favoring local users is like the other issues raised involving the

apportiomnent of the costs based on whether or not the fees charged
satisfy the requirements of the holding in Volkswagenwerk that is does

the fee paid fairly and reasonably represent the benefit derived by the
user The issue is not properly whether there ought to be a wholesale

or retail rate because the Port seeks to favor local interests but rather

whether the Port ought to establish such a dichotomy between the rates

because the service to local interests warrants it vis a vis the service to

oceangoing vessels Here again the record contains little evidence which

would justify the wholesale rate set forth in the tariff for local interests
and the retail rate set forth for oceangoing vessels Certainly one might
reasonably assume that the smaller local vessels require lesser services

than do the larger oceangoing vessels but even where the assumption
is made one cannt with the documentary or oral evidence of record

arrive at the discounts set forth in the tariff As far as we can determine

they are amounts chosen at random without any definitive reasonable as

sessment as to benefits derived from Port services for the smaller local

vessels as opposed to the larger oceangoing vessels In short the discounts

are arrived at arbitrarily As such they are discriminatory and violate the

pertinent provisions of the Shipping Acts

Issue No 4Whether or Not the Port May Look to the Vessel Agents
for Payment of Charges Imposed Under the Tariff

The tariff involved here at item 165 provides in essence that the Harbor

Fee and Supplemental Harbor Fee are the primary obligation of the owner

agent or user of the vessel emphasis supplied It states that Parties

entering and using the District do so by such entry and usage thereby
contract to pay and are responsible for all District fees whatsoever as

provided for in this tariff The tariff here Ex R 14 contains identical
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of Section 17 of the Act because its tariff provisions hold liable for the

debts of shippers and consignees of cargoes all parties who may have

had contact with the debtors including vessel owners terminal operators
and other users of the vessel or facility In reversing the holding of

the Initial Decision the Commission stated

The Presiding Officer s holding that the surety provisions of the
tariff are unreasonable will not be adopted A terminal operator
can hold liable for tariff fees all direct and indirect users of
its services 22

Given the Commission s holding in Dreyfus supra which considered the

very same tariff language we must follow the precedent established in

that holding So here the tariff provision in issue does nol violate section

17 of the Shipping Act 1916 or the companion provision of the 1984

Act

Issue No 5 Whether or Not the Supplemental Harbor Fee is an Improper
Charge Against Vessels

This issue like the agency issue discussed above would have us hold

that the Supplemental Harbor Fee is improper because it imposes the fee

on the vessel which has no contractual relationship with the Port The

complainant also seems to be arguing that the fee should not be collected

from vessels because the shipper carrier contract applicable to vessels calling
at the Port typically specifies that cargo will be handled on FIO terms

i e that the cargo interests rather than the vessel will be responsible for

cargo handling costs The complainant also makes much of the allegation
that the Port cannot collect the Supplemental Harbor Fee from the vessel

interest because of improper notice
The complainant has presented no statutory or case law which would

sustain its burden of showing that the assertion of the Supplemental Harbor
Fee against the vessel interest rather than the shipper interest is in any
way standing alone violative of the Shipping Acts While it mayor may
not be unusual and while the tariff may be objectionable on other grounds
we see no basis to sustain the complainant on this narrow issue

Finally it should be noted that throughout the testimony and in some

portions of the pleadings and brief there are other arguments made which

have not been discussed in this decision either because they have been

presented in vague terms or have little or no bearing on the final outcome

of the case In summary this decision holds that
I The Commission has jurisdiction in this proceeding
2 The Port does provide certain services such as fire and safety protec

tion for which it may charge users a harbor Fee and a Supplemental
Harbor Fee

22 West Gulf Maritime Asso v Port of Houston Authority 21 F M C 244 248 18 SRR 783 1978 affd
nem sub nom We Gulf Maritime Ass nv FMC 610 F 2d toOl DC Cir 1979 Table cert denied

449 U S 822 1980
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presented in vague terms or have little or no bearing on the final outcome

of the case In summary this decision holds that

I The Commission has jurisdiction in this proceeding
2 The Port does provide certain services such as fire and safety protec

tion for which it may charge users a harbor Fee and a Supplemental
Harbor Fee

3 The overall cost of those services is reasonable so that the total

amount collected from users is justified
4 The allocation of fees amongst users is unduly discriminatory in

that various exemptions and exceptions are made which are prima facie

violative of the Shipping Act and which prima facie violation the evidence

of record fails to overcome

It is important to emphasize that the above holding recognizes the unique
ness of the Plaquemines Port The parties have agreed that it is unique
and the evidence itemizes the various differences between Plaqemines and

other ports Because it is unique some of the comparisons made between

Plaquemines and other ports is in our opinion of little value For the

same reason we believe this Port and its Port Authority need to be espe

cially careful in allocating costs amongst the various users of the Port

For example in the testimony given in the case one of the Port Commis

sioners states that the Port may well assess higher costs for marine

related services rendered by the Port We would be remiss if we did

not caution that such a generalized approach is the cause of the problem
in the first instance There needs to be a clear and precise definition

of marine related services as they relate to the users under the tariff

and a correlation of the benefit of the services to the cost to the users

The correlation cannot unduly or unjustly discriminate amongst the users

whether or not they are local or non local
In view of the above it is held that the assessments made by the

tariff involved herein are unlawful under the Shipping Acts as set forth

above and that once the decision in this proceeding becomes final the

Port will immediately cease and desist assessing the unlawful fees
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